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Ausserhalb der staatlichen Strukturen haben sich eine Anzahl partizipatorischer
Praktiken entwickelt  (..)  Die Frage  (..)  ist  nun:  Wie  kann  sich die  Policy Anal-
yse als Disziplin gegentiber solchen methodischen Innovationen Offnen? Wie
kOnnten Mitglieder der Disziplin gar eine aktive Rolle ubernehmen, wenn es
darum geht, die partizipatorische Methode weiter zu entwickeln und zu formali-
sieren?

Fischer  1993:466
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1.      Can ordinary people engage  in
policy analysis ?

WHATEVER ELSE POLICY ANALYSTS  MAY  BE  (..)  I  BELIEVE  THEY  SHOULD  BE
ADVOCATES  OF  CITIZEN PARTICIPATION (Wildavksi, 1979:255).

INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, the market for policy advice based on social-scientific
research has expanded rapidly in most Western countries (DeLeon, 1988).
This "research and advice market" is most commonly referred to as corporate
consultancy in the case of the private sector and policy analysis in the case of
the public sector. 1 Cultural differences between countries  such  as the United
States, the United Kingdom and the smaller European countries such as
Denmark and the Netherlands may account for national variances in extensi-
veness and practices of public sector think tanks and policy research groups
(Weiss, 1992; Fischer, 1993-a). The general trend, however, is similar. Most
authors assert that since the Second World War, public policymakers have, in
more ways than one, become strongly dependent on rational analysis and the
use of social-scientific methods for developing policy recommendations
(DeLeon, 1988; Dunn, 1994).
Speaking primarily for the Netherlands, the degree of penetration and the
impact of external advice on public decisions is scarcely measurable on an
aggregated -e.g., sectoral- level  (Bos,  1992). The Netherlands, however,  is
particularly known for the relatively large number of public-sector advisory
committees, consultative platforms, governmental think tanks    and,    as    some
people claim, it has the highest density of external research and consulting
groups  in the world.
Whereas the institutionalisation of research-based advice in the public sector,
among others, is manifest in the Large number of established client-consultant
contracts, the specific role and function which policy analysts have acquired
within the policymaking system is important but intricate (Dror, 1967;

1 Policy analysis here refers to (social-scientific) research-based advice in the public sector.
It considers the applied and consulting aspects of the policy sciences or what in German
is   called the 'praktisch-beratende'   form  of the policy sciences (cf. H6ritier,    1993).   I  do
not accept the distinction between policy research and policy analysis made by Durning et
al. (1994). Durning considers policy researchers and clients to be situated in separate
locations while policy analysts are more likely members of the same organization as their
clients. In addition, he claims that policy researchers use more sophisticated techniques
than policy analysts. I would argue that these criteria are vague and direct attention away
from some of the most important policy-analytic studies which are conducted by external
think tanks and consulting firms such as the RAND Corporation in the United States
(Williams et al. 1992).
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Meltsner, 1976; Durning, 1994). On the one hand, policy analysts seem to
have acquired significant status within the policymaking process. On the other
hand, critical questions have been raised over the years about the legitimacy of
this type of policy analysis and its problematic consequences (cf. Behn, 1981,
1985; Fischer, 1990).
The purpose of this book is to contribute to the development of an alternative
type of policy analysis which is not based on one expert advisor but is 'parti-
cipatory.'  In the first part of this chapter,  I will briefly introduce the criticism
on the relation between expert policy analysis and policymaking. Furthermore,
I will explain why this has led to a reappraisal of the concept of participation
in policy analysis. A practical illustration of participatory policy analysis
(PPA) is presented. In the second part, I will describe in greater detail the
most important concepts of this book and clarify the research approach.

1.1 The science-politics dichotomy

The general understanding of policy analysis has been strongly coloured by
one dominant approach. In mainstream thinking, policy analysis is perceived
as a rational, desirable, and fruitful relation between science and politics,
between experts and policymakers, or between the objective consultant and an
involved client (Brewer, 1973; Behn, 1985). In reality, these relationships are
substantially more complex.  It  is not always clear what separates the expert
from the policymaker when, for example, the expert has a high level of
(financial) commitment towards his client, may have political preferences of
his/her own about the issue at hand, and the client intends to make symbolic
or  strategic  use of policy-analytic results (Fischer  1990).
By and large, these are not new themes. The relation between science and
policymaking itself has become a theme of policy research and reflection in
the past decades. Starting with relatively empirical questions such as "What
constitutes the relation between experts and policymakers?", Meltsner  (1976)
and other authors defined several types of analyst-client relations (Jenkins-
Smith, 1982; Weimer & Vining, 1992; Durning, 1994). Durning recently
commented that these differences depend on whether the commitment of the
analyst rests primarily with the scientific quality of the analysis (the objective
technician), the (political) interests of the client (the client's advocate), or the
analysts' own concept of 'good' (the issue advocate) (Durning, 1994).
Wildavski (1979) has argued for the dominant role of politics over intellect
(cogitation) in policy analysis. Because policymaking was inherently a political
process rather  than a rational-analytic process, policy analysts  have  to  rely
predominantly on their political skills rather than on their scientific
instruments.
Others raised more evaluative questions such as "What impacts do experts
really   have on policymaking?" (Weiss, 1977a; 1977b; Weiss   et   al.,    1980;
Lindblom  et  al., 1979; Sabatier, 1987). These authors pointed  out  that  the
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instrumental use and effectiveness of policy research was substantially less
important than the conceptual -mind setting and idea generation- effects.
Influenced by paradigms of a more critical nature, the Frankfurter Schule,
Habermas, and Foucault, other authors fundamentally discredited the possibi-
lie of an objective scientist. They questioned the legitimacy of the scientific
involvement in policymaking. Some merely considered the policy analysts as
'hired  guns' and policy analysis as 'paralysis by analysis.' More fundamen-
tally, the relation between science and policy was analyzed in terms of epis-
temology or power structures.
Since Kuhn (1962), constructivists have argued that science is socially
constructed (Latour & Woolgar,     1979).    The    idea of scientists developing
'reality-based objective answers' to social problems was eventually set aside as
an illusion. This had important consequences for the legitimacy of science as
the most important source of information for policymaking.
Neo-Marxists and Habermasians analyzed science as influenced by a dominant
ideology rooted in economic or social-political power structures. By ideology
and training, scientists and public policymakers were basically part of the
same technocracy: their positions were ideologically interchangeable; they
were focussed to the interests of capital and denied citizens their right to
participate. These critical perspectives have led to fruitful efforts to re-
examine the role of experts, scientists, think tanks and science committees in
policymaking (Hawkesworth, 1987; Fischer, 1990, 1993-c; Jasanoff, 1990).

Many critics have claimed that the negative side-effects of mainstream policy
analysis is that it separates the expert (and the policymaker) from citizens and
laymen (DeLeon, 1992). For mainstream policy analysts, participation is a
synonym for political elections and other democratic procedures. In as far as
citizens and stakeholders are involved in policy analysis,     they are usually
treated as objects of inquiry. 'Reliable' policy information about public
preferences, in that case, is acquired by quasi-scientific methods such as
opinion surveys, polls, and behavorial studies. These approaches have a
number of shortcomings which become apparent when they are used in
complex policy issues   such   as:   Will we allow genetically modified   food
products on the consumer market? Will we allow the building of a new
electrical facility on a certain location in light of local environmental and
health concerns? What policy measures can be implemented to reduce the
amount of waste products, for instance, by promoting recycling of these
products? What are the consequences of increased knowledge on the genetic
causes of disorders for the practice of insurance contracts and should this be
regulated?
All of these questions involve a level of complexity, politics, and ethics which
cannot easily be put into the 'straitjacket' of an opinion poll. Treating citizens
and laymen as objects of policy analysis, in the end, may have negative
consequences: it may lead to bad policy advice, ineffective or bad policies,
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policy implementation failures, a low degree of legitimacy, societal ignorance,
or political apathy (DeLeon, 1990).
In many cases, citizens are unaware and ill-informed about policy issues as
illustrated above. Therefore, what people think and prefer, before and after
they have become informed on an issue, may be very different. The results of
opinion surveys may be easily misinterpreted by a policy analyst or his/her
client. Neglect of societal concerns or preferences may lead to strategies to
escape the effects or avoid implementation. In many European countries, there
is discussion on the growing gap between the political system and society. The
apparent failure of politics and policymakers to listen and respond to societal
needs may contribute   to low election rates. Consequently, one important
challenge for an alternative type of policy analysis can be stated as:  "How can
we bring ordinary people  back  into the process?"

1.2 Ordinary people as analysts

The discredited role of experts and scientists in policymaking has greatly
stimulated tile intellectual debate in policy analysis and led to proposals for
possible alternatives. The impetus behind the search for alternatives is that, as
one commentator argued, completely eliminating policy analysis because the
experts have been discredited is not a solution many people are satisfied with.
In the words of Fischer,

Something is happening in policy analysis. During recent years there   has   been

a steady flow of books attempting to set out the conceptual framework of an
alternative   to the standard approach to policy science    (. .) (Fischer,
1989:941).2

In contrast to the traditional mode of policy analysis which was largely based
on neo-positivist assumptions about 'science, reality and truth,'   I   claim   that
these alternative proposals are based on a reappraisal of the concept of parti-
cipation   as a means to develop   a   new   kind of 'knowledge,'   to   save   and
possibly strengthen the relation between 'truth and policymaking' and to re-
establish the democratic legitimacy of science and politics in society. This line
of reasoning will be explained extensively in the following chapters.
Paraphrasing Fischer and Forester (1993c) and drawing on ideas presented by
DeLeon and Durning, I will refer to this development as a 'participatory turn
in policy analysis' or more effective participatory policy analysis (PPA).

The central theme of this book involves the transformation of traditional policy
analysis, which is based on expert advice, to participatory policy analysis.

2 In addition to DeLeon (1988, 1993), authors such as Stone (1988), Bobrow & Dryzek
(1987), Dryzek (1990, 1993), Hawkesworth (1987), Fischer (1989, 1993, 1994),
Durning (1993, 1994) and others have engaged in this academic debate on alternative
policy analysis.
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This participatory form re-establishes the credibility of the process on the
assumption that it is possible and desirable to give ordinary people,
stakeholders, citizens, and laymen a key role in policy analysis. In PPA (a
group of) participants are invited to act as temporary policy analysts. Whereas
traditional policy analysis runs the risk of treating citizens as objects of
analysis, these participatory modes try to work With citizens  and  stakeholders.

This should not be taken to mean that PPA denies the involvement of experts
and scientists; however, the contribution of the experts is relevant in relation
to the way they are invited to interact with other experts, public policymakers,
stakeholders, and most of all, with citizens and ordinary people.
Whereas the idea of involving stakeholders, in the sense of informed repre-
sentatives of interest groups, in policy analysis is relatively common and
accepted, the possible contribution of ordinary people, who, after all may be
key stakeholders, has been largely neglected.

This idea of 'citizens as analysts' was introduced by such distinguished authors
as Lasswell (1951) and Wildavski (1979:277) and draws on what Rose later
called 'ordinary people in public policy' (Rose, 1989). For Wildavski, the
goal of policy analysis is to find a methodological and procedural basis in the
interactive participation of citizens thereby creating citizenship and societal
learning. Wildavski stated that

Citizenship and analysis are united by the desire to bring people together so
that    interaction will facilitate learning    ( . . ) .     For this learning an interactive
arena is necessary (Wildavski, 1979:251).

Wildavski acknowledged that a direct democracy has very impractical and
paradoxical consequences where the informed majority votes of all citizens are
gathered, for instance, by (electronic) referenda. Citizens are confronted with
an information overload and therefore are not adequately informed about all
the societal issues. Moreover, why should citizens be interested in issues
which do not directly affect them? In short, Wildavski hinted at the paradox
between the efficiency of decision-making and direct democratic participation
in politics: more direct participation leads to less efficiency and vice versa.
In the current policy-analytic debate, participation in policy analysis is consi-
dered to be something quite different from participation in a direct democracy
(DeLeon, 1990; Durning, 1993). Policy analysis in general aims to develop
recommendations for policy decisions. It does not and should not intend to
replace policymaking by rational analysis! Participation certainly would not
have to engage all citizens, but, as will be argued later, should provide
efficient fora for interaction and debate on policy issues which concern them
and therefore require their involvement. The involvement of citizens in this
process could be a valuable lesson to policymakers about what citizens really
think and decide if they are well, if not fully, informed.
The key question for PPA, in my view, is whether citizens, stakeholders, and
ordinary people public can play a positive role? If so, the next relevant

question is how can this process be practically and instrumentally arranged?
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This book, therefore, explicitly attempts to bridge the existing gap between the
theory and practice of PPA by presenting a systematic review of theoretical
arguments, concepts, instruments, and practical examples.

Working with citizens, ordinary people, and stakeholders in the field has been
tried in several countries such as the United States, the Scandinavian
countries, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom. The results of these
experiments which took place in the seventies and eighties, however, were not
always promising (Nelkin, 1977; Nelkin & Pollak, 1979; Korsten, 1979;
Kemp 1985). In general, they were ambitious with regard to procedures and
objectives, politically controversial with regard to issues and viewpoints, and
generally disappointing with regard to results and impact.
In the mid- and late-eighties, political participation in most Western countries,
possibly influenced by the conservative and republican administrations in the
UK and the USA was overwhelmed by the dominance of the market. In the
early nineties, however, certain policy analysts, scientists, and policymakers
re-invented participation as a strategy for the analysis of policy issues. In the
next section,  I will briefly illustrate how this is organised in practice.

1.3 What happens when ordinary people  act as policy analysts: an illus-
tration

The following fragment is translated from an article published in a weekly
magazine and was written by one of the participants in a participatory initia-
tive held in the Netherlands in  1996.

Here we are, thirty-two people in a hotel, feeling a bit strange. We have all
responded to an advertisement which called for people interested in nature
conservation and development.   We were selected   for a panel.   Our  task  was  to
engage  in a debate on nature development  in the Netherlands.   (..)  What  we  are
about to discuss will -among others things- influence the political decision-
making  in the coming years. Indeed,   not a trivial assignment.   (..) The average
age  of the panel is forty  ( . . )   and it consists of twenty   men and twelve women.
Some of us are farmers and are therefore involved in the issue. Others have
some knowledge or expertise on agriculture, ecology, and nature development.
The remaining participants are from various professions and include a
psychologist, a house-wife (..), and an artist.3

The above fragment raises many questions about this type of event: Why do
participants respond to such an ad? What are their expectations? Are they

3 Bron, J. (2 August, 1996). In: Intermediair, Issue   32,   pp.   42-45.   The   author   has   taken
the liberty of translating the original Dutch text adhering closely to the original but in a
free form, in order to capture the essence of the article. The meaning has not been
altered in any way.
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convinced that they can influence politics? Do they feel that they have
something to add to the general discussion or do they participate primarily for
personal reasons?
Other questions can be raised about the structure and organisation of the
process. 'Who organizes such an event and why?'; 'How does the organization
make sure that the process will not get out of hand and that the participants
are well informed?'   In the following fragment, the author tells us something
about the process:

The whole evening is taken   up with lectures   ( . . ) and later   it' s   time   for   a   role
play.    ( . . ) One month later, we visit an information market   at the agricultural
university where various environmental and nature organisations have stands.
Again  we are presented with lectures. (. .) A month later,  we  take a field  trip.   ( . . )
During this excursion, both parties, farmers and policymakers from the provincial
government, express their standpoints and proposals. The provincial policymakers
present a professionally made information film. Opposing farmers present their
alternative proposals with computer print  outs of manure emissions. (..) Another
month later, the panel composes its final document. After a full night's work, the
panel prepares for the conference where the document is discussed with an
audience of interested people. At the close of the conference, the document is
handed over to a parliamentary representative.

As becomes clear from the description, the relatively random group of citizens
has been trained to become an advisory panel of informed 'ordinary' citizens.
Moreover, they seem to conduct research by making field trips and discussing
the issue with opponents and proponents of the plans. They assess the
information and try to develop solutions. Isn't this how policy analysts
normally work?
Many observers were sceptical about such an event. Doubts were raised about
whether politicians and influential stakeholders were really interested in such
initiatives. How would the media react? Did participants feel satisfied with
their own participation and the initiative, as such? Did they feel they had an
informed opinion? Had they learned anything? The author gives us insight into
his disappointment with the experience:

What   about the opinions   of our panel?(...) Most participants agree   that   we   have
learned a lot,  but have not progressed one step further in forming an opinion (..).
When we make an inventory of our viewpoints, we see how far apart our
individual opinions  are  (..). His words (the member of parliament who received
the final document -the author) furm a dramatic anti-climax. As a panel, we
believed that our statement would be the input for political debate and now it
appears that one of the most important spokesmen has already formed a very
clear standpoint about the issue   (..). The media remain silent. Nobody   paid
attention  to our discussions  ( . . ) .

The above statements are the opinion of only one of the participants. His
disillusionment may not be shared by his fellow panel members as indeed was
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pointed out by letters to the editor. His disappointment may be the result of
the selection of an unsuitable topic for such a debate or poor project
management. It might be that organizers or participants had different or even
'false' ideas about why such an initiative is useful and perhaps their
expectations were too high. Evaluations of participatory experiments, how-
ever, often lead to different and ambiguous results. Some experiments are
more  successful than others. Some participants are critical and sceptical, while
others are enthusiastic. Experiments may succeed in one respect, but fail in
others. Participants may be euphoric about working together in (informal)
small groups, often conducted in a nice setting, without much empirical
evidence that it was successful. The reverse may even be the case: a high level
of dissatisfaction by the participants but with unforeseen impacts on politics in
the long run.

As was mentioned above and will be discussed in greater detail in the follo-
wing chapters, in the current policy analysis literature, many theoretical and
normative arguments are presented which support a participatory form. PPA
may lead, for instance, to better policy recommendations or may be a better
approach to reach politically and socially acceptable solutions; and it may even
improve democracy. At the same time, clients of policy analysis have expres-
sed a renewed interest in participatory approaches. Using the Netherlands as a
case in point, the number of initiatives, similar to the example discussed
above, which in some manner aim to involve citizens, stakeholders, and other
societal groups in a structured policy debate, has skyrocketed in the last five
years. However, a number of important questions remain unanswered.

First, I believe that it is not quite clear on what grounds we should opt for a
participatory type of policy analysis. The debate on what policy analysis is,
and what it should be, has its roots in the more profound debates of episte-
mology, political science, sociology, and ethics (Bobrow & Dryzek, 1987;
Hawkesworth, 1987). Historically, these disciplines have raised important
questions such as, What is knowledge? What is the legitimacy of science in
politics and society? How does science and expertise relate to democracy?
These disciplines have contributed some coherent worldviews and paradigms
which answer these questions. In order to understand PPA, it is necessary to
investigate how it responds to these worldviews and paradigms.
Secondly, it is not satisfying to first discard traditional policy analysis, then
present the theoretical arguments for a participatory alternative if, in the end,
we are not able to show how PPA can be arranged practically and
instrumentally. Therefore, more systematic insight is necessary on how the
process works in practice and what participatory tools, instruments, and
methods are available. These methodological insights can help us design
effective methods of PPA for the future.
Third, and closely related to the previous point, proponents of the process
should not only clarify their reasons for advocating participatory analysis, nor
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be satisfied with the conceptual and instrumental schemes, but should also
systematically examine its effects. This, in the end, will complete the circle of
argumentation, because evaluations will show whether the theoretical
arguments are valid, and whether the results meet the initial objectives and
expectations.

1.4 Participatory policy analysis defined

The underlying motivation for this thesis is to better understand the meaning
of what is ambiguously understood as participatory policy  analysis. The main
purpose is to contribute to its further development, in particular, with regard
to aspects such as design and evaluation, methodological concepts, and in-
strumental practice. To meet this objective, it is necessary to clarify what is
meant  by  PPA.
The   concept is ambiguous   for two reasons. First, the notion of participation
has different meanings in different contexts and for different proponents of
participatory models. Second, this ambiguity also applies to the concept of
policy analysis itself.

The understanding of participation is by definition coloured by the ideology
and worldviews of the underlying concept of democracy and political legiti-
macy. Pluralist theory, on the one hand, and advocates for a direct form of
democracy, on the other, apply different concepts of participation (Dahl,
1982; Barber, 1984; Laird, 1993). Pluralists focus on representation of inte-
rests via special interest groups. Advocates of a strong form of democracy
favour direct involvement and the influence of individuals, for instance, via
referenda. However, as stated above, this thesis is not concerned with parti-
cipation in politics or society in general, but with participation in policy
analysis. This is a fundamental distinction with important consequences. At a
practical level, however, theories of democracy may have consequences for
the answer to relevant questions such as 'Who is able to participate? Who
should participate in what way, and under what conditions?'

The concept of policy analysis is likewise ambiguous (Bovberg, 1985). Many
authors have commented that, as a social science discipline, it is fragmented
on a theoretical, methodological, and practical level. According to Dryzek,

Policy analysis   as a field   is ( . . ) divided and incoherent.   ( . . ) The field   has   no
accepted paradigm, well developed body of theory, or set of methods to apply
to specific policy problems. (..) definitions of policy analysis are almost  as
numerous as policy analysts (Dryzek,   1982:  310).

The diversity of definitions according to Fischer (1989), originates from the
fact that their is no agreement on what model of rationality should prevail or
what the relation between the policy analyst and the political system can or
should  be. Most definitions emphasize the intellectual and rational support  for
decision-making as an essential feature. For some, policy analysis is:
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( . . )  the  choice  of  the best policy among  a   set of alternatives  with   the  aid   of
reason and evidence. (McRae, 1980:74).

For many other authors (e.g., Stone, 1988; Jasanoff,  1990), this synoptic  type
of rationality is the starting point for their criticism of policy analysis. Most of
these critics have argued for alternative rationalities.
Another important feature is the relation of the policy analyst to his/her client:
there is no general consensus on the empirical or desired relationship between
the two (Durning, 1994). Policy analysis for Behn is:

The act of helping clients develop a response to public dilemmas (Behn, in:
Kaplan, 1986:768).4

One frequently quoted definition by Weimer and Vining (1992) describes
policy analysis as client-oriented advice relative to public decisions and infor-
med by social values.
Another key component is the collecting and presentation of usable informa-
tion. This raises the question whether the information is predominantly scien-
tific or whether it includes all other types. For Quade, for instance, policy
analysis may be defined as:

( . . )   any   type of analysis that generates and presents information   in   such   a  way
as to improve the basis for policymakers to exercise their judgements (Quade,
1975:4).

Perhaps the most cited and accepted definition is given by Dunn who defines it
as:

an applied social science discipline which uses multiple methods of inquiry and
argument to produce and transform policy relevant information that may be
utilized in political settings to resolve policy problems (Dunn, 1981:35).

An interesting development in the participatory type of policy analysis is the
change in definition introduced by Dunn in the second edition of his textbook.
In contrast to the first edition, the importance of communication and public
debate is stressed. Policy analysis is now defined as an applied social science

discipline which uses
(..) multiple methods of inquiry in contexts of argumentation and public debate
to create, critically assess and communicate policy-relevant knowledge (Dunn,
1994:84. Curs. author).

Following from the above, there are two main points I would like to stress.
The first is that the lack of consensus on the definition is related to rather
fundamental differences in opinion with regard to concepts such as knowledge,
rationality, and the relation between experts and clients. If we want to
understand  PPA, we first  have to examine how these concepts relate to parti-
cipation. The second point is that although there may not be a general con-
sensus on policy analysis, the participatory variant cannot ignore some of the
features such as practicality and methodological instrumentality. An alternative
notion of policy analysis which is theoretically sound but does not provide

4 This relation between client and analyst goes even further, as the same author agrees that
'If you do not have a client, you are not doing policy analysis' (Behn, 1985:428).
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practical and instrumental guidelines is very susceptible to the criticism that
the alternative is not policy analysis at all (Lawlor, 1996). A comprehensive
definition will therefore have to include some characteristics of policy analysis
merged with (new) participatory methods.

1.5     A      quest for participatory methods: learning from technology
assessment

1.5.1       Methodological  innovation

In contrast to textbook descriptions of methods for traditional policy analysis
such as cost-benefit analysis and simulations (Hogwood & Gunn, 1984; Dunn,
1981, 1994), no methodology for the participatory variant exists. In general,
proponents provide relatively little insight into their preferred methods and
instruments. Most argue persuasively that policy analysis should be
participatory but provide very few starting points for its design and evaluation
(DeLeon, 1990, 1993, 1994; Fischer, 1993-e; Dryzek, 1993).
In this book, I will try to fill the gap between theory, concepts, and
instruments by describing and evaluating a number of innovative methods and
practical examples.
These innovative methods originate from experiments with existing instru-
ments in other fields of application, for example, in the discipline of techno-
logy assessment. This concept and its relevance will be explained in the next
section. First, I will sketch how new innovating methods for policy analysis
may develop. The picture of methodological innovation presented in this thesis
is as  follows.

Sometimes, given the right conditions, the interaction between clients and
analysts leads to innovative approaches and experiments which attract the
attention of other analysts or clients with similar needs. An innovative expe-
riment may result in a new 'method' or approach to the field. The originality
of the method might be restricted to the eclectic or hybrid combination of old
ideas and techniques. With regard to PPA, this means that, in some instances,
a participatory procedure attracts attention, is repeated, written down, and
formalised. An initial 'one-off experiment' may then become a useful method
which can be disseminated and repeated in other contexts, in the local
community or in national policymaking, applied to other issues, from health
care to environmental technology, or disseminated from one institution (in a
country)  to any other institutions (in other countries).
In the context of methodology development and exploration, policy analysts
are influenced by external or autonomous factors such as opportunities provi-
ded by information and telecommunication technology. Moreover, they are
influenced by changes in scientific paradigms on what policymaking actually
is. They are also influenced by changes in societal and political agendas. All
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of these external factors may contribute to the development of new methods or
the adaptation of older methods for new purposes. This type of experi-
mentation with participatory approaches can be illustrated by examining the
development and use of participatory methods in technology assessment. In the
next section, I will explain how PPA can learn from technology assessment.

1.5.1      Learning  from  technology  assessment

In this thesis, technology assessment (TA) is defined as policy analysis applied
to policymaking in the area of technology. In this book. TA is the domain for
studying the instrumental and practical aspects of PPA. Following Majone, I
argue that

Technology assessment represents a timely occasion for rethinking policy
analysis (Majone, 1977:171).5

Technology assessment is an interesting field of study for PPA because it has
gradually changed from an applied academic discipline to a participatory
instrument for technology policy. In addition, some interesting participatory
methods  for  TA  have been developed  and  used  in  the  last few years. Finally,
the problematic relation between experts, policymakers, stakeholders, and
laymen as described in the first part of this chapter is even more pressing
when the issue involves technology. These aspects will now be addressed.

Technology assessment as early warning
The concept of technology assessment is attributed to the American Con-
gressman Daddario who first used the term in the mid-sixties.6 In the first
decades after the Second World War, there was growing concern about
(military) technology and environmental pollution. From the early 196Os, the
idea persisted that Congress needed more and better advice on science and
technological developments (Kunkle,  1995).  As a result of political discussions
in the United States, the Office of Technology assessment (OTA) was
established in 1972, to provide Congress with evaluations and reports on the
societal implications of new Scientific and Technological developments until

5   The historical background  of TA  has been widely documented  (e.g., in Smits & Leijten,
1991;  Leijten, 1995; Achterhuis  et  al.,  1995)  and will  only be discussed briefly.

6 According to Smits and Leijten (1991), Daddario borrowed the concept technology
assessment from his friend Charles Lindberg.
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1995.7     In this respect,     OTA was considered     one     of the important
congressional think tanks on science and technology policy (Weiss 1992).
Daddario, who later became the first director of OTA, defined technology
assessment as:

( . . )  the  evaluation  of the impact of existing,   new and developing technologies
upon  society  .. to assess  both the desirable and undesirable  consequences  of
such   technology   . . . In other words   . .   tO   give us better mechanisms   for
anticipating short- and long-range potentials of technology-good and bad
(Daddario cited in: Kunckle,  1995: 180).

The founding of OTA and the growing debate on the societal impact of
science and technology led to similar proposals for the institutionalisation of
technology assessment in Europe (Smits & Leijten, 1991). As an outcome of
periodic discussions in the sixties and seventies on the relation between
technology and society, TA institutions were set up in many European
countries. These include the Danish Board of Technology (DBT), established
in 1988, and the Dutch Office for Technology Assessment (NOTA, now the
Rathenau Institute) in the Netherlands founded in 1986 (Smits & Leijten,
1991; Leijten, 1995).
Following Daddario's definition of technology assessment, the main objective
was its 'early warning' function. As with traditional policy analysis, TA was
considered an academic discipline using rational-analytic methods. Conse-
quently, TA methodology was predominantly based on forecasting methods
and ex-ante evaluation. Mainstream TA as conducted by the European FAST
programs and OTA was overtly present in expert reports. In particular, the
voluminous academic type of studies of the Congressional OTA influenced
mainstream technology assessment methodology  (Hill,   1996).

Responsive participation in technology assessment
During the late seventies, science and technology were gradually demystified
as part of an elite society. Critics of TA commented that the scientists who
were the producers of technology were largely the same as the scientists who
were the advisers for the policies that aimed to direct or control it. Some
advocates of an alternative type of TA demanded stronger societal involvement
in science and technology (Cf. Sclove, 1995). At the same time, critics

7  In 1995, the congressional Office of Technology Assessment (OTA), which was con-
sidered an exponent of the scientific expert type of TA was abolished by its main target
group and financial backers,  i.e.,  the US Congress. There  is some speculation that  one  of
the reasons was that OTA produced high quality but voluminous scientific desk studies,
which unfortunately had little or no impact on congressional policies or decisions. OTA
made hardly any contribution to societal discussions on the relevant issues (Hill, 1996;
Coates, 1996; Kunkle, 1995).

8   An acronym for Forecasting and Assessment of Science and Technology.

-I.
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emphasized the negative effects of scientific and technological progress and
tried to support a growing public awareness of the 'risks' (Beck, 1992).9
By the end of the seventies, therefore, there was some interest in the
international comparison of experiments with public participation in science
and technology (OECD, report Technology on Trial in 1978; Nelkin, 1977).
Participation in TA at that time was inseparable from the more encompassing

ideological struggle for democratization and emancipation in society at large.
Participatory experiments, therefore, were largely responsive to external
political pressures. In addition, mainstream TA was non-participatory and
many experiments with public consultation were generally considered failures.

Change in technology policy
According to Smits and Leijten (1991), the functions and definitions of tech-
nology assessment gradually changed    in the early 1980s.     This was partly
influenced by the fact that, in science and technology policy, there was an
increasing tendency to take public perceptions and public acceptance of
technology into account.
At the end of the seventies and beginning of the eighties, the majority of the
OECD countries were confronted with the fact that increasing investments in
research and development (R&D) did not produce an increase in productivity
and enhancement of economic competitiveness. On the contrary, productivity
fell slightly and important economic sectors such as the service industry failed
to  make  use  of the opportunities offered by science and technology. Research
studies which tried to explain this paradox emphasized that there were many
conditional factors which determined the effectiveness    of    R&D.     This
comprehensive system of factors was defined as the National System of
Innovation (NSI) (Freeman in: Smits, 1994:11).
The NSI of a particular society included the quality of the existing physical
and knowledge infrastructure, public acceptance and attitudes towards science
and technology in that society, and the manner in which the relevant scientific,
social, political, and economic institutions  in a country  were  able to co-ope-
rate. Gradually it was felt that a low acceptance of new technologies by users
or consumers, a low level of public understanding of science and technology,
and an absent or late involvement of societal groups in decision-making were
major barriers to an optimal use of new technologies and scientific
discoveries.
Therefore, during the eighties, interest in technology policy was gradually
reoriented from the supply-side stimulation of R&D to the interface between
supply and demand. Supply-side-oriented technology policy aimed to create
the financial and regulatory conditions for technological innovation conducted

9 These risks involved, among other things, environmental pollution, foodstuffs with
chemicals (DDT), the risks of nuclear energy (Windscale, Harrisburg), the location of
non-nuclear plants in urban areas, and reduction of the quality of work through increased
automation of the production process (Nelkin,  1977).

.-
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by leading firms. The interface between supply and demand was put on the
agenda in order to improve the return on the investments made in technologi-
cal research and development with regard to societal and economic benefits.
The rise in interest in the demand-side of technological innovation resulted in
efforts to improve the use of technology (new and existing) and the articulati-
on of societal needs for new technology. Technological innovation could be
'pulled' to a higher level by responding to social issues such as the
environment, better participation of the handicapped and elderly in society,
and  improvements in health care.
National governments also focused on the diffusion of technology by enhan-
cing and influencing cooperative networks between industries, government
organizations, and scientific and applied research institutions. In addition,
more attention was given in R&D policy to the early involvement of users in
technological development, for instance, by strengthening user-producer
relations, the early involvement of societal groups in policy and decision-ma-
king, and communication and information services to the public. The need for
increased public debate and societal participation was described by the OECD
as follows:

If technological progress is to be continued with adequate social acceptance it
is therefore necessary that greater efforts must be made to assess carefully and
objectively the risks and benefits of new technologies and to promote public
discussion and participation in the decision-making process (OECD, 1992, p.
26.  emphasis  by the author).

A new concept of technology assessment
Following these evolving insights and perceptions on technology policy, Smits
and Leijten (1991) introduced a new concept of technology assessment which,
in their view, is a research-based instrument for an 'integral technology
policy.' This policy refers  to a style of technology policymaking which  does
not isolate technological developments from their economic, political, and
societal context. An integral technology policy considers the interrelations be-
tween the supply and demand sides of technology (market and innovation, and
users of consumers, respectively) as well as public-societal responsibilities
(i.e., the education and science infrastructure; the physical infrastructure;
public understanding and acceptance of science and technology). This new
form of TA was defined by Smits and Leijten (1991) as:

a process consisting of analyses of technological developments and their
consequences, plus the discussions in response to those analyses. The goal of
TA is to provide information to those people involved with technological
development in order to help establish their strategic policy (Smits & Leijten,
1991:340).

Various forms of the new TA have been distinguished on the basis of the
following dimensions: 1. the horizon of new technologies: long term versus
short term; 2. the function of TA -creating awareness, supporting strategic
decision-making and influencing the direction of technological development;
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and   3. the nature  of the involvement of various types of social actors   in   the

decision-making process: Expert TA, Stakeholder  TA, and Democratic  TA
(Smits & Leyten, 1991; Smits, 1994; Bechmann, 1993).m
In conclusion, I would argue that there have been two waves of participation
in technology assessment. During the seventies and eighties, participatory
experiments were 'responsive' to the political pressure from new social
movements such as students, anti-nuclear, and environmental and labour
organisations. This call originated out of growing societal concerns defined in
terms of risk (Beck 1992) and a 'demystification' of science and technology.
The second wave of participation came about in the late eighties and nineties
and was activated by public policymakers, politicians, and scientists.
Participation was tried  out  as  a dual strategy: to educate and inform the users
of new technologies, and at the same time, efficiently acquire information
about societal needs relevant to technology policy.

1.5.3      Participatory  methods  of technology  assessment

Both Smits (1994) and Van Eijndhoven (1995) have argued that one of the
challenges for technology assessment lies in the further development of inter-
active (participatory) methods. According to Smits (1994), the contribution of
TA in integral technology policy concerns the facilitation of procedures of
debate and negotiation on technology between many actors. TA relies increa-
singly on the active involvement and collaboration of a large number of actors
distinguished by relatively large differences in responsibilities (e.g., market
parties versus political actors), interests (e.g., competitors), knowledge  (e.g.,
experts versus laymen) and power (e.g., politicians and experts versus citizens
and consumers). According to Van Eijndhoven (1995), TA is not only

10 Awareness Technology Assessment (ATA) concentrates on general long-range (up to
30 years) technological potentials, developments, and the creation of awareness
concerning the societal choices.
Strategic Technology Assessment (STA) is sector- or problem-specific and has a
medium time horizon (up to 15 years). STA aims at specifying applications,
consequences and conditions of science and technology for actor strategies.
Constructive Technology Assessment (CTA) concentrates on the short-term design and
construction stages of the innovation process (horizon up to 5 years). It is examplified

by pilot projects and prototype (cf. Smits & Leijten, 1991; Smits,   1994).
The Instrumental Model of TA (Bechmann,  1993) aims at increasing the effectiveness
of   political and administrative procedures concerning technology   policy. The Elite
Model of TA requires the participation of highly qualified experts, for instance, by
intermediate bodies such as advisory commitees, steering groups, and consultative
platforms. A Democratic Model of TA details a significant role for the general public
in its evaluation of science and technology. Public participation is important because
citizens can contribute information, opinions, needs. and concerns which are important
for political and societal decision making. At the same time, participation enhances the
flow of information to the public and contributes to their informed insight and
opinions.
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concerned with supporting of political deliberation but also with the societal
debate which underlies political decision-making.

The argumentation outlined above, explains the growing interest in participa-
tory  methods  o f  TA.   Many TA institutes in Europe  have now began studying
traditional and experimenting with new methods.
The Danish Board of Technology (Technologinaevnet) is, in my view, one of
the early proponents of a participatory type of technology assessment and in
recent years has been very creative in developing and finding new methods of
participatory TA. In the last few years, these methods and procedures have
attracted a lot of attention outside Denmark from TA practitioners and their
clients (Mayer et al. 1995, 1996; Joss et al., 1995). In this thesis, I am
interested in two methods which rely on the participation of ordinary people
(laymen) in their relation to experts and policymakers. These two methods
have been called consensus conferences   (Joss   et  al.,   1995) and scenario
workshops (Andersen et al.,  1992,  1995). Both methods  will be introduced  in
the next section.

1.5.4      Consensus  conferences  and  scenario-workshops

A consensus conference can be defined as
(..) a chaired public hearing with an audience from the public and with active
participation of 10-15 lay people (jury or panel) and a corresponding number
of experts (Agersnap, 1992).

The first Danish consensus conference with a panel of lay people was held in
1987 and it has been held in Denmark once or twice a year since then. Until
1993, there were no consensus conferences of this type outside Denmark.
Between 1993 and 1996, several were held on a European level (Hingel,
1993)   in the Netherlands (Mayer  et  al.,   1995,   1996)  and the United Kingdom
(Joss et al. 1995). Various institutions and individuals in many other countries
including the USA (Sclove 1996), Norway, Switzerland, and Australia are, in
fact, preparing or studying consensus conferences.
A scenario workshop can be defined as a meeting of a number of people from
different backgrounds (the participants differ in their knowledge, experience,
and interests) who, for a few hours to a number of days, interactively analyze
a policy issue according to a relatively fixed working procedure and are aided
by the use of future scenarios and chaired by a facilitator or moderator.
Whereas the emphasis in the consensus conference is on a panel of ordinary
citizens, in a scenario workshop ordinary citizens are just one of several
groups of participants. Scenario workshops and consensus conferences will be
studied and evaluated  in this thesis  as an innovative technique  of PPA.
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1.6 Research approach

The purpose of this book is to understand and further contribute to the deve-
lopment of PPA. This is relevant because of the growing interest in the
subject, both in practice and theory. The relevant body of literature and
practical examples, however, are relatively scattered. No general overview nor
a methodology for PPA exists. Hence, it is necessary to further elaborate on
the reasons why we should advocate this style of policy analysis. More
systematic insight is needed into how it works in practice and what
participatory instruments are available. This insight is essential to improve the
design and implementation of PPA in the future. An empirical evaluation of
methods and various case studies are also needed.

1.6.1       Research  questions

The following research questions are addressed in this study.
1.         What     are     the main theoretical and methodological arguments     for

participatory policy analysis?
2.       What are the important aspects of its design and evaluation?

2a.   What are, in general, methods of PPA and how have they developed?
2b.  What are the practical experiences with regard to scenario workshops

and consensus conferences and how do they contribute to a new
methodology in the field?

2c.   What are the effects of participation on the participants involved?

1.6.2      Case  selection  and role  of the  evaluator

A  number of practical problems  complicate the empirical study  of PPA. These
relate to the access and permission of evaluators to study the subject, the
objectives and depth of the evaluation, and the intricate balance between
objectivity and involvement of the evaluator in the project.
The collection of data on such relevant aspects as the organization of the
project, the participatory process, the participants, their interaction, and the
outcomes have to be built into the project since the evaluator has to rely on
first-hand observations. A thorough understanding of a participatory project
requires that the evaluator closely monitors the participants. This is not always
feasible. PPA projects  are the result  of a client-analyst 'contract'.   Both   the
analyst and client have economic, political, and strategic interests   in   the

project. Hence, clients and analysts might  fear that external evaluation  (e.g.,
by the presence of researchers) will disrupt the intricate process. Participatory
policy analysis relies  for a large  part on 'small group  work.' The analyst  and
client may not want to run the risk of endangering the project by in-depth
empirical studies. Therefore, from a practical point of view, evaluation is
workable only when client and analyst are committed to an (external)
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evaluation, and participants do not object to answering questions or being
observed.

A second complication relates to the objectives and depth of the evaluation.
Policy analysts, external evaluators, clients, and participants may have diffe-
rent views about these aspects. The client is likely to be interested in the
usefulness of the results; the analyst may be primarily interested in an evalu-
ation of the participatory process and the satisfaction of the participants which
allows him to assess whether the people involved feel he has done his job
well. The participants are primarily interested in whether their efforts will
make a difference in the decision-making process. The financiers of the
project will try to estimate whether the cost-benefit ratio was good and the
project is worth continuing, and whether similar projects should be initiated.
The scientifically motivated evaluator might be interested in answering ques-
tions as part of a reliable and valid scientific study. But initiators of
participatory projects seldom want to support and finance an extensive scien-
tific evaluation.

Some of the practical problems of evaluation are solved by the direct invol-
vement of the evaluator in the project who takes on a double role. On the one
hand, he/she may be a regular member of the project team, on the other hand,
his/her specific role is to observe, collect data. and design the evaluation
process. This position as an 'internal' evaluator, however, could lead to
complications with regard to objectivity and does not rule out the possible
conflict of interest between organizers, clients, and evaluator with respect to
the nature and extent of the evaluation. Below, I will briefly explain my
involvement in the design and evaluation of the two cases of participatory
policy analysis discussed in the book.
The first case was part of a project commissioned by the Directorate General-
XIII of the European Commission and conducted by the TNO Center for
Technology and Policy Studies (TNO-STB) 1 1 in cooperation with Tilburg
University   and the Danish Board of Technology   (DBT).   The   goal   of  the
project was to develop new and more effective ways of organizing
participatory workshops on technology. It resulted   in the adaptation   and
dissemination of the 'scenario workshop' method. The project lasted from
November 1992 until December  1995.  In the  case of the scenario workshop,  I
was part of a team working on the application of a participatory method in a
concrete situation. My involvement as a member of the team lasted from
November 1992 until December 1993 when the test phase of the project ended
with an international scenario workshop in Valkenburg in the Netherlands.
From December 1993 on, as an evaluator, I was no longer part of the
organisation, but still maintained contact by attending meetings and
conferences held within the framework of the project and by collecting data
via  questionnaires.

11 TNO stands  for the Dutch organisation for Applied Scientific Research.
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The second case study involved the evaluation of a consensus conference on
Human Genetics Research initiated by the Platform for Science and Ethics in
the Netherlands. The evaluation took place between November 1994 and
March 1996. In this case, I was invited as an external evaluator, thus not
involved in the application of the method, but in evaluating the effects of
participation on the various groups of participants by observation and ques-
tionnaires.

1.6.3 Research methods

The research for this thesis is based on a literature review,  and  qualitative  and
quanmative data collection. The focus of attention is on the analysis of a
number of cases (case studies) described in the relevant scientific and not
officially published documents, and the in-depth longitudinal analysis of a
number of cases based on field observations and data collection methods such
as questionnaires (field  research).
The 'scenario workshop project' (Chapter 5) consisted of several workshops
organized over a period of a few years using the same method in different
cultural (international) contexts.    I   contributed   to the development and testing
of the methodology, in particular, during the initial phase of development. A
number of these workshops were observed. Process evaluation questionnaires
were filled out by the participants of seven workshops.
The core Of the empirical section of this thesis consists of a quasi experimental
pre-test/post-test design of a Dutch consensus conference on Human Genetics
Research  held  in 1995. Several evaluation studies were commissioned  by  the
organizers of the consensus conference, the Platform for Science and Ethics.
A quasi-experimental pre-test/post-test design was used to quantitatively
evaluate the effects of participation on the participants of a consensus
conference on human genetics research and to measure the relevant aspects of
the consensus conference process. The details of the design are discussed in
Chapter 6.

1.7     Structure  of the  book

The title of this book, 'Debating Technologies,' has various meanings. First, it
refers to techniques (i.e., methods) for effectively arranging and controlling
the   procedure   of  debate, i.e., techniques   for debate. Second,   it   refers   to
technology as the general research domain of this debate, a debate on tech-
nology. Third, the title can be understood as a discussion on techniques to
arrange   a debate. Finally, the thesis attempts to bridge the gap between a
theoretical debate on PPA and an instrumental debate on methods and
techniques in technology assessment and policy analysis.
The thesis consists of two parts: a theoretical section (Chapters 2 and 3), in
which the concepts of PPA are discussed, and an empirical section (Chapters 5
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to 10), in which the case studies are described. Chapter 4 functions as a
bridge between the theoretical and empirical sections. Chapter  11  presents  the
conclusions   and a general scheme  for the design and evaluation  o f  PPA.   The
general  line of argument  of the  book  is as follows.

In this chapter, I have argued that, in recent years, theoreticians, practioners,
and clients of policy analysis have shown a renewed interest in PPA.
Nevertheless, theoretical insights and practical experience in the field are
scattered throughout the scientific literature and case reports. My goal is to
review the underlying arguments in support of a participatory type of policy
analysis and to design and evaluate a number of methods which illustrate how
the PPA process works in practice. One of the important challenges is to find
new mechanisms for the early involvement of citizens, ordinary people and
laymen.
In Chapter 2, the underlying theoretical assumptions of (participatory) policy
analysis are examined. As I will show, PPA emerges from five categories of
criticism of mainstream policy analysis. These refer   to its scientistic   and
decisionistic character, its limited utility in policymaking, the fact that it is
actually not a coherent discipline, and finally, that it relies on experts and
ignores democratic interests. Each criticism cites arguments for a participatory
style of policy analysis; it should enable the involvement of laymen, network
actors, users of policy results, disagreeing experts, and citizens. Subsequently,
I will argue that the responses to these criticisms come from a limited number
of coherent alternative perspectives on policy analysis with different
assumptions in terms of rationality, knowledge and democracy. Four models
offering different perspectives on participation are presented: the pluralist,
critical, constructivist, and strategic models.
In Chapter 3, the various conceptual proposals for conducting PPA are ex-
plored in greater detail. Based on the recent policy-analytic debate, I will
illustrate that participatory policy involves overlapping but not identical
concepts of a post-positivist, a hermeneutic, an interactive, an argumentative,
and communicative policy analysis. Drawing on these insights, I define
participatory policy analysis as a practical discipline which primarily contri-
butes to policymaking   by the design  of  fora for participation and debate.
However, one of the main shortcomings of the debate is its lack of attention to
the use and design of instruments and tools for PPA.
In Chapter 4, therefore, I examine the developments, characteristics, and
experiences with relevant methods   for   PPA.   This   is   done by examining   the
historical development of participatory methods and those used in technology
assessment. In the late sixties and early seventies, several techniques and
methods such as the science court and decision seminars were developed and
implemented. Second- and third-generation participatory methods later
emerged as a result of combinations of previous ideas and practices.
Information and communication technologies, for instance, provided new
opportunities for human interaction. In my view, there are now five methods
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for PPA which are relatively recent, but not widely known, and which are
based on hybrid combinations of previously developed methods: the consensus
conference, scenario workshops, decision conferencing, strategic conferencing,
and policy exercises. Because the focus of this book is on participation of
citizens, laymen, and ordinary people my inquiry is limited to scenario
workshops and consensus conferences.
In Chapter 5, the practical design of a scenario workshop in a European
context is presented. The main question is whether it is possible to confront
(ordinary) people in various European countries with a product of long-term
foresight (scenarios) and design a standard procedure and package for PPA
applicable in various European contexts. The project was initiated by DG-XIII
of the Commission of the European Community (CEC) and was concerned
with raising awareness about technology and sustainable urban living. The
evaluation results of the six scenario workshops held in five different
European countries (the Netherlands, France, Greece, the United Kingdom,
and Austria), among others, showed that these workshops have been a positive
learning experience for initiators of policy analysis as well as for the
participants.
Chapters  6  to 10 describe the results of an evaluation of a consensus confe-
renee on human genetics research.   The main issue concerns the effects  of
participation on the values, attitudes, and knowledge of the participants. A
consensus conference differs from a scenario workshop because in that
conference a group of lay people is put in charge, whereas, in a scenario
workshop, ordinary citizens are only one of the groups participating.
The  background and research design is presented in Chapter 6. Chapter  7
describes the background of the participants in relation to the problem of how
to invite and select ordinary people for involvement in PPA. Chapters 8,9
and 10 examine whether the participation of the panel of ordinary people
contributed to the forming of opinions and understanding with regard to the
subject at hand.
The theoretical and empirical insights of Chapters   2   to 10 contribute to the
development of a general framework or conceptual model for the design and
evaluation  of  PPA.   This  conceptual   framework  is  described in Chapter   11.  It
includes the general and specUic comext, the needs and strategy of the initiator
of policy  analysis, the trajectory (pr8cess) and arrangement (institutions) in
which the 'meeting formats' are situated, and the characteristics of the policy
analytic techniques which   are   used.    It is postulated   that   PPA has three   main
functions for an initiator: (1) the management of knowledge; (2) the
management of the decision process; and (3) the management of networks.
The framework is operationalised in a checklist where special attention is
given to the translation of the issue of evaluation of the outcomes, effects, and
impact of the process.



2.    Strawman and bogeyman:
Critics on policy analysis

INTRODUCTION

In general, two styles of policy analysis can be distinguished. In an expert
style, the participation of policy-relevant actors during the process of analysis
is absent or negligible. In a participatory style, various policy-relevant actors,
e.g.,   stakeholders or citizens, participate and communicate (inter-)activelyduring the process of analysis. As indicated in the previous chapter, the
objectives and definition of participation for policy analysis can differ strongly
from one situation to another. For an understanding of participatory policy
analysis, it is therefore crucial to first disentangle and describe the possible
reasons why we should opt for a participatory rather than an expert style of
policy analysis.  This  can  best  be  done by analyzing the relationship between
the methodological assumptions (Hawkesworth 1987, Bobrow & Dryzek 1987)
of policy analysis and the concept of participation (Cf. Laird 1993).
In the first part of this chapter, I will start by describing the different types of
criticism aimed at the traditional or expert type of policy analysis (cf.
Durning, 1993). In recent decades, this traditional type of policy analysis has
been  portrayed  by its critics as either a 'Strawman,' because  it is ineffective,
or as a 'Bogeyman' because it is harmful. Out of these criticisms, various
escape routes have emerged, which have subsequently led to four alternative
and coherent methodological frameworks for conducting policy analysis. These
alternative frameworks,   what  I  will call 'models for policy analysis,'  will  be
described in the second part of this chapter. The relevance of these models is
that each adduces important arguments for a participatory style of policy
analysis. One of the main arguments is that these models apply a consensual
definition of knowledge. When the knowledge basis of policy analysis is
consensual, participation becomes an important condition for policy analysis.
Table  2.2   in the concluding section presents a brief overview  of the different
models for policy analysis explained in this chapter. In the next chapter, the
various practical proposals for participatory policy analysis which are based on
these models  will be examined in greater detail.

2.1 Traditional policy analysis

The traditional model of policy analysis has been named and renamed by many
authors. It has been identified, among other things, as the (Neo-) positivist
model (Cook 1985:29), the traditional model (Durning, 1993:297; White,
1994:507), the synoptic-comprehensive model (Lindblom, 1959; Hogwood &
Gunn, 1984), the progressive model (Heintz & Jenkins-Smith, 1988), the
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rational model (Jenkins-Smith, 1990) or the production model of policymaking
(Stone, 1988). I would emphasize that these are general portraits of the same
type of policy analysis, although they highlight different aspects  of  it.  I  will
use the concept of the traditional model of policy analysis (Durning 1993).
The main characteristics of this model can briefly be described as follows.

The traditional model of policy analysis is based on three basic methodological
assumptions: an ontological realism, a (neo-)positivist conception of
knowledge,  and an instrumental, technical conception of rationality.' These
assumptions are consistent with an almost unchallenged belief in scientific
expertise as the first legitimate basis on which to make better decisions. For
the traditional type of policy analysis, objective empirical knowledge is
possible and values or societal goals do not fall within the domain of either
science or policy analysis. Traditional policy analysis believes  in the benefits
of the highest level of rationality, thus leading to a strong emphasis on
analytical methods and techniques (DeLeon 1988). The traditional model views
policy analysis as the domain of the skilled and neutral scientist and adduces
no arguments why either stakeholders, citizens, politicians or disagreeing
scientists should be (inter-)actively engaged in policy analysis.   This  line  of
argument  will be explained further below.

According to many authors such as Cook (1985) and Hawkesworth (1988), the
traditional type of policy analysis is coloured by a (neo-)positivist view on
truth and science. As is commonly stated, the concept of 'positivism' is
primarily based  on the assumption that there exists a world outside  the  mind,
i.e.,  it starts from 'ontological realism'. A correspondence-theory assumes  that
the knowledge we derive by empirical observations stands in direct
relationship to the world as it really is. Neutral observations, i.e., observations
which are not coloured by subjective aspects of the scientists or his
instruments, can lead to objective knowledge. (Neo-)positivism views the
world in terms of causal   laws or statistical probabilities. For arriving   at
general statements (laws or probabilities) on the basis of empirical
observations, either inductive or deductive logic plays a role (Popper, 1959).
The observation and quantitative measurement of data lead to the testing of
specific equations that predict the outcome. Policy analysis, in this line of
reasoning, is the sole domain of the scientifically trained expert who posseses
the   skills   and the instruments   to make reliable statements about reality,   on
which policy can be based.

1 This largely corresponds with three basic questions of a social theory, among others,
defined by Guba: Ontological: What is the nature of the knowable or reality?;
Epistemological: What is the relation between the inquirer and the knowable?; and
methodological: How should the inquirer go about finding out knowledge?    (Guba,
1990:18).
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Another perspective on the traditional model of policy analysis starts from
specific assumptions about 'rationality' in decision-making. The
comprehensive or synoptic_type  of_rationality (for instance, summarized  and
criticized by both Simon & Lindblom)6iiphasizes the utility of technical
knowledge for a completely rational (single) political actor. Frequently, this
synoptic rationality is portrayed as following a number of analytic decision
steps such as: (1) define and rank governing values; (2) specify objectives
compatible with these values; (3) identify all relevant options or means of
achieving these objectives; (4) calculate all the consequences of these options
and compare them; (5) choose the option or combination of options which
would maximize the values earlier defined as being most important (Lindblom,
1959; cf. Hogwood & Gunn, 1984:47). According to the traditional model of
policy analysis, government intervention is a result of this type of synoptic
rational choice made by a unitary actor.

With regard to the values underlying the synoptic rationality, some authors
have contended that these values are predominantly market and efficiency
values. According to Jenkins-Smith, for instance, the traditional policy
analysis paradigm finds its roots in utility theory as proposed by Bentham,
Pareto and Kaldor-Hicks (Jenkins-Smith, 1990:28). In it, efficiency and value
maximization is employed as the dominant metavalue. According to Bobrow
and Dryzek, the dominant frame of reference for this model of policy analysis
is welfare-economics or public choice (Bobrow & Dryzek, 1987:27). The
welfare-economics techniques of policy analysis typically are cost-benefit
analysis and programming, planning and budgeting systems (PPBS). For the
critics of traditional policy analysis, these two methods examplify, most of the
shortcomings either Strawman or Bogeyman, of policy analysis. In traditional
policy analysis, the expert assists a public official operating in a well defined
area of responsibility and authority. Heintz and Jenkins-Smith (1988) have
therefore described traditional policy analysis as the 'progressive model' where
the policy analyst is the neutral expert promoting efficiency and where there is
a clear separation of facts and values.
Stone (1988) described the traditional model     as the 'production model'
dominated by economics and a market conception of society. This production
model of policy analysis, according to Stone, has many similarities with the
synoptic type of linear decision-making, because in the production model,

(..)   'policy is assembled in stages,   as   if   on a 'conveyor belt' (agenda
formulation, policy formulation, adoption, implementation, and evaluation).
( . . )   So  conceived, the policymaking process parallels the cognitive steps   of  the
rational model of decision-making.' (Stone, 1988, cited and discussed   in,
Fischer, 1989:944).

The conclusion of this brief characterisation of traditional policy analysis is
that it has little to say in favor of participation. The scientist and expert derive
their status from ontological and epistemological assumptions about knowledge
and truth. The expert's dominant role is non-negotiable as compared to
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possible other sources of information. The traditional policy analyst relies on
quantitative methods, e.g., rational decision analysis, quasi-experimentation,
and modelling. As a foundation for policymaking, scientific knowledge is
much to be preferred to intuition, moral preferences, insights from experience,
or consensus among stakeholders.

2.2  Objections to traditional policy analysis

In recent decades, the traditional type of policy analysis briefly characterized
above has frequently been critized from several points of view (among others
by Forester, 1985; Hawkesworth, 1987; Stone, 1988; Bobrow & Dryzek,
1987; Fischer, 1990; DeLeon, 1990; Fischer & Forester, 1993; Durning,
1993).  These and other authors have accused traditional policy analysis  of:   1.
scientism; 2. decisionism; 3. limited utility;  4.  lack of multi-disciplinarity;  and
5. being technocratic and anti-democratic. These criticisms and the arguments
on which they are based will successively be discussed below. Table 2.1 at the
end of this section summarizes the points of criticism and the participatory
response.

2.2.1        Scientism  versus   lay  knowledge

Objections to policy analysis began to be raised when experience showed that
it  could  not  live  up  to its initial promise and expectations. Particularly  in  the
early years of policy analysis, there was widespread belief in the possibility of
solving any societal problem by scientific research and science-based
governance.2 After a period of widespread belief in policy analysis, it was
soon considered necessary to redefine and study the empirical and theoretical
constraints. Empirically, these constraints were studied in evaluation   and
policy implementation studies. Theoretically, the constraints were captured
under the heading of 'Scientism'.

The unwarranted expectations about rational analysis during the sixties were
traced back by most critical authors to "a mistaken belief in science as the
only rational foundation for state interventions and the solving of complex
societal problems" (Rhodes, 1979:28; Mead, 1985). Moderate critics of policy
analysis acknowledged that social scientific knowledge was not the only, but
merely one type of input for policymaking. According to Nathan:

2  The period of widespread belief in policy analysis is mostly exemplified by the policy and
social programs of the Great Society initiated by the Kennedy and Johnson
administrations. The belief in policy analysis and the presumed failure of the Great
Society Programs have been analysed by many authors, among others by Nathan, 1985;
Rodgers, 1988, Del.eon, 1988; DeHaven-Smith, 1988; and Fischer, 1990.
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Social science is one among the many inputs to social policies, it was never
otherwise. Yet there was a period of wishful expectations in the mid-196Os, a
Camelot for social science, when many practitioners believed it could be more
than that. Research was to be seen as a determinant in and of itself of new
policy directions, or at least an input with a presumed special claim and a
higher status   than the others   in the policymaking process.    This   was   the   high
mark for policy-oriented social science (Nathan, 1985:422).

For more radical critics, traditional policy analysis    was    not only unable    to
provide solutions to policy problems, but, more seriously, was considered to
be the main source of the problem (Stone, 1988; Fischer, 1989). F -„'The supposed replacement of politics and ethics by instrumental-rational 1
analysis was seen to contribute to a false understanding of societal problems.
According to Hawkesworth, the notion of 'Scientism' challenged the conflation  I
of all knowledge with instrumental reason discarding other forms of
knowledge (Hawkesworth, 1987:25). The Scientism critique aimed to unmask
policy analysis as an active political force disguised by objectivity and
neutrality. This implied that policy analysis denied societal groups in general,
and ordinary citizens and non-experts in particular, their legitimate role as
participators and contributors to policymaking. The solution for policy analysis
therefore was seen to lie in a break with the scientific pretences of policy
analysis. According to Hawkesworth, the

(..)  elimination of the scientific pretences of policy analysis, then, might break
the hold of pseudo-science on decision-making, restore the public to its
legitimate participatory role in the policymaking process, and liberate options
for problem solving precluded by the rigid restrictions of technical rationality
(Hawkesworth, 1987:31).

The underlying 'philosophical' foundation for the 'Scientism' critique on
policy analysis, of course, was laid earlier by the Frankfurter School in
general and by Habermas in particular. For Habermas, scientism was
connected to the confused positivist claim that all knowledge is natural
scientific knowledge and all rationality is instrumental rationality (Nielsen,
1983). The scientism critique on policy analysis directed the attention to other
types of rationality,    e.g., a political rationality, an intersubjective,    a
communicative,     or a strategic rationality. Subsequently, arguments     were
presented why policymaking should not only be based on scientific knowledge
but also on 'knowledge' from experience, values and interests, lay insights or
intuition (Polanyi, 1962). This other type of insight could possibly be acquired
by other instruments for conducting policy analysis other than the rational-
analytic methods. This implied the opening up of the process of analysis to
laymen, people affected by decisions and people with knowledge from
experience rather than scientific insights.
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2.2.1       Decisionism  versus  multi-actor  policymaking

The second line of objection to traditional policy analysis started from the
acknowledgement that policy analysis, as a social science discipline, takes
relatively little account of the pluricentric, interorganizational, or 'network
character' of policymaking.3

The traditional model of policy analysis largely frames decision-making (and
planning) as a linear or cyclical process evolving in stages from agenda
setting, policy formulation, implementation to evaluation (May & Wildavski,
1978; Brewer & DeLeon, 1983). This, what Stone has labelled the production
model, is usually combined with a view of a single actor and top-down style
of  policymaking. Many authors have therefore critized the traditional model
on the grounds that it ignored the complex political dynamics of the
policymaking process and the multiple actors who are involved (Stone, 1988).
Majone, for instance, criticized traditional policy analysis as being
'decisionist'. The decisionist nature of policy analysis implied:

the vision of a limited number of political actors engaged in making calculated
choices among clearly conceived alternatives.   (..)  As a result  of the military
origins of policy analysis, the analyst did not have to address any audience
other than the decision maker, or a small group of decision makers, who had
commissioned the study (Majone,  1989: 14).

According to H6ritier (1993), policy analysis got into a crisis when the
dominant conception of top-down unicentric governmental policymaking was
challenged. The fact is, during the 198Os, many new theories on public-society
interaction and governmental steering were developed (Hanf & Scharpf, 1978;
Scharpf, 1993). Policy failures and mega-mistakes had strongly decreased the
belief in the capacity of government to steer or shape society and solve
societal problems  (In  't Veld  et al., 1989). Alternative theories emphasized the
pluricentric character of policymaking (Teisman, 1992). Policies were
perceived as the outcome of decisions of many interrelated actors of which the
government was one, but not necesarily the dominant actor. Network theory
rejected the dominant role of the state over society (Heclo, 1978; Hufen &
Ringeling, 1990; Klijn, 1996). Authors like Kingdon (1984) and March and
Olson (1976) presented alternative 'rationality' models based on the outcomes
of the political interactions of many stakeholders to describe the policymaking
and decision-making processes. Sabatier (1987) and Jenkins-Smith (1988)
studied    the    role of belief systems    (i.e.,    sets of coherent opinions,

3 This may be the result of the fact that 'policy-analysis' and 'policy sciences' have
gradually separated into relatively distinct disciplines: the practical-consulting side and the
descriptive-explanatory side. The scheme for the 'policy sciences' proposed by Lerner
and Lasswell concerned the development of 'knowledge of and 'in' the policy process.
However in due course, policy analysis was perceived as prescriptive, in contrast to the
policy sciences, which were primarily considered to be descriptive.
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interpretations, and values among the dominant coalitions of actors in a policy
network. Top-down steering and planning were replaced by alternative
concepts which stressed (more) egalitarian interaction between public, private,
and societal actors.   This led governments   to   rely   less on regulatory   and
financial policy instruments and more on 'soft steering instruments' such as
persuasion, consultation, negotiation and cooperation (Bruin & ten Heuvelhof,
1991).

In essence, policymaking in this network perspective, is an interactive,
political process involving multiple stakeholders who are dependent on each
other but may have radically different perspectives on the problem and
conflicting interests. In such a setting, the 'locus' of policy advice shifts from
the single and dominant policymaking actor to the policymaking network as a
whole. The logical consequence is that policy analysis should not aim at
rational advice given to a single authoritative public decision-maker, but
should start from (and end with) the interactions between the relevant
stakeholders. Such a process of analysis may enhance the quality of the
analysis because the political and strategic interests of the relevant network
actors can be examined and made explicit, but, in addition, it may create the
environment in which mutually dependent actors in a network can jointly
construct and test the feasibility of alternative policies. Therefore, in a multi-
actor setting, both policy analysts and their clients and network-stakeholders
will have good reasons to opt for a participatory type of policy analysis.

2.2.3   Limited utility versus user involvement

The outcomes of policy analysis may be rejected or ignored when they have
limited relevance to the situations defined by the key stakeholders. This
summarizes the third line of criticism, which argues that policy analysis has
had relatively limited impact on (or utility for) policymaking.

In the late seventies and early eighties, empirical research studies tried to
assess the impact or utilization of social scientific knowledge for policymaking
(Caplan, 1975; Weiss, 1977; Weiss & Bucuvalas, 1980; Lindblom & Cohen,
1979; Rodgers, 1988). In these studies, a distinction was made between an
instrumental use, a conceptual use, and a rhetorical (or persuasive) use. The
instrumental use was defined as the more or less direct translation of research
results into policy decisions and actions. The findings of the empirical
research, however, supported the claim that analytic knowledge was not (very
often) used by policy-makers in an instrumental way.
Weiss (1977) was among the first to argue instead that policy analysis was
primarily used in a conceptual or 'learning' way. Policy analysis had an
enlightenment function because it contributed to new insights and concepts
among policymakers. This implied that policy analysts should focus more on
the process of communication with their clients. When policy analysis did not
have the desired or expected results, this might   have been caused   by
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inadequate communication between policy analyst and client. Several sources
of 'noise' in the communication between policy analysts (scientists) and
policy-makers were identified. Scientists were seen as failing to capture the
policy-makers' needs. Caplan (1975) argued that this communication was
fundamentally problematic because scientists and policy-makers were living in
two separate communities (Dunn 1980). Some even claimed that the utility of
the results was inversely proportional to the scientific quality of the study
(Robinson, 1992). This seemed particularly true for some of the complex
computer-simulation models which appeared during the seventies and eighties.
Policy-oriented computer models, for instance on global climate changes, were
frequently criticized from two sides: for policymakers they were too complex
to be used instrumentally or conceptually; For scientists, they were too general
to be considered scientifically reliable.

Some policy analysts used the 'utilisation' criticism to develop new ways to
improve the client-advisor interaction. New methods were developed to
support the communication of the insights from the policy analyst to
policymakers. This was primarily done by an early and active participation
during the process of analysis by the client and other possible users of the
outcomes. These users would frequently come from the 'network' of actors
centered around the issue at hand (the issue network, cf. Heclo, 1978). The
conceptual use of policy analysis was further defined as the changing or
improving of the 'mental maps' (also, frames or cognitive beliefs) of the
participants with regard to the complexity of the policy problem (Weick,
1979;  Eden  et  al., 1983; Vennix  1990,   1996).  In  this  line of reasoning,  new

participatory methods for policy analysis originated, in particular methods like
gaming and participatory (computer) model building (Vennix & Geurts, 1987;
Geurts & Vennix, 1989; Vennix,  1990, 1996; Caluwt et al.,  1996).

1.2.4   Disciplinarity versus scientific consensus

On most issues of public concern, such as environmental issues or the hazards
of bio-technology, there is much and fundamental disagreement between
scientists (Beck, 1992). For every scientific claim, many scientists can be
found to dispute it. These scientific disputes and disagreements may stem from
the (implicit) worldviews, values, or political motives of the scientists
involved. These in turn may color the theoretical assumptions or preferences
for certain scientific methods. The worldviews     may also influence     the
interpretation of the empirical data, for instance with regard to criteria for
scientific reliability. This was gradually recognized during the late sixties and
seventies, thus strongly complicating the role of scientific advice in
policymaking: Whereas scientists increasingly seemed to disagree, policy-
makers were not in a position to postpone decisions but had to act on the basis
of the best available knowledge.
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The initial objective of policy analysis as formulated, for instance by Lasswell,
was to reach interdisciplinarity or even supra-disciplinarity within the policy-
sciences (cf. DeLeon, 1988). This ambitious objective was soon set aside
because, as DeLeon has pointed out, there was "a lack of theoretical
foundations, empirical substance and methodological rigor" (DeLeon, 1988).
Others replaced the goal of interdisciplinarity by the more feasible idea of
(more) scientific cooperation (Charlesworth, 1972). Cook (1985) contributed
to the argument for more scientific cooperation by introducing the concept of
multiplism. Multiplism referred to multiple 'isms' or methodological pluralism
and acknowledged that science unavoidably implied 'uncertainty' so that
reliable knowledge would have to be embedded in critical debates on data and
theories among and across scientific disciplines.
The many scientific disputes and disagreements also contributed to the idea
that science also should be submitted to public exposure. If scientists were not
sure and disagreed, they should be required to explain the arguments and
reasons for their disagreement to a wider audience than their colleagues alone
(Jasanoff, 1990). Correspondingly, policy analysts gradually realized that they,
too, had to address their analyses to a wider audience than the scientific world
or the politician, and had to be open to public scrutiny (DeLeon, 1988:76).

These developments have contributed to the politicizing of scientific
disagreements,  i.e., the negotiation of scientific controversies in academic  or
policy-analytic forums (Jasanoff, 1990). This type of consensual policy
analysis was proposed during the late sixties and seventies, when forums like
the science court were established, in which 'disagreeing' scientists could
negotiate a consensual type of truth on the basis of probed facts and theories
(Mazur, 1977).

2.2.5   Technocracy versus democracy

Already in Lerners and Lasswell's perception, the policy sciences had an
explicit normative implication. The objective was for it to lead to social
advancement by contributing to decision- and policymaking and to improve the
practice of democracy. This was characterized by Lasswell as the development
of knowledge pertinent to the fuller realization of human dignity" (Lasswell,
1951: 10). Many critical authors, since  then, have asserted that policy analysis
does not fulfill this underlying democratic ambition and, by its emphasis on
analytic methods and reliance on scientific expertise, is becoming more and
more divorced from its original democratic objectives.4

4 The anti-democratic character of science in general was already mentioned by (neo-)
Marxists and critical authors such as Feyerabend and Habermas. Feyerabend commented
that,   "(..) The manner in which we accept or reject scientific ideas is radically different
from democratic decision procedures. We accept scientific  laws and facts  (..)  we  make
them the basis of important political decisions, but without having them subjected to a
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Traditional policy analysis, according to many critics, ignores or disguises the
inherent value-basis of science, politics and societal institutions (Fischer,
1990; DeLeon, 1992; Haveman, 1990:269). In their view, policy analysis is
an activity 'of experts for other experts,' thereby neglecting those societal
interests and values which fall outside this technocratic policymaking
arrangement (Fischer, 1990). One of the symptoms of this technocracy is that
politicians, civil servants, policy analysts, scientists, and special interest
advocates frequently change roles and interact in a style and manner which is
apparently closed to outsiders or non-experts. This implied, according to some
authors, that the world of the policy analyst has an elitist character which
separates the policymaker from citizens, which, among other things, may lead
to badly informed advice of experts  on what citizens really  want  or  need.
According to DeLeon,

( . . )    the analyst consistently makes recommendations    that the recipient finds
oddly inadequate or inappropriate: as a consequence, the program flounders
and often flunks. Not only has the problem failed to have been corrected but,
even worse, the intended recipient now has a revised and probably lower
opinion of government. ( . . ) Moreover, there exists a strong   bias ( . . ) towards
recognizing the policymaker as the analysts' legitimate, often only client, thus
reinforcing the isolation of analysts. In the analysts' current positions
(geographic and bureaucratic) they are effectively sequestered from the
demands, needs  and (..) values  of the people  they are reputed  to be helping
(Del.eon, 1992:125 e.f.).

The anti-democracy criticism of traditional policy analysis was also mentioned
by Jasanoff, Jenkins-Smith and Dryzek.
Jasanoff (1990) identified 'policy analysts,' in particular scientific committees,
as a 'fifth branch': Because science is socially constructed, so Jasanoff
argues, it makes sense that science is not only negotiated among scientists, for
instance in scientific advisory committees, but also with the lay public.
According to Jenkins-Smith (1990), policy analysis harms democracy because
of a technocratic policy debate, a utilitarian basis of societal decision-making

(i.e.,  an  emphasis on rational economic choice) and barriers to entry  in  the
policy debate for less organized interests. With regard to the last aspect, it is
noted that    in most countries, policy 'arenas' are characterized    by    a    vast
number of interest groups and advisory committees with a more or less
formalized say in policymaking. To have an influence on policymaking, access
to this network is important but not easy to gain for laymen, ordinary citizens
or interest groups which do not have a solid base of representation in advisory
bodies.

vote. Scientists do not subject them to a vote, or at least this is what they tell us, and
laymen certainly do not subject them to a vote" (Feyerabend, 1978:74).

5     In   addition   to the judicial, executive and legislative powers   and 'the fourth branch'   of
civil servants.
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Dryzek (1990) believes that policy analysis should mediate and organize a
discourse between societal groups, citizens, and stakeholders who find
themselves without a common language. Dryzek explicitly refers to such a
type of policy analysis as 'participatory' which is inseparable from what he
desires  to  be a 'discursive democracy'.   The true objective of policy analysis
should be the analysis and advancement of the normative and ethical issues
underlying instrumental policymaking. This could be done by establishing a
participatory discourse in which societal goals and objectives are confronted
with each other instead of being jammed in instrumental means-ends
discussions.

Most laymen and ordinary citizens in modern society are not able to keep up
with technical debates. Their access to knowledge sources, in spite of the
general overflow of information in society, is limited, as is the capacity of
laymen and citizens to filter, select, translate and interpret knowledge and
information in modern society. Still, without knowing, citizens and laymen
may have a direct interest in social, political, economic, or technological
developments. Actual awareness of interests often arises   at   a late stage   in   the
decision-making process, when instruments of influence may have limited
effectiveness because the decision-making process has progressed towards
finalization. One of the important challenges for participatory policy analysis,
therefore, is to develop the instruments and methods by which ordinary
citizens can engage in policy analysis.

TABLE 2.1 Criticism and participatory response

Criticism Implication Participatory Response

Scientism Traditional policy analysis is based Participation of lay-people
on false assumption that all knowl- with knowledge from expe-
edge is scientific. rience or other sources of

insights.

Decisionism Traditional policy analysis falsely Participation of network-
assumes that decision-making is actors and pluricentric deci-
rational, top-down and unicentric. sion-makers.

Limited utility Results of policy analysis have no or Participation of users    of
\ little impact on policymaking. There results to enhance commu-

are communication problems nication of insights.
between Policy analysts and clients.

No inter- There is a lack of scientific agree- Participation of disagreeing
disciplinarity ment and co-operation in understand- scientific experts from diffe-

ing policy problems. rent disciplines.
.

Technocratic, Policy analysis is advice of experts Participation of non-experts,
undemocratic for other experts. Citizens and stake-  lay people, citizens.

holders are excluded from analysis.
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2.3    In response to criticism

In the sections above, five forms of objections to traditional policy analysis
have been discussed. These refer to its scientistic and decisionistic character,
its limited utility for policymaking,  the  fact  that  it is actually  not a coherent
discipline, and finally, that it relies on experts and neglects democratic in-
terests. Each form of criticism already contains some arguments for a
participatory style of policy analysis (see Table 2.1). Policy analysis should
make possible the involvement of laymen, network-actors, users of policy
results, disagreeing experts, and citizens.
In general, there are three possible responses   to the criticism levelled   at
traditional policy analysis. The first possible response would   be   that   the
criticism is fundamentally correct and that policy analysis cannot be saved
from relativism. The second type of response could be that the picture
presented by the critics is both unfair and not true, so that traditional policy
analysis  can be saved, possibly  by some moderate improvements. The third
response could be that there are better alternatives to the traditional type Of
policy analysis. The first and second responses will be briefly discussed in this
section. In the next section of this chapter, the third response will be examined
more closely.

First, the criticism described in the sections above can easily lead to relativism
or a 'post-modern crisis' of policy analysis (Heller & Fehtr, 1988; Rosenau,
1992; Kirp, 1992; Danziger, 1995). As one commentator argued, the
foundation for policy analysis lies in the modernist belief in the role of science
and methods, cause-effect relationships, commitment to data and experi-
mentation, analytic rationality and belief in constant social betterment (cf.
Kirp, 1992:694). For some policy analysts, these beliefs have been
fundamentally challenged, so that the analysts have come to accept a relativist
or post-modern conclusion (Danziger, 1995). For the relativist or post-
modernist policy analysts, there can be no preference for one way of
policymaking over another. While the Great Narratives, in particular Science,
have ended for post-modernism, there are no criteria left to distinguish the
work of a policy analyst from that of a journalist, a fiction writer, a historian
or a public-relations advisor (Lawlor, 1996). Policy analysis then becomes
manipulative rhetoric.
Some authors have drawn the conclusion that the 'post-modernist' condition of
politics and society has already affected the discipline of policy analysis in
many ways (Heller & Feh6r, 1988; Rosenau, 1992; Danziger, 1995). Some
authors desire such a post-modern state of affairs (Frissen, 1996), while others
have warned against it. Kirp (1992) in particular has warned that in a post-
modern condition, policymaking will increasingly rely on a 'selling of the
message' and emphasis on media 'sound bites' and fashion in the communi-
cation between politicians and constituents. This, according to Kirp, would
imply the diminishing role of policy analysis as an important basis for poli-
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cymaking and a replacement of the policy analyst by communication and
public relations experts. The consequence of a true acceptance of relativism
would imply   'the  end of policy analysis' and 'anything goes'.6  This,   so  the
defenders of policy analysis claim, is not a position most people would accept.
Others have argued that there is a clear limit to how far a relativist (post-
modern) view on policy analysis can go. A strong relativism will find the
limits of its beliefs in the empirical confrontation with the physical world. In a
book review of Jasanoffs Fifth Branch, Wildavski put forward such a counter-
argument when he wrote

Thus given several sets of adherents, each of which tries to persuade the others
to believe in its version of facts, concepts, and theories if the construct is
tested in action, the one in closer touch with the way the world works is going
to do a lot better than the others, no matter what constructions the others put
on to it (Wildavski, publication date unknown to the author: 507).

In another type of reaction to the criticism, some authors have rightfully
claimed that the picture of traditional policy analysis as presented by its critics
is not as bad as it seems. Moreover, some counter-critics have responded that
policy analysis may be the best practice among many worse alternatives
because most critics never

( . . )  display any specimens of policy analysis  that they regard  as ' ideal'   or  even
worth emulating (Bardach, 1990:270).

The various forms of criticism, however, have led to critical reflections among
policy analysts. The criticism has been incorporated in what policy analysts do
and the methods they apply. Policy analysis, so the proponents claim, is more
critical of its approaches than is sometimes suggested by critics. Policy
analysts do take their own limitations into consideration and try to find
answers to inherent problems by improving methodology and strengthening the
analytic quality of analysis (Bardach, 1990; White, 1994). According to White

(..)  it  is  important to acknowledge that there is widespread willingness within
the policy community to reconsider the assumptions in analytic models and to
explore a variety of ways to incorporate more perspectives into analyses
(White, 1994:521).

The 'naturalist' response to the objections to policy analysis is that, quite in
line with the belief that there are some criteria which help distinguish 'good'
from 'bad' science, there are criteria to distinguish 'good' from 'bad' policy
analysis. These criteria might include methodological diversity, openness to
falsification, peer scrutiny and critical debate (Cook, 1985).
Some authors have argued that critics of traditional policy analysis should be
aware of the context in which policy analysis operates. According to Jenkins-
Smith, 'a threat to democracy' criticism is dependent on the context in which
the policy analysis is applied

6 Which, according to Kirp (1992) would be worse in comparison with 'the end of
ideology'  and  'the  end of history'.
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Rather than indict policy analysis generally, the criticisms of policy analysis
hold greatest force when applied to the use of analysis in specific contexts.
When the forum for analytic debate is open, and many contending sides have
cause and resources to mobilize analysis, the threats to the democratic process
are slight; when applied in less visible and less open forums, however, and
particularly when the issue under review is subject to domination by particular
political interests, advocacy analysis may do most to distort policy and mislead
decision makers (Jenkins-Smith, 1990:4).

The argument I would like to stress at the end of this section is that the points
of criticism have served as theoretical 'crowbars' for finding new ways of
conducting policy analysis. In everyday practice, there has been widespread
awareness of the shortcomings of policy analysis. This awareness has led to
some useful alternatives, and I would posit that the participatory style of
policy analysis is the most promising (see Chapter 3). At the same time we
should be aware that a participatory type of policy analysis presents a real and
practical alternative and prevents it from leading to anything such as relativism
or  'post-modernism.'

2.4 Policy analysis and participation

1.4.1    Four general models of policy analysis

In addition to the traditional model set out in the section above, four
alternative frameworks, or what I would simply call models, for policy
analysis have been proposed. These alternative models are, in fact, the
incorporation into practice of (some of) the objections elaborated on in the
preceding sections.   The four models are first mentioned and characterized
below and subsequently described in further detail in the following sections.7

7 Similar but not identical classifications of policy analysis have been made by other
authors, the most important being Bobrow and Dryzek (1987), Hogwood and Gunn
(1984), Hawkesworth (1987), and Jenkins-Smith (1990). Here, the classification of three
policy-analytic discourses presented by White (1994) is relevant. According to Louise
White, the debate between alternative proposals for policy analysis can be divided into
three separate discourses: an analytic discourse, a critical discourse, and a persuasive
discourse. These, in my view, roughly correspond with the pluralist, critical, and
strategic model respectively, which I will describe in the second part of this chapter. The
fourth model (or what Whyte should have identified as a constructivist discourse) plays
an implicit role in all three of the discourses on policy analysis because, White claims, all
three discourses assume that knowledge is socially constructed. The analytic discourse
promotes an improved form of analytic policy analysis by multiplism. It focusses on the
creation of acceptable and credible solutions in interpretative forums (White,
1994:509).The critical discourse challenges the status quo. It promotes a reasoned but
critical reflection on policy values.  Its main concern is with the legitimacy of consensus.
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Table 2.2. at the end of this chapter presents a brief overview of the main
characteristics of the models.

1. 7712 pluralist model mainly provides an alternative to the assumption of
synoptic rationality. It brings the 'lost' political dimensions of
policymaking back into policy analysis and tries to strengthen democracy
(in a pluralist sense) via interest representation and political
accommodation. Furthermore, it finds an escape route for scientific
uncertainty and subjectivism by relying on a probed scientific consensus
among scientists and stakeholders. For the pluralist model, the main
contributors in participatory policy analysis are scientists and
representatives of special interest groups.

2.  The critical model mainly provides an alternative for scienticism and
technocracy. Scientific rationality,     in this model, is replaced    by     a
communicative rationality   in an undistorted or 'ideal-speech situation'.
The critical model emphasizes strong democracy via open unmanipulated
societal discourse. Participatory policy analysis is involved when mature
individual citizens are able to engage in an un-inhibiting political
discourse. For the critical model, the main contributors in participatory
policy analysis are ordinary citizens, lay people and people affected by
decisions.

3. 77:e constructivist model mainly criticizes the ontological 'realist'
assumption and the positivist conception of knowledge. It provides an
alternative by its belief that knowledge is socially constructed. Therefore,
policy advice has to be continuously constructed in interpretative forums
by actors (scientists as well as all other possible actors) who have
different perspectives on a policy issue. In this regard, participation
contributes  to the social learning of those participants. Because science  is
a social construct, the demarcation line between science and ordinary
knowledge becomes blurred.     For the constructivist model,    the    main
contributors in participatory policy analysis are people holding different
perspectives on the same issue.

4. 77:e strategic model mainly critizes the top-down unicentric   type   Of
governance and seeks an alternative in interorganizational or network-
theories. It emphasizes alternative forms of government-society
interactions. Participatory policy analysis    is a strategy to explore    and
develop win-win situations among strategic actors. For the strategic

"Critical discourse generally recommends a broad participatory process where people are
encouraged to explore their common experiences and narrative views. It is not enough
just to include more participants. There has to be direct and critical engagement among
professionals and members of the wider community" (White, 1994:509). Finally, the
persuasive discourse is concerned with policy analysis  at a societal or institutional level.
Its main concern is the question what the role of policy analysis is in policy or issue-
networks.
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model, the main contributors in participatory policy analysis are actors
who own important strategic resources.

1.4.1    Tlie pluralist model of policy analysis

The pluralist model of policy analysis closely resembles what Bobrow and
Dryzek called the 'accommodation type of policy analysis' and Dryzek later
called 'critical-rationalist policy analysis' (Bobrow & Dryzek,    1987: 166;
Dryzek, 1993:215). In contrast to the traditional model, the pluralist model
has less affinity with scientific expertise and more affinity with the political
skills of the policy analyst and various interactive procedures to accommodate
political interests (Wildavski, 1979).

The pluralist and traditional models, however, still have many assumptions in
common. Both the traditional and pluralist models of policy analysis start from
the same empiricist and ontological realist assumptions. This means that both
models of policy analysis believe that empirical research leads to knowledge
about a real and objective world and that expert advice based on this
knowledge can and should make a marked difference in the policy process.
However, for the pluralist model the relationship between 'reality' and
'knowledge' is much more problematic than for the traditional model.
Pluralists acknowledge that perspectives on reality can be strongly coloured by
interests or worldviews. However, by critical examination and scrutiny,
political and normative biases of scientists can be uncovered and overcome.
This interpretation has generally been defined as a critical-realist viewpoint.

Critical multiplism or triangulation is an important concept for the pluralist
model of policy analysis (Cook, 1985). As a general principle, it states that
scientific data, insights, and conclusions must continuously be examined and
scrutinized using different methods and kinds of analysis. Scientific
conclusions, as well as policy recommendations, should be developed and
checked from a number of different perspectives and possibly with the help of
different stakeholders (Cook, 1985; Dunn, 1994). Truth, for the pluralist, is

(..) provisionally attained  when a powerful consensus  of many disparate parties
agrees that no alternatives are plausible other than those offered publicly
(Cook, 1985:58).

However,  not all manifestations of consensus are equal to 'truth'. Consensus  is
not to be confused with 'just any' consensual interpretation of data, but only
includes a 'critically probed' scientific consensus (Cook, 1985).

The concept of multiplism, or what could be called epistemological pluralism,
is closely related to the concept of political pluralism (Dahl, 1982). Multiplism
as described by Cook (1985) is, among other things, realized by the
incorporation of multiple stakeholders in policy analysis because

(..)  in a democracy with pretensions to pluralism, formal policymakers should
probably not be the only group whose information needs, and hence whose
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political interests, evaluations should meet. Every policy decision has the
potential to impact on multiple stakeholder groups, and decisions with those
groups often teach  us  that  they  want to learn different things (Cook, 1985:44).

In the political meaning of pluralism, the political system is an arena of special
interests, albeit controlled by democratic rules (Dahl, 1982) and a bounded
form of rationality. The theory of bounded rationality developed by Simon
argues that policymakers seek to be fully rational but that there are psycho-
logical, organizational, normative, economic, and situational limitations which
prevent this. When policymakers and policy analysts recognize these obstacles
to rationality, they may prefer to analyze a policy problem by inviting a
number of different advocates of possible solutions to clarify and discuss their
views on the issue. According to Kelman, the pluralist type of policy analysis
is participatory because of the consideration

( . . )   that   requiring each participant to become aware   by   his   or   her own efforts
of all the considerations at stake in an issue puts superhuman burdens on the
individual mind. Having multiple advocates copes   with the inevitability   of
omission and other errors in complex problem-solving (Kelman,  1992: 189).

For Lindblom, striving for rationality in decision-making is neither possible
nor desirable. Lindblom's well-known incremental model of policymaking
assumes that political life has a rationality or logic of its own where, among
other things, policies  are  made in interaction  with many powerful actors,  i.e.,
in polycentricity, and by mutual adjustment between stakeholders via
bargaining, negotiation, and compromise. Such a process of policymaking has
been  defined as 'mutual partisan adjustment'. With regard to policy analysis,
both Simon's and Lindblom's empirical claim that problem-solving is
bounded, incremental and political, has led to a conception of policy analysis
as 'partisan analysis' or 'advocacy-analysis'. Partisan or advocacy policy
analysis   is the logical consequence   of the pluralist model.   The most feasible
policy recommendations are the result of a process of political bargaining and
compromise between interest partisans (Lindblom, 1965; Hawkesworth,
1987:22). In general, these 'interest partisans' will be the key stakeholders
with regard to the issue at hand.

The pluralist argument for participation
The pluralist model of policy analysis therefore adduces two main arguments
in support of participation:
1.  Sciend c consensus. There is a substantial amount of uncertainty in

scientific knowledge and there is disagreement among scientists. The
most reliable knowledge for policymaking is based on scientifically
probed consensus. To make sure that this consensus is probed, forums
are needed where scientists and stakeholders can discuss and criticize
scientific theories and results. In the end, however, these scientific
participants will be able to solve most disputes when data, methods,
facts, and interpretations have been sufficiently clarified and scrutinized.
Policy advice therefore should be based on the highest level of scientific
consensus. Participatory policy analysis requires the participation   of
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various (disagreeing) scientists to develop the best possible knowledge for
policymaking.

2.         Stakeholder     consensus. The pluralist model centers on the role of
stakeholders and interest groups in the political process. Democracy is
pluralist and politics is interest accommodation. Political accommodation
implies the reaching of a level of agreement and consensus and making
compromises between interest groups and stakeholders. Participatory
policy analysis, therefore, requires the participation of organized interests
groups and stakeholders to obtain democratic and feasible policy advice
(partisan analysis).

2.4.3       The  critical  model  of  policy  analysis

The critical model draws on neo-Marxism, the critical theory of the
Frankfurter school and Habermas in particular. The critical model of policy
analysis criticizes the disguised ideological character of the traditional model
and the conservative character of the pluralist model. For the critical analyst,
the probed consensus between the scientists, defended by the pluralist model,
is no way a genuine consensus, because scientists can have an interest in
concealing facts, discrediting unfavorable facts mentioned by opponents, and
proping up their own facts or exaggerating consequences. Likewise, political
pluralism establishes no genuine political consensus because interest groups are
not equally powerful. Not all societal interests, let alone citizens, are
represented  in the political elite system.
Therefore, critics have argued that the pluralist policy analyst accepts the
existing political system, replete with its unwritten rules, norms of operation,
and its cast of characters, as a token (cf. Kelman, 1992). According to the
critical model, the traditional as well as the pluralist model promote (neo-)
positivist methods without unmasking the hidden societal conflict and the
systematic distortions of communication resulting from scientism and
technocracy.

The ontological and epistemological assumptions of the critical model are
diverse and complex and can therefore only be discussed briefly. At an
ontological level, the critical model   can   be both realistic or idealistic.
Habermas and Feyerabend largely apply idealist assumptions, for, in their
view, there can be no knowledge of an external world which is not mediated
by human interpretation. Neo-Marxism, on the other hand, presupposes an
external reality independent of human observation. However, the perception of
this reality may be masked by a dominant ideology. It is the goal of a critical
science to unmask this underlying reality.
Feyerabend (1978) put forward a critical relativism of the politics of science.
According to this critical relativist, experts arrive at different results both in
fundamental matters and in application. Scientific facts are controversial and
unanimity is the result of a political decision; (scientific) dissenters are
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suppressed or remain silent. For science itself, this implies that there is no
clear line to separate the scientist from the dilettante. For society, this implies
that 'laymen' should have the last say in the use of science for decisions. An
irrelevant question for critical relativists is whether

( . . ) laymen possess the knowledge   that is needed for decisions   of   this   kind?
Will they not commit grievous mistakes? And is it not necessary, therefore, to
leave fundamental decisions to the experts? (Feyerabend, 1978:87).

Instead, the critical relativist applies a concept of mature people, a goal which
is achieved by societal education and by active participation in decisions that
are still to be made.

Participation of laymen in fundamental decisions is therefore required even if it
would lower the success rate of decisions (Feyerabend, 1978:87).

Habermas, as is well known, tried to reformulate the neo-Marxist ideology
critique. For Marxists, the dialectic between capital and labor would inevitably
lead to a politico-economic crisis. Habermas, however, tried to show how the
state and science play a role in diverting this crisis from the public sphere to
the socio-cultural sphere. The public sphere (Offentlichkeit), according to
Habermas, is the area of public life where intersubjective agreement on values
and standards can be reached in order to solve socio-political or practical
problems. Historically, in this public sphere, private citizens could discuss
public issues and the role of the state freely and without constraint. Gradually,
this public sphere was depoliticized to cover up the fact that it is dominated by
the special interests of capital investment. This depolitization was produced by
increased state intervention and by the scientification of policymaking and
planning. However, the depolitization of the public sphere leads to crisis
tendencies in other areas (Habermas 1976). Among other things, it may lead
to a legitimation crisis of the state. What is needed, according to Habermas, is

a(..)  repolitization of the public sphere;  that  is, a genuine consensus should be
sought through a process of discursive will formation concerning all issues of
importance for society and conducted according to the rules of communicative
or  practical  form of rational decision-making  (Kemp,   1985).

Habermas' theory, in short, criticizes traditional policy analysis and pluralist
policy analysis as a systematically distorted communication process. Critical
policy analysis should be based on true consensus as the outcome of a free and
open communication process. True consensus   can   only be distinguished   from
false or forced consensus in relation  to an 'ideal speech situation'. This ideal
speech situation is not an empirical situation but a norm or rational standard
against which the practical discourses   can be judged. It separates genuine
informal or practical reasoning from manipulation or systematically distorted
communication.
The critical model of policy analysis is concerned with societal interaction.
This it has in common with some of the ideas of the pluralist model, which
accommodates interest via interaction. However, according to Forester, the
critical model provides an analysis for the legitimacy of this interaction.
Otherwise,
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(..)  how  can we distinguish true, social, political, and economic  learning  from

manipulation, deliberate distortion, rigged negotiations, stacked votes, and so
on? (Forester, 1985b:279).

Moreover, critical policy analysis emphasizes the role of individual citizens.
Legitimate consensus will only be possible when citizens can freely engage in
communication without the coercion or compulsion that may bias or invalidate
their findings. What is needed is an institutionalization of possibilities of
learning for citizens. Without these institutions,

(..) citizens will be more ignorant rather than more knowledgeable, subordinate
rather that authoritative, cynical rather than cooperative, and confused rather
than increasingly aware of the issues affecting their lives (Forester,
1985b:272).

The critical argument for participation
The critical model of policy analysis defines truth as constraint-free  consensus.
This type of consensus is not identical to the scientifically probed consensus of
the pluralist model. Criteria for the constraint-free consensus are derived from
Habermas' ideal speech situation which emphasizes the equality of the
participants and the absence of systematic distortions in the communication.
Moreover, the consensus does not (merely) address the instrumental aspects of
policymaking but the underlying values and societal goals. As the systematic
distortion comes from the state, from science and technocracy, the most
important participants in a critical policy analysis are citizens, ordinary people
or less organized interests. This sums up the 'empowerment' characteristic of
the critical model and demands a lot of the forum in which the debate takes
place, the quality of the participation and the ethics of policy analysts.

1.4.4    The constructivist model of policy analysis

Since Berger and Luckmann (1966), many authors have contended that reality
is a social construction (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). Since Kuhn (1962), many
have contended that science is a socially constructed reality (Latour &
Woolgar, 1979; Collins, 1982). The constructivist model is relevant to the
understanding of (participatory) policy analysis for two reasons. First, the
constructivist model makes ontological and epistemological assumptions about
social reality radically different than those made by the traditional model of
policy analysis. Second, social constructivist theory has altered  the  way  of
thinking about science as a social construction on its own (Jasanoff, 1993).

Reality as social construction
According to Guba (1990), the epistemological and ontological assumptions of
both multiplism and critical theory (see the sections above) can still be
reconciled with the assumptions of neo-positivism. This means that what
pluralist policy analysis and critical policy analysis have in common with
traditional policy analysis is that, in the end, they assume that there is an
outside world which    can be known (critical realism). Pluralism    and    neo-
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Marxist critical theory contend that objective knowledge ultimately is possible.
For pluralism, this objectivity is possible when theories are sufficiently probed
and debated. For neo-Marxism, objectivity is possible when the true nature of
reality, now masked by a dominant ideology, has been revealed.

According to Guba, the constructivist has a radically different conception of
reality and

(..)  feels  that the positivist and post-positivist paradigms are badly flawed  and
must be entirely replaced (Guba, 1990:25).

Among the arguments which Guba (1990) and Guba and Lincoln (1989) put
forward for this strong interpretation of constructivism are the following.
Social constructivism starts from the assumption of the theory ladenness of
facts. This 'idealist' position towards reality states that reality and empirical
observations only exist in the context of a mental framework (a construct) for
thinking about them. The social constructivist, moreover, applies a 'relativist'
assumption to knowledge and theory:   in  the  end, no theory   can  ever be fully
probed, so that there are no definitive criteria for preferring one theory to
another. One of the conclusions, therefore, is that knowledge (scientific
theory) can never be value-free. The social constructs or mental frameworks
consist of values which determine our perception of reality. This redefines the
relationship between the knower and the known, which cannot be separated
from each other. According to Guba, policy analysis

(..)  makes the findings  of an inquiry  not a report  of what  is 'out there'  but  a
(..)  process that literally creates  them. (..) knowledge  is a human construction
never certifiable as ultimately true but problematic and ever changing (Guba,
1990:26).

The methodological consequence for Guba and Lincoln (1989) and others is
that 'knowledge' can best be acquired through a process of 'hermeneutics' and
'dialectics'. Hermeneutics refers  to  the best possible formulation of subjective
interpretations about reality. Dialectics refers   to the confrontation of these
subjective interpretations with other interpretations including those of the
inquirer. The objective of hermeneutics and dialectics is to reach
intersubjective consensus,  i.e., an understanding and sharing between various
people of each other's interpretations. Dialectic hermeneutics is the process
whereby "the group must confront and deal with the constructions of all
others" (Guba & Lincoln, 1989:41).
As for pluralists and critical theorists, knowledge for the social constructivist
is also based on consensus. For the constructivist, however, this consensus
does not refer to a reality independent of the people who consent. Therefore,
this  consensus can never be probed. The construction of consensus is never
finished as long as there is a confrontation with other people. This continuing
confrontation with other constructs   is   the key principle of constructivist
methodology.
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Science as social construction
The social constructivist model has been applied to the scientific community
itself. Positivist beliefs in science included the presupposition that scientific
progress was determined by (the discovery) of a physical world. (Neo-)
positivism provided rules and criteria to separate science from metaphysics.
The sociology of science proposed by Merton and others intended to explore
the type of human behavior called 'science' and to describe the practices
which led to the production of certified knowledge (cf. Dant, 1991). Early
sociologists discovered by observations   that 'what scientists did' differed
distinctly from the scientific rules on which true science was supposed to be
based. Interest and politics played a role in science. Kuhn (1962), among
others, saw the scientific community less as one with an impartial interest in
the quest for truth than as a political community where authority is imposed
and novelty and deviance suppressed. As a result, the sociology of science
began to undermine the epistemological basis of science itself. Collins (1982)
proposed that social scientists should study the practice of natural science as
they would study other social systems. Others, such as Latour & Woolgar
(1979), collected ethnographic data on scientific work in laboratories. What
these sociologists of knowledge showed was that the

social context always impinges on the practice of science and also plays a part
in determining what counts (and is certified in the scientific community as)
scientific knowledge  (Dant,   1991: 146).

The constructivist argument for participation
The constructivist model of policy analysis argues for participation on
epistemological and ontological grounds. The sociology of knowledge (Collins,
Latour, Woolgar) claimed that scientific rationality itself is merely one
construct among many possible others. This discredited the status of scientists
considerably (Jasanoff, 1993; see paragraph above). When science is socially
constructed, social constructivist methods can be used to develop
intersubjective consensus among scientists,  e.g., by science committees. These
science committees are hermeneutic and dialectic forums for scientists. For
policymaking, however, scientists are merely one group of stakeholders among
many possible others. Tacit and ordinary knowledge has a status equal to that
of scientific knowledge.

Constructivist methods are based on the 'ongoing interaction' between the
subjects of inquiry moderated by the inquirer. The inquirer may set the agenda
and moderate the negotiation process, but the interaction and development of
consensus lies within the group. For Guba and Lincoln, participants in a
constructivist policy analysis are stakeholders. The notion 'stakeholders' is
general and includes all those involved and affected by a decision. Direct
interest may be a reason for involving stakeholders. However, the
constructivist does not argue for a pluralist settling of interest differences by
negotiation. The most important reason for stakeholder participation is that
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they are "in a position to broaden the range of evaluative inquiry to the great
benefit of the hermeneutic/dialectic inquiry" (Guba & Lincoln, 1989:54) .
In short, participants are selected because they apply, as diversely as possible,
the potential interpretations and viewpoints on an issue. The objective of
dialectic hermeneutics is to reach a consensus between stakeholders who
beforehand do not share the same construct.

Consensus does not imply a greater degree of reality for whatever is agreed
upon, however; it simply means that those in agreement have come to share a
construction that has reality for them. Furthermore, the consensus is the
product of human conceptual exchange in a particular setting (Guba & Lincoln,
1989:9).

2.4.5     The strategic model of policy analysis

The fourth and last model of policy analysis has a somewhat different origin
than the models described above. Its assumptions about political reality are
more  important  than its assumptions about ontology or epistemology.   In  most
respects, it resembles pragmatism or relativism, but it is also consistent with
some of the assumptions of the pluralist or constructivist models.

The strategic model of policy analysis assumes that definitions of reality are
real as far as they are functional for the realization of the strategic objectives
of the key actor(s) in a policy network. However, this key actor, or the policy
analyst client is entangled in a web of interdependencies with othet actors
within a policy network. These networks are based upon interaction and
communication patterns between actors (individuals, groups, and
organizations) which  are  to some extent lasting. For instance, these patterns
are made up of rules and relationships, e.g. competition versus cooperation.
The actors have resources, beliefs, interests, demands, and objectives and
expectations about outcomes, benefits and costs of strategic options (Hanf &
Scharpf, 1978; Scharpf, 1993; Heclo, 1978; Kingdon, 1984).
According to the strategic model, the actors are aware of irrationality or non-
rationality of strategic decisions in networks. The result of strategic decisions
may be irrational, for one or more actors, because it is the resultant of
simultaneous and conflicting rationalities. This makes the final outcomes  of
strategic decision processes highly unpredictable and uncontrollable (March &
Olson,  1976). In this regard, the function of policy analysis is to be persuasive
or rhetorical for the network as a whole (White, 1993). Policy analysis is a
strategic in(ter)vention to make sure that opportunities can be seized at the
right moment, that the effectiveness of the interaction between strategies can
be estimated and tested, and that necessary strategies between actors can be
coordinated and legitimized. However,  this  type of policy analysis  has  to  be
initiated by at least one of the key strategic actors, such as a government
department or responsible politician.
Participation, therefore, has strategic objectives interpreted with reference to
interdependency and to strategic games within a policy network.
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the  emphasis  is  (..)  on the development of strategic issues, which arise  as
much (or more) from the values of external stakeholders, perceived
opportunities and threats in the external environment, and perceived internal
strengths and weaknesses, as from the sense of the agency's mission (Kaplan,
1986:768).

The strategic policy analysis model is particularly relevant to the policy
science literature on 'communicative policy instruments' or 'interactive policy
making' (Vliet 1991). These new theories about state intervention claim that,
Western-European governments have gradually become aware of the
limitations of traditional, regulatory, and financial policy instruments. This has
led, among other things, to a gradual retreat of government in favor of 'self-
steering (autopoiesis) in society' (In't Veld, 1991; Twist & Schaap, 1991). In
addition to the traditional concept of governance by financial and regulatory
instruments, policy departments increasingly perceive their role as policy
network 'brokers' whose main task is to enhance and support appropriate
communication and cooperation channels between interdependent societal
subsystems.

The strategic argument for participation
The strategic model has a pragmatic or even rhetorical view of reality. It
accepts that the rational behavior of many actors may result in irrational or
nonrational outcomes. In a policy network, actors are dependent on the
strategic behavior of other actors  for the effectiveness of their own decisions.
Strategic policy analysis is a platform where strategic actions can be tested for
their final result and where strategic actors can pool their resources and
establish new forms of coordination and cooperation.
Cooperation is considered necessary between (autonomous yet interdependent)
actors, who, by themselves cannot solve a problem. However, each actor
possesses  some  part  of the problem-solving capacity. Cooperation is stimulated
by appealing to the 'reasonabless' or strategic rationality of those involved
(Vliet, 1992:209; De Bruin,    1991). To trigger this 'strategic rationality,'   a
communication forum is necessary in which strategic actors can participate and
strategic information    can be exchanged. By starting a strategic dialogue,
agreement on the basis of arguments and (mutual) understanding may be
reached. Correspondingly, public policymakers increasingly face challenges
which  can be denoted as 'network management' (Klijn, 1996): "Which actors
in a policy network context should participate in what way and for what
reasons  in a strategic policymaking process?"

2.5      Conclusions

Table 2.2 summarizes the five models of policy analysis discussed above on a
number of dimensions: (1) ontological,  i.e., with regard  to the nature of social
reality; (2) epistemological,   i.e., how policy-relevant knowledge is possible;
(3)  rationality,  i.e., what constitutes the rational grounds for decision-making
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and change?; (4) the dominant style of policy analysis; (5) the intellectual
legacy; (6) consensus and truth; and (7) consequences for participation.

Traditional policy analysis does not support participation during the process of
analysis. The other four models all incorporate sound arguments to support
participatory policy analysis, although for each model the motives for
participation are different.
Participation, according to the pluralist model is a logical consequence of the
fact that synoptic rationality in policymaking is impossible and that rationality
is bounded and/or political. To arrive at the best possible solutions, it is
necessary to involve multiple advocates or stakeholders in the analysis process.
Furthermore, science is fundamentally troubled by uncertainty. Therefore, the
best possible knowledge is acquired by provisionally attained consensus by
many parties on the basis of probed facts. The pluralist policy analyst will still
keep the interest of his client in mind. However, the outcome of the political
interaction of the policy analyst, the client and other stakeholder groups will
result in compromise.
The main argument for participation in the critical model is that policy
analysis should take the side of those participants who have a democratic
interest in the issue at hand, but who may fall victim to the deficiencies of
current democratic practices. As a result of the failures of these democratic
practices, societal groups may or may not be aware that their interests are at
stake. In the critical model, the policy analyst will explicitly or implicitly try
to overcome existing barriers (inequality of influence, power or knowledge)
for democratic decision-making (empowerment). Explicitly overcoming
democratic barriers will imply that the policy analysts as a 'lawyer or
advocate' will take the side of the 'underdogs' and will work for and defend
their positions and interests. Implicitly overcoming democratic barriers means
that, through the procedures of participation, the positions become balanced
and that the analyst will use innovative procedures for the democratic debate
and  decision-making.   In the critical model, the participatory policy analysis
will have failed when the issue 'who decides which people participate' has not
in   some   way been democratically solved   (e.g., by representativeness   or
randomness); when the inequality of power has not been reduced, when the
rules for communication have not been open and unbiased, and when there is
no direct link between the process of analysis and the formalization of its
outcomes in democratic decisions.
In the constructivist model, participation is of a very different nature because
of the model's different assumptions about social reality. Knowledge and
meaning do not exist independent of the subjects that 'give meaning' in the
approach. Understanding of social reality and therefore of policy problems or
decision-making is only possible in the interaction of various subjects with
different frames of reference. True policy analysis is only possible in the
confrontation and interaction of the different frames of reference with regard
to the issue at hand. The objective, therefore, is not to have a final solution or
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definitive answer to the policy problem but to change, modify, or improve the
cognitive frames of reference (mental or cognitive maps)  of the various actors.
The objective of policy analysis in a constructivist model is not defined as
accommodating political reality or seeking compromises or improving the
democratic level of decision-making. The objective is to enhance mental or
social learning, i.e., participants develop  a more complex and shared mental
map (frame of reference) with regard to the issue at hand. The constructivist
model is most frequently identified as a socio-psychological approach or a
'learning approach'. Participatory policy analysis fails if a reframing of the
initial problems  does not occur,   i.e.,   if the interaction of multiple frames  of
reference does not lead to new insights into the complex structure of the
problem.
The strategic model has many elements in common with the pluralist model,
although elements of the constructivist model are also incorporated. In
practice, the strategic model is the eclectic approach of the experienced

process consultant who switches 'tricks' and 'techniques' when needed. It
shares emphasis on negotiation and compromise with the pluralist model.
However, whereas the pluralist approach is inherently political in nature and
focusses on the formalized positions in the decision process, the strategic
model is more creative. It seeks to develop new forms of cooperation and
coordination and, whenever necessary, changes the rules of the game. The
strategic model accepts the possibility of irrational decisions as a result of
changing actors, changing rules or the interaction between various decisions.
Whereas the pluralist model views the public actor as the most crucial actor in
a political context, the strategic model defines the decision-making context as a
strategic arena or network with a number of key actors; the public actor is
therefore not necessarily the key actor. Although there is a basis for
institutionalization of the relations and the interactions within this arena -most

likely via formal or informal rules of behaviour and cooperation- it is possible
that the rules are changed. Strategic opportunities will lead to shifting
coalitions   in the arena. For participation, this means that within   this
continuous flux of strategic interactions, the policy analyst at times will be
asked  to  play a facilitating  role in identifying, determining and formulating
new strategic relations between the actors. Generally, one key actor will
function as the initiator of such a strategic process in the arena. The selection
of the participants will be highly functional and take place on the basis of an
assessment of the current or future importance of the actor for the strategic
development of the arena. A participatory process of analysis in which an
actor who will become strategically important in the future is left out, will be
less  likely to succeed   than a process in which this actor participates.   The
strategic approach to policy analysis is of growing importance and is found in
process approaches in which an independent consultant facilitates a number of
strategic meetings, in which a large and heterogeneous number of strategic
actors participate.



TABLE 2.2 Five models for policy analysis

MODEL TRADITIONAL PLURALIST CRITICAL CONSTRUCTIVIST STRATEGIC

Ontology Realist Critical realist Realist (neo-Marxist) Weak relativist Weak relativist
Idealist (Habermas) Presupposition theory Pragmatist

Epistemology Neo-positivist Critical rationalist Intersubjectivist Intersubjectivist Rhetorical
Persuasive

Rationality Technical Bounded rationality Communicative ratio- Multiple rationalities Non-rationality/
instrumental Political rationality nality (Ideal speech) (meaning construction) multiple rationalities
rationality

Style of policy Expert style 1. Multiplism, Critical-adversarial Dialectics Strategy process:
analysis 2.   Partisan  or advo- discursive Hermeneutics develop win-win

cacy analysis situation

Legacy and Comte, Weber, Popper, Cook, Simon, FrF Schule, Habermas, Kuhn, Berger and Luck- Kingdon, March
authors Operations Lindblom, Wildavski, Beck, Dryzek, Fischer, mann, Weick, Collins, and Olson, Heclo,

research Toulmin, Dunn. Hawkesworth, DeLeon, Latour, Guba and Hanf & Scharpf,
Rein Lincoln; Jennings,

Jasanoff, Sabatier

Consensus and Truth is 1. Probed scientific 1.   Constraint free Consensus between Consensus (win-
truth independent of consensus Consensus different interpretation win) between

consensus 2. Consensus between 2. Value critical con- systems; Consensus is different strategic

(special) interests sensus never final actors

Participation Participation not Scientists, elites and Citizens, lay men, People with different Strategic actors
likely interest groups people affected by perspectives, experiences

decisions



3. Participatory policy analysis:
A new dog that hunts?

INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 2, I presented a first analysis of the reasons why we should opt for
a participatory style of policy analysis.'  Let  me  briefly  sum  up my argument
so far. The purpose of this book is to understand and further contribute to the
development of participatory policy analysis (PPA). In Chapter  1,  I explained
that policy analysis is an ambiguous concept. This ambiguity is caused by a
lack of consensus on some fundamental assumptions with regard to aspects
such as knowledge, rationality, and the role of experts in policymaking.
Hence, the purpose of this book can only be met by reviewing some
'competing' models and by examining to what extent and in what respects we
can find there, the underlying arguments for participation.
As pointed out in Chapter 2, the traditional model has been criticized as the
strawman or bogeyman. The model is qualified as an expert style of policy
analysis which adduces no arguments why participants -such as stakeholders or
citizens- should be engaged in developing policy recommendations. The
traditional type of policy analysis has been fundamentally criticized for its
exclusion of (non-expert) participants. The persuasive argument for a
participatory style of policy analysis is presented   by four alternative models:
analysis should be based on consensus; consensus is best reached by
participation. The pluralist, critical, constructivist, and strategic models    of
policy analysis each apply different definitions of consensus and therefore
emphasize the participation of different key actors for different reasons.   The
four alternative models described in the previous chapter, are general
frameworks. They provide paradigmatic guidance to a policy analyst's
worldview, but give little practical guidance on 'how to conduct PPA' in terms
of concepts, procedures, and tools.2 In other words, the next relevant question

1  The title of this chapter refers to the metaphor of 'dogs' which has been used by several
authors to hint at the qualities of policy analysis and technology assessment. Smits and
Leyten (1991) have paraphrased the development of technology assessment as from
'Watchdog' to 'Searchhound'. Lawlor (1996) qualified the argumentative  turn in policy
analysis as  "a new dog that cannot hunt." One could probably rewrite the development  of
policy analysis and technology assessment by extending these metaphors with lapdogs,
bloodhounds, and other types of dogs.

2  In practice, policy analysts (and their clients) may be influenced by more than one of the
models discussed in Chapter 2. Policy analysts may change their dominant worldview in
due course or may develop their own synthesis between several models. Moreover, it is
important to emphasize that the models 'explain' the reasons for PPA. They do not
automatically rule out a non-participatory type of analysis. For instance, policy analysts
predominantly influenced by the worldview of the critical model will have a strong
tendency to involve citizens in policy analysis, but will not necessarily do so. They may
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is: if consensus is the general objective, how can policy analysts practically
support the development of consensus? Therefore, it is necessary to extend our
inquiry by examining more closely the specific proposals for PPA made in
recent years. In particular, I have narrowed down the field of interest to those
proposals that will enable citizens, ordinary people, or non-expert stakeholders
to participate in policy analysis.
In this chapter, I will present an outline for a participatory style of policy
analysis. I will start from recent discussions of post-positivist, argumentative,
and communicative policy analysis. Whereas the methodology of traditional
policy analysis has its roots in (neo) positivist methods, PPA methodology has
its  roots in post-positivism.  In the first  part  of this Chapter,  I will therefore
briefly point out how post-positivism and argumentation and communication
relate to PPA.3 In the second part of this chapter, I will reconstruct three
explicit proposals for PPA which provide some answers of 'how and why'
stakeholders, citizens and ordinary people can be engaged in the process
(Laird, 1993; Durning, 1993; DeLeon, 1990, 1993, 1994). Based on the
insights of this chapter, a format for conducting PPA with ordinary people is
presented. In Chapter 4, I will make the necessary step to examine useful tools
for PPA. Tables  3.4  and  3.5   in the concluding section present overviews  of
the various forms of policy analysis discussed in this chapter.

3.1     Post-positivism: a first step towards participatory policy analysis

The objections to the traditional model of policy analysis described in Chapter
2 undermined the (neo-)positivist methodology. It is not surprising, therefore,
that the current intellectual debate on alternative styles has turned its attention

find non-participatory critical alternatives.
3  The current state of policy-analytic debate is becoming diffused by the plethora of new

policy-analytic styles. Most of these styles have some relevance to PPA and will therefore
briefly be discussed in this chapter. Post-positivist policy analysis was proposed by Kelly
and Maynard-Moody (1993), Guba and Lincoln (1989) and Fischer (1989, 1993). Others
have pleaded for a hermeneutic or discursive policy analysis (Dryzek, 1982, 1990).
Fischer and Forrester (1993) recently spoke of an argumentative turn in policy analysis.
Interactive or dialectic policy analysis has been proposed by among others Mason &
Mittrof (1981) and Grin (1995). Others, speak of communicative policy analysis (Healey,
1993). Rein (1983), argued for value-critical policy analysis and Jennings (1983)
aducated interpretative policy analysis. Moreover, some have developed stakeholder
analysis (Lawrence, 1982), transactive analysis or advocacy analysis (Majone 1989).
Even with regard to a definition of PPA, there is no consensus. Laird (1993)
distinguished between pluralist participatory analysis and (strong) democratic analysis.
Durning (1993) distinguished between democratic participatory policy analysis, analytic
participatory policy analysis, interpretative participatory policy analysis en stakeholder
participatory policy analysis. In Table 3.4 of this chapter, the different alternative
proposals are compared in terms of their consistency with the four general models of
policy-analysis described in Chapter  2.
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towards a post-positivist methodology.4 Below, I will briefly clarify the
relation between post-positivism  and  PPA.

Despite its ambiguous and general meaning, post-positivism incorporates some
essential characteristics of a participatory style of policy analysis because, as
Fischer has stated, a post-positivist policy analysis can have practical meaningonly in a participatory setting (cf. Fischer, 1993:37). The main reason for this
is that post-positivism -when applied to policy analysis- redefines the
relation between the policy analyst, his (or her) client, and the stakeholder
participants. The policy analyst no longer is an external and neutral expert
who avoids the interference with the research subject(s) as much as possible.
Instead, he now deliberately positions himself in the context of his study and
interacts with the client and stakeholders. Kelly and Maynard-Moody phrase
the relation between post-positivism and the role of the policy analyst as
follows

(I f) positivist methods are rejected,    then the knowledge    base of traditional
policy analysis is threatened. Is there an alternative epistemological foundation
from which policy analysis can draw its legitimacy? Is there still a role for the
policy analyst, the discredited expert?... [the] post-positivist approach  [is]
based on understanding agency's operations from insiders or stakeholders'
perspectives. This calls for greater involvement by the analyst in facilitating
discussions among insiders (Kelly & Maynard-Moody,  1993: 135).

The post-positivist argument for PPA can be summarized as follows.
Like all other aspects of human inquiry, policymaking and policy analysis are
considered to be 'contextual' processes: In other words, policy analysis (and
policymaking) are coloured by the perspectives of those engaged in it. These
perspectives may derive from the personal background of the actors as well as
from more structural characteristics (e.g., human constitution, culture, class
interests, or science). To 'overcome' these contextual boundaries, a process of

4 In positivist methodology, the inquirers adopt a distant non-interactive attitude towards
the subjects of their inquiry. In post-positivist methodology, inquirers interact with these
subjects. In the relevant literature, a distinction is made between a 'weak' and 'strong'
interpretation of post-positivism. A weak concept of post-positivism implies a
methodological pluralism in the line of Popper and Cook (Cook, 1985). For authors such
as Guba (1990), who apply a weak interpretation of post-positivism, only the pluralist
model of policy analysis would be regarded as post-positivist, but what I have called the
critical, constructivist and strategic models of policy analysis would not, A 'strong'
interpretation of post-positivism refers to a genus of all non-positivist methodologies.  For
authors such as Hawkesworth (1987), who apply such a strong interpretation, all four
models of policy analysis, pluralist, critical, constructivist, and strategic, would    be
regarded as post-positivist. 1 will accept Hawkesworth's position.

5  For pluralists, this contextuality stems from special interests and cognitive limitations: for
critical theorists, this contextuality stems       from a dominant class interest:        for
constructivists, it stems  from the 'mental constructs' or frames,'   and  for the strategist,   it
stems from strategic orientations.
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'recontextualization' is necessary (Jennings 1983, Rein 1983).
Recontextualization assumes that the dominant perspective(s) concerning  the
policy issue at hand can and should be tested, enriched, or modified by
confrontation with other dominant perspectives: either those of stakeholder
participants or of the policy analyst him/herself.
In an expert style of policy analysis, the policy analyst submits his/her clients'
perspective on the issue to a confrontation with his/her own perspective.
Whereas, this type of recontextualisation can lead to a new and richer
perspective, it is still bounded by the capacities of the analyst. For many
critical authors, such a post-positivist type of policy analysis would not be able
to transcend the context of 'technocracy' or consider the perspectives of
insiders, laymen, or citizens on the issue.
In a participatory style of policy analysis. the recontextualization takes place
by engaging and involving a number of invited participants. The perspectives
of relevant stakeholder participants, then, are confronted with those of the
policy analyst and his or her client (Mason & Mitroff, 1982; Guba & Lincoln,
1989; Cook, 1985).

For a process of recontextualization by engaging stakeholder participants, two
important instrumental conditions are necessary: time and location. Time and
location jointly determine the type of meeting or what is called the forum
where participants are enabled to engage in policy analysis. Time in general
refers to aspects such as the duration and the procedure (or what might be
called the agenda) of the confrontation between the participants. Location
refers to the physical and social environment where this confrontation among
participants takes place.
The abstract concepts of time and location provide policy analysts with two
instrumental conditions which   they   may   (help to) design and control.   To   be
specific, policy analysts can decide and plan the number of meetings between
participants,   the   type and number of participants   to be invited, the criteria   and
ways to select the participants, the agenda and procedure by which participants
may debate policy issues, etc. Hence, the post-positivist policy analyst
transforms his role from a neutral and distantial expert to an organizer of
participatory policy-analytic fora and a facilitator of the interactions in this
forum. His contribution to policy analysis is based on the design and
application of the most appropriate (new) form of meeting -the forum- taking
into   account the relevant aspects   such   as the context, the objectives,    and   the

type of participants.
According to Kelly and Maynard-Moody, post-positivist policy analysis should
conduct policy analysis within, what they call, interpretative forums.

These forums are meant to bring together the various pieces of the historical
puzzle and by engaging in practical reasoning. Thus, the post-positivist role for
the polic analyst is to facilitate erational deliberation, to bring together multiple
perspectives, to assist in the process of exploring alternative courses of action,
and to aid policymakers and, perhaps citizens in understanding the possible
limitations of their current perspectives. The policy analyst is not an expert but
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a facilitator, who lends his or her own subjective but outsider perspective to
the evaluation process (Kelly & Maynard-Moody,  1993: 138).

The main point I wish to stress here is that the practical and instrumental
starting points for PPA can be found in the suggestion to conduct policy
analysis by the design and facilitation of policy-analytic foR. PPA considers
policy analysts to be the organizers and moderators of Oiese fora. For this
purpose, the policy analyst should draw upon a body of knowledge (i.e.,  with
regard to useful examples of these fora), general experiences, personal skills
and  training, and tools to facilitate the interaction between the participants.
However, there remain a number of unanswered questions. First, is the issue
for whom these policy-analytic fora are organized and who benefits from the
outcome. The second question is how the policy analyst can best design these
fora for policy analysis and what examples of useful policy-analytic fora
already exist. The third question is how the design of these fora is related to a
methodology  of PPA.  I will leave these questions unanswered at present  and
in the next section turn to a number of proposals for policy analysis which
could be denoted as post-positivist and focus on argumentation and debate
within forums.

3.2 Argumentative policy analysis

3.2.1       Argumentative  policy   analysis  and  post-positivism

The argumentative turn to policy analysis, recently presented by Fischer and
Forester (1993) is post-positivist in origin. This is so because it denies that
useful insights for policymaking can be gained outside the context of human
'discourse' and argumentation. In this respect, it is not far from a relativist
viewpoint on policy analysis which helps to explain why it has borrowed many
of its ideas from rhetoric.6 The argumentative type of policy analysis
encompasses a relatively wide variety of ideas, but it is relevant for the
practice of PPA mainly because it is greatly influenced by judicial practice.7
Judicial practice, namely, follows well-defined procedures within well-
established  fora  (i.e., the court).  In the metaphor  of the court  we  find  one
accepted and coherent set of answers to question such as who are the

6 Most proponents explicitly deny that they give way to relativism. "We should be more
suspicious than ever of policy arguments that cannot meet public tests of evidence. If we
cannot distinguish policy argument from sales talk, we should consider it propaganda
undeserving of the name 'analysis"' (Fischer & Forrester, 1993:3).

7 However, as many reviewers commented, the connotation 'argumentative' captures a
relatively wide variety of post-positivist approaches to policy analysis (Durning, 1995;
Lawlor, 1996, Sabatoer 1996). It is therefore difficult to present a homogeneous portrait
of argumentative policy analysis so I will present my own view of the main
characteristics.
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participants, what are their roles, what are the rules of argumentation, what is
the physical and social environment, and what is the timing and procedure?
In other words, for many policy analysts who place themselves within the
argumentative tradition, the (Anglo-Saxon) court system is a good example of
a useful policy-analytic forum. Hence, the way in which judicial practice
operates has contributed significantly to the practice of PPA. Below, I will
briefly reconstruct in what way argumentative policy analysis contributes to a
methodology for PPA.

3.1.1     Informal  logic  and  rhetoric

Several models for an informal logic of argumentation underlie the
argumentative approach to policy analysis. These argumentation models have,
for instance, been presented by Toulmin (1958), Fischer (1985), and Dunn
(1981, 1982). The argumentation models are used to unravel the rhetorical
structure -or informal logic- of the arguments that are brought forward in a
policy debate or are otherwise used within a context of policymaking. The
main concern of argumentative policy analysis is to show how the
persuasiveness of argumentation structures in general and in specific situations
of policymaking is effected. On the basis of argumentation models such as
those developed by Toulmin and Fischer, the policy analyst can
-descriptively- analyze what argumentations are brought forward in a
specific policymaking situation and to what extent these arguments (aim to)
affect the audience. The analysis of (the use of) argumentation and the effects
that arguments have on an audience within domains such as politics, law, and
social organization, have renewed the attention for the ancient discipline of
rhetoric (Perelman & 01brecht Tyteca,   1969).

The Belgian philosopher Perelman argued that in practical (moral) reasoning,
formal logic was not applicable, but that practical reasoning closely resembled
the argumentation structures of the rhetorical tradition. Reasoning on the basis
of 'informal logic' was considered quite different from reasoning on the basis
of 'formal logic'. The latter   type of argumentation follows strict logical
syllogisms, whereas rhetorical arguments are based, for instance, on the
persuasive use of metaphors in a context of debate.8 Perelman subsequently
argued that in practical reasoning, such as in politics, law, or morality, the
structure of argumentations was of a rhetorical nature (Perelman,  1984).
The relation between rhetoric and practical moral reasoning, however, is
fundamentally problematic because the rhetorical tradition in particular has
been criticized throughout the history of philosophy for being a-moral or

8  An example of a logical syllogism is: If A occurs then B occurs; A occurs; therefore B
occurs. An example of a rhetorical fallacy is: If A occurs, then B occurs; B has occurred;
therefore A has occurred. An example of a rhetorical type of argumentation is the use of
persuasive

'
metaphors'.
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immoral. The dominant view of rhetoric is that it is based on moral relativism.
Rhetorical styles and argumentations are usually seen as a means of producing
a desired effect on the audience, irrespective of the morality of this effect.
Being concerned with moral reasoning, Perelman therefore transformed the
rhetorical tradition  into  a new rhetoric or 'nouvelle retorique'. To distinguish
manipulative rhetoric from rhetorical arguments with a moral claim, the role
of the audience was redefined by Perelman. Whereas classical rhetoric tried to
persuade a small and particular audience -here and now- the new rhetoric
meant to address a universal audience: everywhere and of all times (Perelman
et al.,  1969).9 This imaginative universal audience was found, for instance,  in
the universal moral appeal   made by 'human rights'. Next, Perelman   and
01brecht-Tyteca showed that there were distinctive patterns of practical and
moral reasoning that are considered more universally persuasive than others.
One of the domains where this type of moral reasoning based on rhetorical
argumentation was applied, was judicial practice and jurisprudence (Perelman
& 01brecht Tyteca,   1969).  This  can be shown  in the example  of the jury court
system, in which the jury is presented with persuasive arguments (based on
informal logic and rhetorical styles) either by the plaintiff or the barrister. The
jury accepts or rejects these judicial argumentations, not on the basis of formal
logic but on their universal (moral) persuasiveness.

3.2.3       The  judicial  metaphor

Inspired by the judicial rhetorical viewpoint briefly explained above, the
judicial metaphor has become an important source of inspiration for policy
analysis (Dunn, 1982). Majone (1989), for instance, argues that the judicial
model is the most appropriate style of policy analysis, and for Bobrow and
Dryzek    it    is the 'forensic model' (Bobrow & Dryzek,     1987: 152).    The
language derived from judicial practice such as advocacy, jury, court, trials,
hearings, and mediation has become pervasive in indicating how policy
analysis should be conducted. As will be described at length in the next
chapter, policy-analytic methods such as the science court, the citizen jury,
and the consensus conference have been inspired by this Anglo-Saxon jury
system. They have in common that they propose to conduct policy analysis in
an open forum, following an advocacy procedure, presided by a neutral
chairperson and a panel which draws conclusions. Moreover, the example of
the jury is important because it shows that ordinary citizens are able and
willing to perform complicated and important tasks of analysis.

Majone's work was also inspired by the rethorical tradition and relies on
argumentative debate in a well-structured forum. For Majone (1989) policy,
analysis cannot produce conclusive proof but only more or less convincing

9 Like Habermas' ideal speech situation, the idea of a 'universal audience' for Perelman
could not be achieved in reality but was needed as a 'norm' (Fischer, 1985:273).
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arguments. Policy analysis, therefore, must consider the rhetorical or
dialectical nature of policymaking. The objective of policy analysis   is   to
produce, examine, and transfer arguments and to persuade the audience.
According to Majone (1989), the judicial model is most appropriate in so
called 'messy-situations;' where there is limited knowledge and experts  tend  to
disagree on causes and solutions. According to Majone

In these situations    it    is [ . . . ] better    to    let each expert openly advocate    his
position, preferably in a well-structured adversary setting, than to attempt to
enforce a consensus      in     the      name of scientific objectivity. Adversarial
procedures are specifically designed to bring out unstated assumptions,
differing interpretations and facts, and gaps in logic or evidence (Majone,
1989:85).

This procedure on which policy analysis should be based is referred to as
multiple advocacy.  This  is a process,

[...]     of    debate and persuasion designed to expose the policymakers
systematically to competing arguments made by the advocates themselves
(Majone, 1989:85).

Thus, for Majone, policy analysis presupposes a number of conditions. First,
policy analysis presupposes that there is an appropriate forum, or well-
structured adversary setting, where the communication and deliberation
between the adversarial parties   can be realized (the metaphor   of the court).
These fora, however, must be guided by rules and mediated by an 'honest
broker' (the metaphor of the judge or the president of the court). The 'honest
broker' facilitates the interaction and communication between conflicting
perspectives, for instance, by providing the conditions for participation in the
forum, designing the environment, and safeguarding the rules of the debate.

.103.2.4      "The  new argumentative  dog  can't  hunt

The judicial metaphor of the argumentative type of policy analysis brings us
one step closer to a methodology for PPA. The metaphor implies that policy
analysis should organize fora, for instance, similar to a court, and develop
procedures similar to court procedures.

One of the key problems with the argumentative influence on policy analysis
as recently presented in the literature is the following. At present, there is no
comprehensive theory of an argumentative type of policy analysis and the
advocates neglect the implications of their ideas for practical support of policy
making.
The argumentative type of policy analysis consists of a set of (incompatible)
theories and ideas which include the analysis of texts or stories (Kaplan,  1986;
Roe, 1989; Fischer   et   al.,    1993),   the   -ex post- reconstruction   of  the

10   See also Note 1 of this chapter. This qualification of argumentative policy analysis
was given by Lawlor (1996) in a review of Fischer and Forester's, 77,e argumentative
turn  in  policy  analysis  and  planning.
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arguments in an ongoing or historic policy debate (Dunn, Toulmin, Fischer),
and the analysis of the rhetorical effects that arguments have in a context of
policymaking (Throgmorton in Fischer, 1993; Majone, 1989).
Apart from the underlying judicial-rhetorical metaphor, argumentative policy
analysis provides relatively little insight into methods and tools for policy
analysis. It remains unclear how the relation between argumentation and
participation is established. This may be caused by the fact that argumentative
policy analysis puts texts and arguments at the forefront of analysis rather than
people or the contexts in which the debate takes place. The argumentative type
of policy analysis, therefore, falls short of specifying how an instrumental type
of PPA can exist. It does not give us clear guidelines for developing good
advice and does not tell us how to distinguish it from bad advice.
This critical viewpoint has been most pointedly articulated by Lawlor (1996)
when he rhetorically asked, "how does this new argumentative construction
help (or hinder) policy analysis as a professional field and as a client? Why
consult a policy analyst  and  not a journalist  or a lawyer?" Lawlor rightfully
commented that

The new argumentative school would not only remove 'tools' as a defining
feature of the field, it would undermine the already shaky intellectual identity
of the field. Post-positivism and so-called postmodernism is a swamp of
ambiguity, relativism and self-doubt (Lawlor,   1996: 120).

I would generally agree with Lawlor's criticism but only because the
argumentative 'school' has not yet seized the opportunity to support
policymaking by designing participatory fora. Doing so would imply both a
strong emphasis, as well as a redefinition of what should be understood by
policy-analytic tools: a focus on procedures and environments for participation
and debate, rather than sophisticated decision-analytic techniques. In the next
section, I will describe how the discursive and communicative approach to
policy analysis and planning made a useful start with the development of new
instruments for participation in the seventies and eighties.

3.3     Communicative and discursive policy analysis

3.3.1       Criticism  of argumentative  policy  analysis

The argumentative type of policy analysis -as discussed in the section above-
has been criticized on the ground that it is ambiguous and neutral towards the
concept of participation.
On the one hand, most authors acknowledge that a turn towards argumentation
should lead to a renewed interest in participation and participatory
experiments, in particular those that took place in the late sixties until the mid-
eighties (Fischer, 1993). On the other hand, the turn to argumentation has not
yet contributed significantly to new designs for PPA. A review of the current
debate among authors such as Dryzek, DeLeon, and Fischer on either
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argumentative or participatory analysis, shows that this debate is
predominantly conceptual and hardly practical. Very few persuasive examples
are presented of how participatory or argumentative procedures can be used to
develop policy recommendations. Furthermore, the argumentative policy
analysis seems to take for granted the ability and willingness of participants to
take part in a policy debate, whereas in reality there are many inequalities in
the ability participants to participate and they may need to be invited and
supported actively in their contributions.
This criticism of the ambiguity of argumentative policy analysis concerning
participation is most clearly put forward by Dryzek (1982, 1990, 1993), and
in   a   milder   form by DeLeon (1993). Their   line of reasoning will briefly   be
explained below.

For Dryzek (1993), the argumentative type of policy analysis leads to a
descriptive analysis of the arguments in a policy debate. This analysis is useful
but not very helpful for policy analysis as a practical and instrumental
discipline. The analysis of policy argumentations as used by policymakers in
meetings, or as written down in white papers and memoranda, may teach us
how things have worked (a role that can be performed by a journalist or
historian) but may have little capacity to show how things can be improved in
future.

Dryzek also points out that there are some alternative approaches that are
similar to the argumentative approach, but that have also been able to provide
some practical decision aids. The best known of these approaches is the
dialectic procedure developed by Mason and Mittroff (1981).11 According  to
Dryzek (1993), however, these decision aids fall short of the same important
condition for PPA: they aim to develop 'consensus' without taking the
structural context of participation into account.
Influenced by the critical model of policy analysis, Dryzek points out that
argumentation and consensus are embedded in a socio-political power structure
that determines the relation between 'those who persuade' and 'those who are
persuaded'. Consensus among participants is irrelevant when

the conditions of consensus formation might well be distorted by the      i
influence of hierarchies based on prestige, professional status, or argumentative
ability. Some participants   may   be less scrupulous than others   in the kinds   o f
arguments they advance and the way these are packaged. The public relations
industry  is  at the disposal  of the less scrupulous (Dryzek, 1993:227).

11   On the basis of the assumptions of the constructivist and pluralist model of policy
analysis, Mason and Mittroff developed some practical decision aids to be used in a
meeting or structured workshop. The driving force behind these techniques is the idea
that it is necessary to doubt the assumptions on which a decision is based, to suspend
conclusions, and to critically examine policy arguments from many different
viewpoints and with the help of many different stakeholders.
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More or less the same arguments were put forward by DeLeon when he
commented that

Fischer's evaluation method  [...]  has the danger  to  be as unaware of political
manipulation   as the methods which   it   aims to replace (DeLeon, 1993:479,
transl. from German  by the author).

For authors such as DeLeon or Dryzek it is not enough that policy analysis
relies on debate and argumentation in a policymaking context. Argumentative
policy analysis would have to be transformed into PPA because participation is
the precondition for debate and argumentation. Only by starting from
participation will the analysts be able to level off structural inequalities
between the participants who engage in a policy debate. These inequalities
may include a wide variety of differences, such as rhetorical skills,
professional expertise and influence of the participants.
This has important consequences for a methodology of PPA. If ordinary
people are invited to engage in policy analysis, the instruments or tools must
have some mechanisms built in to level off the relevant inequalities between
the various participants. Ordinary people, for instance, may only be capable of
arguing with experts when the method of policy analysis provides some
preparatory training of the participants in order to develop their
argumentative, personal, or group skills. It may also imply that PPA will have
to start with an open process of learning and education of laymen about a
policy issue before they will be ready to give a critical assessment of the
relevant information they will be exposed to. PPA, moreover, would have to
specify other mechanisms such as the procedure used for selecting participants
and the rules and agenda of the debate. In recent decades, similar questions
have also been raised and have to some extent been answered within the
tradition of communicative planning. Before closely examining PPA, I will
first discuss some insights from this communicative tradition.

3.3.2      Communicative  planning

Although the contributions to communicative planning are much too
comprehensive to be discussed at length here, the main line of argumentation
can be presented as follows.

The development of theories on planning largely followed the same pattern as
the developments in policy analysis described in the previous chapter. In the
planning discussions of the seventies and eighties, comprehensive planning was
considered to be the strawman or bogeyman very similar to the objections to
the traditional model of policy analysis. Comprehensive planning was largely
based on the same assumptions as the traditional model of policy analysis, and
communicative planning was presented as an alternative. Communicative
planning differed from comprehensive planning in its alternative conception of
knowledge production (Healey, 1993). Advocates of communicative planning
argued that 'knowledge' was not preformulated and not to be 'discovered' by
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analysis, but was constantly created anew by the continuous interchange of
perceptions and interpretations. However, in contrast to constructivists,
communicative planning also strongly emphasized the conditions under which
this interchange of interpretations could take place (Fischer, 1985; Kemp,
1985; Forester, 1985; Healey, 1993). Hence, inspired by the theory of
Habermas, these actors developed several important criteria to evaluate the
communication between the participants, and, furthermore, to establish
whether the participation was manipulation or genuine participation. 12

To establish whether the participation is genuine or false, a type Of
background consensus is necessary which enables people to engage in open
and unrestricted discourse: first, potential participants have to have the same
opportunity to engage in the discourse. Second, they must have the same
opportunity to express their arguments. Third, they should have the same
opportunity to require justification or oppose counter arguments. Finally, all
participants deserve equal opportunity to provide interpretations and

explanations (Kemp, 1985).

This critical model of participation led to some practical guidelines in the field
of planning. According to Forester (1985), communicative planning was
distinct from rational planning in the understanding

(..)   that  problems  will   not be solved  by one expert  but  by a pooling   of
expertise and non-professional contributions as well: not by formal procedures
alone,   but by informal consultation and involvement;   [ . . . ] not through formally
rational management procedures, but by internal politics and the development
of working consensus (Forester, 1985:212).

This was further moulded into practical advice on how to conduct planning
through debate. First of all, new participatory fora were established such as
community hearings, citizen consultations, and public inquiries (Kemp, 1985).
Secondly, communicative planning was advocated by "promoting the building
of networks, the establishing of liaisons for gathering information, informing
less organized interests and educating citizens, supplying technical and
political information, and by enabling participation" (cf. Forester, 1985:218).

I would argue here that PPA can benefit from the ideas and experiments with
communicative planning. Many experiments conducted during the seventies
and eighties could now be reinterpreted as PPA. The methodology tells us that
the conditions and context in which participation takes place are very relevant.
These conditions should be taken into consideration when participatory
experiments are designed and evaluated. Furthermore, communicative analysis
highlights the participation of non-professional participants and puts an

12 The communication between participants, as communicative planning theory argued,
could be assessed as four criteria. First, what is said is true (or refers to something
truly existing); second, what is said is properly in context -it is legitimately said,
third, the speaker is sincere, or means what he/she says; and, finally, the utterance is
clear and meaningful in the language at hand (Forester, 1985:266).
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emphasis on the moral dimensions of policymaking. However, we should use
the communicative tradition in planning as a source of inspiration but without
discarding other models of PPA which start from pluralist, constructivist, or
strategic assumptions. Due to its emphasis on critical theory and planning, the
communicative tradition runs the risk of confusing participation in analysis
with  participation in policymaking. Moreover,   many   of the experiments   with
communicative planning turned out to be failures, and there is room for
methodological improvement with regard to participation and debate.

3.3.3       Preliminary  conclusion

In the sections above, I illustrated that a methodology for PPA is rooted in
post-positivism. A wide variety of approaches to policy analysis has emerged
under the heading of post-positivist policy analysis. These include
interpretative, hermeneutic, communicative, discursive, dialectic,         and
argumentative approaches (cf. Table 3.4 at the end of this chapter). These
approaches may contribute   to the understanding   of  PPA   in  many   ways.   At   the
same time, it has rightly been said that these perspectives eliminate 'tools' as a
defining feature  from the field.  To  save  it  as a practical discipline  with  an
emphasis on tools, the post-positivist type of policy analysis would have to
restart  from the angle of 'participation'.
My claim is that the practice of PPA should turn to the design and facilitation
of fora where stakeholder participants can engage in analysis. This implies that
it is necessary to re-evaluate useful fora for PPA, in order to examine how
they are designed and on what procedures they are based. Furthermore, this
should lead to experimenting with improved methods. The design of
participatory fora also implies that various participants should have more or
less   the same ability and opportunity to participate. In short,   one   of  the
important objectives of PPA is that it should be able to level off the most
important and relevant disadvantages of ordinary people as opposed to
policymakers, politicians, and experts. This may involve the design of new
and better procedures for selecting participants in policy analysis, to allow the
participation of non-experts, to provide elements of training and education,
and to safeguard open and democratic rules for argumentation. Below, I will
present three relatively recent views  on  what is meant  by  PPA.

3.4 Participatory policy analysis

3.4.1 Introduction

For a number of decades, the issue of participation in policymaking has led to
questions    such   as:    What   type or level of participation    is true participation?
What distinguishes genuine participation from symbolic or manipulative
involvement? How much participation or democracy is enough? The ideal of a
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direct democracy,  i.e.,  a  type of democracy where societal decisions are based
on the will of a majority of individuals, in general suggests that the outcomes
of participatory experiments should automatically be translated into decisions
and actions. Failure to do so will immediately undermine people's belief and
trust in participatory policymaking, and will make it vulnerable to the
accusation of political manipulation. This has been the dilemma of experiments
with participation in policy- or decision-making for a long time (Kemp, 1985).

As stated before, it is crucial to acknowledge that participation in policy
analysis is not the same, or is even quite different, from participation in either
politics or decision-making. Confusing both would immediately lead to an
undesirable replacement of politics by policy analysis or vice versa. It would
result in confusing the outcomes of policy analysis, e.g., recommendations,
advice, with the outcomes of a democratic political decision process. It would
lead to confusing the participation of all individuals or all interests in society
with the participation of a selection of individuals or group interests that really
matter. It would also provide the outcomes of participatory analysis with a
kind of false democratic legitimacy.
For policy analysts and their clients, the crucial concern is the trade-off
between efficiency and democracy in policy analysis. Participatory procedures
are often considered slower because they value the democracy of the
procedure (broad participation) by which outcomes are derived over the
efficiency and effectiveness (efficacy) of the results. The challenge for a
methodology of PPA, therefore, is to optimize the tension between more
democracy   or more efficacy. The preferred methods   of PPA should probably
be able to realize both criteria in equal measure, or emphasize either one
without violating the other.

Although the relevance of participation in policymaking for PPA is limited and
may even lead to confusion, we will briefly re-examine some of the ideas
introduced over the years. For instance, in the relevant literature, many
authors have made distinctions between the reasons for participation, its
function, and operational questions such as: Who participates? What do they
participate on? Where do they participate? How do they participate? and When
do they participate? (cf. Rosener, 1978:111). Such questions may also be
raised with regard to PPA (Durning, 1993).
Participation in decision-making has also been considered from the viewpoint
of participation ladders to distinguish types of manipulation from real
participation (Arnstein 1971).u The participation ladders  and the debate  on

13  Arnstein, for instance, presented the following distinction between eight levels of
participation. Five lower levels present types of 'false' participation. On three higher
levels of participation, citizens gain degrees of 'true' power or influence. First,
Manipulation (level one) and Therapy (level two) describe levels of non-participation
because these do not enable people to participate, but merely enable powerholders to
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'true or false participation' were hot issues from the late sixties until the mid-
eighties. Control of workers in labour organizations and the empowerment of
new social movements, as opposed to elite society, strongly coloured this
debate. The participation ladders considered democracy to be in a linear
relation to participation. The more people participated and the higher the level
of their involvement, the more democracy that would be achieved. However,
while participatory decision-making may be a laudable societal end, the
question remains whether this can or should be reached via PPA. In short, my
argument for the promising success of PPA relative to the many
disappointments with participatory experiments during the seventies and
eighties is threefold:

First, clients and, above all, participants should lower their expectations with
regard to the direct impact of policy analysis on policymaking. The relevance
of policy analysis -participatory or not- is hardly ever short-term, concrete,
and instrumental but more often long-term, diffuse, and conceptual. Confusing
the outcomes of PPA with democratically taken decisions should be avoided
from the onset. If people take part because they believe they will automatically
end up making the decisions themselves, the result is likely to be a
disappointment.
Second, PPA can be succesful because it may provide cost-effective and
efficient participatory procedures. Many of the experiments of the previous
decades emphasized the quantity of participation: the more people got
involved, the higher the democratic value. This, of course, puts strain on the
resources (time, money, organisation). The larger the participatory
experiment, the less chance that it will be repeated or continued. Instead, PPA
should rely on the quality of participation and should work via tailor-made and
small-scale projects. The challenge is to provide fair and good opportunities to
participate for a (small) group of people who are not normally policy advisors
but, who, because of their involvement, background, insights, and interests in
the  issue, may provide useful information or advice to policymakers. If small-
scale experiments with PPA are successful, they can be repeated in other
contexts. A significant part of PPA success could be found in the continuation
and diffusion of participatory approaches to analysis. This, in the end, may
teach clients and policy analysts to be more responsive to their environment

educate or cure the participants. Informing (level three) and Consultation (level four)
allow citizens to hear and have a voice. However, citizens still lack the power to
ensure that their views are heeded    by the powerful. Placation (level    five)    allows
citizens to give advice, but the continued right to decide remains with the
'powerholders'. In the following levels of participation -Partnership, Delegated
Power and Citizen Control (levels six, seven and eight respectively), citizens have
genuine influence or have majority or managerial decision power. For Arnstein, true
participation  was  "(..) the redistribution of power that enables the have-not citizens,
presently excluded from the political and economic processes, to be deliberatively
included in the future" (Arnstein, 1971:72).
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and may show citizens and other participants how to form opinions and solve
societal problems.
Third, PPA should not discard lower levels of participation such as education
or  consultation, in favour of higher levels,  such as citizen control. Democracy
does not have a linear relation to either the quantity or level of participation in
analysis. Societal education and consulation may be beneficial in their own
right provided that participants know and agree on these objectives. In the last
five years, authors such as Laird (1993), deLeon (1990), and Durning (1994)
have presented some instrumental views on the subject which vary on the scale

enhancing democracy and/or better decision-making.

3.4.2      Participaton,  analysis  and democracy

According to Laird (1993), there are two types of participatory analysis

depending on which concept of democracy   is   used. He acknowledges   that
there are various theories of democracy which may coexist, but have
fundamentally different consequences for the design and evaluation of
participatory analysis. For Laird, therefore, PPA is a broad category of
participatory mechanisms which are sustained by either pluralist democratic
theories (Dahl, 1982) or theories which can best be categorized as strong
democracy (Fiorino, 1990; Barber, 1984). In other words, participatory
analysis consists of the wide variety of instruments, procedures, and
approaches which are based on two subsets of democratic analysis: pluralist
analysis as well as strong democratic analysis.

To a certain extent this view makes participatory analysis contingent on the
situation at hand and the personal preferences of the policy analyst for either
one of the democratic theories. In other words, in some situations, the policy
analyst may opt for a participatory analysis based on the involvement of
organized interest groups; in other situations the direct involvement of
individual citizens may be preferable. Both theories of democracy lead to
different criteria for the design and evaluation of participatory analysis (Table
3.1).  According to Laird, there are three major differences between pluralist
participatory analysis  and the strong democratic  type.

First, pluralist theory is concerned with groups (their interests), whereas

strong democracy is concerned with individuals (empowerment of individual
citizens). This implies   that the quality   of participation for pluralist theory    is

determined by the question whether all (groups') interests have sufficiently
been representated by the participatory-analysis. For the theory of direct
democracy, on the other hand, the quality is determined by the depth and
scope to which individual citizens are able to participate and acquire
understanding of the issue.
Second, the emphasis of pluralist theory   is   on the outcomes,   i.e.,   the
distribution of benefits and burdens in society. Direct participation based  on  a
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strong democracy, on the other hand, emphasizes the educational and
psychological effects    that the participatory activity    has on participants.    In   a
strong democracy, participation is believed to change the attitudes, opinions
and interest of the participants as an effect of their involvement. It is essential
to note that Laird starts with the assumption that citizens both have a stake in
the outcomes of policymaking but also have important views and insights to
contribute. For participatory analysis, it is therefore conditional that
participants better understand their interests and how they might affect
decisions and, secondly, that it enables citizens to have some sort of
substantive influence over actual policy outcomes (cf. Laird 1993:344).   The
conditions relate to the aspect of learning. For Laird, learning is the key in
participatory analysis.

Participatory-analysis requires a specific kind of learning process while people
or groups engage in participation. In this view it is not enough that participants
simply acquire facts. They must begin, at some level, to be able to analyze the
problem at hand (Laird 1993:353).

Third, pluralist theory claims that there are certain democratic rules or
institutions necessary to accomplish democracy. Therefore, democratic rules
should enable participants    to gain access to these officials. In other words,
pluralism needs democracy (e.g., elections, constitutional rights,
representation of interests groups) to enable participation. In a strong
democracy on the other hand, the process is realized through the activity of
participation by the citizens themselves. Therefore, strong democracy should
provide the conditions which enable individual participants -citizens- to
participate by providing resources (time, money, knowledge). In the end, both
theories of democracy assume that participatory analysis influences or
codetermines the final decisions. From the two democratic theories discussed
above, Laird derived a number of criteria for determining the democratic
character of participation (Table  3.1. ; cf. Fiorino 1990, Cronberg  1995).

TABLE 3.1 Criteria for democratic participation (Based on Laird,   1993)

CRITERIA PLURALISM STRONG DEMOCRACY

Participants Number of groups: Broad Number of individuals; High quality
representation of interests. participation.

Information Group learning. Improved understanding of individual
citizens.

Condition Access to relevant officials. Resources to enable participation (time,
money, training, knowledge).

Influence Influence on officials. Delegation of authority: Citizens
should influence or codetermine deci-
sions.
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3.4.3       A  conceptual  outline  of  participatory   policy  analysis

A more detailed outline of PPA has been presented in a number of
publications by DeLeon   (1990,    1992,    1993, 1994). Below,   I   will   briefly
reconstruct his views.

DeLeon's proposal for PPA becomes clear when he asserts that a participatory
style of policy analysis should not strive for the involvement of every citizen
in decision-making but that it, first of all, should improve the

mechanisms by            Iwhich the response in decision-making to societal needs and concerns can be
enhanced (cf. DeLeon,   1992: 127).  In  line  with this statement,  is the assertion
that the education of the general public is not the main objective of PPA,
"although this would  be an inevitable and laudable by-product.

" Rather,  the
main objective for DeLeon is to gather information, which would otherwise
probably remain disclosed, so that policy advisors and policymakers can make
better (that is more completely) informed recommendations and decisions.
In other words, the objective is to develop good policy advice though it leaves
the actual decisions to the policymakers and politicians. This does not mean
that PPA does not contribute to democracy. In fact, it may strengthen the
democratic aspects of policymaking but it should not be confused with
participatory policymaking. According to DeLeon,

(..) participatory policy analysis is distinct from 'empowerment'    or    the
immediate or direct involvement of citizenry in policymaking or public
decisionmaking (..). The difference is derived from the basic precepts of policy
analysis: to inform or advice the decision-makers rather than making the actual
decisions (DeLeon 1990:38).

In short, PPA is defined by DeLeon as a methodological proposal which
would

(..)  expand the range of actors  (or in policy patois 'stakeholders') involved  in
the making and execution of public policy in a discursive or deliberative mode.
A related strategy would be to expand the range of actors consulted by the
analyst or expert. Succinctly, it would require the inclusion of a greater
representation of those who effect   and are affected   by a given policy   or   ( . . )
programme. The actual mechanism, would be through an extended series of          i
public fora with proscribed rules of evidence and argumentation (De Leon
1990:30).

DeLeon furthermore contributed to our understanding of the term by defining
a number of conceptual and operational questions (See Table 3.2 below).
Conceptual questions can contribute to our further understanding,  e.g.,  what is
the role of the policy analyst? Who are the potential participants? For what
types of objectives and problems is PPA appropriate? Operational questions
should support the design of practical cases. These involve issues  such  as how
to process the information, how the agenda and meetings for PPA should be
designed, and how to select and recruit the participants.
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A format for participatory  policy analysis with ordinary citizens
In an article published a few years later, DeLeon was more specific about how
PPA    should be arranged. Although it would not exclusively focus   on    the
democratic participation of citizens, the engagement of citizens or ordinary
citizens is an important new technique of policy analysis. As explained above,
DeLeon proposed conducting the process within policy-analytic fora for which
the policy analyst proscribes rules and procedures. The key-question is

(..)   How   can the policy analyst recruit and educate specially selected public
representatives? How can he establish the rules of the forum and the judgement
procedures without influencing the results and the entire process and its
acceptance (DeLeon 1993:478 Transl. from German  by the author).

TABLE 3.2 Participatory policy analysis (Based on DeLeon  1990)

TYPE QUESTION EXAMPLES OF RELEVANT ASPECTS

Conceptual At what stage of the policy Agenda-setting, Problem definition,
questions process? Decision-making, Implementation

stage.

For what kind of policy prob-   Set of criteria are needed for policy
lems? problems for which PPA is appropri-

ate.

What is the role of the policy  Is the policy analyst impartial or an
analyst? advocate of issues? Selection of

participants and place and number of
meetings is political.

Who will participate in the Identification of types of participan-
process? ts. Who is appropriate?

Operational How broadly is the network Who are the relevant stakeholders?
questions defined? Who is included/excluded in the

process?

How should information be How to guarantee that information
brought into the process? will not be lost during the process.

How long should the PPA  Is PPA possible when decisive and
take (timing)? quick actions are necessary? When is

it cost-effective?

Operating rules and proce- What type of fora for what kind of
dures for communication. subjects (conflictual or consensual)?

DeLeon finds the desired procedures and rules in the idea of conducting policy
analysis with panels of ordinary and randomly selected citizens (Kathlene,
1991). These so-called citizen panels are based on the following principles.
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First, the task of PPA is to collect public opinion not by surveys, but by
participation of ordinary citizens (in German: DurchschnittsbOrger) in policy
analysis. Second, these ordinary citizens can best be selected at random,  i.e.,
based on socio-demographic criteria (age, education, gender, etc.). Third, the
panel is asked to address a specific policy question. Fourth, the policy analyst
will support the group of participants and provide them with data, evidence,
and discursive procedures. Moreover, he will give them counter opinions so
that they can form their own judgement. Finally, citizens will be provided
with the resources needed for participation, such as money to cover expenses.
When these citizens have been fully informed and educated, the debate
between panels of informed citizens and other groups such as experts, will
resemble a policy forum as described by Sabatier (1987) and Jenkins-Smith
(1988). Although Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith were concerned    with   fora   of
professional experts, DeLeon suggests that these policy fora can also be
established with a broader base of representation, namely with informed
citizens. In this manner, the policy analyst can design the fora needed for PPA
wherein ordinary citizens, possibly in interaction with other stakeholders, may
engage in developing policy recommendations. Thus, the role of the policy
analyst is to develop the procedures and rules for selecting the participants, to
educate and inform panels of ordinary citizens, facilitate the tasks of the panel
and, interact with other stakeholders. In the end, the outcome may consist of
an informed consensus among the panel, useful information  on what citizens
and other stakeholders think after  they have become informed, and potential
policy recommendations.

As will be described in Chapter 4, there are various methods and instruments
such as the citizen jury, the planning cell, the scenario workshop, and
consensus conferences which are based on this format. To policy analysts,
however, they are not well known, nor have they acquired sufficient
recognition as methods for PPA. Before the characteristics and experiences
with these methods are discussed in Chapter 4, I will first discuss how several
modes of PPA can be distinguished by further examining the role of policy
analysts, and citizens and stakeholders.

3.4.4       Four  modes  of  participatory  policy  analysis

In the literature on PPA, reviewed from a functional perspective, Durning
(1993) distinguished four interesting modes of PPA. Each mode defines not
only a strategy  for  the  role  of the policy analyst  but  also 'who participates,'
'in what way,' and 'for what purposes' during the process of analysis. The
four modes differ as to the following questions: (1) to what extent does the
analysis have democratic or emancipatory goals (Democratic   PPA)?;   (2)   Are
the participants merely asked to consult with the analyst and stakeholders
(Analytical Input mode of PPA)?; (3) Do participants interact closely with the
analyst and stakeholders and interpret their views (Interpretative mode of
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PPA)?; and (4) Are the stakeholders themselves in charge of the analysis
(Stakeholder mode of PPA)? Table 3.3 summarizes the key elements of the
four modes as presented by Durning. His framework can loosely be
interpreted as follows.

1.      Participatog  policy  analysis for a participatory  democracy
In a democratically-oriented policy-analytic model, it is assumed that citizens
can affect the policymaking process to a large extent. In short, democratic
PPA assumes the existence of mature citizens in society who are able and
willing to participate in the process. Citizens themselves can benefit (for
instance, by education and learning) but can also contribute to, and influence
policymaking. The quality of the argumentation of involved citizens and
stakeholders is the key factor that determines the effect of the analysis on
actual decisions. The policy analyst will support citizens (and stakeholders) in
the formulation of their argumentations and provide the conditions which
enable citizens to participate by providing money, information, training   etc.
Policy analysis in a participatory democracy intends to improve the political
democratic system and the political-societal debate (Laird, 1993). From a
strong democratic perspective, the process would tend towards a direct
democracy possibly via (electronic) referenda, or the type of public hearings
where the conditions for open participation have been realized. The Canadian
Berger inquiry is frequently mentioned by authors  in this regard.   In a pluralist
democracy, participatory policy would focus on intermediary participation via
interest organizations. The democratic    type is therefore most consistent   with
the  critical and pluralist models discussed in Chapter  2.

2.     An input  model of participatory policy analysis
In democratic PPA, citizens are the most relevant participants. In an input-
model of PPA, much less emphasis is put on democratic objectives - all
types of stakeholders who might possess relevant insights or opinions on a
proposed policy, may participate. All participants are invited and brought
together in a policy-analytic forum where they have the chance to present
information and opinions which is then translated by policy analysts into
advice to his or her client. The input model can be conducted either with or
without the participation of citizens. Examples of input PPA with a marked
role for citizens and interest groups, for instance, are public hearings in cases
of infrastructural planning procedures. Other forms of citizen consultation  are
adapted survey techniques with randomized selection of participants (citizen
panels; Kathlene, 1991). However, examples of input models can also be
found in regular meetings, workshops, or conferences where stakeholders are
invited to present viewpoints, information, or knowledge on a particular policy
issue. In general, the input type of PPA will be instigated by a problem owner
(the client or initiator) who invites third parties to disclose their information
and insights on the issue. The emphasis on 'multiplism' by relying on various
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sources generally corresponds with the pluralist mode described in Chapter
Two.

3.       Interpretative  participatory  policy  analysis
In the interpretative model, participants are not only invited to provide
information and opinions but also to help analyze and translate this
information into usable advice or an end product of analysis. This style
requires more analytical expertise and capabilities of the participants. In
general. this means that the participants will be experts on the subject, for
example, stakeholders with key positions in a policy or issue network, or
scientists.    The key issue   is   that the confrontation and integration of different
'social-cognitive perspectives' (frames or mental maps) will lead to a thorough
analysis of the problem situation and to a shared understanding of the
problems and resulting solutions. The interpretative mode is distinguished
from the input mode by the high synergic value of the interaction between the
participants. However, although the participants may be 'problem owners' and
the analysis and final policy or decisions may affect them, they are not at the
forefront of the solution. The relation between initiator and participants, so to
speak, is still marked by the fact that the first owns the problem and the
second contributes to its Solution. The policy analyst in this model is a
facilitator who cooperates with the participants to develop recommendations or
policy-related outcome. The analytical tractability of the analysis is more
complex. Methods and techniques which are used in this model may involve
complex group modelling techniques, types of simulation and gaming, and
more complex computer-assisted methods for group support. The interpretative
mode relies most on the assumptions of the constructivist mode described in
Chapter 2.

4.         Stakeholder  participatory  policy  analysis
In this fourth model, stakeholders generate data, information, opinions and,
assisted by the policy analyst. work towards the solution of these problems.
Possible conflicts are mediated or negotiated, participants develop advice or a
strategic plan in which they themselves or the organizations they represent
have   a role. Although the stakeholder model resembles the interpretative
mode, it is different in that the participants 'own' both the problem and
solution. The cooperatively developed strategy must gain support and
legitimation because the participants themselves will have to commit to some
sort of decision or change. The Stakeholder model resembles processes of
intra-organizational change or inter-organizational network cooperation. It is
supported   by the assumptions   of the strategic mode described in Chapter   2.
The stakeholder variant can be recognized in institutional conflict situations in
the  form of 'mediation.' Facilitated policy-analytic methods  such as gaming
are increasingly used as means to arrange dialogue between divergent interest
groups as in the case of (nuclear) waste disposal plants or national energy
policy (Dolin, 1992).
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In more consensual situations, it is oriented towards developing coordination
and cooperation of strategies. The role of the initiator can either be one of the
'problem owners' who recognizes the interdependencies of other stakeholders,
or external instigator who recognizes that third parties are problem owners and
that his intervention or steering can contribute to conflict resolution or possible
strategic advantages. Examples   of  this   type of policy analysis   are the strategic
conferencing type of meetings (Dijk, 1991; Vos, 1989).



TABLE 3.3 Four types of participatory policy analysis (Source: Durning 1993)

TYPE OF PARTICIPATORY POLICY ANALYSIS

CHARACrERIS- PARTICIPATORY POLICY ANALYTIC INPUTS INTERPRETATIVE STAKEHOLDER
TIC ANALYSIS - PD PPA ANALYSIS

Role of policy Help citizens prepare for Structure and process Collaborate with stakeholders Help stakeholders collect

analysts policy debates stakeholder inputs; trans- to collect and interpret analytic and process analytic inputs
form inputs into advice. inputs into advice. into advice.

Role of stake- Function as citizens, not Provide information and Representative stakeholders Collect and process analytic
holders interest groups, in policy opinions at forums struc- collaborate with analysts carry- inputs into advice, perhaps

debates tured by analysts   and   ing out their policy analysis with the assistance of ana-
others. lysts or other experts

Role of citizens Present arguments and evi- May provide information May provide information  and May provide information
dence at public forums; and opinions to analysts opinions to analysts and deci- and opinions to analysts and

policy decision based  on and decision-makers. sion-makers. decision-makers.

best arguments and
evidence.

Main purpose Empowerment of citizens. Improve advice  by ma- Improve advice through a more Improve advice by letting
of PPA king analysts and decisi- accurate understanding of the representative stakeholders,

on-makers better informed context of the policy issue and knowledgeable about   the
about stakeholder interests knowledge of the operant reali- context of the issue and the
and values. ties of the stakeholders. operant realities conduct the

analysis and provide the
advice.



3.5     Conclusions

In Chapter 3, an outline of participatory policy analysis has been presented.
Let me recapitulate the conclusions presented so far.

First, it has been acknowledged that PPA is distinct from participatory policy-
or decision-making. The former does not, and should not, try to replace
democratic policymaking. In other words, while PPA can certainly be more
democratic than the traditional variant, clients, analysts, and participants
should all be aware of the limitations.  If the ideal of citizen empowerment and
participatory democracy is taken as the ultimate test of PPA, the conclusion is
likely to be disappointing. Its main objective, besides being more democratic,  
is to enable politicians and policymakers to make better and more informed 1
decisions (DeLeon, 1990).

-

Second, it has been argued that PPA should save its instrumental character and
emphasize tools as a defining feature of the field (Lawlor, 1996). These two
aspects, instrumentality and restrictions placed on participatory democracy,
keep PPA from becoming an intellectual exercise. It can benefit from other
styles of policy analysis which focus on communication, argumentation and
debate. However, a precondition for the analysis of argumentation and debate
is that participatory fora are established in which this debate can take place.
The third conclusion of this chapter is that PPA can be described as a practical
discipline which contributes to policymaking by designing policy-analytic  fora,
establishing the conditions for participation, and facilitation and support of the
policy-relevant debate and argumentation between the participants which take
place within this forum. The forum is defined as the environment or setting
for PPA which consists of two main elements: time and location. Time refers
to aspects such as the duration and the procedure (or what might be called the
agenda) of the argumentation and debate between the participants. Location
refers to the physical and social environment where the argumentation and
debate take place. The concepts of time and location provide the analyst with
two instrumental conditions which  he   may   (help to) design and control.   The
analyst in PPA is an organizer of participatory fora and a facilitator of the
interactions which take place within this forum. For this purpose, he/she can
draw upon a body of knowledge (i.e. with regard to useful examples of these
fora), general experiences, personal skills and training, and tools to facilitate
the interaction between the participants. Understanding PPA as the design of
fora for participation means that we must show that consistent answers can be
provided to practical and evaluative questions  such  as:

1.  What  is the variety of objectives, outcomes, and purposes  of a project  on  PPA?
2. Who are the initiator(s) of the project, who are the problem owner(s), who are

the users of the results, who are the formal decision-makers and the participants?
To what extent do people take on more than one of these roles in one project?

3.  What  role  does the policy analyst  play?  What is his/her  area of expertise?  How
far does his/her contribution go in terms of facilitating, supporting, informing,
and consulting?
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3.  Who  are the participants   in the policy analyst project?  How many people  can  or
may participate in one forum or in a project?

4.   How   and   on what criteria will participants be selected or invited to participate?
Can participants themselves decide that they want to participate or do other
people decide for them?

5.  What  are the relevant characteristics   of the participants?   To what extent   and   in
what regard do they share the same background? Do they participate in analysis
as a group or individually? How can relevant inequalities between the participants
be equalized?

7.  What  is the intended relation between participatory analysis and formal decision-
making? Is there committment or are there expectations with regard to the impact
of the outcome on decision-making?

8.   Do participants interact  on one occasion  or on several?
9.   In what physical environment do participants  meet?   Are  they   at  the same location

or do they participate by other means? How is the environment adapted to the
characteristics of the participants and the project?

I have argued that it is necessary to re-evaluate useful fora for PPA, to
examine  how  they are designed  and  on what procedures  they are based.  This
should contribute to new and improved methods of PPA.
The fourth conclusion of this chapter is that one useful example, or metaphor,
of a policy-analytic forum is presented by the judicial court. The judicial
metaphor has inspired the development of methods for PPA, for instance, in
the case of the science court, citizen jury, planning cell, consensus conference,
and other techniques. These methods, particularly, the consensus conference
and scenario workshop, will be discussed in Chapter 4. They are relevant
because they are not well known, but fit well into the PPA format introduced
by DeLeon and elaborated on in this chapter.

In the previous chapters, I stated that I am primarily interested in innovative
methods   for PPA which enable citizens, ordinary people or non-expert
stakeholders to participate in policy analysis. Hence, PPA should be concerned
with the design and evaluation of fora where citizens and laymen can engage
in policy analysis. The fifth conclusion is that one important objective of the
process is that it should be able to level the most important and relevant
inequalities of ordinary people as opposed to policymakers, politicians, and
(scientific) experts.   This puts restrictions  on the design  of  new and better
procedures for selecting participants, to make it possible for non-experts to be
involved, to provide elements of training and education, and to safeguard fair
rules for argumentation and debate. In the relevant literature, some conceptual
proposals for PPA by ordinary people can be found. DeLeon, among others,
argued that the process may be conducted by establishing panels of ordinary
citizens and stakeholders. For this purpose, ordinary citizens should be
randomly selected.  The lay participants should be trained and supported by  the
policy analyst, thereby creating more equal abilities and opportunities between
the panel of ordinary people and other participants such as expert
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stakeholders. Both the scenario workshops and the consensus conference rely
on these aspects.
Finally, we can conclude that PPA can have many different functions.
Theories of democracy emphasize that PPA's function is democratization or
societal learning (Laird, 1993). Others have emphasized that it may educate
and inform the general public (DeLeon, 1990). PPA can also be a strategy for
(public) consultation (Durning, 1993). In conflict situations, it could become a
process of mediation (Dolin & Susskind, 1992). Finally, it can be a strategy
for developing stakeholder cooperation and coordination for policymaking
(Durning,  1993).

Table 3.4 summarizes some relevant post-positivist proposals for policy
analysis and contrasts them with the assumptions of the four general models
discussed in Chapter 2. Table 3.5 presents a format   for PPA based   on  the

pluralist, critical, constructivist, and strategic models of policy analysis.
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TABLE 3.4 Proposals for policy analysis and methodological assumptions

POLICY ANALYSIS AUTHORS PLUR CRIT CONSTR STRAT

1 Post-positivist Kelly & Maynard
Moody (1993)

2 Analytic Whyte (1994)              •

Critical Ibid                                •

Persuasive Ibid                                                        •

3 Argumentative Fischer (1993)

4 Narrative Kaplan  ( 1986)                                                                           •

5 Hermeneutic Dryzek (1982)

6 Discursive Dryzek (1990)                     •

7 Communicative Fischer (1985)                     •
Healey (1993)

8 Value-critical Rein (1985)

9 Dialectic Mason & Mittroff          •                •           •
(Interactive) (1981)

10 Advocacy Majone (1984)             •
11 Pluralist analysis Laird (1993)                •

Democratic ibid                                  •

analysis

12   Analytic PPA Durning (1993)            •
Democratic PPA ibid

Interpretative PPA   ibid                                           •

Stakeholder PPA ibid                         •                              

(•)  Consistent with assumptions of the model for PA described in Chapter 2.



TABLE 3.5 General overview of participatory policy analysis

PPA PLURALIST MODEL CRITICAL MODEL CONSTRUCTIVIST MODEL STRATEGIC MODEL

Influence & Post-positivist Analysis; Plu- Post-positivist Analysis; Com- Post-positivist Analysis; Post-positivist Analysis;
Inspiration ralist Analysis; Dialectic municative Analysis; Value Argumentative Analysis; Stakeholder Analysis;

Analysis; Advocacy Analysis; critical Analysis; Discursive Narrative Analysis; Inter-
Stakeholder Analysis. Analysis; Strong democratic pretative Analysis; Herme-

Analysis; neutic Analysis, Dialectic,
rhetoric Analysis;

Views democ- Rules in democratic society (Strong or direct) democracy Implicit relation to democ- Implicit relation to de-
racy as.. guarantee acceptable level    o f      must be realised through   con- racy. mocracy.

participation. tinuous participation of society
in policymaking.

C o n s i d e r s Organised stakeholders learn All participants acquire under- All participants acquire Actors gain insight   into
learning as.. about each others opinions & standing; Participants learn to more insight into problem collective results  (win-

interests. Citizens may provide practice democracy, become via interpretation and re- win, threats) of individual
relevant information  or judg- aware of their interests. contextualisation. strategic behaviour.
ements. Decision-makers
become informed.

C o n s i d e r s Input and advice are trans- Input and advice have influ- Understanding a problem is Insights are used for stra-
relation to       formed by policy makers    for      ence on (collective) decisions. solving a problem. tegic decisions.
d e c i s i o n- legitimate decisions/policies.
making as..
Views partici- Representatives of (organized) Mature citizens with participa-

'
Knowledgeable' individ- Competitors or potential

pants as.. interests; Advocates of interest tory rights. uals. strategic partner.
incl.   interest of citizens.



PPA PLURALIST MODEL CRITICAL MODEL CONSTRUCTIVIST MODEL STRATEGIC MODEL

Who typically Organised interest groups; Empowerment groups; com- Academic departments; Strategic/staff depart-
promotes this Political fractions; Public munity groups; Issue advo- Research groups; Issue ments of corporations,
type of PPA? officials; Client advocates. cates; Mediating institutions. advocates. governments. Future

think tanks.

Main role of Designs and organizes forum. Designs and organizes forum. Designs and organizes Designs and organizes

policy  ana- May support client in nego- Supports and prepares citizens forum. Facilitates group forum. Facilitates group
lyst? tiation with interest groups. (fair conditions); Facilitates interaction; Helps translate interaction. Supports

Facilitates group interaction. interaction between partici- input into advice. transformation input into
Transforms input into advice. pants. Helps translate input collective actions.

into advice.

Forum Round table meeting; Court; Open public 'meetings'; Public Academic seminar; Court. Business meeting; Arena.
Interest mediation. court; Referendum

Conditions Adequate representation of all Adequate representation of Adequate representation of Adequate representation
important (group) interests. population  via  open  / demo- relevant perspectives    on of strategic actors.

cratic procedure. issue.



4. Participatory methods:
developments, characteristics and
experiences

INTRODUCTION

Participatory policy analysis (PPA) has been described in the previous chapter
as a practical discipline which contributes to policymaking by designing poli-
cy-analytic fora, providing favourable conditions for participation, and facili-
tating and supporting the relevant debate and argumentation within this forum.
In my view, PPA is the domain of a wide variety of participatory methods and
tools that specify how policy-analytic fora can be arranged. The key
assumption is that it is possible and desirable to give ordinary people a
significant role in the process of analysis. In the previous chapter, I discussed
one possible format involving a panel of randomly selected individuals whose
task it is to analyse a policy. This may include evaluating information,
discussing opinions, and drawing conclusions. To perform this task, the panel
is supported and informed by a policy analyst.
Although theoreticians and clients of policy analysis have a growing interest in
the process, no general methodology for PPA exists. I claim that the current
interest in the subject, reviewed in the previous chapters, warrants a (re-)
evaluation of existing methods. According to Fischer,

a   significant   step   in the direction ( . . ) would   be a return   to the participatory
experiments begun in the 1960's, when a number of important projects brought
together experts and citizens (Fischer,   1993: 38).

The experiments referred to by Fischer, among others, involve the decision
seminar (Lasswell,   1960)  and the science court (Kantrowitz, 1967). These  and
other methods can be considered first generation methods for PPA, the fore-
runners of most current methods. Although a return to a first generation of
participatory methods is necessary, the dicipline should also broaden its ho-
rizon by incorporating insights from related fields such as organizational
strategy, methods for foresight and make use of the rapid developments in
communication and information technology.  Most of the important innovations
have emerged in the last few years within the domain of technology
assessment (see Chapter    1). Two methods for participatory technology
assessment are of particular importance: scenario workshops and consensus
conferences. These methods are interesting for the following reasons.

First, both methods rely on group work and debate by (a panel of) ordinary
citizens interacting with experts and stakeholders. In other words, the methods
fit the format described in the previous chapter. Second, both methods are not
very well known within the field. Third, although  they are based on ideas
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developed between the late sixties and the mid eighties, they are also innovat-
ive  and new. Finally,  both have attracted remarkable attention  in  the  last  few
years within the field of technology assessment. Though they started as small-
scale experiments, they have been applied throughout Europe in the last five
years. The European Commission and institutes for policy analysis and
technology assessment in many countries have recently experimented with the
two methods, which gave us the opportunity to study the design of PPA and
evaluate the results and effects.

In the subsequent chapters, the scenario workshop and the consensus confe-
rence will be evaluated in detail on the basis of specific case experiences. In
this chapter, I will first review the current methods for PPA in order to under-
stand their evolution. In the first part of this chapter, I will review some early
methods  for  PPA.  I  will then describe  the  use of workshops and conferences
as a relevant policy-analytic forum. In the second part of this chapter, I will
introduce  the two relevant methods  for   PPA with ordinary people.   Box  4.1
presents an overview of the methods discussed in this chapter.

4.1 Early developments  in  PPA

4.1.1 Decision seminars and science courts

As discussed in Chapter 2, in the 1960's, society at large and policymakers in
particular became more aware of the close link between scientific theories and
political and moral preferences held by scientists individually and as a social
group. The utility of science as a basis for policymaking was gradually under-
mined by the apparant lack of consensus among experts on scientifically estab-
lished facts (see Chapter  2).

Within this context of scientific disagreement, two participatory approaches to
policy analysis were explored: the decision seminar and the science court.
Proponents of the former assumed that scientists and experts could still pro-
vide the best answers to policy problems but that policy-analytic inquiry
should be more aware of the general complexity and political context of these
problems. Therefore, the decision seminar attempted to create an optimal
environment for an interdisciplinary approach to policy problems. In the
decision seminar, participants from various scientific disciplines as well as
stakeholders, would meet periodically over a period of years to study policy
problems, generate proposals for solutions, and help implement these
solutions.

The  idea  of the decision seminar was first presented by Lasswell  in   1960
(Lasswell, 1960). As such, it was one of the earliest proposals within the pol-
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Box 4.1. Overview of participatory  fora for policy analysis

Unstructured fora Highly structured fora
1. Hearings 13. Gannes

2. Decision Seminars 14. Decision conferencing
3. Public inquiries 15. Policy exercises
4. Science courts
5.           Workshops
6.        Conferences

Moderately structured fora Citizen fora
7. Future workshops 16. Citizen panels
8. Structured workshops 17. German Plannung Zelle
9. Scenario workshops 18. Citizen juries
10. Expert consensus conferences 19. Consensus conferences

11. Working conferences
12. Strategic conferences

icy sciences to take advantage of small groups working in a well-structured
and supportive environment for policymaking. Brewer later argued that the
decision seminar was designed to

C..) permit a group of specialists  to integrate their knowledge in order  to  deal with
a complex policy problem. (..) Participants represent diverse area specialities,
methodological skills and viewpoints (..) (Brewer, publication       date
unknown:439).

The idea behind the decision seminar was ambitious but the method was not
widely used. Partly because the process was to produce actual decisions, the
link between the decision seminar with policymaking soon became an obstacle
to its implementation. Proponents soon discovered that the method interfered
with the legitimacy of decision-making process and that,

( . . )   one  of the thorniest problems is getting policymakers  to  see the importance
of the seminar and consequently to participate regularly (Brewer, publication
date unknown 450).

One of its most salient aspects was its emphasis on interdisciplinarity and
stakeholder participation. Moreover, it borrowed useful insights and
developments from other fields of application  such as group psychology  and,
in particular, the use of gaming techniques for military and training purposes.
In this respect, it preceded and prepared the way for innovative methods of
policy analysis such as gaming (Duke, 1974; Greenblatt & Duke, 1987) and
policy exercises (Brewer, 1986; Toth 1988a, b; Mermet, 1991, 1993).

A second important development which contributed to PPA was the science
court introduced by Kantrowitz in 1967. Its feasibility and practicality were
later explored by a (presidential) Task Force on Anticipated Advances in
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Science and Technology  in the early seventies (Task Force,   1976). The scien-
ce court technique was later reviewed by Mazur (1977) among others.
The idea behind the science court was that experts with opposing points of
view were brought together in public meetings where they would critically
discuss each other's data and theories. The judicial court model was used to
solve scientific disagreements. The science court was generally defined as:

(..)   an adversary hearing,   Open   to the public, governed   by a disinterested
referee, in which expert proponents of the opposing scientific positions argue
their cases before a panel of scientists/judges (Task Force, 1976:653; cf.
Ozawa, 1985:31).

The procedure relied on case managers with opposing scientific viewpoints
who would defend and represent one side of the controversy in a public
hearing. They would present the facts and data on the issue and provide docu-
ments and evidence to support these data. They would also assess each other's
claims and determine on what issues a consensus existed and what issues were
controversial. An independent judge or panel of judges would settle the
dispute on the basis of the evidence. The jury consisted of established experts
in the relevant fields, but were not actually working in the field or attached to
an organization with a special interest. After hearing and assessing the facts
and arguments, the jury would compile a report stating the points of con-
sensus, the points of disagreement, and their own judgement (Mazur, 1977).
The consensus conclusions of the judge or jury could possibly restore the
legitimacy of scientific findings needed for policymaking.

As with the decision seminar, the concept of the science court became widely
known but seldom used (Mazur, 1977). Furthermore, the idea itself became
the subject of political and scientific controversy. Proponents and opponents
debated the feasibility of the method, the underlying assumptions about the
true nature of scientific controversies, and the relation between science and
decision-making. The science court was criticized for among otherthings
applying a false dichotomy of facts and values. Critics raised questions on who
defined the issues and the boundaries of the science court. Furthermore, it was
assumed that if a jury of independent scientists could reach a consensus on the
facts and data, policymakers could use this insight for policymaking. Sub-
sequent research indicated that this use of scientific insights was problematic
and relied on prevailing political and normative assumptions underlying these
issues. Moreover, as all political and normative aspects of an issue were
avoided in the science court procedures, the presumed 'factual' outcomes still
had to be translated into policy recommendations. Other critics attacked the
court claiming that it separated scientists from the people actually affected by
the decisions. The general principle of the science court however, influenced
later proposals for PPA such as the consensus conference and citizen juries
(Goodman, 1990; Crosby, 1986).
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4.1.2       Hearings  and  PPA

Other proponents of PPA have referred to the use of public hearings (or
public inquiries) as important methodological starting points. Hearings, in
general, have been described as question and answer sessions in meeting or
conference format. During the seventies and eighties, in most Western coun-
tries, public hearings became an established practice for consulting stakeholder
experts, the general public. or people affected by proposed decisions (Nelkin,
1977; Kemp, 1985). Now, opinions differ on whether public hearings are
good prototypes for the process. Two public hearings in particular are often
mentioned as either  good  or bad examples  of PPA.

The Canadian Berger Inquiry, also referred to as the Mackenzie Valley
Pipeline Inquiry, is frequently discussed in the relevant literature as a
prototype of successful democratic PPA (Dryzek, 1982; DeLeon, 1992;
Fischer, 1993; Sclove 1995). During the seventies, energy companies in
Canada began making plans to build a pipeline across thousands of miles of
wilderness, the traditional home of the Enuit and Indian tribes. Because of the
environmental and cultural implications, the Canadian government initiated an
inquiry or hearing  open  to any interested Canadians. The chairmen  of  the
hearing, judge Berger, organized court-like cross examination sessions.
Moreover, he provided opportunities (e.g., translations in regional languages)
and  resources (e.g., travel expenses) to enable the native tribes to express
their considerations and concerns. The final report was widely distributed. The
initial planning decision was postponed. Later, the exact route of the pipeline
was altered so as to minimize environmental damage (Dryzek, 1982; Sclove,
1995).

(Public) hearings in general have strong disadvantages and most are not as
successful as the Berger inquiry. The general trust in public hearings has been
coloured somewhat negatively by the results of experiments with public
involvement in issues concerning (nuclear) energy in various European coun-
tries. The broad societal debate on nuclear energy in the Netherlands is
generally considered an unsuccessful experiment in public involvement.'
In Sweden, the study circles method was developed in combination with hear-
ings on nuclear energy.2 The experience showed that more information did
not help the participants to form opinions, but instead led to confusion. More-

1 After an extensive and lengthy process of public consultation via hearings and media
exposure, the Dutch population rejected nuclear energy by a clear majority. This, how-
ever, was ignored by the government (Stuurgroep Maatschappelijke Discussie Energiebe-
leid, 1983).

2   A study circle was defined as  a: "(..) system of small study groups managed by  the pot-
itical parties and the major popular organizations (trade unions, temperance groups and
religious groups) and financed principally by government funds.   (..) The government
provides factual information on subjects as requested by various organizations, and also
funds for them to develop material refelecting their own concerns" (Nelkin, 1977:61).
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over, according to Nelkin, the study circles were imposed on society as a way
to handle controversial and ambiguous issues in a technical manner and were
mainly an attempt to reduce the societal hostility towards technology (Nelkin,
1977).

Kemp (1985) criticized the belief that hearings were a way to settle particular
disputes in an objective, rational, and egalitarian manner, using the Windscale
inquiry in the United Kingdom as an example. The 1977 inquiry concerned the
controversial submission of a formal application by British Nuclear Fuels
Limited to build a commercial-scale nuclear waste processing plant in
Cumbria, England. Kemp's evaluation explicitly referred to the critical theory
of Habermas. He showed and concluded that the Windscale inquiry did not
meet the requirements for an ideal speech situation (see Chapter 3). This
implied that not all participants had had equal resources and opportunities to
participate, present arguments, or challenge their opponents   (Kemp,    1985:
196). He therefore concluded that the consensus had been manipulated.

There  are many pitfalls to public hearings as instruments   for PPA. Although
not systematically studied, I would argue that the perceptions of both
policymakers and politicians as well those affected by the decision, has turned
to scepticism. As it is often a formal part of the decision-making procedure, a
public hearing is often dominated by special interest groups. The participants
are usually either professionalised interest groups or ad hoc citizen groups
defending an interest endangered   by a decision proposal. Discussions during
public meetings, therefore, run the risk of being confusing, emotional and
dominated by Nimby (Not In My BackYard) concerns. The issues hearings are
generally politized and often reduced by those who initiate the hearing, to a
limited number of technical decision options. During the meetings, there is
little control over the discussion.
In addition, there is a growing tendency for policymakers to consider public
hearings as an unnecessary 'slow down' in the decision-making process. In
many situations, hearings have had little impact on actual decision-making.
Moreover, they are not well suited to complex, long-term societal issues or
problems that have not yet emerged on the political agenda.
The growing scepticism towards public hearings has contributed to the deve-
lopment of other approaches for citizen consultation. Citizen panel methods
are intended to provide solutions for the disadvantages of public hearings since
they rely on a detailed procedure for the selection of participants which is both
fair and representative but avoids the domination of Nimby concerns or special
interests. Second, citizen panels rely on a detailed procedure to control the
discussions between participants in order to improve the usefulness and clarity
of the outcome.
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4.1.3      Citizen panels

The classic (citizen) survey is a one-way inquiry of public opinions. The bene-
fits of survey techniques relate to the standardisation of the procedure, the
statistical analysis and the control of representativeness, validity, and generali-
sation. However, researchers using surveys may encounter difficulties in
finding and motivating the respondents to provide the information requested.
Furthermore, survey techniques do not usually provide respondents with the
opportunity to first study the issue and develop an informed opinion before
answering the questions. In addition, many complex policy issues are not
easily reduced to yes or no questions.
Kathlene and Martin (1991) identified a number of limitations to effective
citizen participation via classic survey methods. The decision to participate,
they argue, is based on the rational choice of the participants. Hence, the
consent to participate will be based on whether time and effort will be rewar-
ded. Positive feedback that participation is worthwhile can, for instance, be
influenced by the fact that participants consider the issue important or that they
estimate that the results will make a difference. Furthermore, participants
themselves may think they will gain new insight into issues that interest them,
or that they may gain status or social satisfaction.
With ordinary survey techniques, the factors behind a respondent's decision to
participate are not favourable. The ordinary citizen's knowledge and com-
petence on an issue is an important barrier to participation. In situations with
complex policy choices, respondents are usually ill-informed or unaware. The
drop-out rate may, therefore, be high. The public may get tired of opinion
polls or surveys because they feel that they have little or no control over the
results (Kathlene & Martin,    1991).   It  has   also been argued   that the opinions
and preferences of citizens acquired by surveys may be radically different than
those acquired after participants have become relatively well informed on an
issue.
Citizen panel methods attempt to overcome these disadvantages. According to
Kathlene and Martin, respondents are participants in the sense that they
become informed, participate over a longer period of time, and have control
over, and feedback of the results. Citizen panel methods such as the planning
cell, citizen jury, and consensus conferences which will be discussed below,
rely on face-to-face group work. In the citizen survey panel method (CSP)
used by Kathlene and Martin, participants did not work in small groups, but
were interviewed several times, individually and over a longer period of time.

The citizen survey panel technique (CSP) was used in a 1986 policy-analytic
study    on the Transportation System in Boulder Colorado (Kathlene   et   al.,
1991).    In this project, one hundred and forty-seven citizens were provided
with information on a particular issue. Representative participation of citizens
was realised over the course of a year for all important decision phases of the
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planning project. Interviewers provided participants with relevant information
about the topics and gave the respondents the latest panel results.
The evaluation results of this project, published by Kathlene and Martin
(1991), were generally positive. They showed that drop-out rates in the panel
were low, despite the large amount of time spent by the participants. The
panel technique was judged highly cost-effective and revealed that the
participants had appreciated the project and felt their participation had made a
difference. The client also evaluated the project positively and the credibility
of the results was considered high. Evaluation of the impact of the project
showed that a substantial number of public recommendations were integrated
in the policymakers plans.
The citizen survey panel technique as presented by Katlene and Martin, does
not bring the participants face-to-face. It can be assumed that the utility of the
method is enhanced if citizens are allowed to jointly discuss the issue. In the
last decades, several PPA methods have emerged which deliberately use group
work within citizen panels for policy analysis.

4.1.4    The planning cell and citizen jury

The planning cell, known as the BOrgergutachten (translated:   citizen   consent)
or citizen report, combines the advantages of the citizen survey panel (CSP)
discussed above, with the advantages of interaction and small group work
(Renn  et  al.,   1984, 1993; Dienel,   1989, 1992; Garbe 1992a,  b;  Luck,   1994;
Stewart, 1994; K8nig, 1996).3 The planning cell method, developed by Peter
Dienel, is primarily  used for planning decisions involving infrastructure  or
new technologies. Since the seventies, the planning cell has been used
regularly in various countries for both small- and large-scale projects.
The citizen jury, also sometimes referred to as the citizen panel, has many
similarities  to the planning cell (Crosby  et  al., 1986; Stewart,   1994).   The
citizen jury was first proposed in the USA by Ned Crosby of the Jefferson
Center for New Democratic Processes in 1974. In the United States, it and
similar approaches such as the Deliberative Poll proposed by Fishkin (1991),
have been used for various projects on a local, regional, or state level, for
instance, with regard to policy issues involving public health, crime, the
impacts of agriculture on water quality in Minnesota, and welfare reform in
Minnesota (Crosby et al., 1984; Stewart, 1994; Sclove,  1996).
Both the planning cell and the citizen jury are interesting methods because
they are prototypes of the format for PPA proposed by DeLeon and discussed
in  Chapter  3. Both methods  have in common a general criticism of political
decision-making in society. The planning cell primarily criticizes the elitist  and
technocratic character of decision-making; the citizen jury criticizes the bias in

3 The planning cell was developed in Germany during the first wave of democratization
and participation in the late sixties, by Peter Dienel of the University of Wuppertal at the
Institute for Citizen Participation and Planning Procedures (Dienel, 1969)
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policymaking towards special interests as a result of the pluralist culture of
lobbying and negotiation between special interest groups in the USA (Cf.
Stewart   1994).
Whereas the planning cell is partly influenced by the German critical tradition,
the citizen jury more explicitly refers to the Anglo-Saxon tradition of the
judicial jury system (cf. Chapter 3).4 Both methods assume that citizens are
knowledgeable and able to contribute positively to policymaking. They also
emphasize the representativeness of participants in the policy-analytic project
for the population at large. Manipulation of the process by external pressure
or distortion of information or conclusions is the most obvious danger.
Although the citizen jury differs somewhat from the planning cell, the methods
have enough in common that the citizen jury will not be discussed seperately.
The planning cell method is defined by Dienel and others as:

a group of citizens who are selected by a random process and are given paid
leave from their workday obligations for a limited period of time in order to
work out solutions for given, soluble planning problems with the assistance of
advisors on procedure (Dienel,   1992;  Renn  et  al.,   1984: 17; cf. Garbe  et  al.,
1993).

Although a planning cell project, including data gathering and preparatory
procedures, can take a year or more, the actual participation and interaction of
the citizen panel is restricted to three  to  five  days. One planning cell consists
of about twenty-five participants. By enlarging the number of cells, up to
twenty in a large project, the total number of active participants can be
increased to several hundred.
The most important participants are, by definition, ordinary citizens. The main
feature of the planning cell, as compared, for instance, to the consensus
conference and citizen jury, is the fact that citizens are randomly selected from
the files of the residents registration offices.
The policy analyst plays a mediating role in the planning cell and citizen jury
methods. His or her main concern is to safeguard the quality and objectivity of
the process. A scientifically trained staff usually assists the actual group where
possible.
Experts, scientists and professional stakeholders can be invited by the project
organizers or by the planning cell participants to give a lecture, provide
relevant information, or to clarify their viewpoints during meetings with the
panel.
The citizens acquire some official status because they assume the role of pol-
icy consultant. They are usually allowed per diem expenses as well as additi-
onal compensation for loss of income, which can make the method rather
costly; perhaps $ 500,000 for a large project.

4     The   method   has   not  been used outside  the USA, possibly because the concept   has  been
patented, though it recently attracted attention in the UK (Stewart, 1994). The planning
cell  has  been used outside Germany  and  also  in  the  USA  (Renn  et al.,  1993).
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During the process, participants are informed about the issue, for instance, by
reading, presentations, videos, discussions, field trips, or, in the case of new
technologies, demonstrations of technological prototypes. In some cases, the
planning cell is preceded by an extensive information gathering process,  e.g.,
the Delphi technique, on the development of scenarios or other techniques for
decision analysis  such  as a value  tree  (Renn  et  al.,   1984,   1993). The interac-
tion during the actual hearings of the planning cell takes place in small group
sessions. The chairing of the discussion within the panel or between the panel
and the invited experts is important.
The defined outcome of the participatory process is a citizen report which is
the product of a task-oriented dialogue between citizens, experts and politici-
ans. In this report, the preferences and conclusions of the participants are
summarized. The results of the report may be similar to results of other
survey panel techniques and are usually presented so that they can be used for
decision-making. For example, the conclusion reached by the panel of
ordinary citizens may state a preference (majority or unanimity) for option A
over option C; or it may provide a list with detailed requirements for the
decision. The key objective of the planning cell, therefore, is the consultation
of ordinary citizens who cannot easily be consulted using other means. The
main users of the planning cell are the initiator of the project and the decision
makers involved  in the issue. An important feature  of the planning  cell  is  the
strong commitment of the initiator or client of the project to consider or use
the  outcomes in making the final decisions.

A number of large experiments with the planning cell have been evaluated in
detail  (Renn  et al.,  1984, 1993; Dienel, 1989; Garbe, 1992a,  b)  and  are  gen-
erally positive. Until the eighties, the planning cell had been used for
participation of citizens in decision processes on waste siting, town planning,
and urban renewal,  such  as the architectural requirements  of  a  town  hall  in
Cologne in 1992 (cf. Stewart, 1994). During the eighties, the method was
used as a mediation technique for the (nuclear) energy debate in Germany
(Renn  et al.,  1984). In another project (1989-1991), initiated  by the Deutsche
Bundespost und Telekom and the Federal Ministry for Post and
Telecommunications, the planning  cell  was used to debate developments  in the
Integrated Service Digitalized Network (ISDN) (Garbe, 1992a, b). Outside
Germany, it has mainly been used in Spain and in 1989, it was first used
outside Europe in a pilot project on sewage sludge management problems in
New Jersey (USA) (Renn et al.,  1993).

The technique became widely known in technology assessment through an
experiment on Future Energy Policies  in   1982   (Renn  et  al.,   1984).   This  pro-
ject used the 'Plannungzelle' for the first time on a national level in Germany
and was supported by the ministry of Research and Technology. The project
made use of twenty-four cells and discussed four scenarios for Germany with
a   horizon   to   the   year   2030   (Renn   et   al.,    1984).    In this project, a selected
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group of representative citizens voted for their preferred scenarios which had
already been constructed by a parliamentary commission on nuclear energy.
The main objective was the evaluation of strategies and options for future
energy policies which would be socially acceptable and at the same time
technically feasible. The planning  cell   was  used   in  the last phase  of this large-
scale project and consisted of a four-day seminar.
Evaluation of the planning cell proved that it was effective and useful for
acquiring insight into the preferences and opinions of citizens with regard to
energy scenarios for the future, and as a tool for educating the public (Renn et
al.,    1984, 1993). However, the method also encountered criticism.    For
example, the possibility of manipulation and the inability of ordinary citizens
to understand difficult policy issues  were of concern  (Renn  et  al.,  1993).  The
outcome of the process, the citizen report, was only partly the product of the
consultant citizens. The opinions of the citizen participants had been analyzed,
commented on, and explained by the researchers before policy use. Additio-
nally it was established that participants greatly increased their knowledge on
the   subject  and   were   able to speak with experts and politicians   (Renn   et  al.,
1984; Dienel, 1989). The results, however, did not lead to immediate
decisions but were used as a reference for long term-policies.
In the ISDN project (1989-1991), initiated by the Deutsche Bundespost und
Telekom and the Federal Ministry of Post and Telecommunications, 519 citi-
zens participated in twenty-two planning cells in eight German cities (Garbe,
1992a, b). Evaluation of the project confirmed earlier findings and showed
that the selection of the participants via the registration offices was not fully
representative. This was apparent in that more young people participated than
old people, and more public servants than workers. On average, however, the
participants were widely drawn from societal groups and had varying but not
biased attitudes towards technology. For instance, Garbe, in his project on
ISDN, concluded that participants had a positive view of technology but had
reservations about the effects of technological progress on society and daily
life. Further evaluation results revealed that participants are usually quite
satisfied with the planning cell process and are able and willing to spend
relatively large amounts of time on the project.
It has also been observed that participants are influenced in their opinions
about the issue. In the ISDN case, it was noted by the researchers that the
participants became increasingly fascinated with the possibilities of the ISDN
technique, although they became more sceptical about some aspects. In
addition, although not systematically examined, the evaluators claimed that

The public discussion  of  ISDN   ( . . ) has resulted in changes   from the original
drafts of the data protection degree. (..) Telekom and the regulatory authorities
may have learned from the Citizen report on ISDN that critical debate about
telecommunications cannot easily be prevented (Garbe, 1992:656).

Some have raised objections to the method claiming that the participants still
run the risk of being manipulated because the organization largely determines
what type of information is provided. Moreover, Renn et al. (1993) noted
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that. in particular. organized interest groups are likely to be opposed to the
citizen planning cell. Their position towards PPA with citizen panels is
problematic. They may feel that their access, influence. and status within the
policymaking process is challenged by the use of citizen panel methods.
Moreover, special interest groups may even be held accountable for their
opinions by the citizen panel. Therefore, they may feel that they have more to
lose than to gain by the direct participation of individual citizens.
Based on experiences with the planning cell in the United States, Renn et al.
further commented that the method was not transferred from Germany to the
USA without difficulties. The citizen panel in a New Jersey pilot project on
sewage sludge management problems, in fact, decided to exclude the project
organizers from their meetings.  This was taken as "(..) clear evidence that the
US audience is more sensitive to the process and methods of participation"
(Renn et al., 1993:205).

4.2  Workshops and conferences in policy analysis

4.1.1   Workshops and conferences

Proponents of the decision seminar examined a variety of emerging techniques
and insights derived from psychology (e.g., roleplaying and brainstorming),
the  military  and the diplomatic world  (e.g., war gaming and simulation),  and
technology   (e.g.,    the   use of audio-visual and information technologies).
Whereas the decision seminar and science court were rather ambitious and not
widely used, several other workshop and conference formats were later devel-
oped for policy analysis.5 The main distinction between a conference and a
workshop lies in the scale and nature of participation. Workshops are typically
small creative meetings with specific tasks and sub-tasks for the participants.
Conferences address a larger audience. Hence, the level of participation in
conferences will be lower than in workshops. Below, the most relevant policy-
analytic fora based on workshops and conferences are briefly reviewed.

5  A workshop can be defined as: "a process in which representatives of different perspec-
tives on a policy issue, are brought together - either face to face or via information and
communication technology - to find (partially) shared answers to the core questions
upon   which the project is focused. As pre-conditions   for a structured workshop   can   be
mentioned, adequate facilitation, control and structuring of the group activities" (Geurts
& Vennix, 1989).
Mason and Mittroff (1981), among others, contributed to the use of workshops on policy-
analysis. Among the best known analytical techniques used in workshops are
brainstorming, nominal group techniques (NGT), assumption surfacing and testing
(SAST),   feasibility and stakeholder assessments (Osborn, 1951; Moore, 1991; Mason  &
Mittroff, 1981; Dunn, 1994). Duke (1973) further developed the military experience with
gaming, scenario development, and roleplay for policy analysis.
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1.  (Un)structured workshops  and  conferences
Most frequently, workshops and conferences on policy analysis are organized
without the use of specific methods or techniques to optimize group commu-
nication or the working process. The relevant information on the subject at
hand, in these situations, is presented and discussed by the participating ex-
perts. The success of such a process depends on the quality of the experts,
their presentations, subsequent discussions, and the organization. The objective
of the workshop or conference may be to test, discuss, or diffuse the results of
a policy-analytic study (cf. Dunn, 1994).
A structured workshop is primarily based on simple or complex operations to
be performed by the participants themselves according to predefined procedu-
res and a predetermined outcome. It may make use of 'off-the-shelf group
techniques (Moore, 1991). A structured workshop characteristically lasts one-
half  to  two  days  and may involve  ten to thirty participants. Usually   some
forms of Buzz sessions or parallel sessions are used:
Analogous to workshops, conferences have also become an important forum
for PPA. The use of conferences has been influenced by developments in
diplomacy, mediation, and organizational strategy and change.7 In this regard,
learning conferences were developed and used at Shell (Kleiner 19**; Geus,
1988). The Swedish Leadership Organization and Management program
(LOM) used development conferences and dialogue conferences as instruments
for (inter)organizational change (Nasschold, 1991). Weggeman (1994)
discussed working conferences as instruments for management intervention in
organizations.

2.  Future  workshops
In social methodology, the Atture workshop propagated by Jungk (1987),
received some attention, mainly for small-scale local planning or community
development projects. The future workshop was mainly used in Germany and
the Scandinavian countries. It is based on a relatively simple procedure for
group work which is suitable for citizens and laymen and based on creativity
techniques (free associations). It consists of three main phases: open criticism,
vision development, and realization of visions. Future workshops make use of
simple and manual tools such as visual aids, flip overs, white and black
boards, etc. Other workshops similar to the future workshop have been pro-
posed,  such as the dialogue workshop (Remmen, in Cronberg  1991: 197).

6  Buzz or parallel sessions refer to the breaking up of large groups into less intimidating
smaller groups to avoid addressing a large audience every time anyone opens their mouth
(Lasswell, 1960:214).

7  Conferences can be described as meetings of individuals or groups for consultation and
discussion. The educational use of a conference is described by the conference as an
informal meeting for purposes of intensive instruction between a teacher and a small
group of students. In governmental practice, a conference refers to a meeting of commit-
tees to settle differences (Webster). Van Dale describes a conference as a meeting of
diplomats, business men, scientists,  etc., to discuss and solve particular issues.
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3.  Computerized  meetings  and  group  support  systems
The policy-analytic forum, workshop or conference can be supported by the
use   of information and communication technology. Information technology
may   support the analytical tasks performed   by a policy-analytic panel.    New
communication technology, for instance, makes it possible for participants to
communicate  with each other (e.g., E-mail)  or  it can bridge the physical  dis-
tance between participants (e.g., tele-conferencing) (McGrath,  1994). In recent
decades, very promising and useful developments for PPA have come from
experiments with electronic meeting systems (EMS), and group decision
support systems (GDSS) (DeSanctis, 1987; Jessup, 1993; McGrath, 1994;
Pinsonneault & Kreamer, 1990). Electronic meeting systems (EMS) have
generally been defined as:

an information technology-based environment that supports group meetings,
which    may be distributed geographically and temporally    (..).    Such    an
environment may include distributed facilities, computer hardware and software,
audio and video technology, procedures, methodologies, facilitators and
facilitation and various kinds of databases. The tasks in which groups engage in
those meetings may include communication, problem solving, issue discussion,
negotiation, conflict resolution, systems analysis and design, and collaborative
activities such as preparing, editing, and sharing documents (McGrath, 1994:36).

A rapidly growing body of literature is concerned with the evaluation of the
effects of electronic group decision support systems on group decision-making.
Most evaluation studies are quasi-experimental,   in a controlled 'laboratory'
environment, and focus on the question what techniques do to the groups. The
acclaimed benefits of these electronic systems refer to a high group satisfaction
with the process, more support and acceptance of the outcome, anonymity of
discussions, and a higher level of participation. Extensive overviews of
empirical research and the main conclusions of evaluation research can be
found in DeSanctis (1987), Pinsonneault and Kreamer (1990), Jessup (1993),
and  McGrath  (1994).   The body of field studies concerned with the evaluation
of Group Decision Support Systems is much smaller.
One interesting experiment on group decision support systems for policy
analysis which included a thorough evaluation, was presented by Sheffield and
Galuppe (1994, 1995). In this project, referred to as "Upgrading the com-
petitive advantage  of New Zealand," twelve group decision support sessions
were organized with twelve to thirty-three business leaders of the New Zea-
land economy in each forum. At that time, the New Zealand economy was in
a recession and it was felt that core and strategic sections of the industry had
to take new initiatives and focus on common objectives. The working sessions
were preceded by research studies and a general report with findings on the
competive advantages  of  the New Zealand economy.   The  EMS  was  used
because experiences with manual tools such as flip charts and whiteboards in a
previous meeting had showed not to be sufficient. The evaluators empirically
established a relationship between the use of the EMS and the efficiency and
effectiveness   of the meeting.   The main benefits   of  the   EMS   for the strategic
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conference, according to the researchers, were a strong acceleration of the
meeting, a focus on the quality of the ideas rather than on the person present-
ing them, increased participation, a high level of commitment to action, and a
permanent record     of the group process (Sheffield & Gallupe,      1994).
Evaluation of the long-term effects showed that, in a substantial number of
business areas, the meetings had led to follow-up sessions or had resulted in
new strategic cooperation projects (Sheffield & Gallupe,   1995).

4.   Strategic  conferencing
Strategic conferences for policy analysis were first introduced in Dutch
Science policy in the mid eighties (Vos & Balfoort, 1989; Dijk, 199la, b). At
that time, strategic conferences were viewed as a promising experimental
procedure for setting priorities in science policy based on the contributions of
leading scientists.   It was believed  that the explicit incorporation of multiple
actors in a priority-setting procedure would enhance the responsiveness of the
research system to strategic opportunities.    At   the    same    time, the credibility
and legitimacy of the outcomes of the decision-making process would increase.
This idea led to several strategic conferences organized by the Dutch Advisory
Council for Science Policy (RAWB). Vos and Balfoort defined a strategic
conference as,

a two-day brainstorming session involving approximately 20 participants with
different backgrounds: top-level broad-minded researchers, policymakers and
users of research (Vos & Balfoort, 1989:53).

Evaluation of the first strategic conferences in science policy led to the conclu-
sion that this method was supported by most of the participants and that the
conference model was able to generate consensual opinions on how to tackle
the problem of choice concerning strategic research.
This instrument was later used in technology foresight and policymaking in the
early nineties (Enzing & Smits, 1990; Irvin & Martin, 1989). Strategic
conferences were then used as the final and concluding phase of a government
initiated technology foresight process (Dijk 199la, b). The objective of this
foresight process was to identify the most promising new technologies or, as it
was formulated, 'to pick the winners' (Irvin & Marvin, 1984). Evaluation of
the Dutch strategic conferences in technology policy indicated that the large
majority of participants gained insight into the issues and made new network
contacts. The evaluators, furthermore, argued that the process of interaction
during the conference was considered more important than the outcome:

The  relevance of the process  (..)  as an interactive communication and learning
path exceeds the intellectual value of the end report (Dijk, 1991b:233)

The strategic conference approach gradually developed independently of the
technology foresight objectives. The learning and networking effects of the
conference were further endorsed.  In the area of PPA, the strategic conference
can best be defined as a policy instrument which enhances the communication
and involvement of relevant actors via structured working meetings initiated
by one or more government agent with the goal of influencing and setting the
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strategic policy of the participating or representated actors both individually
and collectively.
Since 1991, the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs, among others, organized
a national strategic conference on Globalisation which was broadcast on natio-
nal television (Andriessen & Esch, 1994: Ministry of Economic Affairs,
1994), as well as strategic conferences on technology and elderly people, and
environmental technology. In the Netherlands, most other ministerial
departments such as the Ministry of Environment, the Ministry of Agriculture,
and the Ministry of Social Affairs have, in recent years, experimented with the
process of inviting a relatively broad range of stakeholders to reflect on
strategic policy issues and possibly develop joint action proposals.

5.  Decision  conferencing
Similar to the electronic meetings systems and group decision support systems
discussed above, the decision conference has contributed significantly to the
field of PPA. In my view, it encompasses a wide variety of procedures and
methods which have been referred to as participative policy modelling
(Vennix, 1990; Verburgh, 1993), delphi-conferencing (Turoff, 1972; Kenis,
1995) or group model building (Vennix, 1996). This method relies on
advanced computer systems to support the analytical tasks of groups in a
decision-making context   (cf.   e.g.,   Eden   et   al.,    1983, 1990; Vennix,    1990,
1996). A decision conference has been defined by Rohrbaugh as:

(..)  an intensive, computer-supported meeting, typically scheduled  for  a  two-
day period at a site away form the regular workplace to avoid its usual inter-
ruptions and distractions. Conference participants, most often 6 to 18 managers
or executives, are included in the group because they share a substantial stake
in reacting to a pressing organizational problem or in responding proactively to
an attractive opportunity. ( . . ) decision conferencing especially gives a group
greater social and cognitive process support in two ways: through decision
modeUing and through group facilitation (Rohrbaugh 1992:304).

A key element of the method is the use of advanced modelling techniques
(Rohrbaugh, 1992). These are based on soft-systems methodologies
(Checkland, 1981) or software such as COPE for cognitive mapping (Eden et
al.,    1983,    1990),   or   can use system-dynamic models   such as Dynamo
(Forrester, 1961; Richardson & Pugh, 1985) or STELLA (Richmond, 1987).

In recent years, attention has been given to systematic evaluation of decision
conferencing and participatory model building. Most evaluative studies   are
based on quasi-experimental studies in order to prove the positive effects of
participative modelling on the experimental group as compared to control
groups. Most results are inconclusive or unable to establish a strong correla-
tion.
Vennix (1990) and Verburgh (1993) evaluated the impact of participatory
modelling on participants' understanding of the cognitive complexity of the
problem issue at hand. Although participants indicated that they had enjoyed
the sessions and felt they had learned from them, neither evaluation study
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found very strong evidence that the degree of insight into the complexity of
the policy problem had increased.
The inconclusiveness of results of experimental evaluations of computerised
systems in conferences is also found in the study conducted by Kenis (1995),
who treated the computerized Delphi procedure developed at the Free Uni-
versity of Brussels (VUB) as a Group Decision Support System. Kenis, among
others, found that the Delphi process was less appreciated by the participants
than the alternative procedure; the Delphi was time consuming and the absence
of face-to-face discussions was inhibiting. The anonymity was appreciated by
only a few participants. The quality of the outcomes of the Delphi and the
alternative (face-to-face) procedures were comparable and the satisfaction and
confidence  with the decision  were  the same (Kenis   1995).

6.  Policy  exercise
As a method for PPA, the policy exercise has many similarities to the decision
seminar described above.8 An important feature of the concept of the policy
exercise is its open methodology (Geurts, 1993), which makes it possible to
integrate a wide variety of policy-analytic methods, models, and techniques.
Some authors, therefore, consider policy exercises to be identical to the more
familiar notion of Gaming (Wenzler, 1993; cf. Duke, 1974; Greenblat &
Duke, 1987; Crookall  et  al., 1995). Other authors consider  them a denomi-
nator for a wide variety of scenario-based workshops (Toth, 1988a, b; Mermet
1991, 1993). Toth has described the policy exercise process as follows:

A policy exercise is a flexible structured process designed as an interface
between academics and policymakers. Its function is to synthesize and assess

knowledge accumulated in several relevant fields of science for policy purposes
in light of complex practical management problems. It is carried out in one or
more periods of joint work involving scientists, policymakers, and support
staff. A period consists of three phases (preparation, workshops, evaluation)
and can be repeated several times. At the heart of the process are scenario-
writing   of

' future histories' and scenario analysis  via an interactive formulation
and   testing of alternative policies that respond to challenges   in the scenarios.
These scenario based activities take place in an organizational setting reflecting
the institutional features  of the problem  at  hand (Toth, 1988a:237)

The concept of policy exercises was first stated by Brewer in the project
"Sustainable Development of the Biosphere" (Clark & Munn, 1986). This
project aimed at identifying and characterizing the major trends and
developments in the biosphere in the next decades and the technological or
institutional measures which could predict and assess the effects. Within  this
context of sustainable development it was realized that more effective prospec-
tive methods were needed which could enhance the communication between

8  In fact, Lasswell in his discussion of the decision seminar, mentioned policy exercises as
an option (Lasswell, 1960).
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scientists and policymakers and could contribute to research on the interaction
of natural, social, political, and technological systems.
This idea was then put into practice in 1984. As part of the study "Future
environments for Europe," conducted  by the International Institute for Applied
Systems Analysis (IIASA), a series of six connected but separate policy
exercises were held (Mermet, 1991, 1993). One successful case was
concerned with the impact of global climatic changes on the hydrology of the
Po river in Italy and what policies could best prevent such changes and
impacts.
Other pilot experiments were held, for instance, on Forest studies and climatic
changes   by the Stockholm Environmental Institute (Jiiger   et   al.,    1991).   The
use of policy exercises as a method for PPA was proposed by Robinson (1992)
as an alternative to energy computer models and was used for health care
reforms in the United Kingdom (Office for Public management, 1990) and in
the Netherlands (Joldersma et al.,  1995).
Policy exercises are difficult to evaluate because the method is not generally
known and is based on a wide variety of procedures. Moreover, objectives
and criteria for evaluation are often ambiguous. For most clients and analysts,
the most important criteria for success   is the satisfaction   of the participants.
Toth stated that,

The ultimate criterion for success by participants is whether the ordeal has
been worth the time and effort of each. Their real reward is the satisfaction of
creating and contributing and their real loss is the failure to do so (Toth,
19888:xxx)

Most evaluations indicate that participants are very enthusiastic about the
procedure.

According to Mermet   (1991, 1993), policy exercises are methodologically
more vulnerable than other participatory techniques. This can only be coun-
tered by thorough preparation and reflection on what is intended with the
exercise.
Selection of the right participants is an important design element. Participants
have to enact their simulated roles to adopt the basic pattern of thinking of
scenarios stated  by  "what i f. . . " . Dissemination  of the outcomes are intricate
because the experiences of gaming and simulation are very difficult to transfer
to non-participants or the media. The obvious question for people who have
not participated will be to what extent the exercise was a reflection of reality
and why any validity or generalisation should be attached to the conclusions.
The dissemination effect is therefore largely based on the fact that the policy
exercise itself can be disseminated for re-enactment. In other words, policy
exercises  can be repeated numerous times with other participants.
There are very few indications that policy exercise can have a longer term
effect or impact on decision- or policymaking. Most effects relate to the
satisfaction of the participants or involve the education and training Of
participants or groups. A policy exercise called "The Rubber Windmill" in the
United Kingdom which explored the impact of a program for health care
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reform in the East Anglia Regional Health Authority, led to a debate in
Parliament and reconsideration of plans because the simulation showed that the
reform proposals would have disastrous effects on the quality of care in the
region (Office for Public Management,   1990).

4.1.2   Intermezzo and preliminary conclusion

In the sections above, I have reviewed and commented on a broad range of
methods for PPA. Let me briefly restate the argument so far.

PPA was defined as a practical discipline concerned with the design of policy-
analytic fora, the provision of satisfactory conditions for participation and the
facilitation and support of the policy-relevant debate and argumentation within
this forum.
A methodology for PPA should start with a re-evaluation of various methods
developed during the sixties and seventies (Fischer, 1993). The decision
seminar and the science court are examples of first generation policy-analytic
fora (Lasswell, 1960; Mazur, 1977). Both methods influenced and inspired
later developments such as the policy exercise and consensus conferences but
were, in fact, not widely used. The decision seminar and the science court
generally aimed to develop a well-structured environment for the participation
of an interdisciplinary group of scientific experts in order to settle disagree-
ments among these experts and develop a level of consensus on which policy
decisions could be based.
Both methods met with criticism. The decision seminar seemed too ambitious
and lacked clarity with regard to objectives and procedures. The science court
presented a relatively clear picture    of   how the forum should be organized,
what procedures for debate should be followed, and what the roles of the vari-
ous participants were. The science court was, however, critized for its igno-
ranee of the political, normative, and democratic values underlying scientific
disputes.
During the seventies and eighties, two interesting methods were developed
which enabled the democratic and effective participation of citizens and ordi-
nary people in policy analysis. The planning cell and citizen jury presented a
practical forum for citizen participation in analysis and they set out some
useful procedures for selecting a panel of representative citizens and support-
ing them in their assignment. Empirical studies have indicated that ordinary
people are both willing and able to debate policy issues with policymakers and
experts. Many positive evaluation effects have been claimed,  e.g., that citizens
gain new insights, develop consistent opinions, and that their recommendations
contribute  to the policymaking process.
Both methods have also attracted renewed attention in other contexts of appli-
cation over the last few years.
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Policy-analytic fora can also be based on workshops and conferences. These
type of fora encompass a wide variety of working procedures which may
involve the use of information and communication technology. Complex an4
detailed procedures such as decision conferencing and group decision support -
systems are generally used with groups of decision makers and expert stake-
holders. The use of complex modelling and decision procedures with ordinary
citizens seems more problematic than with expert stakeholders. The extent to
which policy exercises and workshops supported by communication and infor-
mation technology can also engage ordinary citizens in policy analysis should
be examined.
The discipline of PPA should not only be based on existing methods but
should also contribute to the design and evaluation of new policy-analytic fora.
In the second part of this chapter, two methods, the scenario workshops and
consensus conferences, will be introduced. In the subsequent chapters, both
the design and evaluation of these two techniques will be discussed in greater
detail.

4.3 The scenario workshop: an introduction

The scenario workshop is a flexible participatory method which has features in
common with future workshops, structured workshops, policy exercises, and
group decision support systems.
A scenario workshop can be defined as a meeting of a number of people with
different backgrounds, who, for a few hours to a number of days, interactively
analyze a policy issue according to a relatively fixed procedure and are aided
by the use of future scenarios and chaired by a facilitator or moderator.
The scenario workshop resembles the future workshop in that both methods
present and debate a limited number of visions in order to construct a
desirable future and avoid an undesirable one. Both the scenario workshop and
the future workshop may be used with homogeneous groups of participants or
may be used with heterogenous groups composed of various types of
participants. Participants in a scenario workshop may be scientific experts,
stakeholders, public policymakers, and/or citizens. A scenario workshop can
be held with citizens or a sub-group of citizens may interact during the same
workshop with other types of participants. It assumes that citizens are able to
represent their interests and present their experiences and insights to other
groups.
Scenario workshops usually require some ten to thirty participants in one
workshop. Various parallel or follow-up meetings, using the same scenarios
and procedures, can be organized, thereby enlarging the total number of par-
ticipants almost indefinitely  (up to several hundred). The results  of the various
workshops can then be compared and results from earlier workshops can be
used in later  ones.
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The scenario workshop closely resembles the structured workshop because
both methods use 'off the shelf techniques to support the debate and argu-
mentation between the participants (Moore, 1991). These techniques include
brainstorming, voting procedures or nominal group techniques which may be
supported by information or communication technology made available in
group decision support systems (Bilderbeek, 1995).
The distinguishing element of the scenario workshop, by definition, is the use
of scenarios as a tool to facilitate the debate and argumentation between the
participants. In this respect, it has elements in common with the policy
exercise.
Scenarios can be defined as techniques to formulate a logical sequence of
occasions in order to show how the future may evolve from the present or any
other situation. Usually, the technique is used to present two or more alterna-
tive but internally consistent futures (Thoenes, 1977; Bijl, 1991).
The use of scenarios for policy-analytic objectives was first implemented by
the RAND corporation in the 1950s. The scenario technique has further been
developed by, among others, Kahn (1960) and Schwarz (1991). During the
seventies, learning from the experiences of the Shell Corporation, it was
increasingly believed that the scenarios were most effective if they were used
in face-to-face interactions between decision makers (Kleiner, 19**; de Geus,
1988). Scenarios and scenario models were thought to enhance, modify, and
enrich the mental models of decision makers and were therefore incorporated
in meetings, workshops, and conferences of managers.

The main purpose of scenarios in a workshop is that they can be read by the
participants as alternative 'stories' on how the future may develop, what the
main 'forces' behind these developments are, and how public policy measures
can possibly produce the desired future objectives or visions.
In some cases, 'off the shelf scenarios may be used, which have been deve-
loped for other purposes. On other occasions, scenarios will be 'custom-made'
for the issue under discussion. Two general types of scenario workshops can
be distinguished.
The first type is known as a scenario assessment workshop in which the seen-
arios are the product of a preparatory process. During the workshop itself, the
scenarios are used in combination with other group techniques to translate
them into the desired outcome of the workshop. Typical group tasks for par-
ticipants may be to add to the basic scenario, select their favorite, identify
barriers or consequences, or develop policy measures which may realize or
prevent the scenarios.
The second type of scenario workshops is the scenario development workshop
in which the scenarios are not the product of a preparatory process but the
outcome of the workshop itself. In other words, in a scenario assessment
workshop, the participants use prepared scenarios for discussions and group
work; in a scenario development workshop, the participants construct, or even
simulate, the scenarios via discussions and group work.
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Scenario workshops have been used for a wide range of policy-analytic issues.
Experiences with the scenario workshop method will be discussed at length in
Chapter 5. In 1992, the Danish Parliamentary Technology Assessment
Organization (Technologinaevnet or Danish Board of Technology), initiated
the scenario workshop project "Barriers to Urban Ecology." This project had a
relatively strong impact with regard to dissemination of the participatory
method. In Denmark, an information packet for arranging scenario workshops
in Danish cities was compiled. The European Commission showed interest in
the project and adopted the scenario workshop method. Drawing on the Dan-
ish and European experiences, scenario workshops were used to explore
developments for chipcard technology and personal transportation (Bilderbeek,
1996; Andersen, 1995). Other experiments have been conducted in Denmark
on "The future of the library" and "Information technology" (Andersen,
1995).
Scenario workshops have also played an important role for the Dutch Research
Foresight Committee (in Dutch: Overleg Commissie Verkenningen  OCV).  The
0CV used this method to explore important strategic developments in science
ranging from nanotechnology to the history of art. The results of the scenario
workshops have been used by the OCV for their advisory report to the Minis-
ter of Science and Education and were later integrated in a strategic policy
document on Science Policy (Wetenschapsbudget).

4.4 Consensus conferences

4.4.1    A brief history of the consensus conference model

In the last five years, the consensus conference has become well known as a
method for establishing active public participation and consultation in science
and technology. Within the domain of policy analysis, consensus conferences
are relatively unknown.

The consensus developing conference originated in a practice developed by the
American National Institute of Health (NIH) in 1977 in which an attempt was
made to reach a consensus among medical practitioners on complicated
medical questions on which experts and scientists disagreed (Goodman &
Baratz, 1990; Jorgensen, 1995). Since then, medical consensus conferences
have become common practice in many countries such as Canada, Norway,
Denmark, and the Netherlands. The consensus conference has also been used
within the pharmaceutical industry as a marketing instrument; in the early
stages of research, medical practitioners, invited and sponsored by a phar-
maceutical company, tried to develop consensus on the future needs, applica-
tions, and markets for new pharmaceutical products (Sheldon & Smith, 1993).
Although national differences exist, the typical medical consensus conference
format emphasizes the participation of high-level experts    in the field.    An
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expert panel provides evidence and answers to the main questions of the con-
ference. These results are assessed by a panel of enquiry sometimes given the
role of neutral   jury   (as   in   the   case   of the science court).    In some medical
consensus conferences, possibly in those countries where the jury system is
not part of its cultural tradition, there is no separate panel of enquiry but only
discussion and consensus development among the expert panellists.
As     early     as the nineteen eighties, experiments     were done based     on     the
involvement of laymen or citizens in medical discussions via conferences and
hearings. For instance, in 1983-1984, in the state of Oregon (USA), discussion
meetings were held culminating in a citizens health care parliament where
participants exchanged views on medical developments and ethics (Hines,
1986). In a number of medical consensus conferences, the experts presented
their conclusions to an audience of lay people. The medical consensus confe-
renee had, in some cases, also been adapted so that lay people or citizens
could participate.

In the mid 198Os, political and academic discussions were held in many Euro-
pean  countries  on  the  need for technology assessment institutions  (TA).  As  an
outcome of these discussions, technology assessment organizations such as the
Danish Board of Technology (DBT, 1986) and the Dutch Organization for
Technology Assessment (NOTA, 1988) were established (cf. Chapter  1).
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Box 4.2 A consensus conference

Consensus  Conference on Genetic Modication of Animals
Being familiar with the Danish experience with lay consensus conferences, in
1993 the Dutch organisation for Technology Assessment (NOTA), in joint
cooperation with a consumer research organisation (SWOKA) and a foundation
for public information on science and technology (PWT), initiated a consensus
conference on the genetic modification of animals. The conference was sup-
ported by several Dutch ministries including the Ministry of Agriculture. The
political, societal, and ethical debate at the time had to do with to the first
transgenic bull 'Herman,'  born  in   1990. The offspring  of  the bull which  was
owned by a biotechnological company would have to produce milk with human
Lactoferine. An ethical advisory committee had addressed the issue of animal
biotechnology in 1990, and a committee on the Ethical Assessment of Genetic
Modifaction of Animals was established    by the Dutch Parliament    in     1991.
Before the conference, an animal welfare act was accepted by the Second
Chamber of the Dutch Parliament but still had to pass the Senate. The initiators
of the consensus conference felt the need to bring the debate on genetic modi-
fication of animals to society (laymen) and to hear the opinions of ordinary citi-
zens. SWOKA had already conducted research in the field and the consensus
conference was considered a new way of polling public opinion. PWT was
interested because the conference was a way of providing information to the
public; NOTA was interested because its task is advising Parliament.
Moreover, NOTA was involved in a political decision to set up a "Platform for
societal debate on Ethical Aspects of Science and Technology. "  In May  1993,  a
three-day conference was held with a panel of 15 ordinary citizens (recruited
via newspaper ads) discussing the state of affairs, future developments and
consequences of the genetic modification of animals with an expert panel and
an audience. The lay panel composed a conference report stating their
conclusions and recommendation. This report was presented   to a representative
of the Dutch Parliament on the third day. Evaluation showed that a minority
and majority standpoint had developed within the lay panel. Moreover, the
participants indicated   that   they had gained insight and changed their opinions.
There was little attention from the media, however, and the outcome of the
conference did not have a substantial impact on the decision makers. Few
politicians attended the conference. Although the animal protection organisation
felt  they   had the support  of  the lay panel, one staff member later stated  that  he
believed intermediate organisations were better able to represent public interests
and influence policy (Cf. Feenstra et al. 1994).
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The Danish Board of Technology was given the responsibility of organizing
technology assessment and enhancing public debate. To combine both tasks,
the DBT adapted the consensus conference model for their purposes.    The
Danish consensus conference relied on participation and debate of a lay panel
and an expert panel. Since 1987, a number of lay consensus conferences have
been held in Denmark and since the early 199Os, in a number of other
countries as well:

1    Denmark (DBT): Conferences include: Gene technology in Agriculture    and
Industry (1987); Irradiation of Food Products (1989); Mapping the Human
Genome (1989); Air Pollution (1990); Educational Technology (1991); Geneti-
cally Manipulated Animals (1992); The Future of Private Transport (1993); Infer-
tility (1993); Traffic Information Technology (1994); Integrated Agricultural
Production (1994); Chemicals in Food and Environment (1995); Gene therapy
(1995) (cf. KlOver, 1995; Andersen,   1995,  Joss,   1995).

2 European Commission (FAST program): Science, Technology and Community
Cohesion (1992) (Hingel, 1993).

3 The Netherlands (NOTA, SWOKA, PWT): Genetic Modification of Animals
(1993); Human Genetics Research (Platform on Science and Ethics, 1995) (Feen-
stra et al.,  1994)

4 The United Kingdom (Science Museum): Plant Bio-technology (1995) (Joss,
1995a, b).

New consensus conferences (at the time of writing) have been planned in the
United Kingdom, New Zealand, and Norway. In April 1997, the first
Consensus Conference outside Europe was held in the United States near
Boston. The topic involved information technology. Moreover, the European
Commission's Directorates General XII and XIII are interested in further
development and new applications of consensus conferencing.

4.4.2       The   consensus  conference   method

Consensus conferences -and their international diffusion and use- are inter-
esting examples of PPA and participatory technology assessment (PTA). In
short, the method involves a high-level debate on (potentially) controversial
and complex societal problems with intense and active participation of a panel
of laymen  and a corresponding number of experts. The consensus conference
has sometimes been described as an 'experiment in participatory democracy'
or

a concrete arrangement that aims furthering a democratic and informed debate
before decisions are taken by political bodies on complicated subjects that
require expert insight.   ( . . ) A consensus conference   is a chaired public hearing
with an audience from the public and with active participation of 10-15 lay
people (jury or panel) and a corresponding number of experts (Agersnap,
1992).
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Subjects
Issues suitable for a consensus conference must have the following
characteristics: (1) they are of current interest and of growing importance in
the future; (2) they are politically, socially, and ethically controversial; (3)
they are complex in that they require scientific and expert clarification; (4)
there are multiple interests involved;    i.e.,    the main problems involve
unresolved issues with regard to new technology in society (Andersen, 1995).
As a method of technology assessment, the consensus conference can analyse,
though not scientifically, complex technological/societal problems and give
recommendations to politicians, policymakers and other decision-makers; at
the end of the conference, a conference repon is put together by the lay panel
and presented to the relevant government institutions.
The consensus conference can also be considered a strategy for providing
information to the public because the lay panel is submitted to an intense
information process and the results of the conference are disseminated through
the media.
It can also be described as a new way of gathering information on what ordi-
nary citizens think of technology after they have been fully informed.
The fact that the panel of ordinary citizens plays a leading role may prompt
the view that the consensus conference is a method for democratizing
technology and policymaking.
The organizers play a 'mediating' role: they support and facilitate the process
but avoid directing the content   (too   much).   They are neither an issue   nor   a
client's advocate, which means that they generally do not have a clear and
direct interest in the field nor do they work for a client with a vested interest.
The role of the organizer is primarily 'restricted' to the preparation and
distribution of relevant information on the subject, the organization and
facilitation of the interaction between the participants, and the diffusion of the
results following the conferences.

Participants
Participants in the conference can be divided into three groups. The lay panel
is composed of about sixteen volunteers with no special knowledge on the
subject under discussion. The panel can be described as a citizen or question
panel. Their level of expertise   on the subject is generally low. Although   the
panel is relatively small, in selecting the members, criteria such as sex,
education, age, and place of residence can be used to achieve as broad a
representation of society as possible. The participants do not know each other
and do not have a strong or biased interest in the subject. In principle, the
panel is open to all members of society. There are, however, some minimal
requirements such as availability and being a non-expert. Candidates respond
to an ad in the newspapers and from this pool of possibly a few hundred appli-
cants,  the lay panel is selected.
The second group of participants is composed of experts. The expert panel is
internally heterogeneous in the sense that it represents the broadest possible
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perspectives and interests in the issue. A number of internal coalitions, such as
proponents versus opponents, is possible and often desirable. The expert panel
is about the same size as the lay panel, but is relatively closed in that the ex-
perts are invited by the organization but selected by the citizen panel based on
the nature and level of their expertise. However, it is very difficult for laymen
to make a rational selection from a long list of candicates, and in most cases,
the conference organizers have a strong say in the matter. Knowledge differen-
ces between the experts, the lay panel, and the audience determine the interac-
tion between the two panels. Differing interests may also play a role between
or within panels.
The third group is the general public or audience. On average, several hun-
dred people attend a consensus conference; they may be invited or become
interested through the media. They can be experts, representatives of groups
closely involved with the issue (stakeholders), or ordinary citizens.

Preparatory phase
An important aspect of the consensus conference is the intense preparatory
phase for the members of the lay panel. In this phase, two briefing weekends
are held in which the panel is informed by a few experts, and the members
discuss the issues among themselves in order to set the main agenda for the
conference proper.
During the preparatory meetings, the panel reads, discusses, and transforms
written material (publications, articles, etc.), visual, and oral information
(videos and lectures) into general key topics and questions for further
discussion. These topics and questions are answered and analyzed by the
expert panel during the actual conference.
The agenda for the conference proper remains relatively open as long as the
new topics presented by either the experts, lay panel, or public are relevant
and contribute to the discussion and clarification of the subject. The outcome
of the preparatory phase is a list of main questions to be debated at the
conference and a short list of candidates to be invited for the expert panel.

The conference proper
The conference proper typically lasts three to four days. The meeting is
plenary and no parallel sessions are held. The agenda of the conference is
relatively fixed. On the first day, the questions set by the lay panel are
answered by the experts. In-depth discussion takes place on the second day,
and in the course of the afternoon, and evening, the lay panel prepares a final
document in which its findings are presented and summarized.   On the third
and final day, the panel presents its document to the political representative(s).
There is no direct facilitation of the groups but good chairing of the confe-
renee by a 'strong' chairman is very important. Moreover, the lay panel is
supported during the process by a group facilitator.
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Outcome and users
The lay panel itself writes a document stating their concerns, opinions, and
recommendations on the subject. Moreover, the objective of the conference is
to contribute to political and societal decision-making via the discussions,
media attention, and the final document. Users of the results of the process
may include parliament, government departments, private organizations,
interest groups, the media, and society at large. No formal commitment to
possible outcomes or results, however, is made by any of the parties,
participants, initiators, organizers, or other users. The general objective   is   to
initiate a consultation process with the laymen and experts and to give
information to stakeholders and society at large. A good media campaign and
diffusion of the results to the relevant third parties helps determine the success
of the conference.

4.4.3     Experiences of consensus conferences

Medical consensus conferences
The medical consensus conference has been extensively evaluated in most
countries where it has been used (for comprehensive overviews, see Jor-
gensen, 1995 and Goodman & Baratz, 1990). Evaluations show that
establishing effects and impacts is difficult and the results are not unambigu-
ous, as they may vary between countries or between conferences. In general,
findings have shown that the conference has an effect on the development of
group consensus. The effect on the behaviour of the target groups (physicians,
insurrance companies) has also been assessed (based on interviews and
questionnaires). DesCoteaux (1993), among others, found an effect in degree
of behavorial change among physicians in their preference for medical treat-
ment and a degree of behavorial change as a result of the conference.
Johnsson concluded on the basis of self-reporting, that awareness about the
conference and professed knowledge of the conclusions reached were very
high (Johnsson, 1988). In a small percentage of cases, the results are referred
to in the decision-making or discussions. Results also showed that in a
minority of cases the consensus conference had moderate effects on target
group behavior. Most medical consensus conferences have been able to attract
media attention (Lomas, 1991). Sheldon and Smith (1993) pointed out one
potential danger of consensus conferences. While attending a series of
meetings, they discovered that the consensus conference model had been
adopted as a promotional tool by tile pharmaceutical industry. Whereas the
medical consensus conferences of the National Institute of Health aimed for
non-advocate and non-governmental panels of experts, it appeared that the
method was exploited by groups such as the pharmaceutical industry wishing
to expand promotional activities, for instance, by selecting speakers in favour
of a particular drug.
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Lay consensus conferences
The lay consensus conference model was evaluated by the Danish organizers
as a successful method (Kluver, 1995).9 However, no extensive or
comparative evaluations of the consensus conferences have been conducted in
Denmark. Until recently, there was no opportunity to compare experiences of
different countries. It is clear, however, that success or failure of the consen-
sus conference model may depend on the national institutions which use it or
the national culture in which it is embedded.
The Danish Board of Technology works closely with the Danish Parliament.
The national democratic culture and the small population may influence the
success of the consensus conference in Denmark: most conferences are held in
the parliamentary buildings: a setting which   both   the   UK and Dutch
conferences have tried unsuccessfully to duplicate. Both in the Netherlands and
in the UK, the relationship between the organizing committees and the
parliament is distant and ambiguous.

The consensus conference process
The Danish experience has shown that participation in a consensus conference
is a very intense but usually satisfying process for the lay panel. The experi-
ence of the first consensus conference in the Netherlands and the UK strongly
support this conclusion. Evaluations by the participants in the Dutch Consen-
sus Conference on Human Genetics Research showed that the lay panel was
very content with the initiative and their involvement (Mayer, De Vries, &
Geurts, 1995). The preparatory meetings organized for the lay panel greatly
contributed to the individual and group opinions on the various aspects of the
issue. The (informal) group process was enhanced and skills for the debate
were practised. Participants invested much time preparing for the conference.
For instance, the information package had to be read thoroughly. On average,
participants spent more than fifteen hours on this package. In general, the
participants  in  the lay panel, the expert panel,  and the audience supported  the
objectives of the conference. In the conference on Human Genetics Research,
however, it appeared that the lay panel members were clearly and significantly
more positive about the objectives while the expert panel  was more critical.
Although the experts seemed to appreciate the effort of the lay panel, some
expressed doubts about the principle of the conference and its objectives.
Moreover, the conference was primarily perceived by the experts as a one-
way flow of information to the lay participants. Although they clearly
appreciated and valued their efforts, the experts were, in some cases, not very
open to the information provided to them by the lay panellists.

9 The experience and evaluation of the conference method and the effects of the Dutch
conference are based on studies conducted by the author et al. The results are published
in Mayer (1993, 1995, 1996) and in a report by Van Oest, De Vries, and Mayer (1995).
Results of a detailed evaluation study are presented in Chapters 6 to 10 Results of the
Danish and the British conference are primarily based on a review by Joss (1995) and
Kluver (1995)
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Discussions between the lay and expert panels did not automatically lead to an
intense and high quality debate. The debate in the 1995 conference on Human
Genetics Research in the Netherlands was generally characterized as rather
tame (Mayer, De Vries, & Geurts, 1996). The lay panel members and the
audience found the expert panel    to   be too uncritical. This conclusion
corresponded with the observation that experts were reluctant to discuss
developments concerning human genetics research. This may have been a
result of their expressed fear that lay involvement would produce public
images of 'Frankenstein monsters.' The position taken  by the experts strongly
reduced the quality of the discussions and the outcome. Experts rarely ever
contradicted each other   and   did not discuss matters very critically. In contrast
to the previous conference on the genetic modification of animals, the debate
was much less lively. There was little difference of opinion between the
experts, but quite a lot of disparity between the lay and expert panels and, at
times, between the audience and the expert panel. The polarisation of
viewpoints between the two panels during the first conference on Genetic
Modification of Animals (1993) was very much apparent mainly because
participants of two opponent groups confronted each other: the director of a
firm which had produced the first transgenic bull and a spokesman for the
animal protection association.
In Denmark, the UK, and the Netherlands, the conferences were open to the
general public. In the Netherlands, several hundred people attended: more than
300 people registered prior to the conference on Human Genetics Research
(Mayer, De Vries, & Geurts, 1995), including journalists, guests and people
involved in or related to the organization. Over the three days, approximately
250 people attended the conference. From Friday to Sunday however, the
number of attendants decreased sharply and attendance on Sunday was rather
low. In general, a substantial percentage of the respondents were personally
invited, knew someone who was participating or had organized the conference,
or had heard about  it from someone.

Consensus
For the Danes, the goal of reaching a high level of consensus within the lay
panel or between the panels is emphasized. According to some of the Danish
organizers, consensus is interesting and disagreement is not. Accordingly,
minority positions in the Danish case are a rare exception. It was, therefore,
somewhat surprising  that  in the first Dutch consensus conference  in  1993  (on
genetic modification of animals), a majority and minority position   was
reported. However, in contrast to the Danish conferences, in the Netherlands,
consensus was not the main objective. Analysis of the evaluation
questionnaires from the first conference indicated that the panel had changed

its opinion on genetic modification of animals and had become more informed
(based on self-reporting), but that within the panel a diversity of opinion had
developed (Feenstra, 1994:37). The conclusion was that a decrease rather than
an increase in consensus had developed. In general, all groups involved in the
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conference on Human Genetics Research indicated that consensus between the
experts and lay panel had slightly increased as a result of the debate. A
substantial percentage of the lay panel, however, was of the opinion that it had
decreased.

Media
The relation between conference, media attention, and political impact is
complex and dependent on contingent factors. Over the years, the Danish
media have become accustomed to consensus conferences. Attracting the
attention of the media has become easier in Denmark and most conferences
now get wide coverage (an average of one hundred press coverages per
conference). According to the organizers, the 1995 conference on Plant Bio-
technology in the United Kingdom, showed that, "although the process was
not unsuccessful, the media coverage had been 'patchy and short lived' though

. 10on some occasions quite sensational.
Media coverage of the first Dutch conference on genetic modification of ani-
mals attracted very few and sometimes quite sceptical reactions from the
media (Feenstra, 1994). The second conference attracted considerably more
attention than the first, but despite the public relations efforts, coverage was
still somewhat disappointing (Oest, De Vries, & Mayer, 1995). Consequently,
the audience and experts of the second Dutch Consensus Conference on
Human Genetics Research had a rather critical view of whether the conference
would enhance public discussion and influence opinions, and whether it was
useful as a method of informing the public.
An announcement had been placed in the newspapers and relevant magazines
two weeks before the conference on Human Genetics Research and some of
the media picked up the item. The week before the conference, the issue was
discussed on national television and radio. The majority of the participants and
audience, however, were of the opinion that media attention for the subject
was disappointing. A detailed media analysis showed that fifty news items
appeared (radio, television, written press) about human genetics research in
relation to the consensus conference (Van Oest. De Vries, & Mayer, 1995).
These items were equally divided before and after the conference. However, a
substantial number were rather negative about the conference and few items
after the conference focussed on the content of the final report. The conclusion
was, that in the Netherlands, the media are reluctant to pay attention to what
one journalist called a "grass-roots public debate on top down demand. "
At  the  time  of the consensus conference on human genetics research, another
medical-ethical issue dominated the political and media discussions. " Journa-
lists who were interviewed indicated that they had paid less attention to the
conference because of this other issue. Remarkably, nine months after the

10 Plant Bio-technology; A consensus. (January, 1995). Post Note, Science Museum,
London.

11 Political proposals for the reform of the regulptions on human organ donation.
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conference, the media discovered that in a small number of cases, abortions
were being performed because of a hereditary disorder which causes
blindness. As a result, genetic testing and prenatal diagnosis were being
discussed in politics and the media in often heated debate. Showing their
ignorance of the conference and organization, some politicians demanded that
a platform be set up for these discussions -which already existed!- and,
suprisingly, proposed launching a broad, public debate on prenatal diagnosis
and abortion, which had been the case a few months before the comment was
rnade!

Political impact
The political impact of the consensus conference in Denmark has also been
emphasized. According to Kluver (1995), the Danish consensus conference on
Gene technology (1987) contributed to a parliamentary decision to not fund
genetic engineering of animals. After the consensus conference on Irradiation
of Food, the Danish Parliament supported a policy against the irradiation of
food except for dry spices. The conference on Mapping the Human Genome
influenced legislation on the use of genetic tests for insurance and employment
contracts. The Infertility conference stimulated the relevant ministry to take up
the discussions. These results, although not systematically studied, indicate
that the Danish conference has served its purpose over the years.

The organizers and evaluators of the UK conference have indicated that the
political impact may be limited because in the UK, in contrast to Denmark,
most of the topics had already been subject to parliamentary debates or dis-
cussions  in the select committees. Barns concluded  that  the UK conference
was a success with respect to the participation and attendance of senior gov-
ernment bureaucrats but had little actual impact (Barns, 1995). Both the
Netherlands and the UK are well known for their many advisory bodies,
ethical committees, and coordinating platforms. One of the conclusions of the
first consensus conference in the Netherlands was that it had little impact
because the Dutch Parliament had closed its discussion on the transgenic bull
Herman just prior to the conference (Feenstra et al., 1994:37).
A problematic involvement of politicians and parliamentarians appeared in
both conferences in the Netherlands. None of the MPs or ministers who had
been     invited     to the conference actually attended. The invitation     of     the
'politicians' to be present on the last day and to receive the final report from
the lay panel  was a cause  for much concern  by the organizing committee.
Many candidates, including the Chairman of the Parliament, the Minister of
Health, the Minister of Science, the Secretary of State for Education, and a
number of other candidates declined the invitation. Finally, one MP was
willing to be present for a few hours to accept the final report.
From the perspective of the audience and panellists, the conference on Human
Genetics Research, therefore, had been most important for patient
organizations, patients, the insurance sector and ethicists and much less
significant for politicians (Mayer, De Vries, & Geurts, 1995). The political
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importance of the results of the debate remained relatively vague in the views
of the respondents, though they were rather positive about the expected actual
use of the results by organizations involved in human genetics research. A
large majority of the respondents supported the suggestion to organize other
consensus conferences on science and technology in the future, but fifty
percent of the expert panel was not supportive. However, a brief assessment
of what happened with the final report, made clear that, although it was pres-
ented to parliament, it was not not used in the political and societal debate on
these issues.

Ethical argumentation
Finally, the effects of a consensus conference on the (normative) insights of
the participants and the question whether a consensus conference can contri-
bute to 'new' (ethical) arguments should be mentioned.
The conclusion of the first Dutch conference on Genetic Modification of Ani-
mals was that this was not the case. This may not be surprising because 'the
arguments were not presented by the lay people, but largely by the expert
panel (..) which included about all opinion leaders (in the field)' (Voorthuizen,
in Feenstra, 1994:56). For the second Dutch conference, it was examined
whether participation in the lay panel or audience led to an increase in the
number of ethical arguments, whether new ethical or normative arguments
emerged, and whether the complexity of the normative or ethical
argumentation increased.
In general, it showed  that the ethical or normative arguments  used  by  the  lay
panellists were few and did not increase (Mayer, De Vries, & Geurts, 1995).
Most arguments were factual and based on beliefs that more (scientific, statis-
tical) knowledge was a good thing in itself and that it would contribute to the
prevention and treatment of diseases. The increase    in the factual knowledge
and the state of affairs, however, was used for their general argumentation.
This finding matched a strong increase in the length of their argumentation
and  in the complexity of their expression  of the arguments, clearly  on  the
basis of information acquired during the participatory process. The normative
or ethical reflections of the argumentations however did not change. The style
in which the issues were discussed, however, was more 'to the point' and in
the terms and styles used in the conference and in the jargon of the articles
they had read.
Barns (1995) critized the UK consensus conferences on this aspect because the
debate between experts and lay panel was framed within the technocratic
discourse of specialist expert knowledge. Therefore, the conference "maintai-
ned a clear hierarchical difference between 'lay' and 'expert' knowledge"
(Barns, 1995:203). This induced lay panellists to adopt the expert discourse on
the subject to which they were exposed over several months.
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TABLE  4.1. A comparison of participatory methods

PPA METHODS PLUR. CRIT. CONSTR. STRAT.

1. Decision seminar                               •

2. Science court                  •

3.    Hearings                                •

4. Citizen Survey Panels         •

5.       Planning  cell                                                                   •

6.    Citizen jury                            •              •

7. Future workshops                                                                 •                       •

8. Structured workshops        •                  •            •
9. Scenario workshops                               •             •
10. Decision conferencing                               •              •
11. Strategic conferences                                                                                                                       •

12. Policy exercises                           •                 9               0                       0

13. Expertconsensus            •
conferences

14. Lay consensus conferences      •                  •

•  = In line with assumptions of model discussed in Chapter 2

4.5     Conclusions

In this chapter, various methods for PPA have been described and discussed.
Particular attention was paid to some of the methods developed during the
sixties and seventies. These methods and experiences are relevant because  they
contribute to the understanding of methods of a later generation. PPA can be
understood by examing the assumptions and evolution of participatory
methods. In the following chapters, two methods for PPA will be described
and evaluated in greater detail.

4.5.1       Comparison  of  methods  on  assumptions

Table 4.1 presents a systematic comparison of methods  on the assumptions  of
the four models  of policy analysis described in Chapter  2. The discussion  and
confusion about tools partly stems from the variation in methods. Each method
has different strengths and weaknesses.
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4.5.2      Evolution  of participatory  methods

PPA has evolved from experiences with earlier methods. Figure 4.1  represents
an 'evolutionary tree' of how participatory methods have been influenced by
conceptual ideas such as pluralism, the judidical court, constructivism, group
psychology, and military and strategic decision-making. In addition,
information and communication technologies have provided more opportunities
to   overcome   time and space barriers for human interaction    such    as    tele-,
computer-, and video-conferencing. During the late sixties and early seventies,
techniques and methods were developed   and  used   for PPA. Second and third
generation participatory methods have emerged as a result of combinations of
previous ideas and practices. There are five -relatively recent- participatory
methods, not widely known in policy analysis, which are based on hybrid
combinations of previously developed methods.

Consensus conferences are interesting because they encourage debate on rather
complex, controversial, and ethical issues between a panel of ordinary citizens
or lay men and a panel of experts. The relation to decision-making however is
ambiguous and indirect. In consensus conferences, participants are repre-
sentatives of various value systems. Citizens    are    the main actors;    they    are
prepared and educated which puts them on a more equal footing with experts
and politicians.
Scenario workshops attempt to integrate citizens as one of the important
groups of stakeholders in policymaking. Other stakeholder groups such as the
private sector, policymakers, technologists, and interest groups, however, can
participate. There is no special preference for citizens' ideas but the assump-
tion  is  that  they  are  able to participate and represent their views and interests.
Moreover, the scenario workshop integrates the strategic perspective,   e.g.,
defining common actions, creating win-win situations with principles of social
construction of reality.
The decision conference does not seem very suitable for citizen or lay
participation and is mainly intended for highly qualified experts/stakeholders.
The method matches the constructivist mode because it relies on (cognitive)
modelling techniques. The main type of interaction takes place between
various belief systems, and developing shared understanding of problem
situations is its main objective. The strategic mode may also partly explain
how decision conferencing can contribute to commitment and acceptance of
win-win situations.
The strategic conference primarily intends to persuade participants to develop
and commit to actions and strategies on the assumption that they will create a
win-will situation. Citizens and ordinary people may participate. The rationale
for participation is based on being a strategic actor, i.e., posessing the needed
resources and being part of the network or production chain. Strategic
conferences can take many forms but they usually focus less on complex
problems  and  more on opportunities.
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Tlie  policy exercise, finally, is a hybrid method which combines features of the
decision conference, the strategic conference, and the scenario workshop. The
method has not yet been fully developed. However, the rationale for participa-
tion will rely on expertise and stakeholder positions. It is both constructivist in
that it explores belief systems and strategic in that it explores alternative
courses of action. Citizen participation is not likely although the idea is worth
pursuing.
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5. Scenario workshops in European
cities

INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter, I described various participatory methods and the
experiences with these methods. Many of the methods originated in a specific
national or local context such as the German Plannung Zelle or the Danish
consensus conference. In this chapter, I will describe how the concept of
participatory policy analysis has been explored in the last four years within the
context  of EC technology policy: This contributes  to the design and evalu-
ation of participatory methods for policy analysis.
The case study discussed in this chapter is concerned with the development,
use, and dissemination of a European scenario workshop aimed at bringing the
European technology programmes more in line with the future needs of
society.2 The project was part of the Value II programme of the European
Commission, Directorate General  XIII. The project was executed  by  the  TNO
Centre for Technology and Policy Studies (TNO-STB) and, in the initial
phases, the department of Policy and Organization Studies at Tilburg Univer-
sity.
In section  1,  I will briefly introduce European technology policy  and the prob-
lem statement of our case example. Section 2 contains the description of the
Scenario Workshop Project. Section 3 describes the procedure and outcomes
of the first phase of that project. Section 4 presents the results of the evalu-
ations of the first scenario workshop with participants from various European
countries. Section 5 describes the relevance of the project as defined by DG-
XIII. In section 6 will be described how the scenario workshop was dis-
seminated and embedded in existing networks of European cities. In section 7,
the quantitative evaluation results of six scenario workshops in different Euro-
pean  cities are presented. In section  8, the conclusions and learning points  of
participatory policy analysis in a European context are formulated.

1 In this chapter, the abbreviation (C)EC refering to the (Commission of the) European
Community will be used instead of the abreviation EU (European Union). The reason for
doing  this,  is  that the former abbreviation was current  when the Value II project started.

2 This Chapter is based in part on Mayer & Geurts 1994. The scenario workshop method
was first presented in Andersen et al. 1992. Other descriptions of the scenario workshop
project 'Sustainable Urban Living in the Coming Decades' have been presented in Bilder-
beek (Mayer & Jacobs, 1993, 1994).
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5.1     The CEC Value  II and Interface Programme

European technology policy
Since 1985, the number of programmes and the corresponding budgets of the
European Community concerning research and technological development
(R&D) have rapidly increased.3 In addition to other European cooperative
programmes such as EUREKA and COST, EC technology policy is largely
based on the 'framework programmes' in which specific technological pro-
grammes are situated,  such  as  they  are  in the third framework programme
(1990-1994), in information technology (ESPRIT), communication technology
(RACE) and biotechnology (Biotech). A brief overview of the contents and
budgets of the activities of the fourth framework programme (1994-1998) is
presented in Table  5.1.

Technology Assessment at a European level
Another form of EC involvement with technological development and research
are the European initiatives for technology assessment (see Chapter  1).
Technology assessment at the community level is largely performed in pro-
grammes such as FAST (Forecasting and Assessment of Technology) and
MONITOR, which in 1988 brought together three programmes concerned with
the evaluation of technological choices: FAST III, SAST (Strategic Analysis in
Science and Technology) and SPEAR (Activities in Support of the Evaluation
of Research and Development Programmes).

Technology assessment is also conducted by European technology assessment
institutions. In 1986, it was decided that a European Parliamentary Technol-
ogy Assessment Agency should  be  set up, which resulted  in STOA (Scientific
and Technological Options Assessment). In 1990, STOA took the initiative to
create the EPTA network (European Parliamentary Technology Assessment)
which aims at improving the cooperation between various (parliamentary)
institutions for technology assessment such as the Danish Board of Technology
and the Dutch Rathenau Institute. In 1994, a new technology assessment insti-
tute was founded in Seville (Spain) under the auspices of IPTS.
With the start of the fourth framework programme, a substantial segment of
Technology Assessment was placed in the specific programme 'Targeted
Socio-Economic Research' (see below). The targeted socio-economic research
was considered a continuation of activities of the Monitor program and pro-
grams such as Value. In addition, Technology Assessment is part of the verti-
cal  programmes  in such areas as biotechnology.  In the third framework  tech-

3 From about 1 BECU a year in 1988, to about 2.2 million ECUs a year in 1991. The total
budget  of the third framework program (1990-1994) was about 5.7 BECUS. The budget
of the fourth framework (1994-1998) was about 11 BECUS. Source: Commission of
European Communities. EC Research Funding. 3rd revised edition. Luxembourg: DG-
XIII. 1992. European Commission. Framework programmes for Research 1994-1998.
Brussels: 1996.
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nology assessment was also conducted within the context of the Value-II pro-
gramme.

TABLE 5.1 Fourth EC research and technological development framework
programme (1994-1998)

FOURTH FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME BECU %
1.  Information and communications technologies 3.405 31.0

2. Industrial technologies 1.995 18.0

3. Environment 1.080 10.0

4. Life sciences and technologies 1.572 14.0

5. Non-nuclear energy 1.002 9.0

6. Transport .240 2.0

7. Targeted socio-economic research .138 1.0

Subtotal jirst activity 9.282 85.0

8.  Cooperation with third countries & Int'I organizations .540 5.0

(Second activity)
9.   Dissemination and utilisation of results .300 3.0

(Third activity: continuation of Value II, Innovation)
10. Stimulation of training and mobility of researchers .744 7.0

(Fourth activity)
Total 11.046 100

Source: Decision number 1110/94/EC of the Council and Parliament of the

European Community. Luxembourg: EC. 1996.

Value-II Framework: Centralized action and intei:face activities
Technology policy has undergone rapid development and reorientation in the
last two decades. At the end of the 1970s and beginning of the 8Os, the major-
ity of the OECD countries were confronted with increasing investments in
research and technological development (RTD or R&D) which did not produce
an increase in productivity and enhancement of economic competitiveness. On
the contrary, productivity fell slightly and important economic sectors such as
the service industry failed to make extensive use of the opportunities offered
by science and technology. Therefore, tile need was perceived for increased
public discussions and societal participation in technological development and
technology policy-making (OECD 1992, cf. Chapter 1).
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At the level of the European Community, the interface problem, mainly the
dialogue between research and industry, was first addressed by the Value I
programme (1989). The objective of the first Value programme was to help
industry exploit the results of the European Community's research and tech-
nological development programmes (Interfaces Project Summaries 1992-1994).

In 1992, the Value II programme was created to stimulate the dissemination
and exploitation of knowledge resulting from the specific community pro-
grammes (Decision 92/272/EEC):
In addition to the Value I programme, two new areas of concern were brought
to the attention  of the European Commission: the interface between research
and the scientific community (Interface II) and the interface between research
and society (Interface III). The Value II 'centralized action' deals with the
three aforementioned interfaces between research, science, industry and
society.
In 1995, the Value II programme ended and the main ongoing activities were
repositioned under the heading of the Innovation Programme or the third
activity of the fourth framework program. Both the Value II program as well
as its successor, the third activity, emphasized the need to develop new
methods, instruments and approaches for conducting strategic analysis using
scenarios and by consulting experts and the general public in technological
decision-making.

In this chapter, I cannot go into detail with respect to all of the activities and
areas of the centralized action but must focus on the third interface, that of
research and society. Because  the case study described  in this chapter mainly
took place within the context of Value II and the third Framework, no detailed
attention will be given to the fourth framework activities.

One of the activities undertaken in the Value II Interface program was con-
cerned  with the analysis  of the public demand of science and technology.   In  a
feasibility study for the Value II programme it was concluded that insufficient
use is made in society of the opportunities provided by science and technology
and that the strengthening of the interface between the R&D system and
society can contribute towards increasing the economic and social yield from
investments in R&D (Smits, Hertog & Van der Schaft, 1992). The research-

society interface activities are, therefore, aimed at creating a broader scope for
assessing the social and economic aspects of science and technology, strength-
ening the means of communication with the public, and bringing EC R&D

4   The third framework program envisages that the activities of disseminating and exploiting
science and technology should be implemented by the specific programmes themselves
and by means of centralized action which is part of the decision on "the dissemination
and exploitation resulting from the specific programmes of research and technological
development   of the community    by the Council" (Value II Centralized action workplan
1992-1993, page 1).
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programmes more in line with the future needs of society by analysing of
public demand and new requirements. A number of related activities and
instruments were initiated (Smits et al.,  1992):
1 the strengthening of the European Technology Assessment Infrastructure

(ETAI, Ctf. Smits, Hertog & Kuyper, 1993).
2 the improvement of the information services and communication with the

public on EC R&D programmes.
3  the development of a module for awareness initiatives.

The ultimate objective of the third line, the awareness module, was to estab-
lish an efficient and interactive process between the R&D community, policy
makers, and society, aimed at the analysis of public demands and new require-
ments. Three main areas of concern were identified: health, safety and the
environment.

Overview Of the project organization
From the end of 1992 to the end of 1993, a research team from the TNO
Centre for Technology and Policy Studies, assisted by the staff of Tilburg
University, worked   on this third activity. The project consisted of several
research and development phases. During the first two phases, inventory was
taken and a selection was made of experiments and methods which fit into the
concept of awareness workshops. During the next phase, a scenario workshop
format was developed and organized. In the fourth phase, the feasibility of the
scenario workshop method was tested in an international workshop. During  the
fifth phase, the scenario workshop method was applied at the local level in
four European cities in different countries. During the sixth phase, the seen-
ario workshop method was formatted in a 'ready to use package' which
included a training module. The method was gradually diffused through exist-
ing   networks of European cities. Table 5.2 presents   the time frame   of   the
diffusion of the scenario workshop, which was about four years. The various
phases are discussed below.

Objectives
The main objective of the project was defined as the development of an appro-
priate intervention methodology to facilitate the participation of societal groups
in technological development with an emphasis on health, safety, and environ-
ment. Although the concept of 'awareness' is hard to define, awareness was
perceived in this project to be a (possible) outcome of the multilogue between
the cognitions, attitudes, and actions of different 'communities' (stakeholders).
Multilogue is a concept derived from gaming/stimulation and can be defined
as the simultaneous dialogue of multiple actors using several modes of com-
munications in pursuit of a greater understanding of the topic at hand (Duke
1974; Geurts 1993).
The assumption is that 'awareness' can be created by increasing the knowledge
and insight of participants, by making the opinions, values, and attitudes of
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participants more explicit, and by supporting the formulation of actions, prior-
ities, policies and decisions.
A workshop methodology was expected to be helpful in establishing and
improving communication between different sectors in society such as the
scientific community, the political community, the economic community, and
the public at large. The concept of awareness was viewed in this project in
relation to the Collingridge dilemma regarding early participation of social
actors in technological trajectories (Collingridge, 1980).
This dilemma states that there is a tension in technology development. When
the consequences of technology become apparent, it is too late to influence the
trajectory of technological development. However, when influence is still
possible, the consequences of technology are so hard to imagine and there are
still so many options open that effective control is impossible.

Various policy instruments to enhance user-producer communication are aimed
of eliminating this dilemma. Most of these policy instruments are focussed on
improving early participation and communication in decisionmaking processes,
and rely on establishing appropriate consultation platforms or networks
between various interdependent actors as well as use methods for futuring or
foresight.
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TABLE 5.2 Overview of the dissemination of the scenario workshop

DATE RESULT COMMENT

Spring 1991 Scenario workshop Project, Scenario workshops for four Danish cities;
- Jan 1993 Danish Board of Technology Ended with public conference.

December First Report TNO-STB Identification of 25 international experi-
1992 ments for awareness generation and parti-

cipatory methods.

March 1993 Second Report TNO-STB In-depth study of eight cases and selection
International Expert Work- of pilot scenario workshop method.
shop

28-29 Oct International scenario work- 24 Participants from Ede, Corfou, Preston,
1993 shop Third Report TNO- and Mulhouse participated in the first see-

STB. nario workshop in Valkenburg (NL).

April- May Four local scenario works- Ede (27-28 April), Corfu (6-7 May), Mul-
1994 hops were held. house (18-19 May), and Preston (24-25

May)

29-30 June Evaluation Conference in Participants, project organization and
1994 Luxembourg external experts discussed experiences with

the four scenario workshops.

Oct 1994 Scenario workshop is sup- International Institute for the Urban Envi-
ported by CEMR, DG-XI, ronment adopts scenario workshop as alter-
the International Institute for native to round table for Local Environ-
the Urban Environment mental Charter.
(IIUE)

March-May IIUE Scenario workshops Scenario workshops in Breda (NL), Sankt
1995 within framework of Local Leonard am Frost (Au), Kuopio (Fi),

Environmental Charter pro- Lavrion (Gr), and Visby (Swe)
ject

April & Training programme for Two expert training meetings in Napoli
June 1995 Organizers of local scenario and Palma de Mallorca

workshops. Draft scenario
workshop package.

Nov 1995 Scenario workshop on other Local scenario workshops in Turin  (It.)  on
(related) topics. Renewable Energies and Environment

park.

Oct 1996 The scenario workshop pac- Organizational manual, Video, Slides.
kage ready

June 1996 Commencement of new sce- Expert meeting in Palma de Mallorca

nario workshop on Informa-
tion Technology
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5.2   Phase 1: Design of an awareness workshop

5.2.1       Pre-studies  and feasibility

The scenario workshop project started with an inventory of methods which
was largely based on a review of participatory methods used in various
contexts which could suit the purpose of facilitating communication and
participation. Data and information were gathered by studying literature and
articles on technology assessment and participatory policy analysis and by
conducting interviews with field experts. The areas of methodological concern
included methods and techniques for future studies, technology assessment,
policy analysis, and group support and facilitation (see Chapter 4).
An overview was made of 'awareness generation' in various countries (Jacobs,
Mayer & Bilderbeek, 1992). This resulted in 25 brief case studies on aware-
ness generation. The range of cases was rather wide, including as it did large
programs for societal participation (see Naschold, 1991; Dueland, 1991; and
Roobeek, 1991), various types of conferencing (see Agersnap, 1992;
Goodman, & Baratz, 1990; Dijk, 1991; and Vos & Balfoort, 1989) and struc-
tured workshops and methods and techniques for participation and communica-
tion (Geurts & Vennix, 1989; Mermet, 1991; Toth, 1988; Garbe, 1992;
Andersen, 1992; and Valenduc, 1992).
Most cases were directly related to the issue of technology but a number of
cases, such as those on gaming, simulation, and scenarios, were selected more
from a methodological perspective in order to be able to strengthen current
methods for participatory technology assessment.
After the first selection, the content and methodologies of eight cases were
studied more in-depth (Jacobs et al., 1993, second report).
The relevance of these methods was discussed with experts of an international
expert meeting in Luxembourg. Of particular interest with regard to the
awareness objectives were the possibilities of organizing strategic conferences
(for instance, on technology in health care), consensus conferences (for
instance, on biotechnology), and scenario workshops (on technology and the
environment) on a European level and the possibility of setting up technology
platforms with the participation of a broad range of stakeholders and societal
groups.

In the expert meeting, it was concluded that the further development of a
scenario-workshop methodology would provide an innovative starting point for
an international test workshop. Therefore, a Danish scenario-workshop experi-
ment on 'Urban Ecology' organized by the Danish Board of Technology
(DBT)  in  1992  was  used to develop an European Awareness Scenario  Work-
shop (EASW) which was given the title 'Sustainable Urban Living in the
Coming Decades.'
As the workshop would serve as a test case and faced time and budget restric-
tions, it was decided not to develop new scenarios for the workshop but to use
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the materials developed for the Danish project. As an interesting by-product,
this would enhance international cooperation between technology assessment
and research institutes in Europe and thereby enhance the diffusion of new
methods and experiments throughout Europe. For awareness workshops on
other subjects, such as transportation, new scenarios would have to be devel-
oped, which would be out of the range of this project but could provide inter-
esting starting-points for future initiatives.

5.2.2       Scenario  workshop  of  the  Danish  Board  of Technology

In 1992, the Danish Parliamentary Technology Assessment Organization
(Technologinaevnet or Danish Board of Technology (DBT), initiated  the  seen-
ario workshop project 'Barriers to Urban Ecology' (Andersen, 1992, 1995,
Danish Board of Technology Project Publication: Barriers to Urban Ecology,
1993). To channel the discussions between the workshop participants, the
organizers made use of four qualitative scenarios. Each scenario presented an
alternative picture of future life in Danish towns in 2010. The scenarios
described different ways of solving ecological problems with regard to waste
water, solid waste, energy consumption, and recycling. The scenarios differed
on the level at which the ecological problems were to be solved (local author-
ities or single households) and the use of technological innovations (use of
high  technology  or  no  use of technology). The scenarios were given appealing
titles  such  as the 'intelligent house,' 'the people's solar house,' 'the block  of
flats,' 'the close  and low housing.' Each presented different alternative  pic-
tures of future community life.

In spring 1992, the Danish Board of Technology arranged eight scenario
workshops for four Danish cities in which citizens, politicians, experts and
investors participated. A total number  of 90 representatives from these  four
Danish towns participated, with great enthusiasm, in the project. In the first
four workshops, participants of the four cities shared the same background but
came from different cities. In each workshop, participants were either policy
makers, citizens, representatives from the energy, water, and waste authorities
or investors. In the four workshops held a few months later, the politicians,
technological experts, citizens and private sector members who participated in
each workshop came from the same city. In other words, the first four work-
shops were based on professional roles, the latter four workshops were based
on residence.
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TABLE  5.3 Four scenarios for sustainable urban living

Scenario 1 is based on information technology for the solutions to environmental
problems and individual solutions on a voluntary basis. Examples given were'
information-technology controlled heating and energy-efficient electrical domestic

appliances.'

In scenario 2, the role of technology is negligible in solving environmental prob-
lems and responsibility lies with individuals. The solutions presented in this sce-
nario are time consuming, such as individual composting of organic waste.

In scenario 3, the role of technology is crucial but mainly in outside dwellings and
residential areas. The solutions in this scenario come predominantly from local
authorities, in a centralized approach. Examples are low-temperature district
heating, recyclable materials, separate water-supply systems for drinking and non-
drinking quality.

The 4th scenario sees   a   key    role   for   technology,    in    particular,    for   cooperation
between local residents. There is a certain degree of local control. Examples in
daily life are presented, such as, jointly-operated advanced water purification,
waste and garden refuse composting in local, jointly operated, composting plants,
and the volunteer collection of recyclable material.

The objective of the project was to identify and clarify existing barriers to
solutions for local environmental problems. The scenario workshop was con-
cluded   with a public conference in January 1993 which was attended  by   200
people. At this conference, the outcomes of the eight scenario workshops were
discussed. During the conference, an action plan was presented and discussed.
According to the Danish organizers this plan would later be integrated into the
work of a new committee on Urban Ecology, which was established by the
Minister of Environment.
The project resulted in a number of interesting and new local initiatives and
debates in Danish towns. Moreover the project had a profound disseminating
impact. In Denmark, an information package for planning scenario workshops
in Danish cities was compiled (TeknologiNaevnet,   1992).

The Danish scenarios
The four Danish scenarios (Elle, 1992; Andersen et al., 1992) presented lively
descriptions of sustainable urban living in the year 2010.5 Sustainable urban
living focuses on the development and application of different approaches for
sustainable energy and water consumption, waste water and solid waste pro-

5 The four scenarios were written by Morten Elle (Technical University of Denmark) in
cooperation   with the Danish Board of Technology. Translations   of the scenario booklet
are now available in several European languages.
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duction and management, recycling, and daily living and housing. The central
questions in the scenarios were: c'

1 How are energy provision, water supply, and waste water and solid waste
management to be arranged in the near future? How should technology be
used to solve problems related to sustainable urban living? Will high
technology be used or will there be a focus on low technology solutions?

2 Who will take care of and be responsible for the solutions required for
sustainable urban living? Will solutions and activities mainly be found
undertaken by users and local residents; if not, will investment and inno-
vation by the private sector be the driving force, or will solutions be sought
by public authorities, in regulations and large infrastructures?

5.3     Phase  2: The international EC-scenario-workshop

Experiences with EC technology assessment have largely been confined to
expert research studies and participatory analysis with highly qualified experts.
Within the context of the Value II programme, for instance, an expert 'Think
Tank' group was set up to examine the requirements and tile structure of the
planned activities.
The objective of the European Awarenes Scenario Workshop (EASW), how-
ever, was to establish communication and participation between and within the
EC and societal groups at the local level, involving local residents, regional
entrepreneurs, local policy makers and technological experts. Thus far, the
scenario workshop was the first experiment to use more democratically
oriented technology assessment at a cross-national and European level.
For the international workshop, the text of the four Danish scenarios was
adapted slightly to a European context and translated into English. The main
questions for the scenario workshop were:

1 What are the visions of sustainable urban living in the coming decades in
different European cities? What are the similarities and differences?

2 Which (economic, political-organizational, technological, social and cul-
tural) barriers and problems can be identified with regard to realizing
sustainable urban living in the coming decades?

3 How can visions on sustainable urban living be translated into recommenda-
tions, initiatives and actions for local conlmunities (national governments)
and EC technology policy in particular?

6 The four scenarios were introduced using a reference scenario containing some data and
trends relevant to the subject. Each of the four scenarios gave a different answer to the
central questions and described a day in the life of a fictional Hansen family.
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Organization,   participants,   and   nionitors
In March 1993, an international group of twenty-four persons participated in a
two-day meeting  in a conference centre in Valkenburg, the Netherlands.  Par-
ticipants were invited as representatives  of  four role groups:   (1) a policy
group,    (2) a technological expert group,    (3) a residents group,    (4) a private
sectof group. Six people participated actively from each city: one local pol-
icy maker, two technological experts, two local residents and one local repre-
sentative from the private sector. Four cities in four European countries par-
ticipated     in the scenario workshop:     Ede (The Netherlands), Preston    (The
United Kingdom), Corfu (Greece), and Mulhouse (France).8
The project organization cooperated closely with the experts from the Danish
Board of Technology. In addition, several local contact persons, and
facilitators and monitors from the participating countries supported the organ-
ization  of the workshop  and the workshop process. Several EC officials  from
DG-XIII and an observer from STOA attended the workshop.

The workshop process and tools
A workshop process was designed by TNO-STB and Tilburg University in
cooperation with the organizers of DBT, to facilitate the communigation and
working process.9 This workshop process is described below (see Table 5.4).
After the opening of the workshop, the general outline of the scenarios was
presented. After this presentation, the Danish video 'Green up your town' was
shown  to the participants.
During the first plenary session, participants were prompted to ask questions
about those aspects of the scenarios which needed further clarification and to
identify the elements they supported in the scenarios, the points they wished to
criticize in the scenarios and the issues that were important but missing in the
scenarios. Assistants listed all the issues and comments made by the partici-
pants on flip charts.
After the opening session, most of the active work was done by the partici-
pants in three small group sessions. The outcomes of each small group session

7  A profile of participants was made for each of the groups: (1) The policy makers group
consisted of local policy makers, local politicians, town planners, representatives from
local administrative authorities with expertise on environment and planning. (2) The
Technological expert group consisted of technological experts, researchers or technical
consultants with expertise on energy and water supply, waste water and solid waste man-
agement, housing, and architecture or representatives from local energy, water or waste
authorities. (3) The residents group consisted of informed and qualified citizens and
residents from the town, possibly representatives from a local or regional movement,
active residents or members of a community group. (4) The private sector group con-
sisted of entrepeneurs of the local or regional business community in one of the following
sectors: environmental industry, contractors, housing development sector and investors.

8  The participating cities had approximately 100.000 inhabitants and experience with envi-
ronmental policies and programs.

9   No detailed account of the workshop process and outcomes can be presented in this chap-
ter. For a detailed account, see Bilderbeek, Mayer and Jacobs (1993).
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were presented to the other groups in plenary sessions. The group composi-
tions varied during the course of the workshop. Specific group assignments
were done in each of the three group sessions.
For the first assignment, the participants worked in role groups, which united
participants with the same background but from different cities. The partici-
pants were given the assignment to develop their own vision on sustainable
urban living from their role-group perspective, focusing on the points of criti-
cism, the elements which were supported and the elements identified as
missing during the morning session.
During the evening session on the first day, presentations were given by mem-
bers of the project organization on technology programmes and on 'user and
problem-oriented innovation.'
During the second group session, specific attention was given to the role of
technology as a solution to urban ecological problems. During this session, a
'brainwriting' procedure was used. The technological experts were given the
role of consultants and were divided equally over the three remaining grozips.
Some fifty to sixty ideas were presented, many of them practically feasible,
without any threshold for application.
After the presentation of the ideas developed by the working groups, the
participants reflected on the question whether they perceived increased
involvement and steering of users of technology as a solution to the
Collingridge dilemma. In addition to a discussion on the feasibility of the
technological solutions for sustainable urban living and the barriers to these
solutions, the participants agreed that more information and analysis of
technological solutions would be necessary. Moreover, questions were raised
about community funds and initiatives to identify environmental issues and
technical solutions at a local level.
As an important outcome of the discussion, the EC proposed to have the ideas
worked out in more detail and to provide this information to the local work-
shops in the follow-up project. Some recommendations were made,:o improve
the local workshops, for instance, by establishing a tutorial session on relevant
issues, to make more use of videos on the state of the art of water recycling /
management, etc. An important recommendation was that the less,)ns of the
initiatives on sustainability in the participating cities should be cohected and
disseminated effectively to other cities in Europe.
For the last group assignment, the participants worked in 'city groups' (par-
ticipants from the same city). The city groups' assignment was to develop an
outline of a negative scenario and a positive scenario for their city in the year
2010, to identify the elements of success and failure, and to develop programs
to   avoid the negative scenario and realize the positive scenario. Participants
appeared able to produce comprehensive analyses of their own city's situation
in terms of urban ecology. These results were considered useful as a starting
point for the local workshops.
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5.4     Evaluation  of the international scenario workshop

In general, the participants were very positive about the workshop and the
possibilities for using the method for local  workshops.'0 The Danish   scen-
arios and video were considered very useful for the international scenario
workshop on sustainable urban living. The scenarios helped focus the attention
of an international group of people, with very different perspectives, on a
common problem. The experiences with the workshop provided many sugges-
tions for modification and improvement of the working procedure. Suggestions
were made by the participants to broaden the scope of the scenarios to include
related issues such as transportation, construction, etc. Moreover, procedural
suggestions were made by the participants to develop a scenario video on
'Sustainable Urban Living  in the  Year  2010.'
The scenario workshop enhanced the prospective thinking of the participants
about technology, society, and the environment. In particular, the last city
session strengthened the ability of the participants to develop an initial frame-
work of different scenarios for their own city.
Although the immediate effects of the scenario workshop project were limited,
the most important effect was the initiating of a process of information
exchange between the cities. The participants indicated that they had learned in
various respects about the problems and solutions of other cities and identified
many similarities and differences between the cities. The need was expressed
to exchange more information between various local groups and European
cities on technology and other solutions for urban ecological problems.    The
objective of developing new ideas for the EC as well as for the local commu-
nities had only partially been realized.
In the group sessions, the participants developed extensive summaries of their
own visions on sustainable urban living in the next decades, ideas and needs
for new technology and the relation between (technological) solutions to urban
ecological problems and the social, political, and economic context. The par-
ticipants also listed a number of interesting themes for new scenario workshop
projects such as information technology, transportation, high technology, and
society. In addition, the participants indicated that they wanted to know more
about the EC technology programs in general and that they preferred deeper
analysis of tile ideas that were put forward by the groups during the work-
shop.  A list of activities was developed on how the EC could support the local
scenario-workshops.
The participants indicated that they had developed a number of ideas for their
own communities, both at the practical level of developing new technological

10 The scenario workshop was evaluated by the project team in cooperation with the
national monitors and observers. For this purpose, an evaluation questionnaire was
handed out to the participants. Detailed results of the Evaluation have been published
in Bilderbeek R., Mayer, 1., and Jacobs, D. (1992). See also Interfaces Project Sum-
maries 1992-1994.
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or other solutions to environmental problems and at the methodological level
of using the scenario workshop as a tool of communication, participation and
network building.

5.5    The role of DG-XIII

Although the objectives of the international scenario workshop were in them-
selves ambitious, the project team and the EC commissioners of the project
realized during the development process that the awareness-generating effects
and the relevance   for   the EC would be largely dependent  on the follow   up.
The test case had proven that the idea of the scenario workshop and the tools
which were needed worked not only  in a national setting (Denmark),  but  were
also feasible in an international context and could be used in various European
cities. It still had to be tested, however, whether the scenario workshop was
also feasible and useful when organized at a local level.
Moreover, the test phase had shown that the 'immediate' translation Of the
ideas and information into action was problematic. Little  or no impact  at  a
local level could be expected from the international scenario-workshop in
Valkenburg.
The (steadily growing) commitment of the DG-XIII to the project became
clear in the continuation of the scenario workshop concept. DG-XIII financed
the further development of the methodology, the dissemination of public rela-
tions for the method, for instance, by covering travel expenses for external
monitors, and (financially) supported the implementation of the workshop in
the cities. Commitment with regard to proposed initiatives to solve environ-
mental problems or develop or implement local environmental programs were
not supported. However, this type of support would have to come from a
network of European cities or other Directorates General.
DG-XIII gradually realized that continuation of the project would require the
establishment of liaisons with other Directorates and already existing networks
of European cities which were concerned with the local environment.
In the DG-XIII perspective, the objectives of the Value program would be
realized when the ideas of early participation in technological development
through participatory methods  such as scenario workshops were disseminated.
DG-XIII continued to emphasize and explain its position as a developer and
supporter of new methods of facilitating participation. Its objective was to
promote and dissiminate these methods, and to implement the methods into
networks possessing the knowledge and resources to provide solutions to the
existing problems. DG-XIII  did  not  plan to solve the problems  in the local
environment itself.
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5.6     Phase 4: Dissemination  of the scenario-workshop and networking

After the Valkenburg workshop, the participating cities took the initiative to
organize similar scenario workshops within their own cities. The workshop
format was improved on the basis of the outcomes, experiences, and evalu-
ation of the international workshop in Valkenburg.
The EC supported the organization of the local workshops and, in this way,
established new lines of communication with and between local communities
on technology and environment. These local workshops were held from April
to May  1994.
The workshops in the four cities generally used the scenario workshop pro-
gram as described in Table  5.4.  In  all four cities, participants were selected  on
the basis Of the defined criteria from the informal network of people around
the local organizer. In all four cities, the result was a list of ideas for solving
local environmental problems and the start of an action plan to further explore
and implement these ideas. Moreover, the role of technology in solving envi-
ronmental problems was discussed during the workshops. Cultural differences
between the countries made local adaptations of the agenda to Southern Euro-
pean customs necessary.

In Corfou, the problems discussed were coloured by environmental problems
resulting from local tourism. Moreover, the program was not followed strictly
and the participation of local entrepeneurs was low. The workshop, however,
was given a great deal of public attention and prompted fierce political debate.
The organizers of the local scenario workshop were interviewed on national
television.
In Ede, the program was strictly followed. No problems occurred with regard
to the level of participation. A press release was given and a small number of
press items subsequently appeared in Ede. The workshop participants paid in
particular attention to a new housing area which was planned within the city.
Possible solutions to local environmental problems were discussed with refer-

ence to this new housing project. One technological innovation for solving
water problems, which was discussed during the workshop was the use of a
water system using separate pipes for drinking water and for non-drinkable
water (for toilets, for example). In 1996, Ede was the first city in the Nether-
lands to actually decide to use this two-pipe water system in a new housing
area.

Mulhouse was well known in France as a front runner city in the field of local
environmental activity. Not surprisingly, the discussions were rich and in-
teresting but many participants indicated that the outcomes were no revelation.
Participants and organizers in France had the greatest difficulties in following
the rather rigid scenario workshop procedure. Moreover, the level of partici-
pation fell short.
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The scenario workshop in Preston encountered few problems. Participation, in
particular of labour and conservative local politicians, was high and the
discussions were lively.
Gradually, the scenario workshop project was considered by DG-XIII to be
one of the main activities within the Value II Interface III programme (Ctf.
Interfaces Project summaries 1992-1994:4). The method was gradually dissem-
inated to other interested cities. Monitors from cities in Norway and Austria
attended the selected workshops.

Networking
At the same time, relations were established with Directorate General XI (En-
vironment), with the International Institute for the Urban Environment (IIUE)
and with the Council of European Regions and Municipalities (CEMR). Prior
to 1994, DG-XI had not been aware of the scenario workshop project being
done by DG-XIII. From 1994 onwards, the scenario-workshop was rigorously
boosted by DG-XIII and subsequently adopted  by  DG-XI.
In the view of DG-XI the scenario workshop was suited to the Sustainable
Cities Campaign and the Local Environmental Charter (LEC). The Local En-
vironmental Charter (LEC) consisted of Twenty European cities and was
coordinated   by the International Institute   for the Urban Environment   (IIUE).
The LEC was an indirect result of the Rio summit on the global environment
which had taken place  in  1992.
In Chapter 28 of Agenda 21 of the Rio summit, a key role was identified for
local authorities, who were called upon to adopt their own local Agenda 21 in
1996. Agenda 21, therefore, called for involvement of local groups in the
areas of business, volunteer work and community services in the development
of local environmental action plans. This was to be done by organizing meet-
ings and round tables in the local communities. The issue of how to organize
round tables had already been raised in this context. It was recognized that
cultural differences between countries such as the differences between North-
ern and Southern European countries,  had to be considered.
The IIUE and DG-XI gradually adopted the scenario workshop as an alterna-
tive to the round table discussions. The IIUE asked its member cities whether
they were willing to organize European scenario workshops. In 1996, there-
fore, many other cities in Europe such as Lavrion (Gr.), Kuopio (Fi) and
Visby (Swe) followed the scenario workshop procedure for developing local
environmental action plans.
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TABLE 5.4 Program of the Scenario Workshop (Manual DG XIII)

TIME DAY 1 TIME DAY 2

9.00 Official opening 9.00 Presentation of 2nd day work-

shop programme.

9.20 Introduction to the workshop 9.30 Theme group session [snow-

cards] 'How to meet the Chal-
lenges facing a sustainable
[city]?' Theme groups: Water;
Solid waste; Energy; Living.

10.00 Video 'Green up your Town' 11.00       Selecting  the  top 5 ideas  (Pos-
ter session)

10.25    Presentation by city representative: 11.30 Coffee break

current state of affairs & future plans

10.50 Role group session [Double interview 12.10 Plenary session

and backcasting] 'What is your vision
on sustainability in [city] 2010?' (Role
groups: Citizens, policy makers,
Technologists, Private sector'

12.30 Lunch 12.30 Lunch

14.00 Role group session (Continued) Com- Ranking committee meeting:
pare your vision with two scenarios, national monitor, facilitator,
using a checklist. chairpersons

15.30 Tea break 14.00 Plenary session: Presentation

of ranking results by
facilitator, Presentation of top
5 ideas by developers

15.40 Preparation of a presentation on 14.45 Tea break

'An improved vision on sustainability
in [city] in 2010'

17.00 Plenary session: 15.00 Plenary session: Are the ideas

Role group presentations feasible? What are the possi-
bilities, conditions, obstacles,
constraints? Towards an action
plan.

18.00 Plenary discussion:'clarifying, suppor- 16.30 Evaluation: Preparation of a
ting and critizing presentations' presentation on workshop

results

19.00 Dinner, informal evening 17.00 Presentation for the local

authorities and the public

20.00 Meeting of national monitor, 17.30    Closing and informal drink

facilitator, group chairpersons
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Dissemination of the scenario workshop method
The value placed on the scenario-workshop project, and its increasing budgets,
were legitimized by DG-XIII in various manners. First, DG-XIII referred to
the large number of people (roughly estimated at one thousand) throughout
Europe that had been involved in the development or operation of the seen-
ario-workshop. These included the inividuals involved in the training of exter-
nal monitors and organizers of scenario workshops in most of the European
countries from Sweden to Spain but also the local participants in the European
cities. DG-XIII presented and promoted the scenario workshop method at rel-
evant conferences on Technology Assessment or on Sustainable Cities, among
others, the sustainable cities conferences in Aalborg and in Venice.
Several Value II program-conferences with participants from the cities, experts
and, officials, and experts from the EC were organized at which the scenario-
workshop method, and the results, of the international and local workshops
were discussed. Dissemination by DG-XIII was also envisioned in the form of
the organization of scenario workshops on other subjects, for instance, by
commissioning the development of new scenarios on transport, housing, infor-
mation technology, etc. (Andersen, 1995).
In 1996, a new project was initiated to develop and implement a scenario
workshop on information technology (Andersen, 1995). Moreover, the seen-
ario-workshop concept became a motivation for DG-XIII to establish and
further develop network relations with representatives of organizations
throughout Europe which were involved in either participatory technology
assessment or the subject of the workshops.

5.7 Evaluation results

5.1.1      General  evaluation  of the  scenario  workshop  method in  six  cities

A   total   of 119 participants   in   tile six workshops -Ede, Mulhouse, Corfou,
Preston, Breda and St. Leonard am Frost- filled out the evaluation question-
naires in the period April 1994 (Ede) to April 1996 (St. Leonard am Frost).
Of these respondents, 104 were active participants. The remaining fifteen
respondents included monitors and chairpersons of the various sessions in the
workshop.

Based on the frequencies of the reponses portrayed in Tables 5.5 and 5.6, the
general conclusion is that the scenario-workshop on Sustainable Urban Living
in the Coming Decades proved highly feasible and useful in all six cities.
A large majority  (89%)  of the 119 participants supported the objectives  of the
scenario workshop project. About  95 %  of the respondents qualified  the  scen-
ario   workshop as 'interesting' and about 80% qualified   it as 'educational,'
'important,' and 'useful.' Despite   the   fact   that the scenarios were Danish,
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about  81 %  of the respondents indicated  that the scenarios were interesting  and
useful for the workshop.

TABLE 5.5 Results  of the evaluation questionnaires  on the scenario-work-
shops

ITEM TOTAL IN %'   1       2      3       4 5 (N = 119)

1.      Objectives of Important 39.8 38.9 17.6 3.7 - Unimpor-
Sc. workshop tant

for city  were..

2. Opportunities Sufficient 62.5 23.2 8.9 3.6 1.8 Insufficient

to express
ideas were..

3. Participants Representative 23.9 33.3 23.1 15.4 4.3 Unrepresent
were.. ative

4. Workshop Interesting 55.8 38.9 5.3 - -       Uninteres-

was.. ting

5. Workshop Educational 34.7 48.4 14.7 1.1 1.1 N. educa-

was. tional

6.  Workshop was Important 37.9 36.8 23.2 2.1 -
N.   impor-

tant

7.  Workshop was Useful 41.1 38.9 20.0   - - Useless

8. Main subjects In depth 15.8 44.2 25.3 14.7 -
Superfi-

were cially
discussed..

9. Technology In depth 5.4 29.0 38.7 23.7 3.2 Superfi-

was cially

discussed.

10. Programs In depth 7.5 28.0 33.3 26.9 4.3 Superfi-

were discus- cially
sed..

11. Scenarios Interesting 37.1 43.8 13.5 5.6 - Uninteres-

were.. ting

12. Scenarios Useful 31.1 34.4 27.8 4.4 2.2 Useless

were

13. Scenarios Relevant for 10.9 25.0 32.8 17.2 14.1 Irrelevant

were.. city

14. Assignments Useful 39.3 39.3 13.1 6.5 1.9 Useless

were..

* Percentages of respondents which (strongly) (dis-)agreed.

Seventy-nine per cent of the respondents of the six workshops found the group
assignments useful. Much lower levels of general agreement were found with
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respect to the quality Of the discussions and the relevance of the scenarios for
the various cities. Only 35 %   of the respondents agreed that technology  and
local action on environmental problems were discussed in depth  and that the
scenarios were relevant for the city.
The evaluation of the outcomes of the workshop showed a relatively low level
of agreement between the cities (see Table 5.6). In general, the outcomes of
the scenario workshop were considered important and useful for the six cities.
However, the outcomes were not considered as particularly innovative.
The quality of the results of the scenario workshops differed considerably
between the cities (see Table 5.6). Whereas the outcomes were found   to   be
relatively novel in Ede and Corfou, in the other cities they were not. The
cities of Mulhouse and Breda generally saw relatively little use for the out-
comes   of the workshop. Participants of these cities gained relatively little
insight into the use of technology and the future of the local ecology.
Participants did not gain as much new awareness regarding ideas for solutions
and programs as they did in the other cities. This may be partially the result of
lower participation in Mulhouse, and a shortened workshop program in Breda.
In addition, both cities are forerunners in their respective countries with
regard to local environmental action plans.

5.7.2      Differences  between  the  cities  and  the  role  groups

Tables 5.7 and 5.8 present the detailed results of the evaluation questionnaires
for the different cities    and the various role groups    in the workshop.     The
results are based on a factor analysis of the items included in the questionnaire
on the process, the tools and the outcomes of the scenario-workshop (see
Table 5.7). The results can be interpreted as follows.
The four role groups of the workshop, citizens, policy makers, technologists
and private sector representatives, exhibited a marked difference of opinion on
six of the factors which referred to the scenario workshop objectives,  the  out-
comes, the assignments, the workshop process and heightened awareness (see
Table  5.8).
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TABLE 5.6 Outcomes  of the scenario workshop

LABEL\ CITY E (%) C (%) M (%) P (%)   B (%) S (%) ToT

1.      Outcomes of 42.1 47.4 10 33.3 12 22.2 28.5

scenario-workshop
are novel

2.  Outcomes of            90 68.4 44.4 71.4 62.5 94.5 73.8

scenario-workshop
are important

3.     Outcomes are useful 68.4 88.2 40.0 66.7 44 88.2 66.1

for city
4. More insight into use   70        40         20 61.9 20.8 75.2 48.1

of technology

5. More insight  into               60 64.3 27.3 76.2     40 66.7 56.9

future local
environment

6.  New awareness ideas   55       60 45.5 57.1 28 50 48.2
and opinions

7. Expect local use of 84.3 78.6 63.6     55     88 94.8 78.7

outcomes

8.  Recommend work- 68.4 62.5          60             60          84 73.7 69.7

shop to other cities

N= 119               20     20      11      21     25     22

Numbers indicate sum of percentages of respondents who  (strongly) agreed.
Cities: E=Ede (NL); C=Corfou (Gr): M=Mulhouse (Fr); P=Preston (UK); B-Breda (NL);
S = Sankt  Leonard  am  Frost  (Au)

Policy makers and technologists supported the objectives of the workshops
considerably  less than citizens and private sector representatives. In general,
policy makers did value the quality of the outcomes, the assignments, and the
gaining of more insight and awareness on local environmental solutions sig-
nificantly less than the other groups did, in particular, the citizens. On most
aspects, satisfaction with the workshop and effects was greatest among the
citizen participants and least among policy makers.
Significant differences in the valuation of the workshop in the various cities
are  manifold (see Table  5.7).

The one-day workshop in Breda and the Mulhouse workshop (with only eleven
participants) showed the lowest valuations on several aspects such as the qual-
ity of the discussions, participants selection, the increase in the awareness of
new ideas, the quality of the discussions, and the quality of the outcomes. The
City of Ede produced the highest overall evaluations.
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TABLE 5.7 Anova Variance between scenario workshops  in six cities

Var. Label E C M P B S F. Sign
City:

1 Fact5 Quality of 2.4 2.7 2.6 3.0 3.4 na 7.3    .00

(a=.78) discussions (.55) (.59) (.65) (.8) (.58)

(Topics discus-
sedin depth)

2 Fact8 Quality contri- 1.7 1.8 2.0 1.9 2.4 na 5.6   .00

(a=.65) butions of (.45) (.56) (.40) (.52) (.53)

participants

3 Fact7 Right partici- 2.0 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.7 2.7 5.4   .00

(a =. 56) pants (.57) (.37) (.31) (.65) (.39) (.53)

4 Fact2 Awareness on 3.7 3.6 2.9 3.8 3.0 3.9 5.3   .00

(a=.64) technology and (.58) (.85) (1.06) (.78) (.72) (.61)
local environ-
mental soluti-
ons

5 V68 Expect local 4.1 4.1 3.6 3.5 4.1 4.7 5.2   .00
use of out- (.62) (.73) (.81) (1.1) (.57) (.6)

comes

6 Fact 1 Quality of 2.2 2.1 2.8 2.3 2.6 1.9 4.1 .002

(a=.67) outcome (.57) (.55) (.54) (.7) (.59) (1.2)

7 Fact12 Quality of 1.6 1.6 2.2 2.1 na 1.6 3.8 .004

(a=.77) plenary session (.47) (.41) (.44) (.83) (.49)

8 Fact3 Satisfaction 1.4 2.2 1.8 1.6 2.0 na 3.1 .012

(a=.78) with workshop (.37) (.88) (.51) (.57) (.5)

process

9 Fact13 Quality of 1.6 1.7. 2.2 2.0 2.1 1.6 2.5 .033

(a=.77) objectives (.54) (.59) (.69) (.68) (.8) (.58)

10 Fact6 Quality of dis- 2.0 1.6 2.0 2.3 1.9 1.7 2.4 .043

(a=.76) cussion during (.75) (.77) (.6) (.54) (.74) (.56)

plenary session

11   Fact 11 Quality of 1.7 1.4 2.0 1.9 na 1.7 1.9 n.s

(a=.77) group sessions (.64) (.42) (.76) (.84) (.48)

12 Fact4 Satisfaction 1.7 1.7 2.0 1.8 2.1 na 1.8 n.s

(a=.82) with workshop (.67) (.85) (.65) (.68) (.74)
outcome

13 Fact10 Quality of 1.9 2.4 2.2 2.0 2.1 1.7 .75 n.s

(a=.63) assignments (.67) (.95) (.63) (.67) (.79) (.59)

14 Fact9 Quality of 1.8 1.9 1.9 2.2 2.2 na .63 n.s

(a=.76) scenarios (.56) (.85) (.63) (1.0) (.72)

15 V37 Quality of 1.5 1.2 1.7 1.5 1.4 1.4 .63 n.s

facilitator (.61) (.56) (.48) (.69) (.49) (.75)

N = 119                         20               20              11                 21              25              22               n.a

Figures indicate means and standard deviations. Scale   1-5:  Very  good = 1;  Very  bad =5.
* = inverted scale: Min=1;Max=5; CitieS: E=Ede (NL); C=Corfou (Gr); M=Mulhouse (Fr);
P=Preston (UK); B=Breda (NL); S=Sankt Leonard am Frost (Au).
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TABLE 5.8 Anova variance scenario workshops  for  four role group

VAR. LABEL ROLE   C     P     T R F         SIGN.

1 Fact13 Quality of objectives 1.51 2.17 1.98 1.63 5.7 .001

(a=.77) (.60) (.76) (.72) (.45)
2 Factl Quality of outcomes 2.03 2.54 2.4 2.08 5.2 .002

(a =.67) (.61) (.58) (.70) (.43)
3    Fact 10 Quality of 1.71 2.33 2.25 1.81 4.7 .004

(a =.63) assignments (.62) (.67) (.82) (.84)
4 Fact3 Satisfaction with workshop 1.47 1.87 2.01 1.55 4.1 .008

(a =.78) process (.55) (.52) (.67) (.52)
5 Fact2 Awareness on technology 3.83 3.25 3.35 3.71 3.8 .014

(a =.64) and local environmental (.94) (.80) (.73) (.67)
solutions'

6 Fact4 Satisfaction with outcomes 1.54 2.0 2.08 1.53 3.3 .023

(a =.82) workshop (.56) (.81) (.81) (.64)
7 Fact5 Quality of discussion 2.71 2.95 3.16 2.7 1.7 n.s

(a =.78) (.77) (.69) (. 70)         (. 84)

8    Fact 11 Quality of group sessions 1.48 2.07 1.68 1.63 1.5 n.s

(a=.77) (.63) (.82) (.64) (.42)
9 Fact9 Quality of scenarios 1.86 2.16 1.98 1.74 1.4 n.s

(a=.76) (65) (.9) (.70) (.53)

10 Fact7 Right participants 2.28 2.59 2.37 2.69 1.4 n s

(a=.56) (.53) (.55) (.53) (.50)
11 Fact12 Quality of plenary session 1.49 1.78 1.86 1.85 1.4 n.s

(a=.77) (.50) (.56) (.57) (.78)
12 V37 Quality of facilitator 1.3 1.43 1.54 1.65 13 n.s

(.47) (.57) (.78) (.70)
13 Fact6 Quality of discussion 1.77 2.07 1.83 1.9 1.2 n.s

(a = .76) (63) (.8) (.78) (.66)

14 Fact8 Contributions by partici- 1.83 2.15 2.0 1.93 1.2 n.s

(a=.65) pants good (.55) (.61) (.58) (.58)
15 V68 Expect local use of out- 4.17 3.89 4.13 4.06 .65 n.s

comes' (.76) (.93) (.68) (.83)
N=104    31 30 24 19 n.a n.a

Figures indicate means and standard deviations. Scale  1-5:  Very  good = 1;  Very bad =5
'   = inverted scale:  Min= l;  Max =5. Role groups;   C = Citizen;  P = Policy makers;   R =
Private sector; T = Technologists.

5.8      Relevance  of the scenario workshop for DG-XIII

As Table 5.2 indicates, the scenario workshop project was in general a slow
process. The relatively large scale, in terms of budgets, project organization,
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and the other aspects, was not predesigned at the onset. Each phase followed
the previous phase like a snowball rolling down a mountain. Budgets were
continuously augmented  and the number of people involved grew steadily.   All
in all, the European character of the project did not contribute to the efficiency
of the project. Important steps and desired products, such as the development
of a self-training manual for organizers of scenario workshops; took a great
deal of time, sometimes years: the completion of the manual and the video
took well over a year.
The European Awareness Scenario Workshop project was, of course, a
remarkable initiative. The 'far and away' technocratic EC machinery came 'to
town' to support local democracy. In this sense, the DG-XIII 'snowball' was a
landmark project.
Throughout the project, the DG-XIII emphasis with respect to the scenario
workshop was on the process and the method and not to such a great degree
on the outcomes of the workshops. Paradoxically, the issue of the workshop
'sustainable urban living' was 'adopted' by DG-XIII, because DG-XIII was
interested in experimenting with the Danish scenario workshops, not because
local environmental problems were considered a problem which required thor-
ough analysis.
In addition, during most of the scenario-workshop 'technology' did not play a
key role. Many solutions to local environmental problems were sought in
social or political organization or changing behaviour.

After the scenario-workshop had proven feasible in a European context, DG-
XIII was in need of a problem context which matched the available solution
the scenario workshop. The scenario workshop was advertised to other exist-
ing networks, such as the International Institute for the Urban Environment,
which were concerned with the problem of local environments but lacked the
necessary instruments and tools to establish local participation.
From a learning perspective, however, the project was quite successful. To a
marked degree, participants indicated their satisfaction with the scenario
workshop and were relatively positive about the usefulness of the outcomes. In
a number of cities, the workshop contributed to better mutual understanding
between the four parties and had a positive, though minor and diffuse impact
on local environmental activities. Moreover, the scenario workshop was
effective with regard to an increasing understanding of the concept of
participation itself in many countries and cities. The scenario workshop was an
eye-opener for many people involved on how a structured participatory
meeting could be arranged. Most importantly, the scenario workshop project
showed DG-XIII how to arrange participatory technology assessment at a
European level. The learning effect had three main results.

1. Methodological diversification: DG-XIII greatly increased its practical
insights into participatory methods. DG-XIII (and later DG-XII) initiated
further exploration of participatory methods other than the scenario work-
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shop (Andersen, 1995). Particular attention was focussed on the possibil-
ity of organizing consensensus conferences on a European scale (Joss,
1995) and on using group decision support systems in combination with
scenario workshops.

2.   Diversification to other problem areas: DG-XIII explored the application
of scenario workshops in other fields of technological concern, such as
information technology. The experiences and insights gained  from  the
scenario workshop project on Sustainable Urban Living were used to
design a similar project organization for scenario workshops on other
topics. This project organization included the feasibility study and identi-
fication of themes, the organization of an expert workshop, the develop-
ment of a scenario workshop concept, the dissemination of the workshop,
and the development of a ready-to-use package and training facilities.

3. Network diversification: DG-XIII firmly established new institutional
relations with relevant organizations throughout Europe. DG-XIII ident-
ified new actors, involved new actors within the project, and established
new relations with DG-XI and DG-XII, networks of European cities,
technology assessment institutes  in many European countries,  and  with
European experts on policy analysis, technology assessment, and the
environment, as well as others.

In conclusion, the European Awareness Scenario Workshop project (EASW)
on Sustainable Urban Living proved that non-expert participants such as Euro-
pean residents are able and can be motivated to work on policy analysis in an
international environment. The international scenario workshop in Valkenburg
indicated that methods for participatory policy analysis can be used with par-
ticipants from various European countries.
At various levels, within the EC structure and local administrations in Euro-
pean cities, there is need for new approaches to technology assessment and
policy analysis, for instance, with regard to 'futuring' and public participation.
The objective of exploring and developing new methods for consultation of the
general public and separate societal groups was part of the Value II program
and the third activity of the fourth framework program. As was described in
this Chapter, participatory scenario workshops have been explored in the past
five years by DG-XIII as one of a number of new participatory technology
assessment methods. The scenario workshop project contributed to the grow-
ing interest of DG-XIII and other Directorates Generals such as DG-XII for
other participatory methods   such as consensus conferences (Hertog   et   al.,
1996).

The experiences with the scenario workshop also illustrated that cross-national
technology assessment experiments can enhance the diffusion of new methodo-
logical approaches for policy analysis, for instance, from countries with a
more established technology assessment tradition such as Denmark to other
countries such as France and Greece which have less experience with (partici-
patory) technology assessment.
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The internationalization of participatory policy analysis creates a learning
environment for participants from different countries. In the scenario work-
shop, the cities became examples for each other. The similarities and diffe-
rences between the cities, and the different stages of development the cities
were in with regard to the use of technology for solving urban environmental
problems greatly enhanced the insight and awareness of participants on tech-
nology and ecological problems. This was indicated by the general, positive
evaluations of the workshops  in the various countries.
The awareness generating effects largely depended on the context and follow-
up phases. A scenario workshop should not be a stand alone strategy but
should be a stage in a wider process of awareness generation through the
stimulation of public debate and policy and decision-making support.

The scenario-workshop constituted a worthwhile learning experience for the
EC in efforts to organize more democratic and participatory technology assess-
ment projects. The EC can play a facilitating role in the organization of public
debates throughout the European community, thereby increasing democracy in
Europe.



6.      Evaluation  of a consensus
conference on genetics research:
Background and research design

INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter, a European pilot project was presented which
involved the design of a scenario workshop for participatory policy analysis.
In the subsequent Chapters 6 to 10 of this book, the experimental design and
results of an evaluation study of a consensus conference are presented (see
Chapter  4).1
Following the introduction of the Danish consensus conferences model in the
Netherlands in 1993 (through a conference on transgenic animals),2 a second
conference of this type was held from 17-19 February, 1995. The main ques-
tion for this second conference was: 'Predictive human genetics: Where will it
lead us?: In contrast to the first conference, which was organized by the
Rathenau Institute (formerly the Netherlands Organization for Technology
Assessment, NOTA), the consensus conference on human genetics research
was the first activity initiated by the Dutch Platform for Science and Ethics
(Platform  Wetenschap  en  Ethiek), an official forum for organizing debates on
science and technology.
Following the Danish model of a consensus conference quite closely (see
Chapter 4), various groups of participants -lay people, scientific experts,
policy makers, stakeholders and the general public- discussed and analysed
the implications of current and future knowledge with regard to gene-technol-
ogy on medical science and Dutch society at large. In short, the rather wide
domain of specific subjects which were addressed could best be labelled as
'predictive human genetics' and included issues such as genetic screening of
the population, genetic testing of clients, patients or unborn children for gen-
etic disorders or diseases, and the societal and ethical consequences of increas-
ing knowledge on the human genome, for instance, in the case of insurance
contracts. The facts, the developments, and controversies with regard to pre-

1  Chapter 6 to 10 of this book are largely based on a report of the evaluation study com-
missioned by the Platform on Science and Ethics. For a full account of the results and
questionnaires: see Mayer. de Vries & Geurts, 1995.

2  Feenstra et al. (1994).
3    In fact,  both the first and the second consensus conference were called 'public debate.'  In

this study, we will only use the internationally current 'consensus conference' concept
when we refer to the model or process. We do not necessarily claim that the main objec-
tive of the conference is to develop consensus.
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dictive human genetics will not be discussed here.4 For practical reasons, I
will refer to the subject of the conference simply as 'human genetics research
(HGR).'    In this chapter, the background   of the consensus conference    on
Human Genetics Research is introduced. Subsequently, the arrangement or
framework within which the conference was organized is set out. Finally, the
research question addressed in this study is introduced. The evaluation study is
an inquiry into the relation between the consensus conference and the forming
of opinions with regard to human genetics research by various groups of
participants.

6.1 The organizational framework

In 1994, the Platform for Science and Ethics was initiated for a period of three
years by seven ministries, but primarily by the Minister of Science. The
founding of the platform was requested by the Dutch parliament as an outcome
of a political debate running from 1987-1994 on the desirability of an institu-
tional framework for discussions on ethical aspects of research. One of the
instruments for creating such a framework would be 'a national platform for
deliberation between science, politics, and societal groups (..) about the inter-
face between research and society and to coordinate ongoing ethical
discussions  and to stimulate activities in other sectors'.5 The objective  of  the
Platform, therefore was 'to set the agenda for comprehensive issues and to
initiate debate  on a number of these issues. ,6

The platform is located at and has close connections with the Dutch Technol-
ogy Assessment Organization 'Rathenau' (formerly the Netherlands Office of
Technology  Assessment).  The core group (Kerngroep) of the Platform consists
of a broad representation of people from organizations such as the Rathenau
Institute, the National Health Council, the Sectoral Councils, the Royal Dutch
Academy of Sciences   (KNAW), and other representatives   from such areas   as
the media or public administration. In addition, the Platform has a coordinator
who  acts as executive secretary   of this group. The activities initiated   by   the
Platform are executed in close cooperation with professional or stakeholder
organizations within the relevant field of activity.

The executive responsibility for organizing the conference on human genetics
research was given to the coordinator of the Platform. The Institute for Stra-
tegic Consumer Research (SWOKA) handled the formal organizational aspects

4  It is important to stress that the present study concerns an evaluation study of a consensus
conference and is not intended as a survey of public opinions on human genetics
research. For information on human genetics research, we refer to other publications
such as those composed for the conference by the Platform.

5  Letter from the Minister of Science to the chairman of the board of NOTA. July 10,
1992.

6    Pluriformiteit en Samenhang  II:5.
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and the Foundation for Public Information on Science and Technology (PWT)
managed public relations, in particular, the contacts with the media.
The project was supported by a project steering committee (Begeleidings-
commissie) consisting of thirteen experts in the field including a geneticist, a
clinical psychologist, a media expert, a number of medical ethicists, represen-
tatives of patient organizations, the insurance sector, and employer and labour
organizations.
During the initial phase of preparation, it became apparent that several
organizations were planning other activities on human genetics research. Close
cooperation was, therefore, sought with organizations such as the Dutch Coop-
erative Association of Parents and Patient Organizations (VSOP), the National
Association of Gender and Technology, TNO Prevention and Health Section,
the Royal Dutch Academy of Sciences   (KNAW), the Federation of Dutch
Councils of the Disabled (GR), the Dutch Patient and Consumer Federation
(NP/CF).

Definition of a public debate
In 1994, the Platform commenced its first activity, a public debate on human
genetics research. In recent years, human genetics research has been the sub-
ject of technology assessment in many countries such as Denmark (consensus
conference on Human Genome Mapping in 1989 and on Gene- therapy in
1995), the UK (Nuffield Report, 1993), and the United States (Office of Tech-
nology Assessment report on Genetic Screening for Cystic Fibrosis, 1992).
According to these and other reports, an increase in knowledge about the
human genome through increased international research such as within the
framework of HUGO (International Human Genome Organization) and the
availability of genetic tests is expected. Human genetics research was selected
as a topic for the consensus conference for several reasons. Short-term and
long-term political and societal considerations of human genetics research were
anticipated. In the Netherlands, legislative changes on genetic screening were
forseen in 1994: the Health Council had started issuing advice on the condi-
tions for screening, and a gentleman's agreement between the insurance sector
and government about a moratorium on the use of genetic information for
insurance contracts was about to expire.

The Platform on Science and Ethics draws a distinction between societal
debate and public debate. A 'debate' is defined as

The sum of activities aimed at developing and clarifying the formation of opinions
and judgments with regard to normative aspects of the interaction between
science, technology, and Society.7

7    Pluriformiteit en Samenhang  I: 13.
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Societal debate. in a broad sense, does not have to take place interactively.
face to face, or simultaneously. In short, it incorporates all activities, planned
or spontaneous, which reflect opinion forming in society on a scientific-ethical
issue.
A public debate, however, assumes aspects of face-to-face interactions in
organized meetings such as conferences and workshops. 'Public' refers to the
open character, which means that participation must in principle be open to all
who are interested. Viewed in this fashion, the public debate is an instrument
for arranging, stimulating, and influencing the societal debate. The platform
distinguishes various types of debate, depending on whether the specific issues
has to be identified (orientation debate), whether discussion has to be started
(initiating debate), or whether discussions on issues have already started  in
limited circles but need to be broadened (public debate).
The public debate activities of the Platform with regard to human genetics
research involved five workshops in addition to the consensus conference.
From 4 October 1994 to 14 January 1995, five workshops were held on more
restricted themes with regard to human genetics research.8 The workshops
were a preparation for the public debate. They differed from the conference in
that the number of participants was smaller, the scope of the subject was more
restricted and they primarily addressed experts and informed stakeholders.
The objectives the public debate on human genetics research wereg:

1 to involve a broad public, to provide public information, and to stimulate
awareness building and opinion forming with regard to questions of Human
Genetics Research,

2 to be a location for the exchange and broadening of contacts between citi-
zens,   scientists, and societal institutions.

3  to use the results of the debate as possible starting points for future govern-
ment  policy.

The evaluation study presented below was commissioned by and conducted for
the Platform of Science and Ethics.

8 Workshops were held on: (1) Societal aspects of gene therapy (October 4, 1994); (2)
Future scenarios in pre-implant and prenatal diagnostics (November 12, 1994); (3) Hu-
man genetics research and multi-factorial disorders (November 14, 1994). (4) Genetic
information and employment and insurance contracts (December 21, 1994). (5) Genetic
research: orientation and opinion forming (January 14, 1995). See for a summary of the
workshops: Platform for Science and Ethics. Societal debate, Predictive Human Genetics,
Workshop minutes. Working document. (February, 1995). The results of the workshops
are not a subject of this study and will not be discussed.

9  Platform for Science and Ethics. Societal Debate, Workshop minutes (February, 1995).
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6.2 Research question and overview of the research design

In the following sections of this chapter, the research questions, the research
design, the data collection and the validity of the instrument are presented.
The research design is a quasi-experimental pre-tesUpost-test design in which
six different panels (N = 261) participated (Cook & Campbell, 1979;
Campbell & Stanley, 1966).
The main research question was: What effect did the consensus conference
'Predictive Human Genetics, Were Will It Lead Us?' have on the values, atti-
tudes, and knowledge of the participants in the lay panel, the expert panel and
in the audience? This research question corresponds with the research question
2c presented in Chapter 1 of this book.

Figure 6.1 Conceptual Research Model

Socio-demographic
characteristics

Values 1 Values 2

4 1
Attitudes 1 Attitudes 2Consensus

> conference   If f
Knowledge 1 Knowledge 2

           Personal/professional         1 
involvement

The conceptual model presented in Figure 6.1 illustrates that the socio-demo-
graphic characteristics and initial involvement of the participants in the subject
matter are by definition not changed by the conference but that they mediate
or co-determine the changes in values, attitudes, and knowledge as a result of
participation in the conference. However, the process characteristics of the
conference were expected to influence the values, attitudes, and knowledge of
the participants, while at the same time the initial values, attitudes and knOWl-
edge can be expected to have an effect on the mode of participation and the
perceptions of the process.
In our definition, the concept of values refers to fundamental and guiding
perceptions in life, related mostly to political beliefs, ethics, and religion and
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acquired   through   (early)   socialisation   (Bilskey   et  al., 1994). Attitudes are
interpreted as evaluations of relatively isolated concepts and events of a
particular   situation   or   issue   (Zimbardo   et   al., 1995). Opinions are more

generalized evaluations of concepts and events (for example, being 'for' or
'against') which are the result of the complex interplay and weighing of
contexts and sets of values and attitudes. The structure of the conference and
the cooperative attitude of participants and organizers allowed us to
operationalize a rather complex quasi-experimental pre-tesUpost-test design.

Six different research panels filled out an extensive test-booklet at two or three
moments  in  time. One additional group (the audience  at the conference) filled
out a questionnaire only once. As will be explained in greater detail later, the
test booklet had the following sections:
- Socio-demographic characteristics
-  Involvement in human genetics research

Values
- Attitudes
- Knowledge
- Argumentation
- Process expectations and perceptions
Data on the process were also collected by observing the process using a
checklist developed  in an earlier study. Figure 6.2  is a schematic presentation
of the complete design  of the study. The abbreviations are explained   in  Box
6.1.  I will discuss the design  in the following section.

Figure 6.2 Scheme for the Quasi-Experimental Design
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Box  6.1  List of abbreviations for Figure 6.2

Control groups
C 1 Control group   1

Candidates who applied for the lay panel but were not selected (sample
from respondents to the advertisement) but who attended the conference
as members of the audience.

C2 Control group 2
Candidates who applied for the lay panel but were not selected (sample
from respondents to the advertisement) and who did not attend the
conference.

C3 Control group 3
General public (aselective sample).

CE Control group E
Experts willing to participate but not selected for participation in the
expert panel.

Experimental groups
L    Lay panel

Candidates selected  for  the lay panel.
E Expert panel

Candidates selected  for the expert panel.
A Audience

General public attending the conference  but  not  in  C l.

Intervention
X1 Intervention 1

Briefing and preparation  of lay panel (2 weekends).
X2 Intervention 2

Consensus Conference  (3  days).

Observations
01 Observation 1

First test booklet  to L,C 1,(2,(3.
02 Observation 2

First test booklet to E,CE; second test booklet to L.
03 Observation 3

Second test booklet to Cl,C2,C3,E,CE; third test booklet to  L,
Questionnaires  to  A.
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6.3 Research design in steps

6.3.1   First observation (01)10

The evaluation commenced at the beginning of October, 1994. At that time,
the advertisement calling for lay volunteers in the three-day consensus confe-
renee on human genetics research had already appeared in local and national
newspapers. There were 323 applicants (the previous conference on genetic
modification of animals in 1993 attracted 111 applicants using the same
method). The conference organizers   made a controlled-biased selection   of
sixteen people for the lay panel based on criteria such as level of education,
age, place of residence, gender, motivation, and general attitude towards
human genetics research (Experimental group L; See Appendix Al for list of
lay panel participants). Moreover, the organization contacted each participant
selected to establish that participants had no special interest in human genetics
research which could have influenced their personal or the panel's impartiality
(for instance, by being a carrier of Huntington's disease).
The more than adequate response to the advertisement provided an opportunity
to select and study the control groups for the evaluation study. The rejected
candidates (307) were asked by the Tilburg University research team on behalf
of the Platform, to participate in the evaluation research. There were 183
positive responses (60%)." Depending on whether these participants   had  or
had not attended the conference, they would be placed -ex post- in the audi-
ence control group (Cl) or non-audience control group (C2).
To control for a possible bias as a result of the advertisement, a third control
group was approached using an aselective telephone procedure. Three hundred
people were contacted randomly by telephone  and  135  (45 %) agreed  to  par-
ticipate  in the research  (C3).
During October, the evaluation instrument (detailed below) was developed. On
10 November, the lay panel (L) received the test booklets and these were
returned before 18 November. Control groups Cl and C2 received their book-
lets on 15 November. Control group C3 received the test booklet at the
beginning of December.

10   In this section, the quasi-experimental design is described as it is presented in Figure
6.2.

11    Respondents were also asked whether they intended to attend the consensus conference
and were promised free entrance, if they returned our questionnaires. 79% Of the
research participants indicated that they would (probably) attend one or more days of
the  conference.  21 % Indicated  that  they were willing to participate  in the research  but
would not attend the conference.
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6.3.2      Response

Ninety-four percent of the lay-panel members (L) returned the booklet. 12 One
hundred and sixty-six  of  the 183 respondents   (91 %)  o f the control groups  C 1
and C2 returned their booklets within the following two weeks. Seventy per-
cent of the respondents of C3 returned the booklets a few weeks later.
With  regard  to the experimental lay panel, the effects  of the  two main inter-
ventions (prepatory weekends and conference) were measured using the evalu-
ation instrument.

6.3.3       Intervention   1    (Xl)

Between 8 November and 15 January, the lay panel received a packet of
information on human genetics research which contained articles, a booklet,
and a video on DNA. Preparatory meetings were held on 9-10 December and
7-8 January. During these two weekends, six lectures were given by six diffe-
rent experts on various aspects of human genetics research. The participants
discussed the subject matters intensively. The outcome of these two weekends
was a list of questions for further clarification and in-depth discussion with the
expert panel during the conference. Moreover, the lay panel indicated what
kind of experts they preferred to see invited.

6.3.4       Second  observation  lay  panel  (02)

On 16 January, the lay panel received the second test booklet. The core sec-
tions of the first test booklet (questions on values, attitudes, and knowledge)
remained the same, while some sections such as socio-economic background
were left out. A new section was included which assessed participants' satis-
faction with, and opinions on, the preparatory weekends. Two members of the
evaluation team had been present during the preparatory weekends and had
systematically observed the process (e.g., group facilitation, timing,  type  and
durantion of participation of participants, information transmission and recep-
tion, etc.). Response  to the second questionnaire  was   100%. One lay-panel
member withdrew for personal reasons, leaving 15 lay-panel members.

6.3.5   Expert respondents (02)

After the preparatory weekends, basing their selection on the lay panel's stated
preferences, the organizers invited 16 experts (experimental Group E; See
Appendix A2 for list    of    Expert    panel    participants).     This    panel    included
members with a range of expertise and involvement with human genetics
research. This selection was based on a list of about 100 experts who had

12 One participant on the lay panel explicitly refused to take part in the evaluation re-
search.
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previously consented to participate if invited. The experts who were not
invited were asked to participate   in the study (control group   CE). A total   of
50 experts indicated that they were willing to participate. 36 Experts in the
CE group returned the test-booklet (72%). The booklets were also sent to 14
members   of the expert panel   (E). Nine usable booklets were returned
(65%).13

6.3.6      Intervention  2  (X2)

Intervention 2 was the three-day consensus conference held on 17-19 Febru-
ary. The questions phrased by the lay panel had been stylized and categorized
by the project organizers  and  sent  to the expert panel. Each question  had  to  be
answered by two or more experts with different perspectives. Answers were
put in writing and sent to the lay panel before the conference. The research
team attended the entire conference. Moreover, they were present and
observed the lay panel during the afternoon and evening of Saturday, 18 Feb-
ruary, when the panel prepared its conference report.

6.3 J       Observation  3   (03)

From the end of February to the beginning of March, the post-test booklets
(03) were sent to all respondent groups. The core sections of the test booklets
concerning values, attitudes, and knowledge remained the same. A new sec-
tion was included which assessed satisfaction with, and opinions on, the con-
ference  and the media coverage of human genetics research. The response
rates  of the lay groups (L,Cl,C2,  and  C3) were again high (between  85  and
100%). The response rate for the expert control group, however, was relative-
ly low (26%), because the experts had filled out their extensive first booklet
only a few weeks before. A number of booklets were returned at too late a
date  to be taken into account.

6.3.8       Audience  (A)

In addition, 210 questionnaires were sent to all of the people who had been
present one or more days of the conference but had not participated in the

13 The participation of two of the experts in the panel was not yet definite and, therefore,
they were not sent the booklet. Two experts indicated that they could not participate in
the research due to lack of time. One respondent returned her questionnaire invalidly
with critical comments referring to the phrasing and clarity of the questions. A few of
the experts in the panel or in the expert control group erroneously thought that the
study was a survey of public opinions.
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evaluation study. 14 The conference audience received the questionnaire within
two weeks after the conference. The response rate was 61% (129).
The   participants   in the control group   C 1 who attended the conference filled
out  the same questionnaire  as the audience  (A),   but this questionnaire  was
included as a section of the test booklet.
The total number of respondents who attended the conference as audience was
thus  enlarged  to 170 respondents  (A +Cl).   Both the expert panel  and  the  lay
panel were given a similar questionnaire with regard to the conference process
and organization. The number of respondents in the panels was higher for the
conference evaluation than for the test booklet, because one of the lay panel-
lists and 7 of the experts filled out the questionnaire but not our booklet.
Respondents  in  the  lay and expert panels  and the control group  C 1 were given
the Option to further comment on the conference.
Other control groups which did not attend (C2,C3,CE) filled out questions
about such matters as the media coverage of the conference.

6.4   Construction of the evaluation instrument and data collection

A comprehensive assessment instrument was designed and compiled. This
evaluation instrument took the form of a test booklet consisting of nine sec-
tions (about 30 pages, which took about 1.5 hours  for each respondent  to
complete; See Appendix El for test  booklet).   Box  6.2  shows  six  core   sections
of the evaluation instrument and the main scales. These are briefly discussed
below:

1 Socio-demographic characteristics: Age, gender, marital status, children
(not including adopted children), level of education, employment and other
daily activities, political views/affiliation, church membership.

2  Involvement in human genetics research: Involvement included  both  per-
sonal involvement and professional involvement. Personal involvement was
measured by looking at the history of genetic disorder(s) in the respondent's
(own or partner's) family; anxiety about genetic disorders in own or
partner's family; participation in genetic disorder testing in the past; request
for advice or information on human genetics research in the past.
Respondents were also asked whether they thought that in the future they
would in any way be personally involved in human genetics research.
Professional involvement was measured by asking whether the respondent
was involved in human genetics research in daily life, and, if so, what was
the degree of involvement and the nature of this involvement (clinical,

14    About 310 participants, including media, organizers and invited guests were registered
as participant in the conference. 51 Attendants were respondents from control group
Cl.  About 40 people registered but did not attend.
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applied, or fundamental genetics research, policy making or legislation,
ethical or theological position, counselling or informing patients and clients)
In addition, respondents answered questions such as why they were inter-
ested in the subject, to what extent they considered themselves to be
informed about genetics research, what their general attitude to the topic
was, and what their information sources on the subject were.

153 Values: Values scales (20 items, five factors) were constructed to
measure a priori relevant values. Five initial items were derived from the
study 'Social and Cultural Developments in the Netherlands' (SOCON,
1990).16  One  item was based  on a study on public perceptions of modern
technologies (Daamen et al. 1986). The remaining items were constructed
on the basis of face validity. The 20 items were analyzed by factor analysis.
It proved that the items could be interpreted as refering to five distinct
value dimensions. Using the results of the factor analysis, each respondent
could be given a score on five value dimensions (See Appendix Bl and B2
for five value factors). The following value-scales  were  used:   1.   the  use  of
all available medical knowledge to improve health (2 items;   a =.54);   2.
lack of trust in political decision making (3 items;  a =.61);  3.  Lack of trust
in  (control of) science and technology (3 items;  a =.56); 4. Trust in science
and  technology  (e.g.,  it will improve welfare  in the Netherlands) (2 items;
a=.49); 5. Religion and human interference (e.g., interference  in  life  and
death by abortion and euthanasia) (5 items; a=.72).17

4 Knowledge: The knowledge section consisted of four parts: (1) A list of 22
diseases and disorders such as influenza, Parkinson's disease, or
thalassaemia. Respondents were asked to indicate whether, according to
present scientific knowledge, the disease was considered  to be 'hereditary,'
'partially or sometimes hereditary,' or 'non-hereditary'   or   'I  don't  know;'
(2) For the same disorders and diseases, respondents indicated whether they
believed carrier-screening was currently possible; (3) A list of eight state-
ments was presented, such as 'genetic counselling is usually paid for by
health insurance' to which respondents had to mark one of the categories:
'right,' 'wrong,'  or  'I  don't know';  (4)  A  list  of 20 concepts associated  with
human genetics research were presented including diagnosis, false positives,
moratorium, or gene therapy. Respondents had to indicate how clear the
meaning of each concept was to them on a five-point scale.

5 Attitudes: Items were constructed on the basis of a review of the literature
and a number of recent reports:8 Twenty-two items were listed which
covered the main areas of public debate with regard to human genetics

15 See tables.
16 Two SOCON items were removed after factor analysis.
17      A fifth value factor 'causes of health status' (2 items,  a= .54) and three items  were

deleted after factor analysis, resulting in a value section of 17 items.
18     Council of Bioethics, Nuffield report (1993); OTA (1992); Danish Board of Technolo-

gy (1992).
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research. Thirteen items dealt with the current state of human genetics
research and nine items covered possible future situations. The list of items
covered respondents attitudes towards freedom of personal choice; control
of human genetics research by rules and regulation; internationalisation of
human genetics research; informed consent; right to ignorance; prediction
of late-onset diseases; screening of social groups; screening of unborn
children; human genetics research into the prediction of criminal behaviour
(deviant behaviour); forensic use of genetics research; diagnosis of genetic
diseases in unborn children; exclusion and medical choices; reduction of
medical costs; freedom of choice for parents to test during pregnancy;
consequences of genetic information, for instance, with regard to choice of
marriage partner; abortion; the contribution of human genetics research to
the prevention of some diseases; possible use of information for insurance
purposes; possible use of information for recruiting purposes; gene therapy;
social acceptance   of the disabled, and genetic information and reproductive
decisions.
Respondents had to indicate whether they were 'convinced' or whether they
'thought' the situation expressed in the statement to be the case or not (five-
point scale).19 Secondly, respondents had to indicate, for the same items,
whether they thought the situation expressed in the statement was desirable
or undesirable (seven-point scale).

6 Argumenmtion: The sixth section consisted  of two brief assignments.  In  the
first assignment, respondents listed as many arguments as they could for or
against carrier screening for cystic fibrosis in a sample of the Dutch popula-
tion.
In the second assignment respondents were required to give a written (maxi-
mum of one page) reaction to a (real-life) situation concerning an applica-
tion for life insurance which would be denied -barring a negative genetic
test result- because of a known family history of Huntington's disease.

In  addition  to  the  six core sections described above, another section  for  the
experimental groups  (L,E  and  CE;  Ctf.  Box 6.1) assessed the process expecta-
tions of the participants. Among other things, the respondents were asked what
they expected of the conference, what their criteria for success or failure
were, and how they perceived the roles of the panels. Furthermore, the satis-
faction of the lay panel with the preparatory weekends and the satisfaction of
both panels and the audience with the consensus conference proper were eval-
uated.

19       Referred in this report   to as 'statements' or '(un)realistic future or current situation.'
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Box 6.2 Overview of Sections of the Evaluation Instrument

1.   Age; 2. Sex; 3. Marital status;
Socio- 4.   Education; 5. Children; 6. Employment;

demographic charac- 7. Political affiliation; 8. Church membership;
teristics 9.   Church

10a. Personal involvement; 1Ob. Professional
Involvement involvement; 11. Informedness; 12.

General opinion; 13. Information sources;
14. Why Interested?

15. Religious values;
16.      Trust in science and technology;

Values 17.     Lack of trust in science and technology;
18.   Lack of trust in political decision making;
19.   Use of medical knowledge

20. Assessment disorders hereditary?
Knowledge 21. Which disorders, Genetic tests?

22. Understanding genetic testing/screening;
23. Conceptual understanding

24. Assessment (un)realistic current situation;
Attitudes 25. Assessment (un)realistic future situation;

26. (Un)desirability current situation
27. (Un)desirability future situation

Argumentation 1: Pros and cons screening popu-
lation for cystic fybrosis;

Argumentation Argumentation 2: Implications carrier Hunting-
ton for life insurance;
28.  Number of arguments;
29.      Nature of arguments

6.5 Research questions and hypotheses

The main research question was defined in section 6.2 as 'What were the
effects of the consensus conference 'Predictive Human Genetics, Were Will It
Lead Us?" on the values, attitudes, and knowledge of the members of the lay
panel, expert panel, and the audience?' Four secondary questions with three
subquestions were formulated:
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1.         Who  were the participants  in the consensus conference?
a.    Were the applicants for the lay panel significantly different from the

population as a whole and from participants reached through an alter-
native selection procedure?

b.      Was the lay panel more representative of the population than the appli-
cants? In other words, did the selection process of the panel lead to a
more socio-demographically representative panel?

c.            Are socio-demographic background    and the nature and degree    of
involvement of the participants relevant for the general opinion on
human genetics research?

2.            What were the strong  and the weak aspects of the conference?
3.                Did the consensus conference contribute   to the forming   of consensus

within the panels?
4.      Did the consensus conference contribute to the forming of consensus

between the panels?

The primary effects of the conference expressed in the main question were
measured quantitatively as changes within the groups and between the groups.

Hyp 1 Participation in the consensus conference has different effects on the
values/attitudes/knowledge of the lay-panel members as compared to
lay people who participate as audience.

HG The changes in values/attitudes/knowledge  of  the lay panel (L) differ
from the audience  (C 1).

Hyp 2  Participation  in  the lay panel has different effects  on  the
values/attitudes/knowledge of the lay-panel members as compared to
people who do not participate in the conference at all.

Hi: The changes in values/attitudes/knowledge  of  the lay panel (L) differ
from the lay control groups (C2,C3).

Hyp 3  Participation in the consensus conference as a lay-panel member or as
a  member  of the audience has different effects on the

values/attitudes/knowledge as compared to people who no not partici-
pate in the conference at all.

HI: The changes in values/attitudes/knowledge  of  the lay panel   and  the
audience (L,Cl) differ from the control groups (C2,C3).

Hyp 4  Participation in the consensus-conference as audience has different
effects on the values/attitudes/knowledge of the attendants than people
who do not participate in the conference at all.
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H1: The changes in values/attitudes/knowledge  of the audience  (C 1) differ
from the control groups (C2,C3).

Hyp 5 The effects of participation  in a consensus conference  on  the
values/attitudes/knowledge of the lay-panel members (L) are primarily
a result of the conference and  not of the preparatory process.

Ht: The change in values/attitudes/knowledge  of the lay panel (L) between
January and March is greater than the difference between November
and January.

6.6 Statistical analysis procedures

The following procedures for (statistical) analysis were used:

6.6.1        Descriptive  statistics

First, frequency distributions  of all items per group were derived. Analysis  of
variance (ANOVA) was used to assess the differences between the groups
(L,Cl,C2,C3)  both in November  and in March. The variance   for the three
observations in November, January, and March was analysed for the lay
panel. However, given the fact that the response rate of the expert control
group (CE) was rather low, I also included the answers of the control group
which responded only in January (CE). For the same reason, the variance
between the expert groups was not analysed.

6.61   Graphic presentation

Indications of changes as a result of the consensus conference of the groups
(presented as changes in group means per item) were derived by making
graphic presentations of the change between November and March for all
groups. In the following chapters, the graphics of these changes are presented
as  illustrations  of the statistical analysis detailed below.
The emphasis with regard to the statistical analysis was on the lay respondent
groups. Statistical procedures such as MANOVA were not applicable to the
expert panel (E) and the expert control group (CE) owing to the small number
of respondents. This means that analysis of the expert groups are presented
primarily in descriptive statistics and graphic presentation. For other groups,
detailed statistical procedures were used.

6.6.3 Paired t4est

A t-test procedure for paired variables was used for all groups to analyse the
differences of means between: the first and second observation for the lay
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panel; the second and third observation for the lay panel; and the first and
third observation for all lay groups. Considering the large number of tests, on
the one hand, (see validation below) but the small number of respondents of
the lay panel and the expert groups, on the other hand, the criterion of signifi-
cance  was  set  at p   < . 10. This criterion seems valid  in this context because  it
allows small effects to become noticed. Since our hypotheses had to be rather
general, the criterion ofp   < .1  enabled  us to explore the potential effects.

6.6.4 Manova

The differences between the groups in the changes in values, attitudes, and
knowledge were analysed by 'multi-variate analysis of variance' for the repeat-
ed measures of November, January, and March (Maxwell et al. 1990, Chris-
tensen  et  al.   1994).
First, the significance and strength of the differences for all groups over time
(repeated measures) were analysed. Further, two main contrast models for the
between-groups differences  of the repeated measures  were  used: a Helmert
model and an orthogonal model. Results are listed and summarized in Tables
83 and 84 for the Value section, in Tables Cl through C4 for the Attitude
section, and in Tables 02 and D3 for the Knowledge section. The contrast
models focused on six main contrasts relevant for our hypotheses:

20

Ht:     The lay panel (L) versus the audience control group  (Cl).
H2:  The lay panel (L) versus the control groups (C2,C3).
H, : The lay panel (L) and the audience (Cl) versus the other groups

(C2,C3).
H4: The audience (Cl) versus the control groups (C2,C3).
H5: The changes   in  the lay panel (L) between November and January

versus the changes of this panel (L) between January and March.

For reasons of exploration, we also checked the following contrasts:
-   The Lay panel (L) versus all other other groups (Cl,C2,C3)
-  The audience control group (Cl) versus all other groups (L,C2,C3)

Moreover, three additional contrasts were included in our analysis to see
whether there were differences between the lay panel (L) and C2 and C3
respectively, or whether there were differences between the two control
groups  C2  and  C3. The results found  in the contrast between  C2  and  C3  may
be attributed to causes such as an effect of our instrument, a higher/lower
level of awareness of the subject at the start of the project intermediating with
a filtering out of other sources of information on the subject, for instance, in
the media.

20     Listed in order of importance following our research hypothesis.
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6.6.5     Qualitative data

The comments and remarks made by the respondents concerning the consensus
conference and the section on argumentation (not included here. See: Mayer et
al. 1995) were analysed using the computer program 'KWALITAN' (Peters et
al. 1989, 1991). All qualitative data were typed out and inserted into KWALI-
TAN. Qualitative data and remarks were coded and counts were listed. Illus-
trations of the remarks made by the participants are presented as quotations in
the text with references to group and respondent number. 21

6.7  Validity and limitations

I do not claim that the evaluation study of the consensus conference is valid as
a representative survey of opinions within Dutch society on issues involving
human genetics research. This was not the objective of the evaluation study.
There are several reasons  for the limited validity  of the study.
Whereas a survey of public opinions would imply a construction of very
detailed and well-defined items, an instrument which intends to measures
'changes' leaves more room for respondents' interpretations of the items. The
fact that respondents develop more well-defined views towards items during
the process is one of the possible changes we wished to measure.
Secondly, the relatively low number of respondents, the unrepresentative
sample, and the character of the instrument inhibit generalization of the out-
comes of the evaluation study to public opinion in the Netherlands.
Third, we chose to construct one test booklet to be filled out by both lay
people and experts. During the investigation, however, it became clear that
good questions for experts were often not well-suited to lay people and vice
versa. Therefore, the emphasis gradually shifted towards the lay participants.
Some  experts (4), primarily   from the medical professions   (e.g., a clinical
geneticist   and a gynaecologist), objected   to   the   way in which a number   of
questions were stated, in particular questions on applications of genetic testing
during pregnancy. In contrast, many comments were made by the lay respon-
dents which were positive to very positive with regard to the quality of the
questions and the balanced structure of the questionnaire. The high response of
the lay respondents contrasted with the low response from the expert control
group.
The time available for the construction of the instrument was limited to three
weeks. Validity of the items, therefore, was based on critical comments made
by both experts, psychologists,  and a number  of lay people: i.e., validation
was  restricted  to  ' face validity.' Time played  a  role in another respect.   The
consensus conference is a very dynamic and unpredictable process. It is diffi-
cult to establish at the beginning of the process what the most important issues

21 L200 refers to respondent number 200 of the Lay Panel (see Figure 6.2).
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of debate and conclusions at the end will be. This implies that a wide range of
issues had to be covered at the pre-set. Some items would probably prove in
retrospect to be less important to the debate than others.
With regard to the relatively large number of contrasts in our MANOVA
analysis (detailed above) it is necessary to note that the contrasts can be con-
sidered (highly) dependent (Myers & Well 1991). Differences found in one
contrast will, with a high degree of probability, also lead to differences in
other contrasts. The large number of contrasts, therefore, can be supported
primarily for this reason. They are used to interpreting and supporting the
results of the first contrasts in combination with the results from the graphic
presentation and the t-test.
It has been suggested that the evaluation study and test booklet might influence
the process or content of the conference. For the same reason, some members
of the organization committee at first objected to the presence of observers
during the preparatory process. I did not find any indications that our study
influenced the debate. The time between the first observation, the conference
proper, and the last observation was rather long for the control groups. The
participants in the lay panel received so much information that it is unlikely
that the small amount of general information in our test booklet had any sig-
nificant influence. During the process, respondents never referred to the evalu-
ation study. The observers never interfered with the process, whenever they
were present.

6.8    Summary and preview

This and subsequent chapters are concerned with the evaluation of the short-
term  effects of participation   in a consensus conference  on the values, attitudes
(opinions) and knowledge of the (lay)panel with regard to the subject of the
conference: human genetics research.
Various other forms of evaluation of a consensus conference are possible. A
general overview of the role of the media and a comparison of the impact of
consensus conferences on policy-making was presented in Chapter  4.
In this chapter, the research model and the experimental design for the effects
of participation on the participants were described. The conceptual model
shows that, as a result of (various degrees) of participation in the conference,
the values, attitudes and knowledge of the participants might change (see
Figure 6.1). This change may be influenced by the socio-demographic charac-
teristics and the involvement of participants with regard to human genetics
research. The method of study is a quasi-experimental pre-test/post-test design
using six different panels with different degrees of participation (N = 261; see
Figure 6.2). A tool for assessing intra- and inter-group changes was devel-
oped. The core part of the instrument (a test booklet) consisted of six sections
which measured socio-demographic characteristics, involvement, values,
knowledge, attitudes, and argumentation. Procedures of statistical analysis
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including MANOVA repeated measures for between-group effects. Five
hypotheses were formulated on which the group contrasts were based. Further,
graphic representations of changes in group means are presented in the follow-
ing chapters. The main research question is supplemented by four secondary
research questions on the characteristics of the participants, the weak and
strong aspects of the conference, and the degree of consensus within and
between the panels as a result of the conference.
As the test booklet was only face-validated and only a limited amount of time
was alloted to its construction (three weeks), the validity and generalization of
the  study is limited.
In the following chapters, the results of the evaluation study of the consensus
conference are presented. In Chapter 7, I examine who participates in a con-
sensus conference and whether the participants are (un)representative and
(un)biased (Research questions la and lb). Moreover, I will review the objec-
tives of the conference according to the participants and to what extent they
considered it a success. In Chapters 8 to 10, the effects of participating in a
consensus conference on the values, opinions and knowledge of the partici-

pants are described.



7.      Participants  in a consensus
conference

INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter, the research design was presented. In this chapter, the
background of the participants and their expectations about and satisfaction
with the consensus conference will be described.
The advertisement for the consensus conference in October 1994, in local,
regional, and national newspapers, attracted more than 300 applicants for the
lay panel. The ad stated the purpose of the conference, briefly referred to the
subject of human genetics research and formulated a few main questions. It
also specified what would be required of the participants. The number of reac-
tions was high compared to the first conference on genetic modification of
animals held in 1993 (111 respondents) (Feenstra, 1994).
It is likely that, owing to the manner in which a lay panel is recruited, the
respondents to the ad, the lay panel members selected, and the audience
attending a conference will differ significantly from each other and from the
general population with regard to socio-demographic background, and personal
and professional involvement with the topic. In this regard, the consensus
conference differs from the planning cell and the citizen jury methods,
discussed in Chapter 4, which put strong emphasis on democratic representa-
tiveness. While the consensus conference  does not claim  to  be  able to reach
the uninterested and uneducated as effectively as the interested and educated,
the   fact that ordinary citizens  are  put   ' in charge' suggests  a step towards  more
democratic participation. Although it is stressed that a consensus conference
does not aim at being representative of the population, the lack of representa-
tiveness may appear as part of the criticism on participatory policy analysis. In
this chapter, therefore I will discuss who the participants in a consensus con-
ference are and why  they are motivated to participate. '

7.1 Participants: socio-demographic background

7.1.2  Selection  of volunteers  by  advertisement

A  number of significant and vital differences between  the lay panel  (L),  the
control groups (Cl,C2,C3)  and the population were found with regard to most

1  The evaluation of the consensus conference process, media and utility for policymaking
will not be discussed at length. Most results have been presented in Chapter 6. For
further details   on the process, media impact see Mayer   et   al.    (1995)   and   Oest   et   al.
(1995).
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socio-demographic variables except age.2 Effects of the selection by advertise-
ment were derived by comparing the reactions to the ad,  to the population as a
whole (Central Bureau for Statistics, CBS) or the control group C3, which
was approached using an aselective telephone procedure.
Marked differences were found with regard to level of education, political
affiliation, and church membership. The analysis showed that there was a
higher average education3 among those who responded to the advertisement as
compared to respondents selected by telephone and to the general population
(see Table  7.2).

Analysis of the political affiliation of the respondents showed a significant
underrepresentation of Christian Democrats (CDA), small Christian Party
supporters (SGP,GPV,RPF) and liberals (VVD). The left-wing liberals (D66),
the Green Party (Groen Links), and the Socialist Party (SP) were over-selected
(see Table 7.3).

The analysis of the religious backgrounds of the respondents showed an over-
representation of participants  who  'did not feel that they belonged to a organ-
ized religion' as compared to the general population. Moreover, the various
Reformed Christian churches were slightly underrepresentated (see Table   Z 4).
None of the 270 respondents indicated that they belonged to other churches
such as Islam.
Women responded at a significantly higher rate than men not only to the
advertisement but also to the direct request to participate in the evaluation
research  (C3).

2 Differences between the groups   L,   C 1,(2   and   (3 were found   to be significant   with
regard to (1) Church membership (XZ=17; p=.00), (2) Religion Od=23; p<.01), (3)
Level of education (X2=80; p=.00), (4) Marital Status (,(2=23; p< .01) (5) Children
CX2= 19;  p = .00),   and  (6) Political affiliation  0(2=60;  p =.00). Female participants  were
overrepresented in the control groups as compared to the population gender distribution,
likely, in part, as a result of the subject of the conference.

3 Higher vocational education (HBO) and university degree



TABLE 7.1 Age, Gender, and Marital Status

Socio- Category Lay Cl+C2 Advertise   (3      All lay Expert All Population
demographic panel % % ment % % groups % panel % experts '94

variable'                                                                                                    %

Age 18-24 13.3 12.8 12.8 10.6 12.1        0         0          12

25-34        20 23.8 23.5 22.3 23.1       0         2.2        22

35-44 26.7 26.2 26.3 22.3 24.9 45.5      37         20

45-54 6.7       22 20.7 14.9 18.7 36.4 34.8       17

55-64        20 10.4 11.2 18.1 13.6 18.2 17.4       12

65- 13.3 4.9 5.6 11.7 7.7         0         8.7         17

Gender Male 53.3 38.4 39.7 37.6    39 72.7 71.7 49.5

Fem. 46.7 61.6 60.3 62.4 61 27.3 28.3 50.6

Total % column 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Total % row 5.5        60 65.6 34.4 100 23.9 100

(N =) (15) (164) (179) (94) (273) (11) (46)

* Percentages per column per variable.



TABLE 7.2 Education and Work

SDV' Categories Lay panel Cl+C2 Advert C3 All lay Expert All experts Population% % % % groups % panel %   %         %

Education Low 20.0 3.0 4.5 38.3 16.1        0         2.2          47

Middle 33.3 26.8 27.4 37.2 30.8        0         0            37

High 46.7 70.1 68.2 24.5 53.1 100 97.8         16

Household/ 53.3        47         47 45.8 45.8 22.2 14.9 n.a

Education/
Retired

Work 46.7        53         53 54.2 53.3 77.8 85.1 n.a

(prof. or

volunteer)

Total % column 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Total % row 5.5         60 65.6 34.4 100 23.9 100

(N =) (15) (164) (179) (96) (273) (11) (46)

* Percentages per column per variable.



TABLE 7.3 Politics

SDV' Categories Lay Cl +C2 Advert         C3          All lay Expert All Population
..

panel % % % groups panel % experts    %
%                          %             %

Politics PvdA 13.3 22.6 21.8 14.1 19.2      20        17.4       24

CDA 13.3 8.5 8.9 19.6 12.5      10 17.4 22.2

VVD 6.7 12.8 12.3 16.3 13.7      0         10.9       20

D'66 13.3 20.7 20.1 23.9 21.4      50 26.1 15.5

Gr.1. 13.3 18.3 17.9 3.3 12.9      10 6.5 3.5

SGP/GPV/RPF 0 3.7 3.4 1.1 2.6        10 2.2 4.8

AOV/U55 +             20 0.6 2.2 4.4 2.9        0 2.2 4.5

SP                          0 4.3 3.9 1.1 3.0        0 6.5 1.3

Other/Don't          20 8.5 9.5 16.2 0 8.7 4.2

know

Total % column 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Total % row 5.5      60 65.6 34.4 100 21.7 100

(N =) (15) (164) (179) (94) (273) (10) (46)

* Percentages per column.
** Source: CBS, percentage Parliamentary Elections 1994.



TABLE 7.4 Religion

SDV' Categories Lay panel Cl+2 Advert C3 All lay Expert All ex- Populations"% % % % groups % panel % perts %   %

Church No                  60               64 63.7 37.6 54.8        40         54.4      54

Yes                   40                 36 36.3 62.4 45.2        60         45.5      45

Which
church? Roman Cath.    20 22.7 22.3 36.2 27.2        10 18.2 24 (32)

Reformed 6.7 4.3 4.5 10.6 6.6          0 4.5 10.8 (15)

(Herv.)
Reformed 6.7 2.5 2.8 10.6 5.5         20 11.4 7.6 (7)

(geref.)
Other 6.7 7.4 7.3 4.3 6.3         30 9.1 2.6 (6)

Total % column 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Total % row 5.5         60 65.6 34.4 100 22.7 100

(N =) (15) (164 (179) (94) (273) (10) (44)

* Percentages per column per variable.
** Source: SOCON (1990).
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1.1.2  Selection  of the  lay  panel  on  socio-demographic  characteristics

A number of marked differences between the group of possible candidates and
the general population were corrected by the biased selection of the lay panel
conducted by the conference organization. The selection procedure done by
the organization significantly corrected for level of education, gender, and
having children. Taking into account its small size, the panel showed an
acceptable representation of political affiliations. About one-fifth (3 persons)
of the lay panel was over 60 years old and had a lower level of education,
whereas the youngest tended to have the highest level of education (see Table
7.5).

7.2. Personal and professional involvement

7.2.1  Personal involvement

It was investigated whether people who responded to the advertisement
(L+Cl +C2)  were  in  some way, personally or professionally, involved  in
human genetics research. Although the advertisement asked for 'lay'
participants and clearly indicated that this implied no professional
involvement, respondents inevitably included people who had some degree of
professional involvement such as nurses, psychotherapists, teachers,
politicians, health care administrators or students of bio-technology.

In   general, no statistically significant difference was found between   the
respondent groups on the scale (five items) of personal involvement with
regard to human genetics research. The members scored the same on personal
involvement as the general public control group (C3). Interestingly, the ad
group did not differ significantly from C3 with regard to:
1 Genetic diseases in the (partners) family (about 30%);4
2   Level of concern about possible genetic disease  in the family (about  10 %);
3 Having sought advice on human genetics research in the past (about 26%);

or

4 Having been tested in the past for genetic disease (about 9%).

However, people who responded to the advertisement perceived a slightly
higher probability, compared to C3, that they would have to deal with human
genetics research personally in the future. On average, however, both groups
(in November) considered it unlikely that they would come in contact with
human genetics research in the future.

4   Since the differences between groups were not significant, the percentages are for all lay
respondents.
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1.1.2 Professional involvement

Only the lay panel and the ad respondents group were asked if they were
actively involved in issues concerning human genetics research in daily life,
and if so, to what extent they were involved (professionally or voluntarily).
The analysis shows  that  the ad attracted a large majority  (71 %) of people  who
were not  in any way professionally involved in human genetics research  (21 %
said  they were involved;  7.4 % were uncertain). The advertisement  had  only  a
moderate effect on selecting pople who were involved, to any degree, in
human genetics research. Thirty percent  the lay panel (five respondents)  and
20%   of  the  control  group  (Cl,C2)  indicated  that  they were slightly or some-
what    involved     (professionally)    in the issue. The percentage of respondents
who indicated that they were involved in human genetics research to a greater
extent was restricted  to  2 %   and  none  for  the lay panel. Twenty-three percent
of all lay respondents indicated that they were 'somewhat involved' in human
genetics research.
The questionnaire also collected information on the nature of professional
involvement  of this small category  (21 %) of respondents (L,Cl,C2).  Only  6%
of the respondents were involved in genetics research (fundamental, applied,
or clinical), 19% were involved in policy and legal issues, 12% were involved
in psycho-social issues such as advising clients or informing the public, and
16% indicated that they were involved in ethical/theological issues.

Respondents were also asked to give their reasons for being interested in the
consensus conference on human genetics research. Personal motives such as
interest in the subject, and a desire to learn and form an opinion scored high:
around  60-80% . Personal involvement was mentioned by 22 %   of the respon-
dents. Professional interest and membership in an organization concerned with
human genetics research was mentioned by about 20% of the respondents.

7.3 Relation between background and general opinion

A relevant question is whether socio-demographic characteristics or involve-
ment, personal or professional, were related to respondents' opinions on, or
attitude towards human genetics research.
It  appeared that 'voting,' 'activities in daily life,' 'being a natural parent,'  and
'marital status' were somewhat related to the respondents' general perceptions
of the advantages and disadvantages of human genetics research. With regard
to 'political voting pattern,' for instance,   the most positive attitude towards
human genetics research was found among respondents who indicated that they
had voted for the elderly parties (AOV/U55) at the last election. The most
critical attitudes were found among respondents who indicated that they voted

5 Three point scale: 1=I am very strongly involved; 2= I am somewhat involved; 3=1 am
only slightly involved
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for the Christian parties (SGP/GPV/RPF). Respondents who had voted for
such left wing parties such as the Green Party (Groen Links) and the Socialist
Party (SP) were somewhat more critical than those who had voted for one of
the the four largest political parties (PvdA, CDA, VVD and D66).

More important however, was the finding that, in November 1994, the lay
panel members did not have an explicitly 'negative or critical' general opinion
o f human genetics research. The members   had a significantly more positive
general opinion than people who responded   to the advertisement   (Cl,C2).
Moreover, the panel did not significantly differ in its general opinion from C3
(see Table 7.5 below). The group who attended the conference as audience
members (Cl) had the most critical opinion of human genetics research.

No significant correlation was found between the degree of personal involve-
ment (see above) and the general opinion of the respondents. No significant
relation was found between professional involvement or the degree of
professional involvement and the general opinion of the respondents towards
human genetics research.

7.4 Expectations of the panel members

1.4.1   Why  did  they  apply ?

The participants applied for various reasons but primarily because of their own
personal interest. Before the conference, none of them had expressed the wish
to influence decisions or politicians. One member applied because of his/her
professional interest, many others because they wanted to learn and were
sometimes motivated by the special format of the conference. One member
expressed 'concern about the possible negative aspects of genetic research and
the possibility of forming my opinion together with other people who are also
interested' [in this subject] (L206). Another respondent was specifically con-
cerned 'about the present affairs with regard to research on embryonic chro-
mosomes' (L200).

7.4.2  What  did  they   expect?

In reply to the question of what they expected from the conference, eight
members   said they wished 'to exchange information.' Another reason   was
'personal learning  and  a  wish to increase (my) insight  in the subject.'  Four
participants expected 'broader knowledge  on the subject'.
Participants also expected 'more awareness  of the problems.' Six respondents
referred to the results of the conference as their main expectation.
Some expected ethical results,   e.g., 'to establish moral values and rules'
(L206). Another participant expected   'a good discussion and clear advice   to
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TABLE 7.5 General opinion

Answers to the question:

With   regard to human genetics research   I   generally   see   ( 1 =clearly   more
advantages than disadvantages;        5 = clearly more disadvantages       than

advantages)

Group Mean on 5-point scale (Sdv)

L       (Lay  panel,  n = 15) 2.21 (1.42)

Cl (Public audience, n=44) 2.98 (1.41)

(2 (Panel control group, n=90) 2.78 (1.22)

C3 (Non participants, n=90) 2.10(1.07)

F=7.3; p=.00.

give to the government' (L215) or 'greater awareness of the potentials of
genetic research and a fresh start for new policy' (L201). Another respondent
expected that 'the organizers would get a clearer view of what the Dutch
public' thought and what they knew about medical issues' (L203) and 'that
there would be more openness towards citizens' (L210).
The expert panel also expected as a result of the information exchange,

'demystification of what was really going on' (E805), and really 'more clarity
about the arguments' (E812). One expert panelist wanted 'to increase (my)
knowledge' (E810). Three expert panelists viewed it as an opportunity 'to
enhance a broad societal debate and to influence decision-making' (E806),
assuming it received sufficient media attention. One expert thought 'the debate
would  only be useful  for the members  to  tile lay panel'  (and  not the experts)
(E808).

1.4.3   Criteria  for  success  or  failure

Prior to the conference, the lay panel mentioned a number of criteria which
they considered relevant to the success or failure of the enterprise.

They wanted a 'good final report' (L200) and solid and sufficient answers to
their questions. The result of the conference would have to lead to progress in
the  debate on human genetics research  (L204). It would  be a success  if  it  were
discussed by various organizations, such as parliament and interest groups as
well as the population as a whole (L205), and if the results were actually used
(L211), for instance, by the government (L215).
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In the lay panel's view, the debate would be judged a failure if participants did
not gain new information or knowledge, if there were too little mutual under-
standing between scientists, politicians, and citizens with regard to human
genetics research (L210), and if the results were disappointing, vague,
ignored, and were not used (L211; L215).

In the expert panel's view, the aspects which counted for the success of the
debate   were 'the quality   of the debate,' 'mutual respect for opinions,'   and
'opinion forming on human genetics research' as well ds 'a continuation of the
societal debate.' The impact  of the results  was also important  to the expert
panel. It would be judged a success   ' if the government  used the outcomes   in
making decisions' (E805).
Some of the experts expressed the view that it would be a failure if a one-side
emphasis was placed on the advantages of HGR (E805) or if the confusion and
misunderstanding surrounding the subject of human genetics research were not
clarified (E810;E804;E814).
Many respondents working as experts in the field but who were not members
of one of the panels (CE) made similar remarks regarding success or failure
criteria. According to these respondents, the debate would be judged a failure
if 'discussions proved to be endless and without clear statements' (CE626), if
it were 'confusing' (CE624) or 'primarily emotional' (CE613). Some pointed
out the 'unrepresentativeness of the panels' in combination with the 'fear of
dominant individuals in the lay panel' (CE604). Other reasons which were
viewed as leading to failure were 'lack of attention from the general public'
(CE601) or 'from the popular media' (CE609). Another reason for failure
would be if the participants did not 'succeed in understanding the potential and
consequences of the technology' (CE608) or if 'fears dominated the con-
clusions' (CE618). Finally, remarks were made about the political impact. A
number of respondents felt the debate would be a failure if it did not result in
political proposals (CE629)  or if politicians  did not respond (CE619).

7.4.4  Goals  of  the  debate

In the questionnaire, I asked the lay and expert respondents what the objec-
tives  of the debate  were in their  view. The different objectives  can be grouped
into eight main categories which are given in detail below. They are illustrated
with some of the respondents' comments.

1.    The   consensus   conference   is  a  way   of  making   individuals   or  groups   of
people more aware of the issue: Respondents   commented  for  instance,
'Creating awareness of the risks, dangers, and prejudices of genetic
screening and research'(E805), 'Making politicians aware of the problems
with regard to human genetics research' (CE619), and 'society becomes
more alert to these developments' (E810).
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1.     The    co,isensus    cotiference    enhances    an    'ongoing   debate'    which    is    an
objective in itself. The objective, according to some of the respondents, is
to open the discussion (L215) and hope it will be continued (E815). The
objective is to inspire further discussions (CE613), and 'to clarify
positions' (E812) or 'to formulate fundamental startingpoints' (E806).

3.     Tlie  consensus  co,iference  is  an  instrument  for  gaining  new  insight  into  the
problem: 'To provide more insight on these issues to lay people' (L207);
or 'people will start to see the various aspects' (E810); or 'increasing the
knowledge and insight of a scientific and societal issue among all groups
involved' (CE610).

4.    77te conference is a way of educating the public:  The goal  is 'that people
will start to read more about the facts' (E810). The objective is 'public
information; it is not a genuine debate because then, not only the experts,
but also the other participants would have to have more knowledge'
(CE613); and 'giving the media the opportunity to bring it to the attention
of the general public' (L212).

5.    The  consensus  conference  is  a  way  of  getting  i,iformation  on  public  opin-
ions: 'Providing policy makers, scientists and politicians with insight into
public opinions on these matters' (CE400); examining 'what the popula-
tion thinks and what they know about genetics' (L202).

6.  The consensus conference is an instrument for political or policy advice:
'Giving advice to parliament' (L200), or 'making it clear to politicians
what public opinion is and which moral values it wants to guarantee'
(L206). 'In an exchange of arguments between groups with divergent
interests (..), develop proposals  for the government with regard to regula-
tion and control' (CE629).

7.    Tlie  consensus  conference  makes  (early)  public  participation  possible:  'It
provides a broad perspective on the issue by also letting people speak who
are usually only allowed to express their opinions when too many policy
decisions have already been taken' (L204) or 'it is a pseudo-referendum'
(CE609).

8.      The   conference   is   an   instrument  for   enliancing   social   accepta,ice   of  tech-

nology: 'It creates a societal basis of acceptance with regard to human
genetics research'  (L205).

In comparing these eight objectives with the three announced goals, we see
that the first  six  on  the list correspond  more  or  less  with the stated objectives.
The issue of public participation in research agendas (number 7 above) and the
perception of the conference as a tool for social acceptance (number 8 above)
follow less directly from the stated objectives.
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7.5 The role of the panels

7.5.1  The  expert  panel

Most of the respondents from the lay panel expected two things from the
expert panel: first, experts were asked to provide scientific, or at least reli-
able, knowledge and information on the basis of their expertise. Moreover, the
lay panel expected the experts to correct misunderstandings or mistakes. Six
comments were made which implied that the experts were required to do more
than that. According to some lay participants, experts would have to listen
very carefully to the participants (L204), to have an open attitude towards
arguments (L204), would have to take the questions seriously but, more
importantly, would have to accept the motives behind these questions (L207).
Only one of the experts thought that, in addition to giving information or
clarifying specific issues, the expert panel would have 'to listen to people's
opinions and change their own. '  (ES 10)

7.5.2 The role of the lay panel

The lay panel expressed rather clear views on their own role in the debate.
The role of the lay panel seems dauntingly complex and ambitious. As mem-
bers of society, they would have to 'ask questions' (L201). This would lead to
'more insight for themselves' (L207). They would have to 'process all the
information' (L200) and would have to 'ask critical questions' (L200) which
'might be of concern to society at large' (L206,L211). They would have to
'critically assess the consequences   of the answers and information'   (L212).
Moreover, they would have to 'check whether the question matched their
goals'  (L203) and 'steer  the  flow of information and select relevant aspects.'
On the basis  of this process, they would  have to 'weigh the information,'
'form an opinion and report their conclusions' (L200) thereby 'challenging
contradictions' and 'making clear the limits the panel wants to set' (L206).
Moreover, they saw 'a role for themselves during the follow up' (L201).
The opinions of the experts on the role of the lay panel were much less clear.
'They had to start the discussion' (E805) or hold the experts accountable
(E810).

7.6  Were the expectations realized?

7.6.1 The successful aspects of the conference

All  respondents who attended the conference  (L,E,C 1,A) were asked  what  the
most positive aspects of the conference were. The answers of the audience
(A + Cl:N  = 177)  can be grouped  in six categories.
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1.    Engagement  and  commitment  of  participants  ill  the  debate:  According  to
the audience the successful aspects of the conference were the attention
and the respect of lay people, experts, and audience for each other with
the objective of gaining more insight into the issue. One respondent, for
instance, stated:  (The most successful aspect of the conference was..)  'The
serious engagement of all participants in making a contribution to this
very important societal issue' (Pu032).

2. The exchange Of information: The initiative to inform the public.  'The fact
that so much information is compiled (Pu267) or 'the opportunity to hear
so many different opinions in a short time' (Pu046).

3.     Tile  quality  of tile  expert  and  lay  panels  in  handling  this  complicated issue:
'Brief and clear statements by the experts' (Pu228). 'The fact that special-
ists used ordinary language' (Pu262) or 'the fact that both panels were
very well prepared'   (Pul 19) and highly committed (Pu275),   and   the
trouble the experts  took to inform lay people (Pu279).
Moreover, the lay panel was appreciated for they way they 'proved to be
able to handle this complicated subject' (Pu019), 'the excellent preparation
of the lay panel' (Pu070), and 'the lay panel which probably did not have
clear opinions on the subject beforehand was able to formulate well-
founded opinions which were not hampered by personal involvement or
prejudice' (Pul74).

4. Informal contacts: 'Contacts with other interested people' (Pu036) or
'other organizations' (Pu267).

5.     Open   exchange   of information. 'The open discussion between citizens,
experts, and interest groups' (Pu046) and 'the fact that the issue is being
discussed' (Pu004).

6. 77ze chairman: Eleven respondents mentioned as the most positive aspect
of the conference, 'The excellent way in which the chairman handled the
debate' (Pul08).

Panels
Most comments by the lay panel on the positive experiences with the debate
indicated a high appreciation of the unique personal learning experience. One
of  the lay respondents  was more specific: He/she appreciated the opportunity
'to experience that it is possible for an informed layman to discuss with
experts/scientists ethical and societal aspects of this subject on equal footing
(L207).
For the expert panel, the most positive aspects were the informal contacts, the
getting together of various parties, the diversity of the opinions expressed, and
the chairman.

10
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1 .6.1 Wliy alid in what  respect was the conference less successful?

All   respondents who attended the conference   (L,E,C 1,A)   were also asked
what their main criticism of the conference was. The answers of the respon-
dent groups are described below.

Panels
According to the lay panel, three main aspects were disappointing. First, some
lay members were disappointed in the lack of attention by the media. Second,
the bad positioning of the panels on the platform, and third, the fact that the
debate, as such, was disappointing because: '(due to lack of time) the
discussion failed completely' (L205).
The expert panel was rather critical in its comments on the debate: 'The sub-
ject was too broad' (E803), 'it was superficial' (E805), there was 'too little
time,'    'too many participants,' and 'there   was   need   for more exchange   of
opinions' (E806). One expert commented that a stricter limitation of the main
subject, i.e., either genetic screening or prenatal diagnostics would  have been
better (E803). For other experts, the conclusions were too general (E807) or
even incorrect (E816). Moreover, some did not appreciate the way in which
experts and laymen had to communicate with each other (E810). The experts
were too dominant (E816) and the media and politicians not informed enough
(E814;E813). One expert commented that it was a 'very expensive way to
make a discussion between a small number of laypeople and experts possible'
(E808). Moreover there was a false dichotomy/distinction between lay people
and experts (E806).

Audience
The  answers  of the audience  (N   =   177;   A +Cl)  can be grouped   into  ten
categories. They are illustrated with respondents' comments.

1.         No match for the lay panel: Sixteen respondents explicitly indicated that
in interacting with the expert panel, the lay panel 'did not have enough
initiative' (Pul21) or 'too little knowledge' (Pul69), 'did not know
what they were talking about' (Pul50), 'were not very well prepared'
(Pu304), were 'not highly educated' (Pul64) and 'showed too little
initiative' (Pul21). Not all of the criticism was aimed at the lay panel.
The expert panel was accused of 'preaching to its own parish' (Pu053).

2.    Too little publicity: Thirteen respondents indicated that there had been
'bad publicity' (Pu231) and 'too little media attention' (Pu045).

3.            Not representative: Twenty-nine respondents indicated that 'the panel or
the   participants in general   were not representative.'    Some ' missed   the
presence of ethnic minorities' (Pu246) or women on the expert panel
(Pul 19),   and   it was noted that there   was not enough representation
from the private sector and pharmaceutical industry  (Pu 119).  To  some,
the audience was too dominated by experts or interest groups (Pul92).

,-
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A number of respondents indicated that the lay panel was too represen-
tative of the Dutch population (these respondents referred to a lower
level of education).

4.             Unfocused    or    unbalanced discussion Eighteen respondents indicated
that 'the goal of the debate was unclear' (Pul59), that 'important ques-
tions  were not addressed'  (Pu 141), 'the subject  was too broad  and  too
may issues were addressed' (Pu241), or that certain issues had been left
Out.

5.          Participation  of  tile audience. Seventeen respondents indicated that the
chance for the audience to engage in the debate was disappointing.

6.         Disappointing debate Twenty-four respondents gave a number of dif-
ferent reactions to why they felt that the debate had failed or proved
disappointing. Some mentioned the reasons given above  and  most  o f the
comments suggested 'lack of real discussions' (Pu057). One respondent
commented 'This debate was much tamer than the previous one [the
first consensus conference  in   1993,  LM. ] .I  think  this  was  due  to  the
lack of clear opposition, which was built into the previous debate by
the participation of the animal protection association and the bio-techno-
logical industry. In this debate, almost everybody agreed that the devel-
opments were favourable, except for the patient organizations but they
were in the audience' (Pul64).

7. Facilities: Seven respondents made comments on the position of the
panels on the platform and the technical facilities.

8.           Bad presentations: Nine respondents mentioned that the 'presentations
by the experts had been too long' (Pul41) or that 'there should have
been presentations using videos or slides' (Pu232).

9.           Topics  which  were  left  out: A number of respondents mentioned 'topics
which had been lacking  in the debate.' Most important and frequently
mentioned were: financial and commercial interests involved, particu-
larly, with regard to genetic testing; costs/benefits; more precise infor-
mation on government policy and positions; eugenics; the future aspects
of genetics; gender/womens issues.

7.7  Conclusion

The manner in which the lay panel was recruited (by placing an ad in local
and national newspapers) had a significant but not a strong influence on the
selection of the participants with regard to their socio-demographic back-
ground. The analysis   of the background   of the participants indicated   that   the
manner in which lay participants for a consensus conference are selected is
fairly adequate as  far as representativeness is concerned.  All  in all, alternative
methods such as inviting participants by telephone or city administration regis-
ters may be slightly more representative. The selection procedure of the con-
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sensus conference is more open for voluntees, is practically more feasible and
announces the coming event in the media.
The participants perceived many different functions and goals of the public
debate. Most importantly, it was perceived as an instrument to inform or
educate the general public, create awareness, and enhance societal debate.
More far-reaching objectives such as public participation or influencing deci-
sion making were mentioned less often. The role of the expert panel was
defined  by  all  of the groups as responsive,  i.e., to provide answers  and  reli-
able  information as requested  by  the lay panel. Some experts mentioned clari-
fication of misunderstandings with regard to human genetics research.   Only  on
one or two occasions did experts indicate that they themselves also might be
influenced or learn from the conference. The lay panel had a very ambitious
view of its role. They expected to learn (personal motives) and expected good
results. In the next three chapters, the results of the quasi-experimental
research will show whether participants in fact changed their opinions and
learned about the subject.



8.      Effects  of the consensus
conference on participants'
values

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, the effects of the consensus conference on the values of the
respondents are evaluated. The main question is whether the different panels
changed their relevant values significantly between November 1994 and March
1995 as a result of the conference. The research questions and hypotheses
were elaborated in Chapter 6. An overview of the contrasts relevant to the
hypotheses are presented in Tables 83 and 84 in the APPENDIX.  The results of
the  paired  t-test  for  the  lay  panel  and  C 1  are  presented in Section 8.4, Tables
8.3 and 8.4. It was also  evaluated  whether  participants  themselves  (i.e.,  self-
reported) indicated a change in a priori relevant values as a result of the con-
ference. The significance of the objectively measured changes in values by
paired t-test and MANOVA (repeated measures) was assessed to compare with-
in- and between-group changes between November and March.  In the follow-
ing sections, I will describe all of the relevant contrasts. In Section 8.4, I Will
then review the insights relevant to each hypothesis.

8.1 Self-reported changes in values

Most participants in the lay panel as well as in all lay control groups indicated
that they had changed their opinion about important values in life. A fraction
constituting about 20% of all lay respondents believed that, in spite of the
consensus conference, they had not changed their opinion on given important
values in life. We can compare the changes reported by the lay panel partici-
pants with self-reported changes of the non-participating lay respondents (C2).

Differences between actual participants  L,C 1   on  the  one  hand  and  (2  on  the
other hand were not significant (see Table 8.1). However, if the small number
of    expert-respondents is disregarded, there     was a difference between     the
experts on the one hand and the lay respondents on the other. Twenty-five
percent of the respondents of the expert panel agreed with the statement that as
a result of their participation in the public debate they have changed their way
of thinking on some important values in life. The other expert respondents
either did not know or disagreed.
In addition, I analysed to what extent the observed changes in values predicted
the self-reported change in values. For this purpose, I computed a factor for
the 'absolute changes of each value-item' between November and March and
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TABLE  8.1  Answers  to the Question

As a result of my participation in the consensus conference, I have changed my
way of thinking about a number of important values in life'

Answers Lay  panel        C l (2 E CE Total

(7-point scale) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

1. Strongly disagree 6.7 9.1 11.1 12.5   40      12.2

2. Disagree            0 11.4 7.8      25     10      9.1

3. Disagree somewhat                 0                          0                  3.3              0 0 1.2

4. Neither agree nor 33.2 36.4 42.2 37.5 50 40.2
disagree

5. Agree somewhat 26.7 29.5 26.7 25 0 26.2

6. Agree 26.7 4.5 6.7          0 0 6.7

7. Strongly agree 6.7 9.1 2.2          0 0 4.3

Total  n =                                               14                        43                89               8 10 164

(Mean) (4.9) (4.1)    (4) (3.4) (2.6)    (4)
Sdv 1.46 1.61 1.45 1.51 1.51

*   (F=3.7; p=  .006). C2 and C3 of course, answered a slightly readjusted question and C3 did
not answer this question.

performed a regression analysis with the 'self-reported value-change scores' as
dependent variable. None of the items listed predicted the self-reported change
in values. The conclusion may be that respondents are largely unaware to what
extent and how they changed their opinions on more fundamental value issues
in life.

8.2  Impact of the public debate on personal values

A relatively large number of significant differences between the groups were
found during the first observation in November   1994. The groups differed   in
their perception of science and technology, its contribution to an improvement
in the quality of life, and in their perception of society's ability to control
science and technology.
Analysis of the repeated November-March and January-March observations
(MANOVA) produced surprisingly ' strong' changes  over  time   in  the lay groups
(see  Tables  B3  and  B4  in the APPENDIX). Significant changes in values  were
found with regard to abortion, lack of control of science and technology, trust
in science and technology, and the importance of using medical knowledge to
improve health. I will describe these changes below.



Fig 8.1 It should be possible for a woman to have
an abortion if she wants.
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Fig 8.2. The fact that an unborn child will be
seriously disabled is no reason to perform an abortion
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Fig.  8.3 If scientists are allowed to go ahead,
then there will be few limits
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Fig. 8.4 Politics is often out of step with the facts
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Fig. 8.5 Political parties are only interested in people's
votes, not in their opinions
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8.2.1 Abonion

As Figure 8.1 shows, the impact of the consensus conference on participants'
values towards abortion were relatively strong. These changes corresponded
with the conclusions on these issues stated by the lay panel in its conference
report. In general, the use of human genetics research for testing unborn
children and future parents' freedom of choice seemed to have a high profile
during the conference. The lay panel concluded (page 8, Conference Report):

Freedom of choice is a human right which should apply to all users of human ge-
netics research. However, there is need for a bottom line, for instance, with
regard to prenatal genetic research. Human genetics research is (should) not (be)
allowed  in  case of diseases which  can be treated rather  well ( . . ) Freedom of choice
for all applicants of genetic testing  is put under pressure  (..)  but  (..) the physical
and emotional involvement of women in cases of selective abortion should not
remain unmentioned. '

Figure 8.1. shows that the lay panel became less tolerant towards a woman's
freedom of choice in general cases in contrast to the other groups, which
became more tolerant towards the freedom of a woman to choose abortion.
This change within the lay panel as such did not prove to be statistically sig-
nificant (paired t-test) and was found to be largely an effect of the preparation
process instead of the conference.
Between November and March, the group  C 1  changed its value towards  more
support for women's freedom of choice on abortion  (t= -2.08;  p   < .05;   see
Table 8.4).
The analysis of changes between the groups showed that C3 did not change its
average opinion  at all, whereas  the lay panel differed significantly  from  C l,
(F=4.88; p  < .05) and C2 (F=4.11; p  <.05 ) and the audience differed sig-
nificantly from all other groups (17=4.88; p < .05).

However, whereas those individuals who did not participate or attend the con-
ference (C2,C3) did not significantly change their opinion on abortion in cases
in which the child would be seriously disabled, the lay panel (t=2.01;
p =   .068)   changed   its   opinion   between   November   and   January (see Figure
8.2).    Whereas   the lay panel became more tolerant towards abortion in these
cases, the audience became slightly less tolerant. Most between-group con-
trasts proved  to be significant  (p   < .05) or nearly significant  (p   < . 1).   The
change in the values of the lay panel, for instance, differed significantly from
all other groups  (F=4.48;  p   < .05)  and the third control group  (F=4.78;
p  <.05) (see Tables B3 and B4 in the APPENDIX).

1  Moreover the panel referred to the physical and emotional involvement of women in
cases of selective abortion and the difference in frequencies of selective abortion in the
cases of genetic disease.
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These results can be interpreted in the following fashion. As a result of the
preparatory process, the lay panel rejected a woman's freedom of choice for
abortion in general in stronger terms, but accepted abortion for reasons of
serious physical disability of the child. The audience more willingly accepted a
woman's freedom to choose abortion in general, but gained a heightened
awareness on the fact that predicted physical disability of a child could affect
this choice.

8.2.1    Lack of control of science and technology

A  substantial  part  of the lay panel's conference report dealt  with the issue  of
decision-making in scientific research    (page    9    of the Conference Report).
According to the lay panel, scientists, ethicists and government should be
involved. The lay panel argued for, among other things, a prominent 'control-
ling role through ethical assessment, technology assessment and government
regulation.'
The analysis of answers to the questions on the lack of control of science and
technology and political decision-making showed that both the lay panel as
well as the audience group, in contrast to the control groups (C2,C3), became
somewhat less distrustful of 'scientists,' 'political decision-making'   and   'lack
of control of science and technology' in general. Some contrast differences on
items were found, however. Although graphically clearly different, most
effects over time were not statistically different between the groups.

8.2.3    Greater trust in self-control of scientists

Compared to the non-participating control groups, both the lay panel and the
audience (Cl) became somewhat more positive in their belief that 'scientists
have personal (ethical) standards which control or limit their activities' (see
Figure   8.3).   It is important to stress   that the changes   in   the lay panel   were
greater  than  in the audience group   (C 1) . Moreover, the average score   of  the
lay panel changed from 'moderate distrust'  to 'weak trust.'  The item indicated
one of the strongest significant changes for the lay panel between November
and March.

Changes in the lay panel were significant for the difference between Novem-
ber and March (t=2.15; p < .05) as well as for January and March (t=2.22;
p <.05) (see Table 8.3). Changes  in  C 1  were not significant but could, using
more  flexible  standards,  be  considered  a  trend  (t= 1.7;  p   < .096) (see Table
8.4). Our analysis of changes between the groups showed that there was a
relatively strong effect between November and March   (F=13.18;   p  =.00).
This is not an effect of the preparation process of the lay pane12 and can, to a
large extent, be explained by the marked difference in change of the lay panel

2 Effect between January and March: (F= 11.97;p < .05)
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and Cl (F=6.17; p  < .05). This means that our hypothesis for an effect of the
conference proper is supported (See APPENDIX).

8.2.4     Somewhat less distrustful of political decision-making

There was also an effect of the conference on the lay panel in that the panel
members became somewhat less distrustful of political decision-making
between January and March   (t=2.11;   p= .055). Compared    to the otlier
groups it can be seen that the changes in the lay panel between January and
March significantly differed from the other groups OF=5.56; p < .05) and also
differed  from  the two non-attending control groups  (6.64;  p < .05).  This
change is observable in the two relevant items in the questionnaire (see Figure
8.4 and Figure 8.5'). This  effect  is  also  apparent  in  the  factor  analysis.  Our

factor analysis of value items produced a factor of 'distrust of political deci-
sion-making'  (a =.61). Our analysis showed a significant change  over  time  for
all groups towards 'less distrust of political decision-making' between Novem-
ber and March (F=4.45; p  <.05) and January and March (F=4.05; p  <.05).
Although on sight the changes in the lay panel appear dramatic, no significant
differences between the groups could be established.

8.2.5      Lack  of  control  over  science  and  technology

Compared to the non-participating control groups, both the lay panel and the
audience became somewhat less apprehensive about the control of science and
technology in general. This effect   is most clearly   seen   in the results   of  the
factor analysis. Factor analysis produced a factor for 'the lack of control for
science and technology'  (a =.59). With regard  to this factor, the changes  with-
in the lay panel were significant between January and March (t=2.38;
p <..05) (see Fig,tre 8.6\
Although overall changes between November and March (F=5.59; p <.05)
and between January and March OF=7.35; p <.01) were rather marked, no
statistically significant changes between the groups were found. Changes in the
lay panel, however, were clearly more dramatic than in the other groups.
Whereas, on average, all other groups remained stable, the audience (Cl)
significantly changed its opinion towards less agreement with the statement
that    'dangers of science and technology are underemphasized'    (t=2.38;
p < .05) (see Table 8.4).

8.2.6    Importance of science and technology to welfare

No convincing effects were found with regard to the items which measured
participants' values towards 'the importance of science and technology for
welfare or quality  of life  (in the Netherlands  in the coming ten years;a =.49).'
Most groups remained stable, in fairly mild agreement with the statement that
'it is important that science and technology are maintained at a high level in
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the Netherlands' and that 'science and technology will contribute to an im-
provement of the conditions of life in the Netherlands in the near future' (see
Figure 8.8). Most surprising was that, on average, all groups scored rather
low on this value scale suggesting that the groups were somewhat sceptical
toward science and technology. Between November and March the lay panel
even agreed slightly less with the statement that it is important that science and
technology are maintained  at  a high level.   Only the third control group agreed
significantly more with the statement that technological developments will
improve the quality of life (t=-2.86; p < .01).

8.1.7       Right  to  good  health

With regard to the use of science and technology for improving health, the
changes within and between the groups were rather marked (see Figure 8.9).
Though this was at a low level of significance, the lay panel shifted, between
January and March, towards less agreement that "each person has a 'right' to
good health" (t-2.12; p= .054). Both the lay panel and C l changed in this
respect in contrast to C2 and C2 (F=4.6; p < .05). This corresponds with the
conclusions of the lay panel in the conference report:

Good health is not a right, but a fact. Health care, in contrast, is a fundamental
right. The perspective that illness is solely negative, ignores the possible signifi-
cance of sorrow and grief in life (page 2).

8.2.8    Medicalisation of health status

With  regard  to  the  use of medical knowledge,  the lay panel shifted between
November and March,  from a strong belief that all medical knowledge should
be  used to improve human health, to disagreement  (t= 1.85;  p=  .089)  (see
Figure 8.10) . In addition to the comments made above, this could be inter-
preted as a concern about an overabundance of tests to determine heplth status
as stated by the lay panel in its conference report:

The availability and the use of diagnostic techniques co-determine the qualification
'sick or healthy.'   The   more that diagnostic and medical techniques become

available,  the  more  one is inclined  to  use them (medicalisation).

Although not statistically significant, due to the very limited number of re-
spondents, the expert panel showed a rather marked shift concerning whether
all medical knowledge should be used to improve human health.
The factor analysis resulted in a factor for medical interference in life and
death    (a = .52).    The lay panel shifted    on this factor between January    and
March (t=2.47; p <.05) as did Cl  (t=-1.94; p <.06) (see Tables   8.3   and

8.4). The contrast between the lay panel  and  C l,o n  the  one  hand,  and  C2  and
C3, on the other, with respect to this shift is significant (see Figure 8.11
below).
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A similar tendency was found  in the audience group  C 1   (t= 1.92;  p =   .062),
whereas the other two control groups did not change their opinions signifi-
cantly. The contrast between the changes   in   L,C 1   and   C2,C3 is significant
(F=5.34; p  <.05) (See APPENDIX).

8.1.9    Religion

The factor analysis created a factor for religion in relation to medical interfe-
renee  (a =   .59), for instance,  in  life and death by abortion or euthanasia.   No
significant changes with regard to this factor were found. The groups' means
remained very stable. However, one surprisingly marked change, which is
difficult to explain, occurred with regard  to a religious  item  for  the lay panel.
The lay panel shifted to Strong to disagreement with the statement that "All the
good in the world originates from God" (see Figure 8.12).3
The lay panel showed a marked and significant change between November and
March (t=2.83; p < .05) which was largely a result of changes between Jan-
uary and March (t=2.48; p < .05) (see Table 8.3).
Changes in the lay panel between November and January are significant in
contrast to all other groups (F=4.92; p < .028) (See APPENDIX).

8.3    Consensus in and between the panels

To determine the level of consensus within and between the panels, the stan-
dard deviations of the relevant groups were examined. No clear pattern of
increasing consensus on the value scales was found for the lay panel. For the
lay panel, the standard deviations of six value items somewhat decreased
( < .30)  and  one item increased  ( > .30).   For the expert panel, the standard
deviations of four value items somewhat decreased and three increased.

Also of interest here is the question whether the expert panel and the lay panel
developed  more  or less consensus owing  to the contacts  at the conference.
This question was addressed by examining and comparing the differences in
values between the panels in January and March, respectively. The January
observation was the observation for both panels just a few weeks before the
conference. Table 8.2 shows the results of an independent t-test Of the diffe-
rences between the values for the lay and expert panel at the same time Of
measurement. A non-significant difference between the panels in January
followed by a significant difference of opinion on the same item in March
indicates that consensus between the panels decreased. A significant difference
of opinion in January followed by a non-significant difference in opinion on
the same item in March indicates that more consensus increased.
A rather strong level of consensus between the panels appeared with regard to
four value items and two value factors: abortion in the case of serious physical

3  Derived from SOCON 1990:76.
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TABLE  8.2  More  or Less Consensus between Lay-panel and Expert panel
(t-test)

Item More or less con- Label Time t- Sign
sensus developed? value' (P <. 10)

Wl Less consensus Right to be healthy Jan 2.68 .023

March 3.83 .001

W7 More consensus Abortion in the case Jan -2.17 .041

of serious handicap Mar - .82 .48

W12 More consensus Lack of self-control Jan 2.53 .022

among scientists
Mar            . 1 .91

W13 More consensus Dangers of techno- Jan 2.76 .019

logy underemphasi-
zed                              1.1Mar .31

W17 More consensus Good in world Jan 2.1 .05

originates from God Mar -.38 .71

Factor More consensus Lack of trust in Jan 2.46 .027

(a=.57) politics Mar .12 903

Factor More consensus Lack of trust in Jan 3.07 .008

(a=.55) science and
technology Mar 1.1 .29

* Between expert panel  and  lay  panel.

disability; the lack of trust in scientists; dangers of technology; religion; lack
of trust in politics; and lack of trust in science and technology (see Table 8.2).

8.4  Summary and conclusions

In this chapter, the effect of participation in a consensus conference on the
values of the various groups of participants was evaluated. Some effects of
both the conference and the preparation phase on the values of the lay panel
and Cl as compared to non-participants have been established. Tables B3 and
B4 in the APPENDIX summarize the testing of the research hypothesis detailed
in Chapter 6. The conclusion can be ordered under four headings.

1. Within group changes: For the lay panel, two value items and two value
factors changed significantly  (p  < 1) between January and March (effect
of the conference). These value items and factors are related to trust in
the (moral) self-control of scientists, religion, medical interference and
lack of trust in science and technology.    On   a weak significant level
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TABLE 8.3 Value changes in the lay panel (two tailed, paired t-test)

Item Label Time t-value Df Sign
(see quest.) (P <. 10)
Wl Right to be healthy Jan-Mar 2.12    13   .054

W2 Use of all medical knowledge Nov-Mar 1.85    12   .089

W7 Abortion in case of serious Nov-Jan 2.01    12   .068

handicap

W8 Political parties only interested Nov-Mar      1.79          13       .096

in votes

W9 Politics out of step with devel- Jan-Mar 2.11    13   .055

opments

W12 Scientists do not set limits Jan-Mar 2.22    13   .045

W12 Idem Nov-Mar 2.15     13   .051

W17 All good originates from God Jan-Mar 2.48    13   .028

W17 Idem Nov-Mar 2.83 13 .014
Factor Use of medical knowledge Nov-Mar 2.01    12   .068
(a=.52)
Factor Use of medical knowledge Jan-Mar 2.47    13   .028
(a =.52)
Factor Trust in science and technolo- Nov-Jan -1.79    13   .096

(a= .49)     gy

Factor Lack of trust in science and Jan-Mar 2.38    13   .033
(a =.55) technology
Factor Lack of trust in science, tech- Jan-Mar 2.52    13   .026
(a=.57) nology and political decision-

making

(p   < . 1),   the lay panel changed between November and March   with
regard to five other value items (see Table   8.3). The audience changed
significantly on two value items (p < .05) and changed on a weak signi-
ficant level on three  value  items  (p  < .1) (see Table 8.4).

2.     Effects of the conference proper: The within group effects (t-test) support
the argument that there was a greater effect of the conference than there
was of the preparatory process (Hypothesis 5) for five value items and
two value factors. Taking the group contrasts into account, the strongest
effects of the conference proper indicated 'somewhat more trust in politi-
cal   decision-making' and 'somewhat more trust in scientists.'    The
strongest effects of the preparatory process were on the lay panel's
values towards 'abortion.'
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TABLE 8.4 Value changes Cl (two tailed, paired t-test)

Item Label t-value Df Sign
(see quest.) (P<. 1)

W2 Use of all medical knowledge 1.92            42           .062

W3 Causes of health 1.76            42           .086

W6 Freedom to opt for abortion -2.08            42          .044

W12 Scientists know few limits 1.7             42           .096

W13 Dangers of technology underem- 2.38            42           .022
phasized

Factor(a=.52) Use of medical knowledge -1.94      42     .06

3.         Group  contrasts: The difference  in  effects  between  L  and  C 1  (Hypothesis
1)   is   supported for three   of the twenty value items. The relevant items

generally concerned 'abortion' and 'religion.'
The difference in effects between the lay panel and C2 and C3 (Hypoth-
esis 2) is supported for two of the twenty items mainly between January
and March. The relevant items generally involved 'trust in politics' and
'trust in scientists.' Three other items were significant  on  a weak level

(P <.1)
The difference in effects between the attending and non-attending groups

(hypothesis 3) is supported for three value items and one value factor.
The relevant items generally involved  'the use of medical knowledge.'
The   difference in effects between   C 1    and the non-attending groups
(C2,C3) (Hypothesis 4) is supported for none of the value items.

4.         Consensus.· No clear pattern of increased or decreased consensus ivithi,1
the panels was supported. However, more consensus benveen the lay and

expert panel developed as a result of the conference. Rather strong dis-
agreenient between the lay panel and expert panel on values such as lack
of trust in technology and abortion had disappeared by the end of the
conference.

Discussion
Rather marked significant changes between the groups occurred with regard to
abortion. The contrasts in changes between  the lay panel  and  C 1 with regard
to 'abortion in general cases' and 'in cases of serious hereditary disorders' are
not easy to interpret. The connection between human genetics research and
implications for abortion seems challenging, as abortion was at the time of the
conference not (high) on the political agenda in the Netherlands. Some groups,
however, are actively trying to get it on the political agenda as became clear
in a short-lived but rather fierce debate in the media at the beginning of
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November, 1995. The fact that lay people most sharply identified the
consequences of increasing genetic knowledge with a new abortion issue,
might indicate a renewed debate in the future on abortion in relation to
predictive human genetics. As an effect of the conference proper, the lay panel
and the audience (Cl) were left with an increased trust in the moral standards
of  scientists   (i.e., they became more trusting of scientists) and seemed   to
prefer a restrictive evaluation of the use of medical knowledge (for instance,
by    exercising the right to decline    or    not    to use medical knowledge).
Moreover. the lay panel became somewhat less convinced that politics was out
of step with developments. The actual changes and the character of the items,
on religion, for instance, might indicate that participation in a consensus con-
ference results in an unexpected intensification of moral reflections on the
issue under discussion.



9.    Effects  of the consensus
conference on participants'
attitudes

Introduction

The effects of the consensus conference on the attitudes of the respondents are
evaluated in this chapter. The research questions and hypotheses were detailed
in Chapter 6. An overview of the contrast result of the hypotheses is presented
in Tables Cl through (4 in the APPENDIX. First, the extent to which partici-
pants themselves indicated a change in attitudes as a result of the conference is
discussed. This is followed by an assessment of the significance of the objec-
tively measured changes in attitudes by paired t-test and MANOVA (repeated
measures) to compare within and between group changes from November to
March (see Chapter 6).The results of the t-test are summarized in Tables  9.7
and 9.8.  As in Chapter 8, I will use the text to illustrate the most striking and
interesting contrasts. In Section  9.6, the insights relevant  to the hypotheses  are
summarized.

9.1 Self-reported changes of opinion

Respondents clearly indicated that they thought they had changed their
opinions and attitudes since the beginning of the conference process
(November  1994)  when they responded  to the advertisement.'  When lay panel
members were asked whether they thought they had become more or less
critical towards the issue, they indicated a marked change towards a more
critical attitude (see Table 9.1). Differences in the degree of change between
the lay panel and the control groups are significant (F=9,9; p=.00), while the
lay panel reported the greatest change of opinion, and the control groups C
and CE the smallest change. The difference in the degree of self-reported
change between the lay panel and control groups with regard to a change in
attitude towards possible applications of genetic research is significant (F=9,5;
p=.00) (see Table  9.2).   The lay panel again indicated the strongest change  of
opinion and the control group C2 and CE, which did not attend the confe-
rence, the smallest change of opinion.
In addition to the above questions, I also asked about the direction of this
change. All groups  of lay respondents (L,Cl,C2) reported a relatively drastic
change towards a more critical attitude on predictive genetic research. The lay
panel indicated the greatest change and the control group C2 the smallest

1 These questions  were not included  in the questionnaires of control group  3.
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TABLE 9.1 Answers  to the question:

Since  October   1994, my opinion on human genetics research  has..'(1 = not
changed  at  all; 7 =changed  very  much)

Groups (F=9.9; p=.00.) Mean change on
7-point scale (Sdv)

L    (Lay panel, n=15) 5.43 (1.02)
C 1 (Public audience,  n =44) 4,16 (1.36)
C2 (Panel control group,  n = 90) 3.55 (1.46)
E (Expert panel, n=8) 3.25 (1.75)
CE (Expert control group,  n= 10) 2.10 (1.37)

TABLE 9.2 Answers to the question:

Since October 1994, my attitude towards possible applications of
human genetics research  has..'  (1 = not changed  at  all; 7 =changed  very
much)

Groups (F=9.5; p=.00.) Mean change
on 7-point scale

L    (Lay panel, n=15) 5,7 (.83)

Cl (Public audience, n=44) 4,4 (1.48)
C2 (Panel control group,  n =90) 3.7(1.51)
E (Expert panel, n=8) 3.5 (2.00)
CE (Expert control group,  n= 10) 2.4 (1.51)

change. Differences between the groups, however, are not significant (see
Table  9.3).

The lay panel participants stated that they believed there was (much) more
agreement within   the lay panel with regard to predictive genetic research.
Only 14% of the lay panel thought 'neither more nor less agreement' had been
reached between the lay panel participants. None of the participants thought
less agreement had been reached.

Expert respondents perceived very few changes in their own opinion and
attitude since the moment they were approached by the organization to par-
ticipate in the debate. Only 37% (n = 9)  of the respondents  of the expert panel
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TABLE 9.3 Answers to the question:

As a result of the debate and what I have read and heard about human gene-
ties  research,   I have become  ( . . ) (1 =much less critical towards human  gene-
ties  research;  7=much more critical..)

Answers Lay panel(%) Cl (%)   C2 (%)
1.   Much less critical

2. Less critical 7.1 2.4 2.2

3.   Slightly less critical 7.1 11.9 2.2

4.  Neither more nor less critical 7.1 21.4 46.1

5.  Slightly more critical 35.7 38.1     27

6. More critical 35.7 14.3      18

7.  Much more critical 7.1 119 4.5

Total N =                              14               42        89
Mean 5.07 4.86 4.7

(Sdv) (1.33) (1.24) (1.02)

perceived a 'slight change' in opinion on predictive genetic research in gen-
eral. No significant difference between the expert panel  and the expert control
groups was found.
Fifty percent of the expert panel indicated that the expert participants reached
'somewhat more agreement' with regard to predictive genetic research.
Twelve and a half percent indicated that 'more agreement' had been reached.
All other respondents believed 'neither more nor less agreement' had been
reached. The lay panel had a significantly stronger belief that more agreement
had been reached  than the expert panel  (t= -2.79; p   < .05).

9.2 Observed changes in general opinion

All the respondents were asked at each observation (November, January, and
March) whether in general they felt predictive human genetics had 'more
advantages'   or  'more disadvantages' (five-point  scale).   All   lay   groups  except
the control group C3, showed significant and important changes in opinion
between November 1994 and March 1995.
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Fig. 9.2. How likely is it, in your opinion, that you will come into
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Fig. 9.4. Human genetics research can predict what diseases a
person will get in old age
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Fig. 9.5. Suppose human genetics research is used for screening
a part of the population for carrying a hereditary disorder
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Fig 9.6. Suppose that it is possible to establish for an unborn
child that it is a carrier of a hereditary disorder.
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9.2.1      Lay  panel  clianges  towards a  niore  positive  opi,zion

The lay panel showed an interesting pattern of change. In November,  64 %  of
the participants felt predictive genetics research had more benefits than disad-
vantages, whereas  only 14% perceived 'clearly more disadvantages'  and  21 %
had no opinion.
After the preparatory weekends, 50% of the lay panel perceived more disad-
vantages and the other 50% saw more advantages. As a result of the week-
ends, the lay panel members became more critical towards the subject in
general but had also formed an opinion.
After the conference, the lay panel members again changed their answers to
the question. Ninety-three percent perceived more benefits than disadvantages,
while only one respondent (7 %)  saw  somewhat  more  disadvantages (see Table
9.4). This corresponds  with the conclusions   in the conference report in which
the lay panel stated:

( . . )    the lay panel agrees that human genetics research in general   and    in   pre-
natal applications in particular can be used advantageously (Conference Report,
page  6).

9.2.2  The  control  groups'  changes  towards  a  more  positive  general  opinion

The two control groups   C 1    and   C2, who responded   to the advertisement   in
October 1994, also changed their general opinion significantly, moving from
being moderately critical to being niore positive towards the issue of human
genetics research (see Table   9.5). The effect found   in   C2 may partly   be   a
control effect of increased awareness of the topic and partly the influence of
all other information surrounding the conference. However, the control group
which  made  up the audience  (C 1) clearly showed a stronger change  of general
opinion than the control group C2 who had not attended the conference. Inter-
estingly, our third control group, who had not responded to the advertisement
and not attended the conference, showed no significant change in opinion
whatsoever.

9.1.3  Dijferences  between the  groups  in changes  of general  opinion

There were great differences in the general opinion both within the experimen-
tal groups as well as between the experimental and control groups. For the lay
panel, the strongest changes occurred between January and March (t=2.69;
p< .05). Changes between November and March   (t=-1.86;   p=.086)   and
between November and January   were not significant   on  p< .05.    For   C l,
strong changes were established  (t=4.41; p = .00) which  was  also  the  case  for
C2 (t=4.23; p= .00). C3 changed very slightly but not significantly into a
more critical opinion on human genetics research.
Contrasts between the different groups (see Chapter 6) showed a strong over-
all effect between November and March   (F= 11.22;  p  < .01),   but   the   lay
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TABLE 9.4 Answers to the question

Please indicate what, at this moinent, your general opinion is about predictive
genetic research? I see.

Lay panel Expert panel

Answers Nov Jan Alar Jan Mar

1. Clearly more advantages 42.9 21.4 28.6 44.4     50

2. Somewhat more advantages 21.4 28.6 64.3 33.3     25

3.  No opinion 21.4         0              0              0             0
4.   Somewhat more disadvantages 0 35.7 7.1 22.3     25

5.  Clearly more disadvantages 14.3 14.3         0              0             0

Total n =                                                      14               14                14                10               8
Means 2.21 2.93 1.86 2.2 2.0

(Sdv) (1.42) (1.49) (.77) (1.22) (1.31)

X  = 20; n.s

p =.00

panel changes mainly occurred between January and March (F=28.52;
p= .00). In this time period, changes within the lay panel and audience group
(Cl) differed strongly from C2 and C3 (F=11.85;p< .01) (see Figure 9.1)

9.3 Personal involvement

After the preparatory process, the lay panel members changed their perception
of the likelihood that they would personally come into contact with human
genetics research after the preparatory process. This perception remained
stable at the third observation (see Figure 9.2). The control groups C2 and C3
also perceived a somewhat greater probability, whereas the audience felt there
was a lower probability (see also Chapter  6).

9.4  Attitudes with regard to human genetics research

Significant changes between the groups and between November    1994    and
March     1995 were found     for     6     0 f    the 22 items which measured     the
participants' assessment of 'whether certain aspects/consequences of human
genetics research are presently realistic or whether they will be realistic in the
future.'  The same holds true for eight items which measured the desirability or
otherwise of this situation (see Chapter  6). I will illustrate these changes in the
following eighteen short subsections. Figures  9.1   and 9.16 present a graphic
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TABLE 9.5 Answers to the question

Please indicate what at this moment your general opinion is about predictive
genetic research?  I  see  ( . . )

Cl        (2        (3        CE

Answers Nov Mar Nov Mar Nov Mar Jan Mar

1.    Clearly more 20.9 23.8 10.2 18.9 30.3 24.4 48.6 30
advantages (50)

2. Somewhat more 16.3 54.8 44.3 57.8 46.1 45.6 25.7  50

advantages (20)

3.  No opinion 25.6 0 13.6 6.7 11.2 15.6 5.7    10

(20)

4. Somewhat more 18.6 9.5 20.5 11.1 7.9 11.1 8.6    10

disadvantages                                                                   (0)
5.   Clearly more 18.6 11.9 11.4 5.6 4.5 3.3 11.4    0

disadvantages (10)

Total N =            43     42     88      90     89      90     35     10
Means 2.98 2.31 2.78 2.27 2.1 2.23 2.09 2.0

(Sdv) 1.41 1.28 1.22 1.07 1.07 1.05 1.22 1.31

Xz =22 )( =10 n.s n.s

p =.00 p <.05

overview of the changes in the group's opinions. Statistics are summarized in
the appendix, Tables C 1 through C4.

1.    Freedom  of  choice. On average, all the groups thought that in the Nether-
lands, everybody should be able to decide for themselves whether to be
examined on genetic disorders. This was also considered 'desirable' by all
groups. The lay groups changed their assessment somewhat on the desir-
ability, but not very strongly nor significantly.

2.     Rules   and   regulations. No clear pattern of change was established with
regard to opinions on regulations for human genetics research. On average
the respondents did not think that 'what is and is not allowed is clearly
defined in rules and regulations.' However, all groups clearly thought that
this would be a 'desirable' situation.2
With regard to the possible consequences of regulations, all groups on
average thought that people or companies 'would go abroad if Human

2   There was a minor contrast effect between the two control groups which did not attend
the conference (2 (t= 1.92; p=  .058),  and (2-(3  (F=5.39; p  < .05)
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Genetics Research in the Netherlands is limited by strict rules and regula-
tions'. Groups generally also thought   that   this was 'somewhat undesir-
able. '

3.     Consent. I measured the respondents' assessment of whether 'it was poss-
ible that people are genetically tested without their consent.'  All  the  lay
groups generally thought there  was  only a slight chance  of this happening.
However, significant changes between November and March were found
among the control groups,  i.e., the groups which did not attend  the  con-
ference.3 (2 felt it was more likely to be so and C3 believed that 'it was
not   the  case.'   The   fact  that the second control group   (C3)   was   more
inclined to believe that testing without consent is possible might have been
a result of other information or media discussions. All groups agreed that
testing without consent  is 'very undesirable'.

4.     Right  to ignorance. Relatively strong changes occurred with regard to the
measure of the respondents' opinions on personal genetic information and
' the    right   not   to know' (for instance, a person's decision not to have a
genetic test or not to be confronted with information about the genetic
constitution of relatives). The most significant and marked changes were
found   in   the lay panel   and   the  audience   C 1, whereas no changes   were
found among the control groups. This corrresponds to the conclusion of
the lay panel that "The freedom of choice sometimes stated as 'the right
not to know' should be guaranteed and respected in the case of genetic
testing or screening. "
In November as well as March, every group except C3 did 'not think' that
people in the Netherlands are always informed about genetic information
which is of personal interest to them. However, in January, they did agree
that  this is strongly desirable.
In March, the lay panel thought this would be 'undesirable' and the audi-
ence (Cl) changed to less desirable (t=3.13; p <.01). The contrast
between the changes in the groups L,Cl and the groups C2,C3 are like-
wise relatively strong (F=9.72; p < .01) (see Figure 9.3).

5.     Prediction   of  diseases. The respondents' perceptions of what human gen-
etics research is capable of also changed with regard to whether it will be
possible to predict what diseases a person will get in old age4 (see Figure
11.4). Between November and March,   the lay panel   had a significantly
stronger belief that genetic research will be able to predict which diseases
a person will get (t=-2.39; p <.05) in old age. Between November and

3   C3(t=-2.11;p <.05) and C2(t=-2.2; p <.05),
4   In some instances, increased genetic knowledge is associated with the view that, in the

end, we will be able to predict rather exactly which diseases a person will get later in
life.
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March, the audience Cl  was less committed to this (t=2.22; p < .032)
(see  Figure  9.4).
The lay panel and the audience, therefore, differ considerably in their
changes of attitude in this respect (F=9.5: p  < .01), the lay panel differs
from C2,C3 (F=11.6; p <.01), and Cl differs from C2,C3 (17=7.55;
p < .01). Within the groups, there is a split over whether the prediction of
diseases is desirable. The average  (with a relatively strong standard  devi-
ation) centers around not desirable/not undesirable.

6.  Screening in general. In general, all the groups thought that 'genetic

research is currently used to screen groups in society to identify carriers of
hereditary diseases or disorders.' No significant changes occurred  in  this
assessment between November and March.5 However, the respondents are
divided on whether genetic screening of the population is desirable or not
(large standard deviations). Between November and March, all groups,
besides C2 who already believed that genetic screening of population was
somewhat undesirable, became slightly less supportive of genetic screening
of the population. Although these differences are not statistically signifi-
cant, the trend is worth noticing as the mean opinion changed from 'more
desirable than undesirable'   to 'more undesirable than desirable'.6  In  gen-
eral every group became a bit more critical towards applications of genetic
research for screening of the population. On the other hand, the changes
are so small that one can also interpret these data as an indication of sta-
bility.   Not  all the debates   at the conference  clearly   influenced the groups
in this respect (see Figure  9.5).

7.   Forensic  use  of genetic knowledge. Between  November  and  January,  the
lay panel's belief that genetic knowledge can be used to 'solve crimes'
(Forensic use) became significantly stronger    (t= -2.38;   p     < .05).    All
groups think this is so. Moreover, this application of genetic knowledge is
considered to be very desirable.

8.     Predicting   criminal   behaviour. I also assessed the expectations of using
genetic knowledge to 'predict social behaviour or personal character.'  The
groups which attended the conference  (L,C 1) indicated  that,  on the whole,
they believed this would not be possible. However, the third control group
believed  that this would  be  more  or less possible.   The lay panel   and  C 1
also indicated that this would be somewhat undesirable. However, the
third control group (C3) thought that this would be somewhat desirable.

5 Besides moderate effect on C2 (t=-2.75; p <.001).
6   Only the difference in change of opinion between the non-attending control groups C2-

C3 were significant (F=4.91; p < .05).
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9.      Possible   medical   exclusion? The groups were divided and not very clear
on the possibility that, in the future, people would be excluded from cer-
tain (costly) medical treatments if they were carriers of a serious life-
threatening hereditary disease. However, the respondents clearly felt that
this would be very undesirable. Their opinions were not affected by the
conference.

10  Screening and testing of unborn children. Relatively marked changes were
found with regard to the possibility of the early diagnosis of genetic dis-
ease of unborn children.   The lay panel and audience   C 1 more strongly
supported early diagnosis by human genetics research of a genetic dis-
order, whereas non-participating groups (C2,C3) were less supportive of
early diagnosis by human genetics research.
On the whole, all the groups believed that it is possible to establish
whether an unborn child carries a hereditary disorder or disease.    This
capability is also considered 'desirable' (see Figure 9.6).

The lay panel believed more strongly that, in the future, unborn children
will be screened for a large number of genetic diseases. Moreover, the
panel changed from 'unrealistic' to 'realistic' (see Figure 9.7). The
audience (Cl) shifted significantly towards less realistic  (t= 3.37;  p   < .01)
(see  Figures  9.7  and  9.8).

Significant changes were found between November and March with regard
to the desirability of genetic screening of unborn children   (F= 10.83;
p < .01).  Although the lay panel showed a considerably greater average
change towards 'somewhat undesirable,' the other groups also changed
towards less desirable (see Figure 9.8).7

11 Partner choice. Every group thought that genetic research plays a role in
marriages  and  that  this is undesirable.

12   Healthcare   costs. The respondents were divided on their assessment of
whether genetic knowledge in the future will contribute to a reduction of
healthcare costs (large standard deviations around the centre  of the scale).
In general, the lay panel and audience did not think so. However, a reduc-
tion of healthcare costs by human genetics research is considered highly
'desirable.'

13 Contracts. On average, both the lay panel and the audience thought that,
to some extent, genetic knowledge will be used in the future for employ-
ment contracts. Although on average all the groups strongly agreed that
the possible use of genetic information for labour contracts was very unde-

7  C2(t=2.75; p <.01) and C3(t=2.19; p<.05).
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sirable, between November and March both the lay panel and audience
rejected this possible application of human genetics research (see Figure
9.9) to a lesser degree. The control groups did not change their opinion
(F=3.74; p <.05) (see Figure 9.9).

All groups thought that, in the future, information obtained via genetic
research will play a role in ilisurance coiitracts. Although statistically not
significant, the lay panel achieved a relatively high level of consensus and
was rather convinced that genetic information will be used for insurance
contracts (see Figure 9.10). All groups were also firm in their rejection of
the desirability this use.

14    Prevention   of  diseases   in   the  future. In general, marked and significant
changes occurred between November   1994 and March   1995 with regard  to
the issue of whether human genetics research will ever contribute to the
(complete) prevention   of some diseases or disorders   (F= 6.8;   p   < .01).
The direction of the changes for all four groups was from 'realistic' to
slightly 'unrealistic.'8 Respondents   who   did not attend the conference
(control groups) changed their opinion to a lesser degree. A number of
contrast differences were established between   L,C 1   and   C2,C3   (F=5.4;
p < .05) and between  L  and  C2,C3  (F=4.63;  p <.033) (see Figure
9.11).

15    Abortion. The opinion of the lay panel and the audience with regard to
abortion in the case of a serious genetic disease changed significantly
compared    to the opinion    of the control groups. However the groups
changed in opposite directions. I confirmed a change in the attitude of the
audience towards more belief that parents will choose for abortion if an
unborn child carries an hereditary disorder   (t=-2.08;   p   < .05).    Most
groups found it 'less desirable' and significant contrasts between the lay
panel and the audience (F=6.17; p < .05) and Cl  and C2,C3  (F=4.46;
p < .05) were confirmed (see Figure 9.12).

Whereas the lay panel became more critical towards the parents' choice
for abortion (change from desirable to undesirable), the audience became
slightly more tolerant towards abortion in these cases (see Figure  9.13).

16 Gene therapy. On average, all groups strongly believed that genetic
research in the future will contribute to the treatment of patients by chang-
ing their genes. Significant changes were found in the lay panel as com-
pared to the audience and control groups (see Figure 9.14).

8 L (t=2.16:p=.052)
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Fig.  9.11.   In the future, human genetics research will contribute
to the complete prevention of some diseases.
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Fig. 9.13. Suppose that most future parents opt for an abortion when a
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Fig. 9.14. Suppose that human genetic research will be used for
treating patients by changing genes
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Between November and March the lay panel more strongly favoured gene
therapy, in  particular in contrast  to  Cl  (F=4.09; p < .05), all other
groups (F=4.37; p <.038) and the control groups (F=4.02; p < .046).
This corresponds to the conclusions of the lay panel in their conference
report:

In the opinion   of  the lay panel the development  of 'gene therapy' should   be
allowed (conference report,  page  10).

11     Social   acceptance   of   the disabled. Between  January  and  March,   the  lay
panel believed more strongly  than the other groups  (F= 3.62;  p =    .058),
that human genetics research in the future will lead to less acceptance of
disabled people in society (t=2.31; p < .05). All groups are of the opinion
that the possibility that human genetics research will lead to less accept-
ance of the disabled in society is 'very undesirable.'

18 Privacy. The lay panel showed a significant and strong change on whether
acquired information from a genetic test would ever be transmitted to
others without the consent of the person involved. Changes of the lay
panel   on the assessment of whether  or   not   this   is   the  case   (e.g.,   for
instance, legally) between November and January were weakly significant
(t=2.16;  p  < .052) and changed from realistic to unrealistic. A relatively
large number of differences were found, for instance, the contrasts
between  L,Cl  and  C2,C3  (F=5.4;  p  <.05);  L  and  C2,C3  (F=4.63;
p <.05) and Cl-C2,C3 OF=5.18; p <.05).

In measuring the desirability of transferring information acquired from
genetic tests without consent, all groups thought this was very undesirable,
but no significant changes or contrast could be established.

9.5  Consensus in and between the panels

As an indication of the level of consensus within and between the panels, the
standard deviations of the relevant groups were examined. No clear pattern of
'more' or 'less agreement' on the attitude scales was found within the lay
panel. However, the tendency towards somewhat less consensus appeared
stronger  than the tendency towards more consensus (less consensus  on   13  of
44 items; more consensus on 7 items).

Table 9.6 shows the results of an independent t-teSt for the differences in opin-
ions between the lay and expert panel measured at the same time (January and
March, respectively). The t-test and levels of significance in Table 9.6 indicate
the differences in opinion between the expert panel and lay panel in both Jan-
uary and March. A non-significant difference between the panels in January
followed by a significant difference of opinion on the same item in March,
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TABLE 9.6 More or less consensus between lay- and expert panel (t-test)?

Item More / less Label Time t- Sign
consensus? value* (P <. 10)

S 13 Less Choice for abortion Jan .89 .40

Mar -3.16 .005

S 15 More Employement contracts Jan 3.03 .007

Mar 1.32 .22

S 18 More Insurance contracts Jan 1.99 .067

Mar 1.85 .098

S21 More Acceptance of disabled in Jan 1.88 .082

society Mar 1.04 .32

S3 More Going abroad when HGR Jan 2.17 .044
is strictly regulated Mar 1.49 .16

S4 Less Testing without consent Jan .42 .68

Mar -2.93 .008

S5 Less Always informing people Jan -1.99 .061

Mar -2.26 .039

S6 Less Exact prediction of disea- Jan 1.01 .54

ses in old age Mar 2.21 .039

D34 More Gene therapy Jan -1.91 .076

Mar -2.13 .053

D35 More Medical exclusion Jan 2.11 .049

Mar 1.87 .076

D39 More Going abroad when HGR Jan 2.07 .053

is strictly regulated Mar .06 .96

General More More advantages or Jan 1.63 .12

opinion disadvantages Mar -.28 .78

* Between expert panel  and lay panel.

indicates that less consensus developed between the panels. A significant dif-
ference of opinion between the panels in January followed by a non-significant
difference on the same item in March indicates that more consensus devel-
oped.
In this manner, it can be concluded that more consensus developed between
the lay and expert panel with regard to the general opinion on human genetics
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research (see Table 9.6 former page). In addition, more consensus could be
established with regard to 7 attitude items. Less consensus appeared in four
items.

9.6  Summary and conclusions

In this chapter, the effects of participation in a consensus conference on the
general opinions and attitudes of the various groups of participants was evalu-
ated. Effects of both the conference and the preparation phase on the attitudes
of the lay panel and Cl as compared to non-participants were established.
Tables  C 1   through  C4  in the APPENDIX summarize the testing  Of the research
hypotheses detailed in Chapter  6.

1. Within-group changes:   For   the lay panel (see Table   9.7), one statement
significantly (p < .05) changed between January and March (effect of the
conference). This attitude item concerned the assessment that human   ge-
netics research  will  lead  to less acceptance  of the disabled in society.   One
statement, the ability to predict what diseases a person will get in old age,
was most clearly an effect of both the conference and preparatory process.
The assessment of the forensic use of human genetics research was most
clearly affected by the preparatory process. The lay panel changed
between November and March with regard to one other item on a weakly
significant  level  (p   <.1),   (see  table  above).   The  audience  Cl (see Table
9.8) changed significantly    on four items    (p   < .05)    and   on a weakly
significant level (p < .01) on one item. However, none of the desirability
items appeared significant.   A weak significance level  (p   < . 1) showed  up
in four items. Moreover, significant changes in the control groups were
found. C2 changed in 6 of the items and C3 in 9 of the items. The items
in which these changes occurred however, had no significant between-
group effects.

2.   Effects of the conference proper: The within-group effects (t-test) support a
stronger effect of the conference than the preparatory process (hypothesis
5) for one statement, and for the general opinion on human genetics
research of the participants. Between January and March, the lay panel
believed less strongly that human genetics reserach will lead to less
acceptance of the disabled in society. The general opinion of the lay panel
members became more positive.

3.     Group   contrasts: The difference  in  effects   on  L  and   C 1   (Hypothesis   1)   is
supported for three of the twenty-two statements and two of the
desirability items.
The difference in effects on the lay panel and C2,C3 (Hypothesis 2) is
supported for three of the statements and three of the desirability items.
The difference in effects on the attending and non-attending groups
(hypothesis 3) is supported for one of the statements and three of the
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TABLE 9.7 Attitude changes in the lay panel (two-tailed, paired t-test)

Item Label Time t-value    Df    Sign (p<.10)

S6                  Prediction of diseases in Nov; Mar -2.39    13   .033

old age

S6 Idem Jan;Mar -1.85    12   .089

S8              Forensic use genetic Nov,Jan -2.38    12   .035
research

S 17 Complete prevention of Nov;Jan 2.16    12   .052
some diseases

S 17 Idem Nov;Mar 1.86    13   .086

S21 Less acceptance of dis- Nov;Jan -1.9     12   .082
abled

S21 idem Jan;Mar 2.31     12   .040

D25 Complete prevention of Nov;Mar -1.79 13 .096
some diseases

D29 Employement contracts Nov;Mar -1.96 13 .071

D30 Abortion Nov;Mar 1.84     10   .095

D37 Testing without consent Jan;Mar 1.99    13   .068

Gen. opin. More advantages or Nov;Mar .92 13 n.s
disadvant.

Gen. opin. idem Nov,Jan -1.86    13   .086

Gen. opin. idem Jan;Mar 2.69    13   .019

desirability items.
The   difference in effects   on   C 1   and   the non attending groups   (C2,C3)
(Hypothesis 4) is supported for two of the desirability items and three of
the  statements.

4.   Consensus: In contrast to the value items in which a clear pattern of more
consensus between the panels was established, both agreement (consensus)
and disagreement (dissensus) originated for the attitude items. However,
more consensus originated with regard to general opinion. More consensus
also developed on the desirability of gene therapy. Less consensus, how-
ever, developed on whether it is possible that people are tested without
their consent.

Discussion
An important part of the research is concerned with the change in the general
and particular opinions of the participants. Specific opinions with regard to
human genetics research were identified as 'attitudes.' Attitudes   of   the
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TABLE 9.8 Attitude changes Cl (two tailed, paired t-test. Difference November-March)

Item Label t-value Df Sign
(P <. 1)

S6            Prediction of diseases in old age 2.22     40   .032

S 13 Abortion -2.08    42   .044

S 16 Prenatal screening 3.37     42   .002

S 18 Insurance contracts 1.77     42   .083

S 19 Prediction of criminal behaviour 2.05     41   .047

D30 Abortion -1.75    34   .090

D41 Forensic use gen. research 3.13     38   .003

Gen. More advantages or disadvantages 4.41 41 .00
opinion

respondents were measured on two dimensions: Is a situation realistic (likely)
or unrealistic (unlikely)? Is a situation desirable or undesirable?
Based on these two dimensions, four types of possible attitudes are possible.

Potential 'holds' constitute the benefits and advantages of human genetics
research which respondents want to see respected or expect to be realized in
the near future.

Potential 'risks' are the disadvantages of human genetics research which
respondents want to see solved, guaranteed, or prevented in the near future.
Myths are composed of 'real' myths (the creation of Frankensteinian monsters
or the discovery of a gene for homosexuality or criminal behaviour). How-
ever, some myths may run the risk of becoming 'surprises' (negative or posi-
tive) if an underlying basis of truth to the myth is falsely ignored.
Potential 'wants' define the pressures of public opinion towards scientists or
decision-makers. These are the so-called advantages which should be realized
or the conditions under which the negative aspects  can be controlled.

External changes or new information may produce frequent shifts between the
quadrants. Based on the two dimensions, five types of opinion changes are
defined: (un)warranted benefits; (un)warranted opinions; awareness of
(un)warranted risks/benefits; a review of opinion; (un)warranted dangers.

(Un)warranted benefits occur when opinions change from a 'want' to a 'hold'
or vice versa.

(Un)warranted opinions occur when an opinion changes from a 'want' to
'myth'.
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Review of opinion occurs when there is change from advantage (hold) to disad-
vantage (risk) or vice versa. Awareness of warranted risks occurs when people
become aware that a situation which they previously believed to be unrealistic
and desirable turns out to be realistic and undesirable.
Awareness  of warranted benejits may also occur when realistic risks are turned
into possible advantages.

In Figure 9.15, the attitude items are presented on these two dimensions. The
figure is based   on the answers   of   the lay panel in November and March.
Changes ,vithin quadrants indicate a high degree of confirmation
out of opinions, if they change towards the outer spectre of a quadrant. These
types of changes, for instance, occured in the case of gene therapy and the use
of genetic information for insurance contracts. The opinion of the lay panel
that gene technology was both realistic and positive was affirmed. The opinion
that the use of genetic information for insurance practices was likely in the
future but considered very Undesirable was also confirmed (see Figure 9.15).

In the Figure 9.16 below, the changes across the quadrant of the lay panel are

portrayed. The most radical significant change occurred with regard to the
possible screening of unborn children. Here, the opinion of the lay panel
shifted from 'desirable but unlikely' to rather likely but undesirable. Examples
of other changes across the quadrants are presented in the figure but not
discussed here (see Figure 9.16).
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Figure 9.15 Attitudes of the lay panel on two dimensions
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Figure 9.16 Attitude changes  of the lay panel  on two dimensions
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10.    Effects of the consensus
conference on participants'
knowledge

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, the effects of the consensus conference on the knowledge of
the  respondents are evaluated. The research questions and hypotheses  were
detailed in Chapter 6. An overview of the contrast result of the hypotheses is
presented in Tables D2 and 03 in die APPENDIX. As in the previous chapters,
it was evaluated whether participants themselves reported an increase in know-
ledge as a result of the conference. Moreover, the significance of the objec-
tively measured increase in knowledge was assessed in order to compare
within and between-group changes between November and March (see Chap-
ter  0

10.1 Self-reported increase in knowledge

10.1.1   Participants perceive  sharp increase  in knowledge and insight

The lay panel members as well as the audience perceived a sharp increase in
their knowledge as a result of the debate and what they had read about the
subject since October 1994. The learning effect perceived by the control
groups who had not attended the conference was much weaker. The diffe-
rences between all groups are significant (see Table   10.1)

10.1.2    Expert  respondents

Expert respondents perceived a slight increase in their knowledge and insights
on the issue at hand. The expert panel indicated a sharper increase in know-
ledge and insight than the expert control group (t=2.29, p < .05). The diffe-
renee between the lay panel and the experts was also significant (t= -4.94;
p   <   .00).

10.2 Informedness

In accordance with the Introduction of the conference report, the lay panel
indicated a significant increase in perceived informedness between November
and March (see Figure 10.1).
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TABLE  10.1  Answers  to the question:

Since October 1994, my knowledge and insight with regard to human genetics
research  has   . . . "   (l=not  increased   at  all; 7= increased very strongly)

Group Mean change on 7-point
scale (Sdv)

L         (Lay  panel  n = 15) 6.4 (.76)

Cl (public audience,  n =44) 5.4 (.95)

C2 (panel control group,  n =90) 3.9 (1.61)

E (expert panel, n=8) 4.4 (1.3)

CE (expert control group,  n = 10) 2.7 (1.7)

F=19; p=.00

The lay panel views participation in the debate as a special experience; from
hardly informed, we became well informed (Conference report  page  1) .

Between November and March, the lay panel strongly felt that its level of
informedness   (t=7.85;   p =    .00)   had   increased (see Table 10.2 and Figure
10.1). This effect is largely attributable to the preparatory process. Also, the
audience  (C 1)  became  better informed (t=5.5; p= .00; Table 10.3) between
January and March. However, the degree of growth in awareness declines
with the level of participation: the lay panel scored higher than the control
group Cl (F=5.65; p <.05), and L,Cl outscored C2,C3 (F=41.4; p=  .00).

10.3 Learning

On scales measuring aspects of learning as a result of participation, a signifi-
cant and sharp increase in knowledge was found among the lay panel and
audience (Cl) and no or a small increase among the control groups. This pat-
tern was found with regard to the conceptual understanding, the questions
right or wrong, insight into what diseases are partly hereditary, and whether
carrier screening is possible with current knowledge.

10.3.1   Perceived  understanding  of relevant  concepts

We presented the respondents with a list of 20 concepts related to the issue of
the conference. We asked them whether these concepts were clear or unclear
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to them (5-point scale; min score = 20; max score= 100).   For  the lay panel,
very strong and significant changes were found between November and
January  (t= -4.96;  p   < .01), whereas the change between January and March
appeared not significant (see Figure 10.2). The increase in the 'conceptual
understanding'  of the audience  (C 1) between November and March  was  sig-
nificant (t=-6.2; p= .00). The increase in conceptual knowledge of the con-
trol groups C2 and C3 was not statistically significant (see tables in APPENDIX

D).

The contrasts between the groups clearly showed different effects of the con-
ference on the lay panel and Cl  (F=5.13; p <.05),  and on the attendants
(L,Cl)  compared  to the non-attendants  (C2,C3)  (F= 30.65.p= .00; APPENDIX

D). These significant contrasts, though they did not disappear between January
and March, became considerably weaker. Our results indicate that par-
ticipation (whether in the audience or in the lay panel) has strong effects on
the perceived conceptual understanding of the participants. Effects of the lay
panel, however, have to be attributed to the preparatory process. The mean
score of the lay panel after the preparatory process almost equaled the mean
score  of the experts (see Figure  10.2).

10.3.2    Numbers   of  questions  answered  correctly

In a multiple choice format, the factual knowledge of the respondents was
tested on eight questions.
For the lay panel, a very strong and significant increase in knowledge was
found between November and March  (t= -4.19;  p   < .01) with regard   to   the
number of questions answered correctly, whereas the change between January
and March was not significant and the increase betwee,1 November and Jan-
uary was sharp (t=-3.64; p < .01) (see Figure 10.3).
The increase in the nw,iber of questions answered correctly for the audience
(Cl) appeared significant  (t= -3.41;  p   < .01). The increase in knowledge  of
the control groups C2 and C3 was not statistically significant. Our contrast
analysis between the groups clearly showed significant effects of the lay panel
and Cl (F=7.76; p  =.006),  and  L,Cl  and C2,C3 OF=29.29; p  =.00)  (see
Tables APPENDIX D). These contrasts, however, largely disappeared between
January and March. Our results indicate that participation (whether in the
audience or on the lay panel) had a significant effect on the knowledge of the
participants. Effects on the lay panel, however, must be largely attributed to
the preparatory process.
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Fig. 10.4. Number of items right: Is disorder
(partly or sometimes) hereditary?
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10.3.3  Is a disorder hereditary or not?

Respondents were presented with a list of 22 very different disorders and dis-
eases (such as influenza and Huntington's disease) for which they had to indi-
cate whether, at present, the disorder was known to be hereditary or not.
For the lay panel, a very sharp and significant increase was found between
November and March   (t= -3.59;   p < .01)   on the constructed scale of right
answers (min=0;max = 1). The change between January and March   was   not
Significant and the increase between November and January was sharp

(t=-2.98; p <.05) (see Table 10.2 and Figure 10.4).

The  increase  in the knowledge  of the audience  on this scale (Cl) appeared  not
significant  nor  were the effects  for the control groups  C2  and  C3.
The contrasts between the groups clearly showed different effects of the con-
ference  on  the lay panel  and   C 1   (F= 7.76;  p=   .006),   and  on the attendants
(L,Cl) as compared to the non-attandants (C2,C3) (F=29.29; p= .00). These
contrasts however largely disappeared between January and March. The
results indicate again that participation (whether in the audience or on the lay
panel) had a significant effect on the knowledge of the participants. Effects on
the lay panel however have to be attributed to the preparatory process.

10.3.4    Is  carrier  screening  possible?

Respondents were presented with the same list of 22 disorders and diseases for
which they had to indicate whether, at present, genetic testing or screening for
the  disorder was possible.
For the lay panel, a very sharp and significant increase was found between
November and March  (t= -2.87;  p   < .05)  on the scale which measured insight
into whether carrier screening for disorders is possible. Both the changes
between November and January   (t= -3.14;  p   < .05) and January and March
(t=2.9; p < .05) were significant (see Figure 10.5).
The  increase in knowledge  of the audience  on this scale  (C 1) between Novem-
ber and March was significant (t=-3.12; p< .01).
Our results indicate   that in contrast   to the other knowledge scales, this scale
showed that participation in the conference for the lay panel had an additional
effect as compared to learning during the preparatory phase (Hypothesis 5 is
accepted; see Figure 10.5).

10.4 Summary, conclusion and discussion

In this chapter, the effect of participation in a consensus conference on the
knowledge and insights of the various groups of participants was evaluated.
Very strong effects of both the conference and the preparation phase on the
attitudes of the lay panel and Cl as compared to non-participants were
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TABLE 10.2 Increase in knowledge for lay panel (two-tailed, paired t-test)

Item Time t-value Df Sign (p< .10)

Number of right answers Nov;Mar -4.19 11 .002

Number of right answers Nov.Jan -3.64     12     .003

Number of right answers Jan;Mar -.69           11          n.s

Can disorder be tested? Nov.Mar -2.87 11 .015

Can disorder be tested? Nov;Jan -3.14     10     .011

Can disorder be tested? Jan,Mar -2.9 11 .016

Disorder hereditary? Nov; Mar -3.59         10         .005

Disorder hereditary? Nov;Jan -2.98     10     .014

Disorder hereditary? Jan;Mar -.40           10         n.s

Conceptual understanding Nov;Mar -4.02     10     .002

Conceptual understanding Nov;Jan -4.96         10         .001

Conceptual understanding Jan;Mar -1.29 9 n.s

Informedness Nov,Mar 7.85     13     .00

Informedness Nov;Mar 6.5             13         .00

established. However, most effects on knowledge and insight for the lay panel
are attributed to the preparatory process. Tables in APPENDIX D summarize the
testing of the research hypotheses detailed in Chapter 6. Tables 10.2 and 10.3
below present the t-test results  for  the lay panel  and  C l.

The Tables and the results presented so far allow us to draw the following
conclusions:

1. Within-group changes:    For    the lay panel,   all five knowledge scales
indicate a strong increase in knowledge and insight between November
and March (see Table 10.4. Most effects are a result of the preparatory
process (see Hypothesis 5). However, one knowledge scale shows a
Significant increase in insight between January and March (effect of the
conference). The audience Cl also increased significantly on most
knowledge scales. The control groups C2 and C3 indicated that they had
become more informed but none of the knowledge scales supported a
learning effect for the control groups.

2.         Effects   of  the   conference  proper: The within-group results (t-test) support
a stronger effect of the preparatory process (Hypothesis 5) than the
conference proper for four knowledge scales. For one scale, however,
the  effect of the conference is supported. The conference has a relatively
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TABLE 10.3 Increase in knowledge for the audience (two-tailed, paired t-
test)

Item t-value Df Sign (p <.1)

Number of right answers -3.41             40          .002

Can disorder be tested? -3.13             32          .004

Disorder hereditary? -1.86             39          .070

Conceptual understanding -6.2        41      .00

Informedness 5.5                42          .00

strong effect  on the knowledge  of the audience  (C 1) .
3.        Group  contrasts: The difference  of  the  effects  on  L  and  C 1   (Hypothesis

1)  is  supported  for all knowledge items (Hypothesis   1).
The difference of effects on the lay panel as compared to C2,C3
(Hypothesis  2) is supported  for all knowledge scales.
The difference of effects on the attending versus non-attending groups
(Hypothesis 3) is supported for all knowledge items.
The   difference of effects between   C 1    and the non-attending groups
(C2,C3) (Hypothesis 4) is supported for all knowledge scales.

Discussion
Compared to the effects on the values, opinions and attitudes, participation in
a consensus conference had the clearest impact on the knowledge,
informedness, and insight into the subject of the participants. The lay panel's
level of knowledge and insight, measured objectively and by self-reporting,
increased sharply and almost equaled the scores of the experts. The audience
(in contrast to the control groups C2 and C3) also increased its knowledge.
However, the question remains whether a change in general opinion is partly
determined by the increase in knowledge on the subject. A prelimary analysis
(not reported here) indicates that their is no direct relation between 'opinion
and knowledge' nor between 'the increase in knowledge and change of
opinion.' The knowledge and informedness scales  do not correlate  with  the
general opinion of the respondents. However, better understanding of the
subject may have played a role in a more indirect manner.



11. Participatory policy analysis:
design and evaluation

INTRODUCTION

The present study started with the question whether policy analysis, rather
than being the exclusive domain of experts, can be based on the active engage-
ment of citizens, ordinary people, and stakeholders, and if so, how such a
process   can be practically and instrumentally arranged. The present state   of
policy analysis makes this question particularly relevant because the dominant
role of experts has been fundamentally undermined and practitioners and
clients have shown a revived interest in participatory policy analysis. In order
to encourage this way of thinking, I have brought together the relevant theo-
retical discussions on PPA and the practical insights needed for its design and
evaluation. How the active involvement of ordinary citizens operates and to
what end, was clarified in the two detailed evaluation studies of the scenario
workshop approach and the consensus conference.
Of course, I can not claim that all problematic aspects and questions with
regard to PPA have been addressed, let alone answered. The various research
studies on methods presently conducted at Tilburg University,  e.g.,  the  use  of
group decision support systems and policy exercises, may in the coming years
address some of these questions. Proposals to establish a PPA institute in the
Netherlands may make the design and evaluation of a wide variety of partici-
patory techniques for consulting as well as academic objectives possible.
In the first part of this closing chapter, I will briefly recapitulate the research
questions presented in Chapter 1 and subsequently review the main arguments
and findings relevant to these questions. In the second part, I will describe a
conceptual framework that I consider to be a starting point for further explora-
tion   of   PPA:    it   may   help   in the design and evaluation   of   new and better
experiments. A checklist   of  the main elements for design and evaluation   of
PPA is presented at the end of this Chapter (Table 11.4').

11.1 Review of the main arguments and conclusions

11.1.1 Recapitulation of the research questions

The contribution of this study to the further understanding of PPA is based on
three important aspects which correspond to the research questions detailed in
the first chapter. The first aspect is the elicitation of the theoretical and meth-
odological arguments why we should opt for a participatory rather than an
expert style of analysis (Research question    1; cf. Chapter    1) . The second
aspect is an understanding of the characteristics of and experiences with par-
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ticipatory methods: developed during the sixties and seventies as well as recent
innovative experiments (Research questions   2a   and   2b; cf. Chapter   1);   The
third aspect is the presentation of some practical experiences with the design
and evaluation of scenario workshops and consensus conferences (Research
questions  2b  and  2c; cf. Chapter  1). The findings to these questions  have  been
presented in the previous Chapters and will be summarized below.

11.1.2 Arguments for PPA and answers to the research questions

Why opt for PPA?
Research question 1 specified that more insight is needed into the various
theoretical and methodological arguments underlying PPA. Based on a review
of the relevant body of literature, the findings give evidence that PPA emerges
from five objections to the practice of main stream policy analysis. The tradi-
tional approach has been criticized for its exclusion of (non-expert) partici-
pants. The objections refer to its scientistic and decisionistic character, its
limited utility for policymaking, the fact that it is not a coherent discipline,
and    finally,     that it relies on experts and ignores democratic interests    (c f.
Durning, 1993; DeLeon; 1989). Each objection entails an argument for a
participatory style of policy analysis; policy analysis should provide a meehan-
ism for laymen, network actors, users of policy results, disagreeing experts,
and citizens to become involved (cf. Table 2.1, Chapter 2).
Responses to the objections came from a limited number of alternatives. These
alternative models were based on different assumptions with regard to aspects
such as rationality, knowledge and democracy. In Chapter  2, I presented the
pluralist, critical, constructivist and the strategic model of policy analysis and
claimed that each offers arguments why policy analysis requires the involve-
ment of (non-expert) participants: analysis should be based on consensus;
consensus can best be reached through participation.
These four models, however, apply fundamentally different definitions of
consensus and therefore emphasize the participation of different key actors for
different reasons and under different conditions (see Table 2.2, Chapter   2).
The four alternatives provide paradigmatic guidance to a policy analyst's
worldview - and thereby shed some light on the controversies among relevant
authors  -     but give little practical guidance  on   'how to conduct  PPA' in terms
of tools and procedures. It was observed that many proponents claim, that on
theoretical grounds policy analysis should be participatory but pay much less
attention to 'how this can be done instrumentally' (Lawlor, 1996).

Can PPA be practical and instrumental?
The instrumentality of PPA can be founded on the abstract notion of a 'forum'
represented, for example,   in the metaphor  of the udicialcoull· The forum
represents the 'meeting-9-f_participants' in terms   of   time   and_lol.    Time
generally refers to aspects such-allie- duration  and the p-i Eeures-ofthe   con-
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frontation between the participants; location refers to the physical and social
environment where this confrontation takes place.
PPA was subsequently defined as a practical discipline which contributes to
policymaking by designing fora, providing good conditions for participation
and facilitating and supporting the policy-relevant debate and argumentation
which take place within this forum. At the same time, PPA is the general
domain for a wide variety of participatory methods and tools that specify how
these fora and procedures of debate can best be arranged. In answer to the
question how citizens, ordinary people, and stakeholders may participate in
policy analysis, the following format was found (e.g., based on Laird,  1993;
DeLeon, 1993; Durning, 1993).

In PPA, (groups of) participants are invited to act as policy analysts. In one
possible format, a panel of randomly selected ordinary people may be set up
which voluntarily accepts a policy analytic assignment. This may include
evaluating information, debating opinions and drawing conclusions. To per-
form this task, the panel is supported and provided with information by the
policy analyst. The results and outcomes of the process may take many forms
and may have different functions including education, democratisation, consul-
tation, conflict mediation or stakeholder co-operation. It is emphasized that the
outcomes of the process are not to be confused with policy decisions, because
PPA is different from participatory policymaking.

What methods are used in PPA and how have they developed?
It was observed that the above format has not yet been operationalized and
evaluated in the current policy analytic debate. There are few cases and little
evidence to support such a proposal and its acclaimed benefits. However, by
examining other fields of interest, in particular the field of technology assess-
ment, the instrumental and methodological side of PPA becomes more clear.
In Chapter 4, the developments, characteristics, and experiences in a rather
broad domain of application of participatory methods were reconstructed
(research question 2a). I concluded that PPA has developed on the basis of
learning experiences with earlier methods.    In   the late sixties and early
seventies, techniques and methods were developed and used, such as the
science court and decision seminars. Second and third generation participatory
methods have emerged as a result of combinations of previous ideas and prac-
tices: among others structured workshops, citizen panels, gaming, and forms
of conferencing  are some examples.  They have evolved  and been influenced
by conceptual ideas such as pluralism, judicial practice, critical theory,
constructivism, group psychology and military and corporate decision-making.
In addition, information and communication technologies, such as via tele-,
computer-, or video-conferencing, provided new opportunities to overcome
time and space barriers for human interaction. Figure  4.1  shows the evolution
of these methods. There are five methods which are relatively recent and
which are based on hybrid combinations of previously developed methods:
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consensus conferences, scenario workshops, decision conferencing, strategic
conferencing, and policy exercises. Of these methods, the scenario workshop
and consensus conference are specifically intended to involve ordinary citizens
in analysis. The second part of the study, therefore, was devoted to the design
and evaluation of these two methods.

Scenario workshops and consensus conferences as methods for PPA
In Chapters 5 through 10, the design and evaluation of scenario workshops
and consensus conferences was described (research question  2b). The research
domain was limited to these two methods since they both enable the partici-
pation of lay people, ordinary citizens, and stakeholders. The main argument
for involving people in the process is as follows.
Laymen are able and willing to contribute to policymaking and to debate
complex policy issues. However, their involvement is often difficult to realize.
With regard to policy issues, for instance, they are often unaware or unin-
formed; they are confronted with an information overload and lack mecha-
nisms to participate and contribute to policy decisions. Traditionally, two tech-
niques are used to include citizens in policy analysis: opinion surveys and
hearings. The disadvantage of surveys is that respondents may drop out or
may answer a 'yes or no' type of question without adequate opportunities to
become sufficiently informed. Public hearings   on the other   hand are usually
dominated by Nimby concerns of people affected   by a proposal. For policy
makers, hearings are (almost) an obligatory ritual. Citizens will generally take
an interest in an issue, after they become aware that their own interests are
affected. At that time, the ability to influence the decision has usually dimin-
ished. The crucial concern, therefore, is to find new mechanisms for early
participation which enable citizens to acquire sufficient information and con-
tribute to decision-making by presenting their insights, opinions, and recom-
mendations. Moreover, these methods must (also) be beneficial and convincing
to key decisionmakers, for instance, by being flexible, custom made and fulfil-
ling standards of efficiency as well as democracy. Scenario workshops and
consensus conferences may realize these objectives. It is worthwhile to pursue
its application.

Design and evaluation of the scenario workshop
In  Chapter  5, the practical design  o f a scenario workshop   in a European  con-
text was discussed. A scenario workshop can be defined as a meeting of a
number of people from different backgrounds (the participants have different
levels of knowledge, experience, and interests) who, for a few hours to a few
days, interactively analyze a policy issue according to a relatively fixed pro-
cedure and are aided by the use of future scenarios and chaired by a facilitator
or moderator. The design of the scenario workshop was discussed in detail.
About fifteen to twenty people from various backgrounds participated in one
meeting. Because of the format, several hundred participants throughout
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Europe took part in the overall trajectory Of the workshops. The results of the
workshops were fed back to responsible officials and analyzed accordingly.

Evaluation of the six scenario workshops held in five different European coun-
tries (Netherlands, France, Greece, United Kingdom and Austria) showed
what a positive learning experience it was for the initiators (the EC-DG XIII)
as well as for the participants. The outcomes of the evaluation questionnaires
validated the process and tools of the workshop for the different cultural con-
texts, and indicated that participants gained more insight into the issues and
that the outcomes were considered useful.
The scale of participation - indicated by the European context and the number
of participants, the resources, and efforts put into the design of the workshop -
were a landmark experiment in PPA. Through these efforts, the workshop was
diffused in other contexts of application like a snowball roling down a moun-
tain hill. It provided clear instrumental guidelines on how to organize a par-
ticipatory process but also proved flexible and adaptable. Both aspects were
important in the diffusion of the method from Denmark to many other Euro-
pean countries and its use for a debate on other policy issues. The process of
the scenario workshop project was slow (1992-1997) and relatively costly; its
direct impact on policymaking and technology was difficult to assess, ambigu-
ous, and local rather than European. However, the dissemination effects of the
methods, the resulting debate among participants of various countries, and the
network of actors and organization which emerged were among its most
valued aspects. The scenario workshop is a generally useful, efficient and
creative technique for participatory policy analysis with ordinary citizens,
policymakers, stakeholders and experts.

What  are  the  effects  of participation  on  the  participants ?
In Chapters 6 through 10, a systematic and detailed study was conducted to
assess the effects of participation in a consensus conference on the participants
(research question  2c). The consensus conference   is one mechanism   for   con-
sulting an informed and more or less representative group of ordinary citizens.
The lay panel is selected from a group of applicants reacting to a newspaper
ad. Aided and supported by the organizers, this lay panel is put in charge of
aspects such as defining the main question for the conference, inviting a panel
of experts who will answer these questions and composing a final report with
recommendations for policy- and decision-makers. The emphasis is on the
quality of the debate, new insights, and the policy recommendations made by
the lay panel.

There are several  ways to evaluate a consensus conference. The focus  may  be
on the role of the media or the impact of the conference on political decisions.
Results of these evaluations were reviewed in Chapter 4. In the detailed empi-
rical study I have limited my enquiry to the short-term effects of participation
on the opinions, attitudes, and knowledge of the participants.
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In the evaluation of the consensus conference on Human Genetics Research,
conducted for the Platform on Science and Ethics, emphasis was on assessing
whether the participants change their values, attitudes, and opinions about the
issue and whether they gain more insight than non-participants. This question
touches upon some of the underlying arguments for a participatory type Of
policy analysis: PPA assumes that this learning factor may be a strong moti-
vation to participate: it assumes that the opinions and advice of ordinary citi-
zens are significantly different after they have become well informed on the
subject; PPA assumes that the education of citizens is one of the prerequisites
for participatory democracy; and finally, the effects of PPA on policy making
or the societal debate are unlikely if participation has no influence whatsoever
on the knowledge, opinions, and beliefs of the participants.

The background to the evaluation study, the research model, and the experi-
mental design of the study were presented in Chapter 6. The method of study
was a quasi-experimental pre-test/post-test design using six different panels
with different degrees of participation. A tool for assessing intra- and inter-
group changes was developed. An essential feature of the instrument (a test-
booklet) consisted of six sections measuring socio-demographic characteristics,
involvement, values, knowledge, attitudes and argumentation. The conceptual
model of the study showed that, as a result of (various degrees) of participa-
tion in the conference, the values, attitudes, and knowledge of the participants
might change. This change may be influenced by the socio-demographic char-
acteristics and the degree and type of involvement participants may have with
regard    to    human    genetics    research. In Chapters    7    through     10, the most
important results  of the study were presented (cf. Mayer  et  al.,  1995).

Conclusions of the evaluation
One of the possible objections to involving ordinary citizens in PPA is that it
is only possible to reach the people already interested, involved, and educated
in the subject matter. However, the conclusion is that the selection of candi-
dates for the lay panel by the newspapers advertisement is a fairly good selec-
tion procedure. Considering the small number of people, the lay panel was
fairly representative of the general population with regard to gender, educa-
tion, and age. The overall response to the ad was very good. Participants did
not have a clear personal and professional involvement in the subject. A large
majority of the responses to the ad came from people who were not pro-
fessionally involved in human genetics research. Moreover, at the onset, the
lay-panel members were not explicitly biased (positively or negatively)
towards human genetics research. A considerable number of respondents
indicated that they had not yet formed an opinion.

The format of PPA presented in Chapter 4 (DeLeon, 1993), assumes the edu-
cation and training of a panel of ordinary citizens before they engage in a
critical debate with experts or policy makers. This may equalize the disad-
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vantages of lay participants, and build skills and confidence. The question can
be raised whether this will work in practice. The preparatory process for the
panel members in a consensus conference shows the benefits of such an
approach. It was a very intensive process which contributed substantially to
the forming of their opinions. The preparatory process led to a sharp increase
in knowledge along all dimensions. Debating with the experts at the confe-
renee only slightly increased the knowledge of the lay panel members but did
have a marked effect on opinions and attitudes.

With regard to the effects on participants' values, opinions, and knowledge,
the results show that the conference did have a marked effect on the lay panel.
They generally became less fearful, more supportive, and much better
informed on human genetics research. Moreover, their intense participation
had a relatively large impact, as changes in personal values were surprisingly
strong. Some issues such as the 'testing and screening of unborn children' and
the related consequence of abortion, became issues of concern for the lay
panel and audience.' Compared  to the control groups,  the lay panel members
and audience significantly changed their views on abortion in general,   and   in
cases of hereditary disorders. As an effect of the conference proper, the lay
panel and the audience experienced a decrease in their lack of trust in the
moral conduct of scientists (i.e., became more trusting of scientists)  but  dis-
agreed that all medical knowledge should be used. The panel became some-
what more trusting of politics.
The preparatory process led to sharp disagreement within the lay panel with
regard  to the general opinion on human genetics research (i.e., perceiving
more advantages or disadvantages). The conclusion is that the panel had
become more aware of the potential disadvantages, had formed an opinion and
showed strong differences of opinion within the group. The conference proper
in contrast, had a strong consensus-developing effect with regard to the gen-
eral opinion of the lay panel members. After the conference, all but one par-
ticipant perceived more advantages than disadvantages. The panel became
more aware of the benefits and developed a very high level of consensus.

11.2 Design and evaluation: contribution to future research

In the section above, I briefly recapitulated the research questions, reviewed
the main line of argument, and presented the most important findings. Draw-
ing on these insights, I will now discuss the most important aspects and ques-
tions relevant  to the design and evaluation  of  PPA. This generally corresponds

1  Although a (direct) relation is impossible to prove, it can be noted that since the consen-
sus  conference on human genetics research  was  held   in 1995, these questions of abortion
and genetic testing of unborn children have periodically re-emerged on the political and
societal agenda in the Netherlands.
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to the second research question 'what are the important elements of design and
evaluation of PPA?' (cf. Cliapter 1) First, I will discuss why policy analysts
and policy scientists should be more concerned with the systematic and empiri-
cal  evaluation  of PPA. Second,  I will present a conceptual model which  may
help   identify the important elements   in the design and evaluation   of  PPA.
These elements will be discussed one by one.

The problem of evaluation
The evaluation of PPA as done in this book is important but intricate. On a
practical level, many different evaluative questions can be raised. Therefore,
simple or straightforward conclusions to whether an experiment was '(un)sue-
cessful' or 'relevant' can very seldom be drawn. In other words, the success
of PPA might vary on a number of dimensions. For instance, the direct impact
of an experiment on actual decisions may be low, although the participants
consider their participation very worthwhile. In other situations, participants
may be disappointed while the clients feel they have gained relevant new
insights on how societal groups debate the issue. Depending on the criteria
used, various observers may reach contradictory conclusions. These may be
the result of different worldviews of the evaluators. Policy analysts with plu-
ralist assumptions will apply different evaluation criteria than analysts coming
from a critical or constructivist background (cf. Chapter 2).Asa case in

point, the consensus conferences in the United Kingdom were positively evalu-
ated by Durant and Joss (1995), but quite sceptically assessed by Barns (199-
5). The explanation for this might be that the former were-aee content with an
established satisfaction among the contributors whereas the latter wanted a
profound and critical debate on what he considers the underlying societal
issues.

Relatively few benefits and pitfalls of PPA have been systematically studied
and some authors who have critically studied participatory methods and pro-
jects have reached quite negative conclusions or did not find strong evidence
that the instruments had the intended or expected effects (Nelkin & Wynne,
1982; Kemp, 1985; Daele, 1994; Gill, 1993; Gloede, 1995; Hennen, 1995;
Vennix, 1990; Verburgh, 1994. Kenis, 1995; Barns, 1995).
It is therefore necessary to make explicit how the evaluative observations are
made and what assumptions and criteria the evaluator considers important.
Consequently it is useful to develop a general framework of concepts and
criteria   for the design and evaluation   of PPA. While there   is a variety   of
approaches and methods in PPA, it is not an easy task. There is an established
tradition and body of literature concerned with the evaluation of policy analy-
sis. These studies mainly originate from the discipline of utilization of knowl-
edge (cf. Weiss, 1979; Weiss & Bucuvalas, 1980; Rodgers, 1988). Utilization
studies, however, have not been concerned with the impact or use of results
gained by PPA. Therefore, evaluation can in my view benefit more from the
insights of utilization studies for instance by examining the dissemination of
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results via the media and the reception and use of the results among its audi-
ence. Other evaluative approaches should also be used. These can be found in
psychology, communication studies, and political science.

Arguments for evaluation
In  my view, there  are five important arguments for evaluating  PPA.
First, there is a growing interest on the part of public administration in partici-
patory procedures for policymaking. In the Netherlands as well as in other
countries, traditional ways of governmental steering, mainly using financial
and legal policy instruments, as well as a top-down approach to policymaking,
have been somewhat discredited. New styles of policymaking have emerged
which are generally denoted as interactive, communicative or participatory.
The instruments for these new styles of policymaking are, among otherthings,
the type of strategic and public debates which have been discussed in the
previous chapters. These debates rely on the participation of citizens, stake-
holders, and experts as contributors of policy-relevant information, and analy-
sis of issues as well as contributors to the development and implementation of
policy measures. Systematic evaluation of these participatory experiments and
projects can help to establish whether this style of policymaking is more than
mere lip service, and whether such strategies are effective.
Second, participatory approaches to policy analysis, such as the consensus
conference or the DG-XIII scenario workshop project, are usually costly and
time  consuming. The project  o f the scenario workshop lasted  from 1992 until
1997; the organization of a consensus conference takes about one year. In both
the scenario workshop project and the consensus conference, several hundreds
of  people were involved   and the financial resources were substantial. Public
money spent on external consulting for expert advice or participatory pro-
cedures,  must meet public standards of efficiency and effectiveness  (i.e.,  the
cost-benefit ratio must be favorable). Usually, some form of evaluation is
required by the (public) financiers of the project.
Third, there are many possible approaches and methods for PPA, ranging
from very simple small-scale approaches with the use of relatively simple
supportive tools -flip charts, whiteboards- to methods where participants inter-
act via highly sophisticated techniques or technology such as in the case of
decision conferencing. The question might be raised whether the positive
effects of PPA result from the fact that people meet in a trusting environment
without much support or whether sophisticated policy-analytic procedures and
environments     are more conductive to effective recommendations.      In     this
respect, one could claim a 'Hawthorne' or placebo effect of PPA: it doesn't
matter how people discuss these policy issues, only that they do discuss them.
Some participatory methods require an extensive preparatory phase by the
policy analyst and project organization whereas in others approaches the
emphasis is on the meeting of the participants themselves. The scenario work-
shop, for instance, relies on the extensiveness and quality of the scenarios. If
existing scenarios are used, the organization of a scenario workshops takes
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little time. The writing of new scenarios can take weeks to years. Policy
exercises, decision seminars, strategic conferences and consensus conferences

require careful planning of the forum. Evaluation of participatory methods
should allow the initiators to establish, design, and implement an optimum
strategy, suited to the project context.
Fourth, there   is an ongoing learning process of experimentation   with   PPA.
Initiators and organizers of public participation have to 'learn by doing' and
subsequently have to  'act on the basis of what has been learned.' An important
part of the success of PPA is that policy analysts, clients and participants learn
to be responsive to their environment when considering policy issues. Not all
participatory projects  will be equally successful. By evaluating similar partici-
patory experiments under similar or varying conditions, we might determine
the    conditions and parameters which    make a project successful. In other
words, the methods and fora have to be validated in practice. This, in the end,
contributes to theoretical insights into policy analysis as a discipline as well as
to the practical skills of policy analysts.

Finally, there are important ethical reasons for evaluating the process. By its
very nature, PPA requires a great deal of psychological, emotional, and politi-
cal investment on the part of the participants. Evaluation might indicate
whether the contributions made by participants are appreciated and worth-
while. It may even increase our understanding of why participants choose to
participate and whether the participation has been fair and unmanipulated.
In the next sections, I will discuss the aspects and issues relevant to the design
and evaluation of PPA  in the future.

11.3 A conceptual model of participatory policy analysis

As an outcome of the research reported in this book and to further develop the
Tilburg University research program on participatory policy analysis, a con-
ceptual model of PPA was developed (Geurts & Mayer, 1996), and is shown

in Figure 11.1. It identifies four sets of questions for the design and evaluation
of PPA. The four aspects are briefly mentioned below and subsequently dis-
cussed in the following sections.

1 Context and strategy: Understanding PPA from the perspective of context
and strategy relates to the following types of questions: What are the under-
lying reasons and the objectives of PPA? What are the strategic intentions
of   initiator(s) of participatory analysis? Under what (historic, national,
situational) conditions is PPA appropriately used and/or effective?

2 Organization: Understanding PPA from an organizational perspective leads
to the following types of questions: How is participatory analysis organ-
ized? How many and what type of organizations are involved in the PPA
project? Is the analysis a one off event or part of many interrelated activ-
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ities  (i.e., a trajectory of events)? What is the relation between various
policy analytic fora?

3  Design of tools: Understanding PPA from the design perspective elicits the
following types of questions: What can be learned from the design of par-
ticipatory methods? What types of methods exist and when are they most
appropriate? How can we improve existing methods, experiment with
methods in other contexts, or develop new tools for PPA?

4 Evaluation of relevance: In understanding PPA from a perspective of rel-
evance, the following questions are of interest: What are the (potential)
effects of PPA? What effects can be distinguished? How can these effects
be measured or determined?

Figure  1 1.1 A conceptual model of participatory policy analysis
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11.4 The context of participatory policy analysis

The comparative perspective
PPA may not work in all countries, in every policy sector, at every moment
or period in time, and is not appropriate for every policy issue. In other
words, PPA should be used contextually; a notion which refers to the fact that
there is no single method of PPA applicable in all -or most- contexts. The
important question is therefore, under what conditions is PPA desirable,
appropriate, and effective?
In  Figure   1 1.1, a distinction   is made between a general context  and a spec(tic
contert. Although  the two contexts are interrelated, the general context  can
best be understood historically, geographically or politico-culturally, while  the
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specific context refers  to the immediate situation,  e.g., a time-bound highly
conflictuous context. In other words, studying PPA from a general context
requires comparative studies using experiments on participation in analysis:
historically or cross-culturally, such as, 'do participatory procedures developed
in Denmark work the same way and are they as successful in the United
States, the United Kingdom, or the Netherlands?'
The specific context of PPA refers to the situational context of the project as
defined by the characteristics of the policy problems, policymaking processes,
and actor-networks. For example, do participatory methods developed in
technology assessment, work as well and in the same way for policy issues
which do not concern technology? Several options for the contextual study of
PPA are briefly discussed in the following.

1.      Historical comparison
A historical analysis of PPA yields a comparison of participatory initiatives
over a period  of  time  (e.g., the 1970s  to the 1990s). This raises questions,
such as have the societal objectives and motivations for participation changed
and, if so, how? How have participatory methods evolved? What are the
underlying political and socio-cultural explanations for these initiatives? These
questions have been discussed and partly answered  in this book.

One of the conclusions of the historical comparison of participatory methods
might be the that the discussion on participation in policymaking has trans-
formed significantly. During the seventies and eighties, participatory experi-
ments were largely 'responsive' to political pressure from the new social
movements such as student, anti-nuclear activists, environmentalists, and
labour organizations. Moreover, the debate concerned the struggle for partici-
pation in planning and policymaking. As in the case of technology assessment,
the second wave of participation occurred in the late eighties and nineties and
was activated by public policymakers, politicians, and scientists. Participation
had  a  dual  goal: to educate and inform the target groups  of new policies  and
to efficiently acquire information about societal needs to be used in policy
making. As has been argued in this study, PPA and participatory policymaking
are different processes.

2.         Cross-national  comparison
Participatory methods are influenced by specific national factors: cultural,
political, demographical, etc. The Anglo-Saxon judicial jury system, for
instance, contributed to the use of 'juries' for policy analysis in the United
States. In countries where no jury system exists, one is likely to encounter
scepticism when using this method, but similar methods have been developed
in other countries, such as the German Planning Cell. Transferring a method
to other cultures, may be difficult (Renn, 1993), although there is now
evidence that the standard scenario workshop and consensus conference format
can be used in other countries (Joss, 1995; Sclove, 1996).
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Many national socio-political factors may influence the development of PPA
including population size, an open grass-root democratic culture such as in
Denmark or in contrast, reliance on elite consensus and official authority as in
France. The Danish democratic culture, the small geographical and
demographical scale, and its emphasis on grass-root consensus, contributed
substantially to its role as a kind of laboratory for small-scale experiments
with participatory technology assessment at the end of the eighties and early
nineties. In the 1990s international developments in technology-policy created
a fertile environment for the further exploration and dissemination of these
methods to other countries and the European Union.

The results of the experiments with scenario workshops and consensus confe-
rences as discussed in this book, indicate that PPA can be conducted in coun-
tries with different cultures such as the Netherlands, the United Kingdom,
France, and Greece. At the same time, the workshops seemed to work best in
Northern Europe and was less successful in France. The experiments with
consensus conferences in the United Kingdom and the Netherlands indicate
that, although the conferences where relatively successful, they will not be
institutionalized with the same frequency and at the same level as has been the
case in Denmark since 1987. One important factor to be studied in the near
future is the position of professionalized and organized interest groups towards
participatory experiments. It has been noted that they can be fierce critics and
opponent of methods such as the planning cell or consensus conference (Renn,
1993; Mayer, 1995). One of the possible explanations is that their vested posi-
tion in the policymaking arena as official spokesmen for the public interest,
may become threatened.
We can further imagine that, whereas in the smaller European countries the
consensus conferences  have been conducted  at a national level, in large  coun-
tries such as the Unites States, the state or local level is more appropriate. In
short, cross-national comparison may help explain how participatory methods
can be successfully transferred to or used in other countries.

3.        Comparison  between different  policy  contexts
PPA can be studied by examining the characteristics of the policy contexts in
which a participatory type of analysis would be preferable to an expert type of
policy analysis. This addresses to questions such as: What type of policy
analysis is best suited for a conflictive or controversial context? At what stage
in a policymaking process can PPA best be implemented? Is it better at the
agenda-setting stage or at the implementation stage? Should it have an indirect
or direct link to formal decision making? Is it best for general issues with little
time pressure, or is it also applicable when time is a problem? Is PPA useful
in a context where the network character and coordination of policymaking has
been fully developed or is it more suited to situations where the actors do not
frequently meet or interact? In short, a conceptual framework or taxonomy is
needed to help distinguish the varying contexts for PPA application.
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For decades, the various interactive, communicative, and participatory metho-
dologies, of course, have been used for certain types of policy problems.
Important contextual characteristics of policy analysis have, for instance, been
described as problem messes (Mason & Mittroff, 1981; Dunn, 1981; Geurts &
Vennix, 1989) or issue networks (Heclo, 1978). Most proponents of PPA
claim that their approach is most suited for complex, squishy, or messy policy
problems (Dryzek, 1982; Majone, 1989; Eden, 1983). The question is whether
we should be satisfied with this one general characterization, or whether we
should be more specific about what distinguishes one 'messy' situation from
another. In other words, although most policy issues nowadays involve some
level of conflict or uncertainty, some situations are definitely more conflictual
or uncertain than others. Some participatory methods are particularly suited to
highly conflictual situations, while others are not.
Furthermore, context characteristics should not only refer to the complex
'analytical tractability' of the 'messy' problem, but also relate to characteris-
tics of the policy process and the institutional network. Participatory policy
analysis is not only a strategy for gathering relevant information, but also a
way of managing the decision-making process and institutional relations. For
example, with PPA one can create support, build commitment, influence
(in)formal relations and rearrange the existing policy network by determining
who participates  in what way and why.

Table 11.1 illustrates the various possible contextual characteristics of three
relevant aspects: a. the cognitive and informational structure of the issue; b.
the characteristics of the policy process; and c. the characteristics of the policy
network. The proposed general dimensions on which these three aspects can
vary are the level of: 1. legitimacy, 2. complexity, 3. uncertainty, 4. conflict,
5. dynamics, 6. fragmentation, and 7. interdependency. This framework offers
21 participatory challenges which policymakers face (cf. Table 11.1).

11.5 Strategy and objectives of participatory policy analysis

In the last section above, the contextuality of PPA was discussed. However,
the process is not only influenced by these general or specific factors, but also
by the initiator of the analysis (cf. Figure 11.1). In other words,  the context as
perceived by the initiator is important because it explains why an issue is
being instigated, it clarifies what the stated objectives are and what biases exist
towards possible approaches. PPA therefore depends  on  how the initiator  of
the project views his 'needs' (e.g., problem)  and how these needs are trans-
lated into objectives and strategies to reach these objectives. The resulting
participatory strategy largely establishes the question 'Who must benefit, from
the participatory initiative, in what form, and how much. 'Should the partici-
pants benefit  most,  or the initiators, or should all parties benefit equally?'



TABLE 1 1.1 Twenty-one participatory challenges
DIMENSIONS PROBLEM (COGNITION) PROCESS (POLICYMAKING) NETWORK (INSTITUTIONAL)

1 Legitimacy Information and knowledge are inac- Participation in the to policy-/decisi- The network is not representative of the inte-
(Democracy) cessible to non-experts or outsiders. on-making process is undemocratic. rests involved. Certain actors have no or low

Relevant stakeholders  'drop out'. access to network.

2 Complexity There are many different sides and Many strategic alternatives are There is a complex institutional context.
aspects to a problem. possible. Selection of a 'best alter- Many stakeholders and relations are invol-

native' is incalculable. ved.

3 Uncertainty The context of a problem is deter- The consequences of options, deci- The future functioning of the network is un-
mined by unknown future (external) sions, or strategies are uncertain. certain.

developments and consequences.

4 Conflict Values and norms play an important The interests and perspectives of The network is characterized by polarized
(Controversy) role in the definition of a problem. actors and coalitions are difficult to coalitions, and relations of conflict and com-

integrate. petition.
5 Fragmentation The body of knowledge is fragmen- Power and authority are dispersed Resources and means are widely dispersed

ted among many relevant disciplines among many administrative levels among many organizations (no monopoly).
(no interdisciplinarity). or bodies (no single decision-ma-

king authority).
6 Interdependency There are important relations be- Many actors posses a part of the Actors need each other to achieve objectives

tween different policy pro- problem solving capacity. or optimize their own or cornmon interests.
blems/sectors (feedback).

7 Dynamics Knowledge, problem definitions, and There are frequent and rapid chan- Changing network relations: some groups are
solutions change rapidly. ges in policy, goals, programs, excluded, others are admitted, new coalitions

instruments. are formed; change from conflict/competition
to cooperation or vv.
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These questions reveal another facet of PPA, namely 'who is involved in PPA
and what are the various roles?' The possible roles in a policy analytic project
are the policy analysts' clients, the initiators of the project, the key decision-
makers, the problem owners, the policy stakeholders, the contracted policy
analysts and non-contracted colleagues, the target group (the client, audience,
and users), and finally, the participants in the process. One or more individ-
uals can take on one or more roles.
For the policy analyst, the client is the person or organization who contracts,
commissions, and finances the project. The initiator of the project does not
necessarily have to be the same person as the client, key decision-maker, or
the problem owner of the policy issue. The initiator, however, has the most
influence on the decision why, how and by whom the project will be conduc-
ted.
When examining the objectives of PPA, it is therefore necessary to consider
that objectives can strongly vary among the different actors and roles
involved. As a case in point, I found eight general objectives for the consensus
conference on Human Genetics Research as defined by the participants which
only to a limited extend corresponded to the objectives stated by the initiator
of the conference. Differences in evaluation outcomes are likely when various
people test different objectives. A useful starting point for understanding PPA
is to examine the general participatory needs of the initiator and then identify
(implicit or manifest) objectives of the others involved.

The strategic needs
The general interest of an initiator of PPA can be explained from the view-
point that the initiator, who in most cases is also the client or key decision
maker, copes with the management of three important facets of policymaking.
These are mentioned below and subsequently discussed in greater detail.The
general 'needs' of policymaking are (cf. Figure 11.1 and Table 11.2):
1 Knowledge management: how to handle the cognitive and informational

aspects of an issue in the light of a rapidly increasing but also ambiguous,
controversial and uncertain stock of knowledge.

2 Process management: how to come to effective, efficient, and democratic       I
decisions in a context of action.

3 Network management: how to manage the institutional relations and inter-
dependencies involved in acting on the issue at hand.

1.      Management  of knowledge
Knowledge management for policymakers concerns both the distribution of
education and information to societal groups or stakeholders as well as the
distribution of knowledge from societal groups to policymakers, i.e., consulta-
tion. As we have seen, the alternative models of policy analysis described in
Chapter 2 claim that knowledge is based on consensus which has to be devel-
oped via participation. The management of knowledge can be considered from
each of the four models discussed in Chapter  2.
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The pluralist model argues that policymakers face a problem of information
overload. On the one hand, they have a limited information processing capac-
ity, while on the other hand, they are confronted with increasing specialization
and disagreement among scientific experts and stakeholders. Hence, policy-
makers have a strong interest in early interdisciplinary co-operation and con-
sensus development among scientists. As discussed above, the critical model
of policy analysis emphasizes individual learning and education in society. In
this regard, critical PPA aims to democraticize the distribution of knowledge
in society. The education of citizens via participation, however, is not merely
a question of distributing facts but also involves the intension of capabilities to
engage in discourse with experts and policymakers.
The notion of 'group learning' is at the heart of the constructivist model of
policy analysis. The key assumption is that PPA contributes to a sharing of
perspectives on problems by the group as a whole. The constructivist models
also states that not all knowledge is scientific, but that knowledge management
entails learning from tacit and ordinary knowledge (Polanyi, 1962).
The strategic model argues that knowledge must be based on action. The man-
agement of knowledge for the strategic model is the testing of insights in (a
simulated) reality. The model's motto is: it is true if it works. The strategic
model of policy analysis emphasizes the need to explore and anticipate future
developments.

2.      Process management
The key question for process management is 'how to make effective, efficient
and democratic decisions   in a context of action'. In practice, this implies
avoiding impasses or entrapment, guaranteeing minimum criteria of timeliness,
and openness of the decision process to democratic or political control, guar-
anteeing the support of relevant stakeholders, and the distribution of resources,
and generally overseeing the decision process. The action context refers to  the
fact that policy makers are constantly pressed to take action, make decisions,
and develop policies even when the information and knowledge on which these
actions have to be based is uncertain, ambiguous, conflictuous and dynamic
(see above). This mainly implies that the decision-making processes have to be
flexible and anticipatory and have to incorporate the possible effects of inter-
ests and opinions of stakeholders. Policymakers have to constantly anticipate
whatever obstacles may arise in later stages of the process. This argues for an
integral approach to policymaking via the early participation of stakeholders
or citizens. This may improve the quality of the process because it broadens
the level of support for the policy and may eliminate the strategies of avoid-
ance or blocking of its implementation. The management of the policy process
can be considered from each of the four models discussed in Chapter  2.

The pluralist model stresses  that the policymaking process   is a piecemeal,
incremental process and an accommodation of interests between representa-
tives of interest groups. Alternative actions, options, and recommendations
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must be politically feasible and acceptable to influential stakeholders in the
field. Early negotiation by stakeholders in a policy process may lead to accept-
able compromises or mediate between their conflicts of interests.
In the critical model of policy analysis, government is responsible for a coher-
ent policymaking in terms of values, societal ends, and the distribution of risks
in society. Government can encourage participation to increase the societal
legitimation of policymaking which means less powerful groups or ordinary
citizens have to be provided with resources to enable their involvement in
making decisions. Moreover, government must protect vulnerable interests   at
stake such as the interest of future generation.
In constructivism, there is no sharp distinction between understanding (cogni-
tion) and policymaking (acting) (Weick, 1979); they are two sides of the same
coin. Constructivist theories of organizational change and policymaking there-
fore, emphasize the continuous interaction and recontextualization of multiple
realities.
The strategic model starts from a complex multicentric decision-making pro-
cess. According to Teisman (1992), complex decision making can be managed
by facilitating the coupling or interaction between actors. The degree to which
actors have arranged their mutual interaction determines the organizational
quality of the decision-making process. Authors such as Teisman argue that
the government and policymakers should make use of platforms of stake-
holders, develop public-private partnerships and arrange and influence other
forms of cooperation and coordination between interdependent actors in policy
and decision-making (Teisman, 1992:271).

3.       Network management
The key issue for network management is 'how to manage the institutional
relations and interdependencies involved in acting with regard to the issue at
hand.' This involves aspects such as deciding  'who is consulted regularly,  who
incidentally  and who is excluded.' The large number of advisory, intermediate
and interest groups may prove rather ineffective for policymaking because the
process is delayed and the results will be predictable compromises of vested
interests. PPA may be considered a mechanism to bypass official advisory
channels and create new (in)formal or ad hoc relations with relevant societal
actors.

Network management is the explicit strategy for making policy decisions by
establishing and influencing the formal and informal relations and
interdependencies between organizations. The management of the policy net-
work can be considered from each of the four models discussed in Chapter  2.
The pluralist model accepts that policymaking is the result of a pluricentric
decision-making process. Within the margins set by the rules of a liberal
democracy, policy-making is the result of an elite network of representated
interest groups. Elite theory, for instance, has brought forward the interlock-
ing positions between business, special interest groups, science, public admin-
istration, advisory roles and politics. The elite network is typically made up of
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professionals or interest groups which have become accepted and vested in
what  Heclo (1978) defined  as an 'issue network.' Networking  in the pluralist
model refers to the establishing, maintaining, and changing of the relations
between the actors in this issue network.
The critical model criticizes the pluralist concept   o f an elite democracy.    Its
emphasis is on the access of citizens, less powerful and unrepresentated
groups, to official policymakers. It is the challenge of policymakers to bypass
the establishment of interest groups and be available to ordinary people and
unrepresentated groups.
The constructivist theory of network management is found in the theories
presented by Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith. The policy subsystem of Sabatier
(1987), Heintz (1988), and Jenkins-Smith (1988, 1990) is very similar to the
concept of the policy network (Scharpf,  1993) or issue network (Heclo,  1978),
but in addition, pays attention to potential or latent actors who might become
active or would if they had the appropriate information (and resources). Policy
analysis for Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith has two functions (Jenkins-Smith,
1990:93). The first function is partisan advocacy which implies, that analysis
is employed to support their own interest and attack the other coalitions data,
techniques and theory. A second function, much in line with the idea of PPA,
is the mediation  Of the analytical conflict between various 'belief systems.'
Policy analysts have the role of 'honest' broker. Their main concern is to find
some reasonable compromise that will reduce intense conflict (Sabatier,
1987:652).
A strategic perspective on network-management is presented by authors such
as Klijn (1986) and De Bruin et al. (1993) who generally state that govern-
ments can reduce or increase the participation of actors and their interdepen-
dencies, for instance, by involving new actors or reducing the role of others.
In another type of network management, governments can synchronize or
diffuse the interaction processes  in the network,  e.g., by establishing deadlines
for decisions or developing decision procedures. Some examples of strategic
network management activities include the creating of 'win-win situations,'  the
establishing behaviour rules or agreements, and developing new informal rela-
tions between relevant actors.

11.6 Participatory strategies

In the preceding section, I set out a general framework of concepts and
notions which may clarify 'why PPA is initiated' and 'how the various con-
texts  can be described.' As argued  in the relevant chapters  of this study,  par-
ticipation in policy analysis can have several functions. In this section, I will
briefly review these potential functions by discussing seven participatory strat-
egies of the initiator. These are based on the main function and results of
PPA, and present examples of the main role of participants in the policy-ana-
lytic process (cf. Table 11.2, which is parallel to Table   11.4.
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First of all, participation can be a strategy to inform or educate people. Sec-
ond, participation can be a strategy for consultation of groups or individuals.
Consultation may be goal directed in the sense that the outcomes are defined
as advice. It can also be deliberative or open in the sense that no clear expec-
tations have been defined. In the case of consultation, the initiator is 'a prob-
lem owner' who needs assistance from relevant parties to solve his problem.
The flow of information, support, or influence is portrayed upward,  i.e.,  from
the participants to the initiator. In the case of education, the flow of policy-
relevant information is downwards,  i.e.,  from the initiator  via the policy  ana-
lyst to the relevant societal stakeholders or participants. In this format policy
analysis is used to inform social groups or raise their awareness on important
issues. The participatory strategy is oriented to creating awareness, support
and acceptance for current or future policies. The initiator arranges interaction
and communication to inform and influence stakeholders and societal groups to
support the main lines of current or future policies.
In contexts of relatively high conflict of interests or value controversies, par-
ticipatory methods can be used as a mediation strategy between conflicting
parties (Dolin & Susskind, 1992; Hanf, 1994; Pfingsten 1992; Fietkau, 1994;
Weidner,   1993).
The participatory strategy can also focus on goal-seeking by exploration of the
future and developing long-term strategic options. The initiator, then, arranges
communication and interaction to develop new goals and explore possible
strategies for future policies. The emphasis on communication in many cases
goes together with a strong orientation towards the (long-term) future (antici-
patton) (Geurts, 1993).
In some cases, the participatory initiative is taken to create a basis for institu-
tional change (transformation) or co-ordination of current  or  future  activities.
Participatory methods can also establish co-operation or co-production
between relevant stakeholders. The participatory strategy, then, is oriented
towards developing concerted actions, commitment, and use of goals and
rneans.

Table 11.2 below   summarizes   the   outcomes,    functions   and   participatory   strat-
egies and gives examples of what this means for the role of the participants.
The vertical presentation of the seven participatory strategies suggests an
increasing level of complexity of the objectives of participation and the role of
the participants and policy analyst. Education and consultation strategies are
simpler and less ambitious strategies than cooperation, coordination and learn-
ing. These strategies are not mutually exclusive. In practice, PPA will aim to
combine more than one strategy or the strategies of the different parties may
vary.



TABLE 11.2. Participatory strategies  and  the  role of participants

INITIATOR POLICY ANALYSIS KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT PROCESS MANAGEMENT NETWORK MANAGEMENT

Participatory Output Awareness, Knowledge: Alternatives, Options Conunitment, Arrange-
strategy Function Insight Recommendations, Decisions ments. Relations, Actions

1 Education Enhance societal under- To what information should What needs, interests of p. How can p. have better
Information standing, acceptance, p.  have better access? should be considered in the access to the network?

legitimacy, democracy decisions?

2 Consultation Generating policy-relevant What do p. know about pro- What could/should be done Who are stakeholders and
information. blem structure? according to p? how do p. assess the feasi-

bility of policy options for
network?

3 Anticipation Explore and assess possi- What are p.'s perspectives What can/should p. do to How will/can the network,
ble future(s). on the future? create or anticipate the futu- function in the future?

re?

4 Mediation Break impasse or conflict,      What do p. know about What level of consensus can To what extent would p.
achieving conipronzise, (each others) values, interests  p. achieve? in network be willing to
agreements, consensus. involved? commit?

5 Co-ordination Co-ordination of knowled- What interdisciplinary know-   What formal authorities How could p. in network
ge, objectives and means ledge should p. generate? should p. co-ordinate? co-ordinate use of means?

6 Co-operation Co-operation activities, What is the relation with What shared responsibility What new initiatives and
Co-production projects, actions. initiatives   other policy problems or can p. achieve? actions could the network

sectors? develop?
7 Transformati- Enhance flexibility and Change core knowledge/ Explore new styles of or ap- Re-invent or recreate new
on Learning learning. beliefs /attitudes of p. proaches to policymaking network relations

P = Participants in the policy analytic process
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11.7 The organizational perspective

11.7.1 Trajectory and arrangement

In the sections above, I discussed the application of PPA and the participatory
strategy of the initiator (cf. Figure   11.1). The second aspect from which to
consider PPA has to do with its organization.

In some cases, a participatory initiative can be characterized as a one-off ini-
tiative. The participatory analysis  then  is not related to other (participatory)
initiatives. In other instances, several participatory initiatives are connected
because they constitute an integral trajectory of participatory meetings.
The trajectory charaaer of PPA refers to a process of interrelated participa-
tory  fora,  e.g., a series of workshops and conferences  on  the same policy
issue, where the outcomes of one forum are used for the subsequent fora.
The trajectory of the CEC project on sustainable urban living (cf. Chapter 5),
for example, lasted from 1992 - until 1996 and involved many related work-
shops, supporting activities, and evaluative conferences. Moreover the organ-
ization of the participatory meetings can be institutionalized in a (publicly
funded) program.
The arrangement character of PPA relates to the institutional setting in which
the process takes place. The institutional arrangement itself may reflect the
network characteristics of the PPA, so that a co-ordinative body or platform is
established in which the network actors cooperate and jointly initiate and
organize participatory activities. The platform for Science and Ethics   for
instance (cf. Chapter 6) was founded at the request of the Dutch Parliament to
arrange public debates on science, technology, and ethics. For this purpose,
various societal groups joined the steering committee of this platform.

An important question with regard to the evaluation of participatory analysis
therefore is whether we evaluate (the effects of) one single participatory
forum, a series of related participatory fora or an institutionalized program for
PPA? The various roles in PPA have already been mentioned but are reviewed
below from the perspective of organization.

11.1.2  The  policy  analyst  and  other  roles  in  PPA

The relation between a policy analyst and his or her client has been widely
debated in the policy-analytic literature (cf. Chapter 1). The policy analytic
model described by Heintz and Jenkins-Smith (1988), for instance, distin-
guished three roles of policy analysts. The objective technician is an academic
researcher -an intellectual- who maximizes efficiency and wants to be involved
in  politics as little as possible. The issue advocate  is a political actor  who
serves specific values and goals. The client advocate sees it as his primary
task to provide the best possible case for a client. Similar classifications have
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been presented by other authors (Weimer & Vining, 1992; Durning, 1994).
Most of these roles    play     a    part     in    PPA. In essence, however, these
characterisations do not capture  the  main task of the practitioner of PPA.  In  a
participatory type of policy analysis, the analyst instead of an advisor or advo-
cate has the role of mediator, moderator or facilitator of policy-oriented ana-
lytical dialogue. Issue advocates, objective technicians, and client counsellors
can however be involved as participants  in the process,  e.g., as members of an
expert panel in a (consensus) conference. The various roles in PPA are:

1 771e initiator: The initiator is the person, group of persons or institution that
initiates the project. In the case of PPA, the involvement of the initiator is
impormnt since the initiator together with the policy analyst determines the
objectives of the participatory approach and answers the conceptual and
operational questions about the policy analysis.

2  77:e policy analyst: The policy analyst together with the initiator and other
actors involved in the project organization, designs the forum and facilitates
interaction. The policy analyst is therefore an organizer and a facilitator.

3  Project organization: steering group executing committee: The initiator of a
project -e.g., parliament, a minister- may delegate  the  task of organizing
PPA to an existing or newly established executive body in which the stake-
holders in the field co-operate to organize participatory analysis.

4 Other policy analysts: In network situations, most professionalised interest
groups will have there own think tank groups or policy advisors. Clients
and issue analysts, therefore, may themselves be the addressants of the
results. Issue advocates, objective technicians and client advocates may be
participants and be present in the audience.

5   The participants. Among the addressants of policy analysis are those actors
or persons who participate actively during the operation of the analysis;
they can be scientists, experts, politicians, policymakers, stakeholders, or
citizens.

6 77te relevant decision maker(s): Relevant decision makers are those actors
with formal decision-making authority who are directly involved in the
actual making of policy decisions, such as politicians, managers, formal
advisory committees, ministerial cabinets, interdepartmental committees.
The key decision makers will be part of the audience and users of the PPA
and may be active participants.

7 Stakeholder groups: Stakeholder groups can be target or affected groups.
Target groups are those actors to which the policy (proposals) in society are
directed. Interests groups are actors who have a general or specific interest
in the policy because their interests are concerned or influenced by these
policies (e.g. patient organizations, business organizations environmental
organziations, animal protection front). Stakeholder groups are likely to be
in the audience and representatives of these groups will be active partici-
pants.
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8 Society at large or the general public: This 'group' is involved because
PPA may contribute to the general societal debate, for instance, via dis-
semination of the results via the media. Panels of citizens or ordinary
people, may participate in PPA.

11.8 The design perspective

The third angle from which to consider PPA involves the design of tools and
procedures by operational decisions.
A tool or method (cf. Figure  11.1)  can be defined  as an internally consistent
and replicable set of practical and procedural decisions regarding elements
such as the organizational conditions, the type and number of participants,
timing, procedures, rules and moderation of the participants interaction, sub-
ject matters, analytical support, appropriate forum, etc.
The participatory method or tool can be formalized in prescriptions or general
procedures, though there is plenty of flexibility. Interesting questions are what
happens to the method when the number of participants is reduced or
extended? What happens when a participatory method typically used with
experts is used with lay men? What is the influence of organizational decisions
about the working environment, the agenda or the choice of the moderator on
the success or failure of participatory analysis. In my view, three main ques-
tions are important  for the design  of  PPA:   What  type of participants  and  par-
ticipation is the design based on; What type of forum does the design use?
How does the design support communication between the participants? These
questions will be briefly discussed below.

11.8.1 Participants and participation

The design of PPA depends heavily on who participates in the process of
analysis. Participants can be distinguished according to various criteria  such as
background, level of expertise on the subject, motivation for their participating
nature and extent of their involvement, characteristics of the group as a whole,
their role in the process of participation, type of participation and the repre-
sentativeness of the participants. Some of the key dimensions are briefly men-
tioned below.

1  Type of participants: Many types of participants can be distinguished such
as citizens, constituents, consumers, interest groups, organized stake-
holders, scientists, researchers, policymakers, politicians, etc. The typology
of Guba and Lincoln is helpful in distinguishing types of stakeholders on the
basis of their interest in a policy proposal (Guba & Lincoln, 1989:40).
First, there are the people involved in producing, using, and implementing
the policy. Second, there are the beneficiaries of the policy. Third, there
are the victims of the policy. Cronberg (1995) distinguished a fourth cat-
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egory of virtual stakeholders. for instance,   future  generations,   potential,   or
ignorant stakeholders.

2  Level and type Of expenise: Participants can be distinguished as to whether
they are considered qualified experts or laymen. Moreover, the nature of
their expertise can be based on different scientific disciplines, advocates of
conflicting scientific theories, or insights based on fundamental research or
on applied and practical experience.

3  Motivation of participants: In the relevant literature, a number of compel-
ling arguments for stakeholders to participate are identified. Guba and
Lincoln, for instance, mention the following considerations. First, stake-
holders are in a position to broaden the range of the inquiry to benefit the
process. Second, stakeholders are possible users of information. Third, they
are groups at risk and, finally, stakeholders are open to exploitation, dis-
empowerment, and disenfranchement (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). Kathlene et
al. mentioned other motivations    such as their 'cost-benefits estimate':
Among the personal benefits ranges the pay-off in terms of status, learning
or influence on results decision making.

4 Nature and the extent of the involvement of participants. In general,   par-
ticipants may become involved in the policy process to provide crucial but
hidden, implicit, or dispersed information; to help analyze policy problems;
to help explore strategies, set priorities and identify solutions to problems,
or to implement actions for change within the network which have to be
realized by participants themselves. Frameworks presented by Durning
(1993) and in this chapter (Table  11.2) may help detail the nature and level
of participant involvement.

5  Group characteristics: The referent group is defined as the participants that
play a joint role in the process, such as the lay panel in the consensus con-
ference. This group may be relatively homogenous or heterogeneous. In
other words, the participants may have similar or different background
characteristics. The referent group's size may be relatively small or large.
The forum may require one or more referent groups.

6 Interaction: The interaction between (groups of) participants may be based
on knowledge differences (experts-laymen interaction), differences in inter-
est,   (adversarial-consensual),   or on formal differences (level of decision
authority).

7  Type Of participation:  The  type of participation may be based  on  the  way
participants are selected. In other words, the access to participation may be
open or closed: It may be the result of an initiative taken by participants or
be selective, i.e., participants are invitated as individuals or representatives.

8 Type of representation: Four main types of representation can be distin-
guished. The representation of participants can be based on knowledge
(expert representation), interest (interest representation), experience (experi-
ence representation), and finally, strict democratic criteria (democratic
representation).
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11.8.2  Ihe forafor debate

A typical forum for PPA is a workshop, conference or other type of meeting
for which the design is deliberate, replicable and transferable because it is
based on certain key prescriptions. It consists of a preparatory phase which
culminates in working sessions of a few hours, one day or longer for which
participation and communication of various stakeholders (experts, laymen,
interest groups, decision makers) is required. As a result of the strategic ob-
jectives there is a tendency to consider future developments. Moreover, an
intricate balance between conflict and consensus between the participants
determines the group dynamic process. The processing  of the information  is
personally facilitated and instrumentally supported by the use of techniques for
analytic inquiry and communication aids. The workshop or conference is
output oriented preferably by composing a (consensus) report to be used by
the initiator of the analysis, the participants, stakeholders, the media, the
public, policymakers or politicians.
Policy-analytic fora can be plenary or parallel. In a plenary session, all the
participants meet. In parallel sessions, participants break up in small groups.
Participatory fora can be single occasion events or serial  events.  In a single
occasion event, participants are asked to interact only once. In a serial event,
participants meet on more than one occasion.
The communication in the forum can take place on the same day or at a
different time (McGrath, 1994). This is referred to as synchronous and a-syn-
chronous communication, respectively. Communication  can  also take place  at
the same location (contiguous) or at distant locations. Teleconferencing, video
conferencing and computer conferencing are relevant asynchronous and distal
fora for policy analysis.

11.8.3  Information processing

Information processing in participatory fora can be based on hybrid combina-
tions of the following facets.

1.        Policy-analytical  methods
As  discussed  in the previous chapters, the degree to which  PPA is structured
varies: It can be highly structured or have a less formal structure. In recent
decades, many examples of fora for dialogue and participation have been
developed such as hearings, inquiries, public debates, and science courts.
More structured and analytic approaches to participatory analysis include
policy exercises (Toth, 1988) and scenario workshops (Andersen, 1995).
Methods for citizen and lay participation include the planning cell (Renn,
1992), citizen reports (Garbe, 1992), citizen juries (Crosby,  1986) and consen-
sus conferences (Agersnap, 1992). Other types of conferencing exist such as
'strategic conferences' (Eden, 1990; van Dijk, 1992) and decision conferenc-
ing (Vennix, 1990). Finally, technology has contributed to development of
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computerized techniques for group meetings (tele- and video-conferencing,
internet) and group decision support systems (McGrath, 1994). These methods
present challenging opportunities for PPA.

1.       Personal facilitation
Very few, if any, of the participatory methods for policy analysis can be suc-
cessful without effective facilitation of the working and group process. In
recent years, the art of facilitation has received more attention than the usual
do's and don't's. The state of the art is well described by Schwarz (1994) and
Vennix (1996). Important questions  for  PPA  are  'What are the procedures  for
the interaction between participants?,  Is the agenda  open or closed?,   Is  the
facilitation/chairing of the meeting 'directive' or 'undirective'? (cf. Bostrom et
al., in: Jessup, 1992:146).

3.        Supporting  tools
Simple models, drawings, charts or complex (computer) models have proved
useful tools for running an efficient workshop or conference. A relatively
large number of standard toolboxes have been developed, such as METAPLAN
and CREAPLAN. Most of these packets consist of coloured cards, adhesives,
magnetic boards, etc. (Godet, 1991). Most professional facilitators and
consultancies have developed there own style and tools for assisting group
work, for example, magnetic hexagons on metal wallboards.

4.      The environment and technical facilities
An important factor for the success of PPA is the quality of the participants'
working environment. The quality of the working environment is determined
by among other things, the availability of computers, advanced projection
facilities (smart screens), working space, photocopying, whiteboards, and
other communication media. An important development for PPA is the group
(decision) support room. In electronic board rooms participants interact via
computer systems which support or guide the analytic group tasks. This has
contributed to war rooms, chart rooms, and smart rooms for decision analysis.
The idea of group decision support systems combined with insights on the
social-psychological aspects of group processes has led to the interesting
notion of the total decision environment (TDE). Group decision support rooms
namely are primarily computer centred. They pay less attention to things such
as  as the layout  of the environment  (e. g., the positioning  of the participants),
aesthetics, the flexible integration of automated and nonautomated support
tools (e.g., projection facilities),  and the adaptation  of the  room and facilities
to informal aspects of group work (Polley & Stone, in: Jessup, 1992). The
total-decision environment does not blindly focus on war rooms but also on
the group's well-being and the needs of the participants. A total decision envi-
ronment is an off site center, with break-out rooms, a flexible working envi-
ronment, an efficient layout in pleasant surroundings where high-tech group
decision support systems are flexibly integrated with manual tools, visualisa-
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tion aids and where other requirements for productive social processes are
met. Available communication technology will make interactions possible
between participants at different locations (video conferencing, computer
conferencing).

11.9 The evaluation perspective

The fourth and final perspective from which to consider PPA involves the
evaluation of its relevance (cf. Figure 11.1). In the previous chapters,
examples and results were presented of the various types of evaluation. The
section below summarizes these important considerations.

Contingency factors
Contingency factors (see Figure    11.1) can always affect the success or failure
of PPA initiatives. These are external influences, events, or occurrences from
outside the project which cannot be controlled or foreseen. As a case in point,
consider the effects of a major industrial accident on a planned project con-
cerning industrial risks. The contingency of the industrial accident may result
in increased media attention to industrial safety, environmental risks, or crisis
management. It may lead to higher public awareness of the issue as well as the
initiative. The contingency event may lead to extreme politization of the initi-
ative. The accident may also divert attention away from the media, political
target groups and the general public, for PPA initiatives on other policy-
issues.

Relevance
The concept of PPA, in the end, will raise questions among its contributors,
financers, and participants about its relevance for policymaking. Important
questions which must be answered while addressing the question of relevance
are: For whom is the evaluation intended? What purpose does the evaluation
serve? How much attention and resources should be committed to the evalu-
ation?
Financers of PPA will typically be interested in the 'cost-benefit ratio' of the
project and a description of the process. In short, they will focus on the ques-
tion: Was it worth it? Participants might first of all be interested in the impli-
cations of their joint product for policymaking. Perhaps they expect the results
to have a marked influence on public officials in words as well as actions.
Organizers might primarily be interested in the satisfaction of the participants
and other stakeholders -co-organizers, media- with the participatory process.
Policy analysts and scientists might be interested in more fundamental ques-
tions of evaluation such as: Is the approach applicable to other contexts?; Have
participants changed their beliefs, increased their knowledge, or reached a
consensus?; What are the mechanisms which determine whether external
actors are interested in the outcomes and will use them for decision making?
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In general, four types of evaluation can be distinguished:

Methodological evaluation
Methodological evaluation involves a reconstruction, of both the theory and
the practice Of the participatory process: its logic and consistency, and the
assessment of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and limitations of the meth-
odological approach in relation to alternative approaches and methods.   Many
examples of this type of evaluation have been presented throughout this book,
in particular, in Chapters  2  and  4.

Evaluation of the PPA process
A process evaluation involves a description of all steps and actual decisions
taken during the process of organization and the analysis of the outcome. An
important criterion for this type of evaluation is the degree of (dis)satisfaction
of the organizers and the participants. The information provided by process
evaluation (such as the location, selection of the participants, degree of inter-
nal and external co-operation, effectiveness of the public-relations activities
and contacts with the media, and the quality of the facilitator or chairman) is
particularly interesting for the team responsible for the practical organization
of the project. Examples of this type of evaluation have been presented
throughout this book in particular with regard to the scenario workshop in
Chapters 5 and the consensus conference in Chapter 7.

Evaluation of e#ects
This consists of an analysis of the effects of participation on the various par-
ticipants and other types of users. Effects can vary to a great extent. They can
be classified as short-term/long-term, intended/unintended, direct/indirect, or
manifest/latent. Three general modes of effect evaluation can be distinguished:

a   Evaluation Of direct ellects on participants.  The main question  is  'What are
the immediate (short-term) effects of participation    on the participants?'
Effects on participants include increased awareness, greater insight into the
complexity of a problem, opinion formation, change of attitudes, and an
improved understanding of viewpoints. Examples  of this  type of evaluation
have been presented throughout this book specifically regarding the consen-
sus conference in Chapters 8-10.

b   Evaluation  of indirect e/rects. Indirect effects  are  not the immediate result  of
active participation but a result of the transmission and reception of the
outcomes through the media or other communication channels.   The  main
question here is how the results are transmitted, received, and perceived by
target groups or the public at large. Some examples of this type of evalu-
ation have been presented throughout the book, particularly with regard to
the scenario workshop in Chapter 5 and the consensus conference in Chap-
ter 4.
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c   Utility  studies. The main questions for utility studies are: 1) How do speci-
fic target groups of policy analysis rate the participatory approach, in par-
ticular, in relation to the utility of the outcomes? 2) In what way and to
what extent do specific target groups expect the outcomes to be used? Some
examples of this type of evaluation have been presented throughout the
book, in particular, in Chapters  4 and  5.

Impact studies
Impact studies can be defined as long-term evaluations, of the actual impact of
PPA on policies or strategic decisions. Impact studies are largely
reconstructive case studies focusing on programs or institutions of PPA rather
than small-scale and isolated cases.

11.10 Closing

This study on 'Debating Technologies' was introduced in the first Chapter in
reference to the way one can look at or be interested in participatory policy
analysis. I explained that the title of this book has various meanings: it refers
to   techniques (i.e., methods) for effectively arranging and controlling   the
procedure of debate, to technology as the general research domain of this
debate and to a review of the theoretical debate on participation in technology
assessment and policy analysis.
Some readers will primarily have been interested in the practical use of
methods and techniques because they are -as clients or policy analysts-
involved in setting up a participatory project. For these readers I have
presented in this book a general overview of useful techniques and methods
which  may  be of help when designing a practical format  for  PPA. The lesson
of this study however is not that one should rigidly apply the familiar
techniques but rather that when designing a tailor-made forum, one can greatly
benefit from previous experiences. PPA is a dynamic process and new
approaches and methods are invented every day.
Other readers of this study may primarily have been interested in the debate
on technology and technology policy. Throughout Europe, the design and
application of new participatory methods on technological issues has been
actively promoted by public policymakers.  I have shown how since  the end  of
the eighties, new ways of participation have been promoted as a dual strategy:
to educate and inform the general public on new technologies and secondly,  to
enable policymakers and technological decision-makers to become better
informed about societal needs and possible technological answers.
The 'dual strategy' of education and consultation can not only be witnessed in
technological decision-making, but also in other areas of policymaking. For
the purpose of this study however, the field of technology was particularly
interesting because there are few domains of policymaking which do not
involve an important aspect of technology (e.g. health care, environmental
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policy, welfare, agriculture). More important, the usual 'complexity' of policy
issues is very explicit in technology policymaking: issues such as human
genetics or ecology are extremely difficult to understand for lay-people; they
are usually dominated by 'potential' conflicts of values and interests and the
setting in which the decisions are taken is usually characterized by strong
network interdependencies; not one or a few, but a broad range of
interdependent societal actors influence the (public and private) process of
innovation. By examining the use and developments of participatory methods
in technology assessment, I have contributed to the broader context of
participatory policy analysis.
A final category of readers may primarily have been interested in the
theoretical debate on PPA and its evaluative results. The study started out by
reviewing the theoretical debate on participatory policy analysis and brought
together the main underlying arguments. The main conclusion in my view is
that PPA is neither a radical break with the policy-analytic tradition nor an
impotent postmodern alternative but a new and promising development which
manages to combine instrumentality, effectiveness and methodological tools
with new ways to view democracy and societal participation.

At   the  end   of  this  book,   I   enclose a checklist (Table   11.3)   on the various
dimensions of PPA identified and described in this Chapter.



TABLE 11.3 Checklist for design and evaluation of PPA

PARTICIPATORY QUESTION DIMENSION / OPERATIONALIZATION EXAMPLES
ANALYSIS

Context What are the general context Is there sufficient acceptance and legit- National democratic culture; historical
characteristics? imate support for a participatory factors;

approach?

Specific What are the specific context Degree of...legitimacy, complexity, unce- Figure   1 1.1
characteristics? rtainty, controversiality, fragmentation,

interdependency, dynamics

Strategy What is the underlying participa- Relation of initiator (& participants, POI- Figure   1 1.2

tory strategy? icy analyst) towards knowledge, process
and network management

What are the defined objectives Information and knowledge, decision mak- Motives; goals and defined end-product
or outcomes? ing or (in)formal network

What is the defined role of the Type of involvement Advisor; Consultant; Mediator;
policy analyst? Facilitator; Issue or clients advocate.

Arrangement In  what  kind of arrangement  does Ad hoc-Institutional; Open-closed Platform, Program, Panel; Working-
the participatory experiment take Formal-informal. group; Steering committee; Forum,
place? Advisory body.

Design of PPA Who are the participants? Type of participants Citizens, Constituents; Interest groups,
Stakeholders; Scientists; Researchers;
Policymakers; Politicians

Experts, Laymen; Professional; experi-
Type of expertise ence; ordinary knowledge



TABLE 11.3 Checklist for design and evaluation  of PPA (b)

PARTICIPATORY QUESTION DIMENSION / OPERATIONALIZATION EXAMPLES
ANALYSIS

Motivation to participate Learning; influence decisions; (in)formal
relations.

Design of PPA What are the group characteris- Referent group Homogeneous or heterogenous; Size
(cont.) ties? (large-small)

Consensus/conflict Value differences; Knowledge differen-
ces; Interest differences; Authority diffe-
rences

What type of participation? Access to participation Open - closed; Representative-selective

Depth of participation Analysis; Recommendations; Decisions;
Commitment; joint actions

Type of representation Expert representation; Interest represen-
tation; Experience representation; Demo-
cratic representation

How does communication take Time Synchronous-asynchronous

place?

Location Contiguous - distant

Forum Workshop, Conference: Plenary/ paral-
leI, One time/serial

Information processing Analytic techniques Scenarios, Group discussion techniques
Gaming/simulations, etc.



TABLE 11.3. Checklist for design and evaluation  of PPA (c)

PARTICIPATORY QUESTION DIMENSION / OPERATIONALIZATION EXAMPLES
ANALYSIS

Personal Quality of facilitator

Instrumental Total decision environment Communication and information techno-
logy and social environment

Organization Process organization All operationalizations
Relevance What type of relevance? Relevant     Type of users Initiator, Policy analysts; Participants,for whom? Public actors Targetgroups, Citizens,

Media.

Type of evaluati- 1 Methodological evaluation Reconstructed logic; Methodological Strengths and weaknesses of PPA me-
on assumptions thod

2 Process evaluation (questionnai- Self reported satisfaction Quality of organization; Quality of pro-
res, interviews, observation) cess; Quality of results/outcomes.
3 Effect evaluation (field study, a. Effects on participants; (short term, Increase awareness; Change opinions,
experimental studies, quasi expe- direct effect) More insight, consensus.
rimental studies)

b. Indirect effects; (medium term effect, Transmission of results; Reception of
dissemination of results, media analysis) results

c. Utility studies Reception of outcomes, utility and ex-
(medium term) pected use of outcomes

4 Impact study Reconstructed case study (long term) Actual impact of PPA on policymaking
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Appendix Chapter 6 Program of the Consensus Conference 'Predictive
Human Genetics, Where Will It Lead Us?' February 1995, de Eenhoorn,
Amersfoort the Netherlands

Friday  17  February
8.45 Reception of audience and invited guests
9.30 Official welcoming and opening

Introduction of the consensus conference by chairman of the debate: dr. L.C. Fretz
Introduction of the panelists

10.15 General introduction of the theme: by Prof dr. H. Galjaard; Clinical Genetics,

Erasmus Universiteit Rotterdam
10.45 Pause

11.15 Speakers group 1: Science and Clinical practice

5 expert panelists answer lay panel's questions
11.55 Questions by lay panel and audience

12.30 Lunch
13.30 Speakersgroup 2: Healthcare and care for patients

5 expert panelists answer lay panel's questions
14.10 Questions by lay panel and audience

14.40 Pause
15.10 Speakersgroup 3: Ethics

3 expert panelists answer lay panel's questions
15.40 Questions by lay panel and audience
16.10 Speakersgroup 4: Law and Insurrance

2 expert panelists answer lay panel's questions
16.30 Questions by laypanel and audience

Audience writes down questions
17.00 End of first day

Evening: Lay panel summarizes and refrases the questions of the audience for the second
day·

Saturday  18 February
9.30 Reception of audience and invited guests
10.00 Opening, start of program
10.10 Discussion: Questions by the lay panel and supplementary questions by the

audience
11.15 Pause

11.45 Discussion: Questions by the audience

12.45 End of program second day

14.00 untill 6 AM Lay panel formulates discusses answers and own opinions and composes
conference report

Sunday 19 February
9.30 Reception of audience and guests
10.00 Opening, start of program
10.10 Presentation of the conference report by the lay panel
10.40 Expert panel asks clarification of report

11.15 Pause

12.30 Closing session: closing reactions of audience, experts and lay panel
12.30 Official handing over of the conference report by the lay panel to mrs. W.J.C.

Swildens-Rozendaal, Member of Parliament (Lid van de Tweede Kamer der Staten
Generaal)
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12.40 Official closing  of the  conference: mrs. prof.dr.  J.C.M. van Eijndhoven, Director
of the Rathenau Institute and chair of the Core group of the Platform for Science
and Ethics

12.50 Word of gratitude by prof. dr. N.E. van de Poll, coordinator of the Platform for

Science and Ethics
13.00 End of conference

Appendix Chapter 7 List of panel participants for the consensus conference

Lay panel
1.  mr. A.I. Bosscher: healthcare management student, Rotterdam
2.   mr R. Brouwer; assistent executive producer theatre productions, Amsterdam
3.  mrs. J.M.L.van Dalen: sales-assistent, Deventer
4.    mr.  H. Geven: Carpenter, social counceler, member of city council, Geleen
5.      mr.   K. Hagen: auto-mechanic, Eindhoven
6.   mrs. A. van Hettema-Poiesz: worked for product promotions, Joure
7.  mrs. A. ten Hoove: Housewife, Groningen
8.  mrs. M. Kaagman-van Dijk: Medical analyst, Alkmaar
9.  mrs. A.C.I. van Keulen: (bio)chemistry student, Leiden
10. mr. G. Oude Grotebevelsborg: retired employee manager, Valkenswaard
11. mrs. P. Sips-Kamphuis: nurse, Middelburg
12. mrs. J.G. Sleeuwits; social worker, Almere
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Appendix Chapter 8 Statistics values

TABLE Bl Value factors (November 1994; All Respondents)

Factors Relig. & Trust in Lack of Lack of Use Medi-

Med. Interf. S&T Trust Trust Pol. cal Knowl-

S&T Decision edge

Making

Religion & 1.0 -.03 .09 -.08 -.02

Medical Inter- (233) (233) (233) (232) (232)

ference P= . p=.7 P=.2 P=.2 P=.8

Trust in Science 1.0 -.04 .05                   .3

and Technology (236) (235) (235) (235)

P=. p=.5 P=.5 p= .00

Lack of Trust in 1.0 .14 -.12

Science and (236) (235) (235)

Technology P=. p = .03 p= .06

Lack of Trust 1.0 08

Political Decision (236) (235)

Making P=.2P=.

Use of Medical 1.0000

Knowledge (236)
P=.

Cronbach a a= .75 a= .49 a= .55 a= .57 a= .52
5 items 2 items 3 items 3 items 2 items
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TABLE B2 Values factors (March 1995; all respondents)

Factors Relig. & Trust in Lack of Lack of trust Use medical
Med. Interf. S&T trust S&T pol. decision     knowledge

making

Religion & 1.0 -.07 .02 -.09 -.08
Medical (233) (231) (231) (232) (232)
Interference. P=. P=.3 P=.7 P=.2 P=.2

Trust in Science 1.0 -.06 .08        .3
and Technology (235) (234) (233) (235)

P=. P=.4 P=.2 p= .00

Lack of Trust in 1.0                 .2                     -.00
Science and (236) (234) (236)
Technology P=. p = .00 P=.9
Lack of Trust 1.0 .13

Political Decision (235) (235)

making P=. p= .04

Use Medical 1.0000

Knowledge (237)
P=.

Cronbach a a= .72 a= .38 a= .56 a= .61 a= .54
5 items 2 items 3 items 3 items 2 items



TABLE B3 Manova (Repeated measures Between November 1994 and March 1995)

Items/ Time L-Cl (L,Ct)- L-(C 1,(2, Cl-(L,C2, L- Cl- L-C2 L-C3 C2-C3

group contrast Nov./ (C2,C3) C3) C3) (C2,C3) (C2,C3)

F=(P=) March

Wl 4.6 3.61 3.23 3.5

(0.33) (0.89) (.073) (.063)
W2 5.34 5.05 3.47 3.6 2.92

(.022) (.026) (.064) (.059) (.089)

W3 2.85

(.093)

W6 4.88 3.28 4.88 4.11 5.25

(.028) (.071) (.028) (.044) (.023)

W7 5.59 4.48 4.48 3.46 4.78

(.019) (.035) (.035) (.064) (.03)

W9 6.41 4.08 3.61

(.012) (.045) (.059)
Wll 3.71

(0.55)

W12 13.18 7.17 5.73 6.35 5.05 7.22

(.00) (.014) (.017) (.012) (.026) (0.88)

W13 2.9

(.09)

W 14 7.97
(.005)

Continuation next page



TABLE B3 (contin.). Manova (Repeated measures, between November 1994 - March 1995)

Items/ Time L-C 1 (L,Cl)- L- Cl-             L- Cl- L-C2 L-C3 C2-C3

group contrast Nov./ (C2,C3) (Cl,C2, (L,C2, C2,C3 (C2,C3)
F=(P=) March C3) C3)

W17 4.51 4.71 4.92 4.45 3.32 5.18

(.035) (.031) (.028) (.036) (.074) (.024)
W19 3.61 3.34 3.38

(.059) (.069) (.067)
Use of medical 5.0 6.75 3.23 4.56 3.03 4.42 4.13
knowl. (.026) (.01) (.073) (.34 (.083) (.037) (.043)

Lack of trust in 8.82

sci. & pol-dec (.003)
making

Lack of trust in 5.59

sci. & technol. (.019)

Trust in Science 4.76 3.28 3.41 2.75

and Technol. (.03) (.071) (.066) (.098)

Lack of trust in 4.45

Political decision  (.036)
making



TABLE B4 Manova (Repeated measures, between January 1995 - March 1995)

Items/ Time L-Cl (L,Cl)-             L-                 Cl-              L- Cl- L-C2 L-C3 C2-C3

group contrast Nov./ (C2,C3) (Cl,(2,(3) (L,C2,C3) C2,C3 (C2,C3)
F=(p=) March

Wl 3.92 2.83 2.76

(.049) (.94) (.098)

W2 3.4 3.16

(.066) (.077)

W3 3.65

(.057)

W9 8.9 5.56 6.64 6.5 5.9

(.003) (.019) (.011) (.011) (.016)

Wll 2.77

(.097)

W12 11.97 4.65 5.38 4.07 6.07

(.022) (.032) (.021) (.045) (.014)

W13 5.34
(.022)

W17 2.77 2.75 2.99

(.097) (.099) (.085)

Continuation next page



TABLE B4 (Contin.). Values. Manova (Repeated measures, between January 1995 and March 1995)

Items/ Time L-Cl (L,Cl)- L- Cl-            L- Cl- L-C2 L-C3 C2-C3
group contrast Nov./ (C2,C3) (Cl,C2, (L,C2, C2,C3 (C2,C3)
F=(P=) March C3) C3)

Use of med. kno- 4.27 5.96 3.12 3.60 3.33
wl. (. 040) (.015) (.079) (.059) (.069)

Relig. and med.
interf.

Lack of trust in 9.72 2.98
science & (.002) (.086)
pol. dec. mak.
Lack of trust in 7.35
science & (.007)
technology

Trust in Science 5.62 3.01 4.32 3.45
& Technology (.019) (.084) (.Gil) (.065)

Lack of Trust Pol. 4.05

Dec. Mak. (.045)



Appendix Chapter 9 Statistics attitudes

TABLE Cl Statements. Manova (Repeated measures, between November 1994 - March 1995)

Items/ Time L-C 1 (L,Cl)- L- Cl-              L- Cl- L-C2 L-C3 C2-C3
group Nov./ (C2,C3) (Cl,C2, (L,C2, C2,C3 (C2,C3)
contrast March C3) C3)

F=(P=)
S6 9.51 5.31 11.6 7.55 3.5

(.002) (.022) (.001) (.006) (.062)

S9                                                                                                                                                                                                        4.06
(.045)

Sll 7.99

(.005)

S 13 3.29

(.071)

$16 9.06 5.84 9.53 3.78 5.18 2.84 4.29

(.003) (.016) (.002) (.05) (.024) (.094) (.039)

S 17 6.8 5.4 3.68 4.63 3.57 5.12

(.010) (.021) (.05) (.033) (.06) (.025)

S 18 3.74 3.67 3.22 3.66

(.05) (.05) (.074) (.057)



TABLE C2 Statements. Manova (Repeated measures, between January 1995 and March 1995)

Items/ Time L-Cl (L,Cl)- L- Cl-           L- Cl- L-C2 L-C3 C2-C3
group Nov./ (C2,C3) (Cl,(2, (L,C2, C2,C3 (C2,C3)
contrast March C3) C3)
F=(P=)
S4

3.14 8.37

(.078) (.004)
S6 7.31 3.61 10.28 7.52

(.007) (.05) (.002) (.007)

S9 4.12 4.12

(.044) (.044)
Sll 4.35

(.038)

S 13 3.57 4.08

(.06) (.045)

S 16 7.23 4.44 8.22 2.79 4.77 3.23
(.008) (.036) (.005) (.096) (.03) (.075)

S 19 3.51 5.37
(.062) (.021)

S21 3.62

(.058)



TABLE C3 Desirability. Manova (Repeated measures, between November 1994 and March 1995)

Items/ Time L-C 1 (L,Cl)- L- Cl-               L- Cl- L-C2 L-C3 C2-C3
contrasts Nov. / (C2,C3) (Cl,C2, (L,C2, C2,C3 (C2,C3)
F=(P=) March C3) C3)

D24 10.83

(.001)

D25 2.84 3.11 3.38

(.093) (.079) (.067)

D28 4.78 3.47 3.7

(.030) (.064) (.056)

D29 3.93 3.74 2.82

(.049) (.05) (.094)

D30 6.17 7.28 4.46

(.014) (.008) (.036)

D34 4.09 4.37 4.02 4.94

(.045) (.038) (.046) (.027)

D38 5.86

(.016)

D41 10.92 9.74 3.7 5.6 6.04 5.13 5.47

(.001) (.002) (.05) (.019) (.015) (.025) (.02)



TABLE C4 Desirability. Manova (Repeated measures, between January 1995 - March 1995)

Items/ Time L-C 1 (L,Cl)- L- Cl-           L- Cl- L-C2 L-C3 C2-C3
group Nov./ (C2,C3) (Cl,C2, (L,C2, C2,C3 (C2,C3)
contrast March C3) C3)
F=(P=)
D24 4.03

(.046)

D30 4.79 6.28 4.49

(.03) (.013) (.034)
D31 2.93

(.088

D33 2.92

(.089)

D38 5.87

(.016)

D41 3.61 6.9 6.34

(.01) (.009) (.013)
D43 3.38

(.067)
D44 3.34 3.59 3.3 3.03 3.11

(.069) (.059) (.071) (.083) (.079)



Appendix chapter 10 Statistics knowledge

TABLE  D 1 Correlations between knowledge items  for all respondents in March
1995  (n = 146)

Variable Screenin Conceptual Disorder Number Infor- General

g possi- understan- hereditary of ques- medness opinion
ble? ding          ? tions right

Screening 1.0 .51 .67 .48 .32 .11

possible? (.00) (.00) (.00) (.00) (.23)

Conceptual 1.0 .40 .48 .55 .11

understanding (.00) (. 00) (.00) (.09)

Disorder 1.0 .43 .21 .11

hereditary? (.00) (.001) (.10)

Number of 1.0 .37 .08

questions (.00) (.25)

right

Informedness 1.0 .17

(.009)

General 1.0

opinion



TABLE D2 Knowledge, informedness and general opinion (Manova Repeated measures, between November 1994 and March
1995)

Item Time L-C 1 (L,Cl)- L- Cl- L-((2,(3)    C 1- L-C2 L-C3 C3-C4P= (Nov- (C2,C3) (C 1,(2,(3) (L,C2,C3) (C2,C3)(p = ) March)

Conceptual 55.06 5.13 30.65 14.99 20.72 14.12 17.68   21.3
understanding (.00) (.025) (.00) (.00) (.00) (.00) (.00) (.00)
Informedness 4.03 6.58 7.41 4.86

(.046) (.011) (.007) (.029)
Likelihood that person 88.28 5.65 41.4 19.5 18.72 25.4 26.6
will come in contact (.00) (.018) (.00) (.00) (.00) (.00) 7with HGR in the future (.00)
Disorder hereditary? 23.44 11.00 21.26 18.34 21.06 2.9 20.19 19.3

(.00) (.001) (.00) (.00) (.00) (.09) (.00) 7
(. 00)

Number of questions 35.13 7.76 28.29 17.67 22.62 8.47 20.04 22.4
right (.00) (.006) (.00) (.00) (.00) (. 004) (. 00)              3

(.00)
General opinion 12.22 3.34 5.17 15.3

(.001) (.069) (.024) (.00)



TABLE D3 Knowledge,informedness and general opinion. Manova (Repeated measures, between January 1995 and March 1995)

Item Time L-Cl (L,Cl)- L-(C 1,- Cl-                L- Cl- L-C2 L-C3 C3-C4F= (Jan- (C2,C3) C2,C3) (L,C2,C3) (C2,C3) (C2,C3)
(P= ) March)

Conceptual understanding 13.34 3.68 13.34 9.72 15.2 3.09
(.00) (.057) (.00) (.002) (.00) (.080)

Informedness 4.12 17.6 7.53 4.86
(. 044) (.00) (.007) (.029)

Likelihood that person will come 19.48 10.52 3.31 20.34 19.11
in contact with HGR in the (.00) (.001) (.070) (.00) (. 00)
future?

Disorder hereditary? 3.08

(.081)
Number of questions right 4.82 7.12 5.65 9.04

(.029) (.008) (.018) (.003)

General opinion 28.52 11.85 5.74 5.14 3.01 14.26 15.21
(.00) (.001) (.017) (.024) (.084) (.00) (.00)



TABLE D4 Correlations between self-reported changes in values, opinion,
attitude towards applications and increase in knowledge and

insight  (n = 146)

Values Opinion Attitude Knowled-
ge

Values 1.0 .51 .52 33

(.00) (.00) (.00)

Opinion 1.0 .65 .50

(. 00) (.00)

Attitude 1.0 .60

(.00)

Knowledge 1.0



Samenvatting

1.        Inleiding

In de laatste decennia is de markt voor beleidsadvisering gebaseerd op sociaal-
wetenschappelijk onderzoek, sterk geaxpandeerd. In het bedrijfsleven wordt
meestal naar deze markt verwezen als corporate consultancy; in de publieke
sector wordt onder invloed van de Angel-Saksische traditie meestal gesproken
over policy analysis (Nederlands: beleidsanalyse).
Onder het begrip policy analysis wordt in deze studie verstaan de discipline
die zich bezig houdt met de op sociaal-wetenschappelijk onderzoek en
inzichten gebaseerde advisering in, of voor de publieke sector ofwel, het
praktisch-adviserende deel van de beleidswetenschappen. Binnen de discipline
bestaat weinig overeenstemming over de feitelijke en gewenste kenmerken van
het vakgebied zoals de relatie tussen client en adviseur, de onderliggende
rationaliteit en legitimiteit van het proces, de taken van policy analysis, de
beperkingen en de beste werkwijzen. In de dominante opvatting wordt policy
analysis veelal beschouwd als een rationele, wenselijke en vruchtbare relatie
tussen wetenschap en beleid en tussen een sterk bij het probleem betrokken
cli8nt en een afstandelijke en objectieve onderzoeker-adviseur. Deze dominante
opvatting wordt in de literatuur aangeduid via een aantal typeringen zoals het
expert-model, het synoptisch rationele model  of het traditionele model.
De relatie tussen wetenschap en beleid en daarmee de relatie tussen de
beleidsanalist en zijn of haar client is echter in toenemende mate zelf ook
onderwerp van beleidswetenschappelijk onderzoek en kritiek geworden.
Parallel aan de sterk groeiende markt voor beleidsadvisering is het traditionele
model van policy analysis vanuit verschillende theoretische invalshoeken -met
name het epistemologisch of politiek pluralisme, een kritische maatschappij
theorie, het sociaal-constructivisme en strategie-theorieen - sterk bekritiseerd.

In de studie Debating Technologies; a methodological contribution to the
design   and   evaluation   of  participatory   policy   analysis,  worden  deze  vormen
van kritiek op de traditionele beleidsanalyse geanalyseerd en wordt een
alternatief voor het deskundigheidsmodel gepresenteerd. Dit alternatieve model
is gebaseerd op een stijl van praktisch onderzoek en advisering waarbij niet
66n hooggekwalificeerde adviseur-deskundige centraal staat, maar waarbij
ervan wordt uitgegaan dat beleidsadvies -beter of ook- kan worden gemaakt en
gepresenteerd door ervaringsdeskundigen, belanghebbenden, leken en gewone
burgers. Daarmee veranderen belangrijke aspecten zoals de rol van de beleids-
analist, de relatie met zijn of haar client, het ontwerp-proces en de geschikte
methoden van beleidsanalyse fundamenteel van karakter. In tegenstelling tot
het traditionele model van policy analysis wordt daarom gesproken over
participatieve beleidsanallyse of participatory policy  analysis  (PPA); een begrip
dat sinds het eind van de jaren tachtig opvallend meer aandacht krijgt van
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adviseurs, clienten en beleidstheoretici en daarom een betere onderbouwing en
praktische uitwerking waard is.

2.      Probleem- en vraagstelling

In hoofdstuk 1 worden de probleem- en vraagstelling van het onderzoek
gepresenteerd en worden de centrale begrippen -policy analysis en participatie-
geintroduceerd. Tevens wordt aan de hand van een praktijkvoorbeeld
verduidelijkt hoe (een panel van) gewone burgers vrijwillig en voor een
beperkte periode een rol als beleidsadviseur(s) kan (kunnen) uitoefenen.
De probleemstelling van het onderzoek volgt uit de constatering dat het
bovengenoemde traditionele model van policy analysis in de literatuur
uitvoerig en vaak wordt bekritiseerd en dat de belangstelling voor PPA sterk is
toegenomen, maar dat anderzijds sprake is van begripsverwarring over de
exacte betekenis en implicaties van PPA. De geconstateerde begripsverwarring
lijkt voort te komen uit een gebrek aan inzicht in de vooronderstellingen van
de verschillende denkmodellen voor PPA ten aanzien van aspecten zoals
kennis, rationaliteit, consensus en participatie. Een tweede tekortkoming in het
huidige debat over PPA is dat enerzijds de theoretische analyses en anderzijds,
de herleving van experimenten waarbij gebruik wordt gemaakt van
vernieuwende participatieve methoden, zelden met elkaar worden
geconfronteerd. Theorie ontwikkeling en instrument ontwikkeling vinden
veelal plaats in gescheiden werelden. Het boek beoogt daarom het begrip
participatory policy analysis theoretisch te verduidelijken en tevens een
bijdrage te leveren aan het ontwerpen en evalueren van PPA.
Het onderzoek wordt op een drietal aspecten verder ingeperkt. Het onderzoek
richt zich met name op participatieve beleidsanalyse waarbij een rol is
weggelegd voor leken en 'gewone burgers' in tegenstelling tot deskundigen en
goed georganiseerde belangengroepen. Het empirische domein van onderzoek
wordt verder beperkt tot voorbeelden (cases) op het terrein van technology
assessment of technologisch aspectenonderzoek. Ten derde ligt de nadruk op
het ontwerpen en evalueren van twee vernieuwende participatieve methoden -
de scenario ,vorkshop en de consensus conferentie; deze methoden beogen een
centrale rol voor gewone burgers en leken in beleidsanalyse te realiseren.

De centrale vraagstelling van het onderzoek luidt:
a.  Wat zijn de belangrijkste theoretische en methodologische argumenten

voor participatieve beleidsanalyse (PPA)?
b.   Wat zijn de belangrijkste aspecten voor het ontwerpen en evalueren van

PPA?
2a. Wat zijn methoden voor PPA en hoe hebben deze zich ontwikkeld?
2b. Wat zijn de praktische ervaringen met consensus conferenties en
scenario workshops en hoe dragen deze bij aan een nieuwe methodologie
voor het veld?
2c. Wat zijn de effecten van participatie op de deelnemers in PPA?
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3.         Kritiek  op de traditionele beleidsanalyse

In hoofdstuk 2 worden de onderliggende theoretische vooronderstellingen van
participatory policy analysis nader onderzocht (onderzoeksvraag 1).
Als gevolg van de onderliggende assumpties over de werkelijkheid (realisme),
over kennis (neo-positivisme), over rationaliteit (synoptisch) en over de relatie
tussen kennis en beleid (instrumenteel) zijn in het traditionele model geen
argumenten te vinden die participatie in een beleidsanalytisch proces
ondersteunen.
Tegen dit traditionele model zijn in de loop der tijd vijf belangrijke vormen
van kritiek opgeworpen waarin reeds enkele participatieve antwoorden
(alternatieven) liggen besloten.
De scitntisme kritiek stelt dat de traditionele beleidsanalyse is gebaseerd op
een onjuiste veronderstelling dat alle kennis, wetenschappelijke kennis is en
dat beleidsadvies daarmee het uitsluitende domein van wetenschappelijk
getrainde experts zou zijn. Het logische participatieve antwoord is om (ook)
leken en andere vormen van inzicht en kennis in het proces van beleidsanalyse
te betrekken.
De kritiek van decisionisme heeft betrekking op de onjuiste veronderstelling
dat het beleidsproces rationeel, top down en unicentrisch zou zijn. Het
participatieve antwoord is door een pluricentrische of netwerk benadering van
het beleidsanalytisch proces verschillende (in)formele 'medebeslissers' bij de
analyse van het beleid te betrekken.
De derde vorm van kritiek heeft betrekking op het geringe gebruik in, en de
geringe invloed van de uitkomsten van policy analysis op het beleidsproces,
vooral vanwege een 'verstoorde' communicatie tussen adviseur en cli8nt. Het
participatieve antwoord is de gebruiker(s) van de resultaten in het proces van
beleidsanalyse te laten participeren teneinde de overdracht van de resultaten en
het leren bij de cli8nt-gebruiker(s) te versterken.
De vierde vorm van kritiek heeft betrekking op het gebrek aan inter-
disciplinariteit en overeenstemming tussen analisten/wetenschappers van
verschillende disciplines onderling. Het participatieve antwoord      is
wetenschappers/deskundigen van verschillende disciplines en orientaties te
betrekken in het proces en deze elkaars standpunten en meningen te laten
toetsen en aanvullen.
De laatste vorm van kritiek heeft betrekking op de technocratie of het on-
democratische karakter van de traditionele  beleidsanalyse.  Het  participatieve
antwoord is de beleidsanalyse te democratiseren door ook burgers en leken in
het beleidsanalytische debat actief te betrekken.

4. Alternatieve modellen voor beleidsanalyse

Vervolgens worden in hoofdstuk 2 vier modellen van beleidsanalyse besproken
en geanalyseerd die op verschillende manieren een antwoord vinden op de
bovengenoemde punten van kritiek. De overeenkomst tussen de vier
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alternatieve modellen is dat wordt verondersteld dat kennis in belangrijke mate
is gebaseerd op consensus en dat participatie een noodzakelijke voorwaarde is
om een vorm van consensus te bereiken. De vier alternatieve modellen
verschillen echter van elkaar in hun definiering en opvatting van consensus, in
de wijze waarop consensus het beste kan worden bereikt en in hun orientatie
op de belangrijkste deelnemers aan het beleidsanalytische proces (zie voor een
overzicht tabel 2.2).
In het pluralistische model is participatie een logisch gevolg van de assumptie
dat kennis en rationaliteit begrensd en deels politiek zijn. Teneinde een zo
goed mogelijke analyse van een probleem en een advies te realiseren is het
noodzakelijk de perspectieven van verschillende invloedrijke belangengroepen
in de beleidsanalyse in te brengen. Daarnaast wordt veronderstelt dat
'wetenschap' verstoord wordt door onzekerheid en feilbaarheid. Inzicht is
daarom slechts bereikbaar door middel van zo goed mogelijk en vanuit
verschillende gezichtspunten getoetste uitspraken (multiplisme). De
belangrijkste deelnemers in beleidsanalyse voor het pluralistisch model zijn
daarom vertegenwoordigers van invloedrijke belangengroepen en
wetenschappers van verschillende disciplines en oriBntaties.
Het kritische model biedt vooral een alternatief voor sci8ntisme en
technocratie. Wetenschappelijke rationaliteit wordt vervangen door
communicatieve rationaliteit. Waarheid krijgt een neo-marxistische
interpretatie of wordt Habermasiaans opgevat als 'constraint free consensus'.
Het kritische model benadrukt het belang van een structurele gelijkwaardigheid
tussen de participanten en de conditionele voorwaarden die aan consensus
kunnen en moeten worden gesteld. De belangrijkste deelnemers in
beleidsanalyse zijn dan ook individuele en gewone burgers en niet-invloedrijke
groepen.
Het constructivistische model bepleit participatieve beleidsanalyse vanuit
fundamenteel andere ontologische en epistemologische veronderstellingen dan
het traditionele, het pluralistische en het kritische model. Wetenschappelijke
kennis en daarmee beleidsanalyse zelf worden opgevat als een sociale
constructie. Daarmee wordt de status van de wetenschap en van
wetenschappers fundamenteel ondermijnd. Kennis en inzicht is dan ook
gebaseerd op intersubjectieve overeenstemming. Beleidsanalyse vindt plaats
door middel van een voortgaand hermeneutisch en dialectisch proces -een
debat- tussen wetenschappers 6n niet-wetenschappers (leken) en de incorporatie
van zoveel mogelijk verschillende perspectieven op een beleidsprobleem in de
analyse.
Het strategisch model is pragmatisch  en  retorisch  van  karakter.  Het  gaat  uit
van de onderlinge afhankelijkheden tussen actoren bij het bereiken van
individuele en collectieve strategische doeleinden. Het strategisch model erkent
de mogelijkheid dat uitkomsten van collectieve besluitvormingsprocessen ir-
rationeel kunnen uitpakken hoewel zij het gevolg zijn van afzonderlijke
rationele besluitvormingsprocessen. Participatie is vooral noodzakelijk om de
uitkomsten van de interactie tussen afzonderlijke strategieen (vooraf) te testen
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en zo mogelijk te komen tot afstemming tussen onderling afhankelijke actoren
teneinde een voor het netwerk van actoren aanvaarbaar resultaat te bereiken.

5. Participatieve beleidsanalyse

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt PPA omschreven als een praktische discipline die
bijdraagt aan het beleidsproces door het ontwerpen en organiseren van beleids-
analytische bijeenkomsten (fora), het voorzien in gunstige condities voor
deelname daaraan en het begeleiden en ondersteunen (faciliteren) van het debat

en de argumentatie die plaats vindt in het forum.
Betoogd wordt dat PPA wortelt in de opkomst van het post-positivisme. Onder
deze noemer zijn echter een groot scala aan onverenigbare benaderingen voor
beleidsanalyse te onderscheiden: interpretatieve, hermeneutische,
communicatieve, discursieve, dialectische en argumentatieve benaderingen.
Deze stromingen kunnen op verschillende manieren bijdragen aan een beter
begrip van participatieve beleidsanalyse, maar het instrumentele karakter van
de beleidsanalyse -de nadruk op methoden en praktische instrumenten-
verdwijnt in deze varianten veelal uit het zicht.
Teneinde het instrumentele karakter van de beleidsanalyse te behouden is het
noodzakelijk het begrip participatie centraal te stellen omdat in de tijd/ruimte
dimensie van participatie -aangeduid  als het forum- een aanknopingspunt wordt
gevonden om nieuwe methoden en instrumenten te ontwerpen.
De taak van de participatieve beleidsanalist, zo wordt gesteld, is met name
gelegen in de organisatie van de fysieke en sociale omgeving en het ontwerp,
de begeleiding en de evaluatie van het interactieproces tussen de verschillende
(groepen) deelnemers in een gestructureerd beleidsanalytisch debat.
Aan de hand van theorieen van Laird, DeLeon en Durning wordt het voor-
gestane instrumentele model voor participatieve beleidsanalyse verder
verduidelijkt. Uit de bespreking van deze theorieen komen drie algemene
conclusies naar voren:
PPA onderscheidt zich duidelijk van participatieve beleids- en besluitvorming
en het streven naar een participatieve democratie. Hoewel een participatieve
beleidsanalyse mogelijk meer democratisch is dan een niet participatieve
variant, zal geen enkele vorm van beleidsanalyse kunnen voldoen aan strikte

1 criteria ontleend     aan een participatieve democratie.      Het     doel     van
beleidsanalyse is en blijft informatieverzameling ten behoeve van
besluitvorming,    niet het vervangen van democratische besluitvormings-
procedures door een proces van participatieve analyse.

1' Ten tweede moet PPA zich richten op de ontwikkeling, het gebruik en de
1 evaluatie van participatieve instrumenten en methoden. Dit voorkomt dat PPA   
11 blijft steken in intellectuele exercities zonder veel praktische relevantie

voor-- 
s het  beleidsproces.

Ten derde zou PPA zich moeten richten op het ontwerpen en faciliteren van de
fora waar belanghebbende deelnemers, waaronder leken en gewone burgers,
betrokken kunnen worden in een analyse van beleid. Dit betekent dat het
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noodzakelijk is om bruikbare en aansprekende voorbeelden van fora te
onderzoeken op de ontwerp-aspecten en de procedures waarop ze zijn
gebaseerd.

Een van de uitdagingen voor PPA is om fora te ontwerpen waarmee de
ongelijkheden tussen leken en burgers ten opzichte van potitici, deskundigen
en beleidsmakers kunnen worden gecompenseerd. Dit vereist bijvoorbeeld
nieuwe en betere procedures om deelnemers te selecteren, de deelname van
lekell mogelijk te maken, training en onderricht in het proces op te nemen en
regels  op te stellen waarmee  een  open en eerlijk debat kan worden bevorderd.
In de literatuur wordt voor zo'n variant met leken en gewone burgers het
volgende forum voorgesteld (DeLeon): een panel van willekeurig geselecteerde
gewone mensen (leken, burgers) kan worden samengesteld die vrijwillig een
beleidsanalytische opdracht aanvaardt. Dit kan omvatten het evalueren van
informatie, het debatteren over meningen en het formuleren van conclusies.
Teneinde deze taak uit te voeren wordt dit panel ondersteund en voorzien van
informatie door de beleidsanalist. De resultaten kunnen verschillende vormen
hebben en de functies kunnen varieren tussen democratiseren, educatie,
consultatie, conflict-bemiddeling, codrdinatie of samenwerking.
Een dergelijke format voor PPA met 'gewone mensen' wordt in de
beleidsanalytische literatuur niet nader geconcretiseerd en de veronderstelde
effecten ervan worden niet geevalueerd. Er zijn kortom weinig praktische
voorbeelden van zo'n opzet. Door echter ook andere terreinen te onderzoeken,
in het bijzonder het terrein van technology assessment, wordt de instrumentele
en methodologische uitwerking voor dit voorstel voor PPA duidelijker.

6. Participatieve methoden

In hoofdstuk 4 worden de ontwikkelingen, de kenmerken en de ervaringen op
een relatief groot aantal toepassingsgebieden van participatieve methoden
gereconstrueerd (onderzoeksvraag 2a). Hieruit blijkt dat PPA zich heeft
ontwikkeld op basis van leerervaringen met participatieve experimenten en
methoden in voorgaande tijdsperiodes.
Tijdens de jaren '60 en '70 werden participatieve technieken en methoden
voor beleidsanalyse ontwikkeld en gebruikt zoals de decision-seminar en
science-court. Beide methoden probeerden een goed gestructureerde omgeving
te ontwerpen teneinde meningsverschillen tussen deskundigen en
wetenschappers op te lossen en een niveau van 'schijnbaar' objectieve
consensus te bereiken waar beleid op zou kunnen worden gebaseerd. De
onderliggende veronderstellingen over kennis en de relatie daarvan met beleid
bleken in de praktijk niet houdbaar.
Ervaringen met participatie van burgers en leken in besluitvorming in de jaren
zeventig en tachtig bleken  ook niet onverdeeld gunstig. Experimenten  met
participatie in deze periode waren vooral responsief als gevolg van het
ideologisch gekleurde streven naar emancipatie van nieuwe sociale
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bewegingen. Hoorzittingen en inspraakprocedures lijken in de jaren negentig
als participatie instrumenten in toenemende mate aan geloofwaardigheid in te
boeten. Tegelijkertijd neemt de actieve aandacht van beleidsmakers en politici
voor meer kleinschalige en gecontroleerde methoden voor consultatie van, en
analyse door burgers in het kader van beleidsontwikkeling sterk toe. Ook de
aandacht voor meer gestructureerde methoden voor burgerconsultatie uit de
jaren zeventig zoals de planning cell, burger panels en citizen juries lijkt te
herleven. Een tweede en derde generatie methoden ontwikkelt zich op basis
van nieuwe combinaties en mogelijkheden van voorgaande ideeen. Deze
nieuwere methoden omvatten gestructureerde workshops, spel-simulaties en
conferentie vormen. Deze evolutionaire methodenontwikkeling vond en vindt
plaats onder invloed van conceptuele ideeen ontleend aan pluralisme theorieen,
de juridische praktijk (jury rechtspraak), kritische theorie8n, het sociaal-
constructivisme, groepstheorie en militair-strategische besluitvorming.
Communicatie en informatie-technologie biedt nieuwe mogelijkheden voor
participatieve beleidsanalyse in de vorm van tele-, computer en video
bijeenkomsten.
De huidige stand van zaken is dat er vijf vormen van methoden zijn die
relatief nieuw zijn en onder PPA-theoretici niet wijd bekend zijn als methoden
voor participatieve beleidsanalyse: consensus conferenties, scenario

workshops, decision conferencing, strategische conferenties en policy exercises

(beleidsexercities).

In hoofdstuk 5 tot 10 worden het ontwerp en de evaluaties van de scenario
workshop en consensus conferentie methoden besproken. Het onderzoek wordt
daartoe beperkt omdat deze twee methoden de deelname van leken, burgers,

belanghebbenden en gewone mensen in confrontatie met beleidsmakers,
politici en deskundigen, kunnen realiseren.

7. Case studie 1: Ontwerp en evaluatie    van een Europese scenario
workshop over duurzaam stedellik wonen in de komende decennia

In hoofdstuk 5 wordt het praktische ontwerp van een scenario workshop in een
Europese context besproken (onderzoeksvraag  2b). Een scenario-workshop  kan
worden omschreven als een bijeenkomst van een beperkt aantal deelnemers
met verschillende achtergronden (kennis, ervaring, belangen) die voor een
paar uur tot een paar dagen op interactieve manier een beleidskwestie

analyseren en daarbij worden geholpen door het gebruik van
toekomstscenario's, bepaalde werkprocedures en een moderator
(procesbegeleider). Het ontwerp  van een scenario workshop  en de evaluatie
wordt in detail besproken aan de hand van een praktijk voorbeeld (case).
Het beschreven en onderzochte project maakt deel uit van het Europese Value-

H projea, werd geYnitieerd door DG-Xm van de Europese Commissie  en  in de
periode 1992-1997 uitgevoerd door het TNO studie-centrum voor technologie
en beleid (TNO-STB). Het project en het scenario materiaal is gebaseerd op
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een project van de Deense Parlementaire Technologie Raad (Danish Board of
Technology) uit 1991. Het project en de publicaties zijn bekend geworden
onder   de   titel,   Europese   Bewustwordings   Scenario Workshops (European
Awareness Scenario Workshops EASW) over het thema Duurzaam Stedelijk
Wonen in de Komende Decennia (Susminable Urban Living in the Coming
Decades).
De belangrijkste methodologische vraag in het project was of het mogelijk is
om groepen gewone burgers, lokale politici, private investeerders en
technologen uit verschillende Europese landen aan de hand van dezelfde
toekomstscenario's en aan de hand van een zelfde procedure te betrekken bij
technologie- en milieuvraagstukken zodat de aansluiting tussen technologie
ontwikkeling en maatschappelijke problemen wordt bevorderd en oplossingen
voor lokale milieuproblemen kunnen worden gevonden en geimplementeerd.
Evaluatie van de zes scenario workshops gehouden in vijf verschillende
Europese landen (Nederland, Frankrijk, Griekenland, Verenigd Koninkrijk en
Oostenrijk) toont aan dat deelname aan de scenario workshop een positieve
leerervaring is geweest voor de deelnemers als ook voor de Europese initiator
van het project (DG-XIII). De uitkomsten van de evaluatievragenlijsten
ingevuld   door 119 respondenten valideren het proces   en het instrument   voor
de verschillende culturele contexten in Europa en geven aan dat de deelnemers
-op basis van zelfrapportage- meer inzicht hebben gekregen in de betreffende
kwesties en dat de uitkomsten van de workshops als waardevol voor de eigen
stad worden beschouwd. Gewogen aan de schaal van participatie -de Europese
context, het aantal deelnemers, de omvang van de middelen en de aandacht
voor het ontwerp van de workshop- is het project een experimentele mijlpaal
geweest  op het gebied  van  PPA. De scenario workshop methode heeft  een
sneeuwbal effect gekregen via haar verspreiding naar andere Europese landen,
de samenwerking tussen vele instanties in Europa en het verspreiden van de
format van scenario workshops naar andere beleidsterreinen en toepassingen.
De scenario workshop methode geeft duidelijke instrumentele richtlijnen met
betrekking tot de organisatie van een dergelijk proces maar blijkt tegelijkertijd
flexibel en aanpasbaar aan verschillende omstandigheden en toepassingen.

8. Case studie 2: Effect evaluatie   van een consensus conferentie   over
voorspellend genetisch onderzoek, waar gaan we naar toe?

In hoofdstuk 6 tot en met 10 worden de resultaten van een effect evaluatie van
een consensus conferentie met de titel Voorspellend Genetisch Onderzoek;
Waar   Gaan   we   Naar Toe, besproken (onderzoeksvraag   2b   en   c).    Een
consensus conferentie is een voor het publiek toegankelijke zitting die wordt
geleid door een voorzitter waarbij een panel van ongeveer 15 leken na een
periode van intensieve voorbereiding, in debat gaat met een panel van
ongeveer dezelfde omvang, bestaande uit deskundigen en waarbij het
lekenpanel op basis van de uitkomsten van het gehele proces een advies opstelt
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voor politieke en maatschappelijke besluitvormers. Kandidaten voor het
lekenpanel wordt via een advertentie in dagbladen opgeroepen deel te nemen.

De effect-evaluatie vond plaats vanaf oktober  1994 en is opgezet als een quasi-
experimenteel pre-test/post-test ontwerp met zes verschillende onderzoeks-
panels. Door de onderzoekers is een uitgebreid vragenboekje ontwikkeld
waarmee de bijdrage van het debat aan de meningsvorming, in het bijzonder
de waarden-, kennis- en attitudenverandering, van de verschillende deelnemers
kon worden gemeten. Bij het lekenpanel werden op drie meetmomenten
respectievelijk de effecten van de voorbereidende weekeinden, het daarbij
behorende informatiepakket en het debat zelf, gemeten. De veranderingen bij
het lekenpanel (L) kunnen in het onderzoek worden vergeleken met drie leken
controle-groepen. Er zijn twee controle-groepen die evenals het panel op de
advertentie hebben gereageerd maar die van elkaar verschillen doordat 66n
groep het debat w61 (Cl) en de andere het debat niet (C2) als publiek heeft
bijgewoond. Een derde controle-groep (C3) werd door de onderzoekers via
een a-selecte telefonische procedure benaderd en geen van deze respondenten
nam op enigerlei wijze deel aan het debat. Het deskundigenpanel (IE) ontving
in januari hetzelfde vragenboekje als het lekenpanel en ook voor het
deskundigenpanel werd een (kleine) controlegroep (CE) geworven. Deze CE
groep bestond uit deskundigen die zich in principe bereid hadden getoond om
in het deskundigenpanel zitting te nemen. De respons was gedurende het hele
onderzoek  zeer  hoog. Het respons-percentage  voor het lekenpanel  over  de
gehele periode was 94%.

Omdat het lekenpanel werd geworven via een advertentie (geplaatst in oktober
'94) is het waarschijnlijk dat de mensen die daarop reageerden, verschillen van
de Nederlandse bevolking met betrekking tot sociaal-demografische kenmerken
en betrokkenheid bij het onderwerp. De resultaten tonen echter aan dat de
wijze van selectie   van het lekenpanel een redelijk goede selectiemethode   is.
Gezien het aantal deelnemers werd een redelijke mate van representatie
bereikt. Deelnemers hadden geen duidelijke persoonlijke of professionele
betrokkenheid en bleken redelijk ongeinformeerd en onbevooroordeeld
(positief of negatief)  in hun standpunt ten aanzien van het onderwerp.

De analyse van de herhaalde november/maart metingen toont verrassend sterke
effecten  in  de tijd (vergeleken tussen de groepen).   In het algemeen  is  het
lekenpanel minder angstig, meer ondersteunend  en veel beter geinformeerd
geraakt over voorspellend genetisch onderzoek. Het effect van het debat op de
waarden van de deelnemers ten aanzien van abortus is verrassend sterk. Deze
veranderingen corresponderen met de opmerkingen in de slotverklaring van
het lekenpanel over deze kwesties. In het algemeen speelde het gebruik van
VGO voor het testen van ongeborenen en de keuzevrijheid van ouders een
belangrijke rol tijdens het debat. Analyse van de gegevens toont dat zowel het
lekenpanel als ook de controle-groep die het debat bijwoonde, minder
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wantrouwen heeft gekregen in wetenschappers, en in geringe mate ook in
politieke besluitvorming en in de controle van wetenschap en technologie in
het algemeen. Vergeleken met de niet-deelnemende controle-groepen hebben
zowel het publiek als het lekenpanel er significant meer vertrouwen in
gekregen dat individuele persoonlijke ethische normen de activiteiten van
wetenschappers limiteren.
Alle aan het onderzoek deelnemende groepen geven zelf aan dat hun mening
en houding ten aanzien van VGO sinds oktober 1994 zijn veranderd. Het
lekenpanel geeft een significant sterkere verandering in mening en houding aan
ten opzichte van mogelijke toepassingen van genetische kennis. Een voorbeeld
van verandering van de algemene mening ten aanzien van VGO wordt
hieronder nader toegelicht.
Alle respondenten van het lekenpanel en de controle-groepen is bij elke meting
gevraagd of men 'in het algemeen meer voordelen of meer nadelen van VGO
ziet'. Alle lekengroepen behalve de derde controle-groep tonen belangrijke  en
significante veranderingen in algemene mening tussen november en maart
1995.

Bij het lekenpanel openbaart zich in dit opzicht een interessant patroon van
verandering. In november   ziet de meerderheid   van het lekenpanel   meer
voordelen dan nadelen, terwijl een aanzienlijk percentage daarover (nog) geen
mening heeft. Na de voorbereidende weekeinden, ziet de helft van het
lekenpanel meer nadelen en de andere helft meer voordelen. Het panel heeft
zich dus een mening gevormd maar is ook kritisch(er) geworden. Na het debat
in februari is het lekenpanel bijna unaniem van mening dat er meer voordelen
dan nadelen van VGO zijn terwijl slechts 66n respondent 'iets meer nadelen
dan voordelen' ziet. Binnen het panel is nagenoeg consensus ontstaan over de
voordelen  van  VGO. De groep  die het debat heeft bijgewoond vertoont  een
significant sterkere verandering in algemene mening dan de groep die het
debat niet heeft bijgewoond. Interessant is dat de derde controle-groep (niet op
advertentie gereageerd en ook niet bijgewoond) geen verandering in mening
vertoont.
Zowel het lekenpanel als de controle-groep die het debat heeft bijgewoond
(Cl) ervaren een belangrijke verhoging van hun kennis en inzichten als gevolg
van het debat. Het 'leer-effect' van de controle-groep die niet bij het debat
aanwezig is significant veel lager. In overeenstemming met de opmerkingen
uit de slotverklaring geeft het lekenpanel een sterke vermeerdering van hun
geinformeerdheid aan. De resultaten van de voor- en nameting tonen een
significante en sterke vermeerdering van kennis tussen november en maart bij
het lekenpanel, iets minder bij het publiek en weinig of geen verandering bij
de controle-groepen.

9. Conceptueel model voor PPA

In    hoofdstuk    11     wordt een conceptueel model gepresenteerd    voor    het
ontwerpen en evalueren van participatieve beleidsanalyse. Dit model bestaat
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uit vier belangrijke aspecten of invalshoeken voor het bestuderen van
participatory policy analysis: (1) de context en strategie van de initiator (2) de
organisatie van het proces (3) het ontwerpen van participatieve instrumenten
(4) de evaluatie van de relevantie.
Er wordt een analytisch schema gepresenteerd waarmee de context en de
strategie van de initiator van PPA kan worden geanalyseerd. Er wordt gesteld
dat PPA kan worden gerelateerd aan aspecten van kennismanagement,
procesmanagement en netwerkmanagement. Op deze drie niveau's worden 7
participatieve strategiean onderscheiden: educatie, consultatie, anticipatie,
bemiddeling, codrdinatie,  cooperatie en transformatie (leren).
Ten aanzien van het aspect 'organisatie' wordt ingegaan op het traject en
arrangement karakter van PPA, de rol van de beleidsanalist als moderator of
facilitator en de overige rollen van betrokken partijen (de initiator, de project
organisatie, overige beleidsanalisten, de deelnemers, de relevante
besluitvormers, de belanghebbenden, en de samenleving).
Ten aanzien van het aspect 'ontwerp van PPA instrumenten' wordt ingegaan
op een aantal ontwerpvariabelen die samenhangen met het kiezen en
uitnodigen van de deelnemers, het forum waarin het debat plaats vindt en de
informatieverwerking.
In het evaluatie perspectief worden een aantal verschillende vormen van
evaluatie onderscheiden en kort besproken. Het gaat om een methodologische
evaluatie, een procesevaluatie, drie vormen van effect-evaluatie (de directe
effecten op de deelnemers, de indirecte effecten via verspreiding en een
gebruiksevaluatie) en tot slot, een impact-evaluatie. Hoofdstuk 11 besluit met
een checklist van variabelen voor het ontwerpen en evalueren van PPA.
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